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There is anew type of power which fully realizes all of the subtlety and force that audio reproduction inspires. It's
called The Power of ES -the "Elevated Standard" in high fidelity performance. And it's available only from Sony.
The TA-E9000ES is the world's first preamplifier to utilize the same 32-bit floating decimal point DSP
technology found in our finest professional products. Its three separate 32-bit engines can decode Dolby Digital,
dts or MPEG 5.1 channel audio, as well as 96kHz /24-bit PCM stereo.
The Sony TA-E9000...it's the power you want, it's the delicate balance of power you need,
IT'S THE POWER OF ES.
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majesty of an orchestra. And nothing
tciure of the event as stunningly portrayed by
the Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological
breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate,
Telar 57

high 6equ'ency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood

cabinets -are now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini
and the Sub Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers
earn the designation "Utopia" with their natural performance of music.
Batons are optional.

Grande Utopia
S70 000

Mezzo Utopia
S13 000
lb

For more information call 1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services PO. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: l'Iurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.plurison.com
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amned Mozart!"
Iwas assembling aperformance of Mozart's Piano
Quartet in G Minor, K.478, from the
recordings I'd made at the 1998 Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival. From my musician days, I'm well aware that while the
notes of aMozart score can look simple
on the page, there is nowhere in this
music for amusician to hide. Iremember
being made to feel as if my fingers were
made of concrete by two measures of
repeated eighth notes in aMozart trio.
Sixteen notes, every one the same, yet all I
was aware of were my tiny inexactitudes
of attack on each note, the tiny tremblings
in the musical pulse. When it comes to
performing (rather than listening), give
me Vivaldi — what does it matter if one or
two notes of his lightning-fast scales and
arpeggios go slightly awry?
Sitting at my digital audio workstation, it
was becoming obvious that anyone editing
arecording of aMozart work is rendered
equally naked. Unlike other kinds of
music, where flurries of 16th notes or
intrinsic rubato in the playing can conceal
the mysteries of the editor's art, the timing
of each splice in aMozart piece has to be
perfect. You always cut at the beginning of
the following note, for example, in order
to preserve the rhythmic flow, but determining exactly where anote's "beginning"
might be is an art, not ascience. Iwas able
to learn the rudiments of this art by watching amaster tape splicer, Hugh Davies of
Capitol Records, for the best part of two
days when he assembled the performances
for the first two Stereophile recordings. And
Hugh was working with '/2"analog tape!
The advent of digital recording and editing has made the mechanics of editing
more friendly. With acomputer workstation, you can rehearse each splice (or, to be
more correct, each crossfade between two
file segments) to your heart's content. I
was able to experiment with each join in
the Mozart quartet by shifting the exact
point by several milliseconds at atime,
until the musical flow was uninterrupted.
And while the work involved in the editing and mastering of this project turned
out to be much greater than anticipated, I'll
still be able to get the master prepared in
time for CDs to be available at HI-FI '99.
Yes, once again, it's Show time! From
Wednesday, May 11 through Thursday,
May 13 (Trade Days, sponsored by the
Academy Advancing High-End Audio &
Video); and from Friday, May 14 through
Stereophile, May 1999
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Sunday, May 16 (Consumer Days),
Chicago's historic Palmer House Hilton
hotel will host more than ahundred audio
and home-theater companies as they
exhibit their wares to thousands of audiophiles from all across the United States,
with sound and video quality to die for.
HI-FI '99 is the 13th audio show since
1987 to have been promoted by this magazine, and now also by Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater and Home Theater magazines.
An advance ticket covering all three Consumer Days costs $25 ($35 at the door); a
one-day advance ticket costs $20. (For
advance tickets, call (505) 992-6600, or
visit www.hifishow.com
As always at our Shows, there will be a
fiill program of musical concerts, workshops, and seminars —all free to those who
attend the Show. As well as the perennially
popular "Ask the Editors" sessions, there
will be workshops on loudspeakers, hometheater room design, IYIN, DVD-Audio
and SACD, and "A Beginner's Guide to
High-End Audio." Musical events will
include: aSaturday evening of classic blues
sponsored by Acoustic Sounds/Analogue
Productions and featuring guitarist/singer/
songwriter Jimmy D. Lane, guitarist
Jimmie Lee Robinson, haip player Eomot
RaSun, and 83-year-old guitarist/singer
David "Honeyboy" Edwards; Chicago's
own Patricia Barber in aconcert of cool
jazz, sponsored by VTL; Classic Records'
new discovery, singer/songwriter Lorna
Hunt, bluesman Doug MacLeod with
legendary harpman Carey Bell and the
great Mighty Flyers rhythm section, courtesy of AudioQuest Music; and the Patrick
Noland Trio and jazz groups Union and
Rebel Souls, all sponsored by Naim
Audio. And fresh from sessions at Chad
Kassem's Blue Heaven Studio, where he
will have just finished recording the
Brahms and Mozart Clarinet Quintets for
Stereophile, Antony Michaelson of Musical
Fidelity will perform these works with a
string quartet led by Adrian Levine, erstwhile co-concertmaster of the Academy
of Saint Martin-in-the-Fields. This Fridayevening concert is presented by Audio
Advisor and me.
I'll also be limbering up my bass-playing fingers at the Show, to perform two
concerts with ajazz quartet consisting of
Stereophile writers Bob Reina (piano) and
Zan Stewart (tenor sax), and high-end
manufacturer/distributor Allen Perkins
of Immedia (drums). Sure glad we're not
playing Mozart!

It

Iverson

Back to the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival Mozart recording? It joins that
most passionate of Elgar's works, the symphonic-scaled Piano Quintet, plus the
world-premiere recording of Marc Neikrug's haunting Pueblo Songs as sung by
soprano Heidi Grant Murphy, who commisioned the work — all on Stereophile's
new Bravo! CD (STPH014-2). Featured
musicians are violinists Pinchas Zukerman, Jaime Laredo, and Daniel Phillips,
violists Robert Rinehart and Cynthia
Phelps, cellists Sharon Robinson and Eric
Kim, and pianists Marc Ncikrug and
Joseph Kalichstein — almost 80 minutes
of wonderfully performed chamber
music. You'll be able to read about the
project in the June Stereophile, and order
the disc from our website (www.stereo
phile.com) after the Show in May. And,
speaking of our website
—John Atkinson
Web links database
To all our online readers who've begged
for acomprehensive set of searchable web
links on the Stereophile website: your eprayers have been answered. By the time
you read this, the Stereophile website will
sport one of the Internet's most comprehensive set of qualified audio and video
links —2531, at last count.
About ayear ago, Stereophile procured
and began maintaining "The Enthusiasts
Page" links database, originally developed
by Ron Rathe. With the assistance of Kip
Troendle, we have been combing the list
for the past several months, updating it
regularly. The hundreds of thousands of
audiophile web surfers who have been
using this resource (which was even championed in the March '99 issue of Audio
magazine) will find it pretty much
unchanged. (If it works, don't fix it.) All
that will be new is some page formatting
to bring it into the Stereophile site; the
www.audio-hometheater.com link will
simply redirect seekers to the Stereophile
links page.
The database is searchable in avariety
of ways, groups similar categories of links,
and includes an automatic listing feature
for those interested in signing up their
sites. Go to www.stereophile.com and
click on the "Links To I)ie For" button to
drop into the swirl of hyperdata. Suggestions for improving the database are
always welcome — feel free to contact me
with your comments (jiversonstereophile.com).
—Jon Iverson
11
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If yo-ties.that rara individual who knows what he wants
and

cognizes excellence when he hears it; who doesn't

rely on someone else's opinion or guidance; who makes his
own purchasing decisions; who has the power; who is a
i leader: who can afford the best who is not afraid to spend
less to get more... Aronov Audio has your amplifier!

Aronov
o

Call 888-4-ARONOV for abrochure and the
location of the dealer nearest you, or visit our
web site at www.aronovaudio.com
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Letters
Where are the links?
Editor:
Ivisited your website for the first time
and was surprised to not find any manufacturers' links or contact information.
Mike Conway
mconway@videonics.com
The Stereophile website now sports the
Internet's most comprehatsive set qf qualeed
audio/video links (2531 at last count). A year
ago, Stereophile procured and began maintaining The Enthusiasts Page links database
developed by Ron Rathe The latp://www.
audio-hometheatercom link tww redirects seekers to the Stereophile links page The database
is searchable in avariety vfivays, and also groups
similar eateries.
—Jon Iverson

ofRendezvous can befaund in the archives section of our website— wwwstereophileatm —
and all the Stereophile CDs, including
Rhapsody, Hyperion Knight's tribute to
George Gershwin, can be ordered online —JA
Sedentary pictures included
Editor:
The picture in the March '99 "As We
See It" showing John Atkinson and his
colleagues bidding adieu to Wes Phillips
certainly highlights the fact that audiophilia is asedentary pursuit!
Nick Paterson-Morgan
London, England

small group of fellow enthusiasts do not
wish to be associated with all the bullshit
printed in "hi-fi" magazines.
One thing that really did tickle us was
Lonnie Brownell's list of associated
components in his February review of
the VTL ST-85 amplifier (p.137). Come
on, Lonnie, get age!
You guys may be fooling yourselves,
but at least you are amusing people like
us. Thanks for that, anyway.
name tvithheld
CGould2640@aol.com

Value for money
Editor:
Stock predictions are extra
After reading KJ Rubinson's evaluation
Editor:
of the MSB Link D/A in the January
Iwas just reading aback issue of Stereo- Stereophile, Iwent right on the Internet
A marimba? Yes.
phile that Inever got to —January 1997.
and ordered one. What the hell! At
Editor:
Quoting
from John
Atkinson's
$349, Icould afford to throw it away if I
"Industry Update" on p.31:
didn't like it. It was apleasure to deal
Stereophile's Rhapsody CD is areally fine
recording. However, Iwas horribly disap"Is it possible that, some time in the
with MSB. A prompt e-mail acknowlpointed that you chose to produce an
future, you will buy aDVD that has a edged that the unit would be shipped
arrangement of Rhapsody in Blue and the
time stamp preventing it from being
Fed Ex within two days, and it was, with
Three Prelude. From an economic per- played after acertain date unless you
ashipping cost of $10 for ordering on
spective, Icould understand not opting pay afurther fee? Or am Ijust being
the Web. Iplugged it into my Theta
for afull orchestra, but this sounds like
paranoid?"
Data Basic II transport, and the sound
Wow. I'm impressed! Do you do
Gershwin gone Calypso to me. Amarimthat came out of my Thiel CS3.6es was
stocks also?
Brian Kheel better than Ihad hoped for.
ba?! Honestly.
bskheeloa@aol.com
With so few decent recordings of
Who said Stereophile doesn't review reaGershwin out there, it's aterrible shame
sonably priced equipment?
D. Scher
that you went to the effort to produce a Fooling ourselves?
dIschimmd@worldnetatt.net
sonically stunning recording that, in my Editor:
Missing something?
opinion, employed arrogant and ill-conIhave just stumbled across Stereophile, and
ceived arrangements. Needless to say, this
it's the funniest thing I've ever seen (or Editor:
one's going back, despite Hyperion
saddest, depending on your perspective).
In the January issue, Kalman Rubinson
Knight's very evident emotional connec- As an engineer and music lover, Ifind the
recommended the use of the MSB Link
tion to the composer.
Alex Magaro
magazine laughable. Ihave ahigh-definDAC with the lower-priced DVD playamagaro@ibm.net ition audio system, not ahi-fi, as Iand my
ers for improved stereo sound. But the
primary use of aDVD player is to outBlues, rock, or jazz, please
put the Dolby Digital soundtrack of the
Editor:
Letters to the Editor should be sent
video. This DD soundtrack is passed
It appears that you guys are in arut with
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
through only the digital output. Adding
one after another Stereophile recording of
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
any external DAC to the system will
classical music. If you want to expand
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
make it impossible to connect the DVD
your sales and market, record some blues,
Letters@stereophile.com .Unless
player to a DD processor, unless the
marked otherwise, all letters are
or rock, or jazz, or anything but another
DVD player has multiple digital outclassical album.
Paul Thompson
assumed to be for possible publicaputs. Or am Imissing something?
paulgthompson@digitatcorn
tion. If you have problems with
Shelly Schachter
your subscription, call (800) 666Cannel Valley, CA
In March ive released Rendezvous, aCD of
3746 or visit www.stereophik.com
cool jazz recorded at Chad Kassan's Blue
Please note: We are unable to
You are correct, Mr. Schachter. You would need
Heaven Studio in Kansas and featuring
answer requests for information on
to physically unplug the digital output of the
bassist/composer Jerome Harris leading an allspecific products or systems.
DVD playerfrom the MSB DAC and plug
leader quinta. The article desaibing the making
it into aDolby Deal decoder when you
Stereophile, May 1999
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wanted to change from playing 24/96 audio
DVDs to playing DVD movies with asurround soundtrack
— JA
Fremer acomedian?
Editor:
Was Michael Fremcr's ICan Take aJoke
LP (February '99, p.49) ever issued on
CD? If so, did it suck more than on LP?
Or were the depth, palpability, and
warmth factors so profound as to elevate
Michael's performance to alevel of diminished suck?
Jim Toro
Los Angeles, CA
jtoro@co.la.ca.us
Some of my LP does suck It's 25 years old.
But overall I'm pretty happy with the record,
and it doesn't suck. In fac4 Ibet you'd laugh at
some of it (withm not at me). Iusuallyfind
that guys who write letters like yours are just
waitingfor that last nudge to take them over to
the other side So go listen to aRega Planar 25,
Mr Toro; Iwouldn't be surprised if it really
turned your head around about this analog/digital stuffl -Michael (I con take ajoke) %mu.
Pavarotti, not Pumpkins
Editor:
Ican't help but see all the letters that are
written saying that classical music is for
old people, and no people in the new
generation will be able to connect with
it. Ihave just turned 16, Ijust got my
license, my new teenagemobik, and
guess what's playing in my CD player —
not Korn, or Screeching Weasels, but
Pavarotti's My Favorite Showstoppers.
Ifind that when Itell people Ilisten to
mainly classical music, they give me a
weird look. But most, if not all, are
amazed by how alive these pieces are
when they just give them achance. So
before you criticize Stereophile for reviewing hardware with mainly cllssical pieces,
set aside one evening and listen to one of
the great operas or symphonies. Go on, I
dare you.
Dick Morrell
morrellr@doumeastenergy.com

phones used to enhance the instrument.
When the harp was not required, those
microphones were not used. All impact,
dynamics, and color were aresult of the
performance and agreat minimal miking
technique, not an enhancement of dose
miking.
Lowell E. Graham
Igraham335@emaitmsn.com
Where are the BBC CDs?
Editor .
Itried to order the July 1998 back issue
of the BBC Music magazine CD
(Wayne Marshall cover), as recommended in February's "Records To Die For"
feature. However, the telephone number you published is apparently not
valid. Michael A. Fox also reviewed this
organ recording, in issue 115 of The
Abso!ute Sound; he also listed the same
wrong number.
Chris Keller
Wellston, OH
deeller@cscc..edu
BBC Music has changed their distribution.
Those who would like to order Wayne
Marshall's superb July '98 organ recording
Bach, Liszt, Braluns, may do so by calling
(800) 234-6706.
-ManagingEditor
Where is "Manufacturers'
Comments"?
Editor:
Iwas very disappointed that there was no
"Manufacturers' Comments" section in
the March Sterrophile. Ifound this doubly
surprising in light of the underwhelming
review given the Audio Research LS8
preamplifier.
Peter Stodewell
Paris, France
PeterStodewell@gl.snefi
The limited editorial space in our March issue
meant that some features had to be omitted.
The letters from manufacturers in response to
the March reviews appeared in the April
Stereophile.
— JA

It's about pleasure
Editor:
Minimal miking
There seems to be alot of confusion
Editor:
around the issue of the "goal" or "purIwas delighted to read Larry Greenhill's pose" of astereo system and its use.
review of the Revel Salon loudspeaker
The real "goal," etc. is to provide pleain March. However, in the review is a sure for the owner. This may be in many
reference to "The Liberty Fanfare" from
forms, such as listening pleasure, pride of
Winds of War and Peace (Wilson Audio
ownership, show-off value, providing
WCD-8823), with the comment that it
something that constantly needs to be
"includes aclose-miked bass drum."
upgraded or improved, etc. Personally, I
I served as the conductor for this
like listening pleasure.
Daniel Seigel
recording. The recording was direct to
San Francisco
two-track. There were only atotal of four
It's about accuracy
microphones used to record the ensemEditor:
ble. Only on the pieces that required harp
were two additional warmup microGreat letter in your March issue (p.14)
12

from Agim Perolli on the goal of an
audio system. The issue is this: Iwant
my stereo to reproduce the master tape.
John Marberry
San Diego, CA
marbeny@ibm.net
It's about realism
Editor:
In reply to Agim Perolli's thoughtful response ("New or old accuracy?," March
1999, p.14) to my letter ("New
Accuracy," January 1999, p.19), Ibelieve
that we have distilled alegitimate difference of opinion as to the goal of high
end audio. Agim agrees with me that
"the goal of the entire recording/playback chain is to reproduce the original
musical event faithfully," but believes
that the "playback-only part of the
chain" (ie, high-end audio) should have
adifferent objective — that of reproducing the master as faithfully as possible. I
understand the theoretical notion that it
is the responsibility of the recording system to imbue the master tape with the
original musical event, and the responsibility of the playback system simply to
retrieve that event from our vinyl or
digital discs. Were it only so easy!
Unfortunately, this pleasant ideal does
not accord with the reality of the vinyl
and digital discs we have to play.
Agim's supposition about the logical
extension of my view that the goal of
high-end audio is to reproduce as closely as possible the sound of the original
musical event is correct: if aplayback
mechanism could reverse errors in the
master and thereby re-create more realistically the original musical event, then
I believe the playback mechanism
should do so. Iwould support whatever
is required to re-create in our homes as
realistically as possible the original
musical event, regardless of whether we
should have to make such adjustments.
Ron Resnick
New York, NY
ronr@hanrry.com
MP3 &the New York Times
Editor:
Ibelieve Michael Fremer insulted Pete
Lewis and Jim Gorman of the New
York Times with his second letter to
that newspaper, as reported in his
March '99 "Analog Corner." MP3 is
clearly not an audiophile format and
shouldn't be reviewed as one. You
generally don't review amoped in the
same fashion as aBMW
Fremer took issue with this quotation
from the Times MP3 article: "They
sounded at least as full-bodied as acasStereophile,
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Infinity

HPS-250

250 watts, 12" active woofer,
18"h x 15"w x 20"d

HPS-500
soo watts, IS" active woofer,
20"h x 19"« x 22"d

HPS-1000
1,000 watts, IS" active woofer,
two IS" passive radiators,

22"h x 20"w x 24"d
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is one of the great brands of Harmon International.
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KEF SOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q'
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition

III

them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

(.) 10 Timber Lane, Marlboro, NJ 07746 Phone: 732-683-2356 Fax: 732-683-2358

Letters
sette on a Walkman." Fremer added,
"Whatever that means." To anonaudiophile reading the newspaper, that's areasonable and familiar comparison. In fact,
it makes much more sense than "a fast,
clean, harmonically convincing, exceedingly well-organized sound." The latter
quote is by Fremer in the same column
describing another piece of gear.
Fremer also seems unaware that
MP3 sound quality is highly dependent
on the data rate (compression level) and
encoding software used. Many MP3
encoders are optimized for speed at the
expense of sound quality. Proper MP3
encoding at a256kbps data rate actually
does result in audio that's "indistinguishable from the originals" to the average
person using typical home audio hardware and program material. Ihave the
blind comparisons to back this up.
While Iagree that the audiophile
community needs avoice in new standards, MP3 is fundamentally constrained by the current bandwidth limitations of the Internet. As it stands today
(at least when properly encoded), it's an
excellent compromise between quality
and file size. More important, it represents a very exciting new method of
music distribution. That's the real news;
the Times, unlike Mr. Fremer and
Stereaphi/e, correctly reported the big
picture.
Michael Nelson
mneb@pobox.wm
Iput the entire interchave between me and
the New York Times in print so readers
couldjudgefor themselves whether I"insulted"
Gorman and Lewis. Mr. Nelson has made his
decision and thaesJine with me. As acontributor to "Circuits," pitching stories and being
told that the section would no Inc be dealing with audio, and then haviv Lewis, acomputer writer, cover asubject better handled (in
my opinion) by an audio writer (I didn't say
"audiophile" writer), and then having him dismiss the compression issue as he did, is an
insult to me and to the subject ofaudio in general, as jar as I'm concerned. Obviously, Mr.
Nelson thinks othenvise.
Inever wrote or sittgested that MP3 should
be covered as an audiophile format, orfrom an
audiophile perspective Mr. Nelson did. Then,
haviv built his straw man, he continues with
the moped/BMW analosy. Ithink BMW/
Hyundai would be abetter analogy. Would
the Times' automobile section cover the
Hyundai and say its mad handling is "indistinquishable"Jr.om the Bimmees? And then ¡I.
you were to press them, would they quale it
by saying, "Well, not really, but yes, for the
average driver on the average commute On the
average highway"? I don't think so!
Apparently, Mr. Nelson does.
Stereophile, May 1999

When Jon Pareles wrote in the Times'
'Arts and Leisure" section that MP3, because
it is digital, is "indistinguishable" from the original, that was wrong. It is only because I
called him on that that he switched to the
Walkman analoe. Idon't have aproblem
with that anake, but it would have been better had he or someone else acknowledged that,
for now, what you download is not CD quality— because it isn't!
Of course, Iunderstand that MP3 is constrained by current bandwidth limitations.
That isn't the point. And Iunderstand that
downloading music is an "excitinf new limn
of music distribution. That isn't the point
either. The point is that MP3 in its current
state is being characterized as either "digital
quality" by its promoters because that confuses
the public (who think "digital" equals pele-ct),
or it's being characterized as "indistinguishable"
or "good enough" or whatever by writers who
either don't know better because they're not
qualYied, or because they don't care
Finally, the Tunes aims its food section at
gourmets, its wine section at oenophiles, its arts
section at (for the most part) connoisseurs, etc
Why, all of asudden, should it aim its audio
coverage (such as it is) at the "average guy'?

Microsoft has alot of appeal. Of course,
Mr. Fremer would likely be against any
form of lossy compression.
Regarding Mr. Fremer's question of
why the 71ma is aiming its audio coverage at the "average guy": Well, if the Tinges
had agenuine "audio" section, perhaps
he'd be correct, but they don't. So yeah,
their general computer and consumer
electronics coverage is indeed aimed at
the average guy, just as it should be.
You're a fussy old curmudgeon,
Fremer. You and Andy Rooney have
much in common. Ican't understand
why anyone would value what either of
you have to say, but you both seem to
have your fans.
Michael Nelson
mnels@pobox.com

Iagree with Mikey
Editor:
Iagree completely with Michael Fremer's
letter to the New York Times that he
reprinted in the March issue's "Analog
Corner" (p.43) — the ridiculous notion
of "digital quality" needs to be addressed. When Ifirst compared MP3 to
CD, Idismissed it out of hand sonically.
— Michael Freiner
However, now Ihave discovered the
magic of bit rates and codee quality. Did
You're acurmudgeon, Mikey
you know that previous versions of
Editor:
Xing's MP3 codee used to cut off everyIdidn't get "digital equality" out of the
thing above 16kHz when encoding to
Times articles. The format is capable of MP3? Incredible.
indistinguishable quality under most
Try upping the bit rate to 320kbps,
(nonaudiophile) conditions. It's certainencoded using the excellent (and freely
ly capable of such quality running downloadable) BladeEnc codee — I
around with typical portable headcan't hear the difference, even listening
phones in a high-ambient-noise enviwith good-quality headphones. Iassemronment (as the Rio would be used).
bled asmall panel of (working) musiThe statements Michael Fremer discians to blindly compare uncompressed
misses above as "wrong" are, in fact, reaWAV files of several excellent-quality
sonable (taken in context).
CD tracks with 320kbps MP3s encoded
Mr. Fremer is strangely uncomfortable
using BladeEnc. They all listened using
with having acomputer-oriented jourheadphones, and none of them could
nalist write about what is very much a correctly pick the MP3 more than 50%
computer-based technology It's not like
of the time. While I'm not claiming to
the Times articles were devoted to disprove that nothing is lost at this bit rate,
cussing the sound quality of MP3; they
it sounds very good to my ears. This is
were (as they should be) discussing the
as close to lossless as we have available
new format's more interesting aspects.
to us today, and there's plenty of softMichael Fremer's problem is thinkware that supports it.
ing that CD audio is adisaster, and that
Mr. Fremer is right to pooh-pooh
he has to get his soapbox out anytime a the MP3 recordings you can download
new digital format is mentioned in print
from the Net — they really sound teras being satisfactory (which MP3 cerrible. But you can make good-quality
tainly is, for its purpose). By its very 320kbps MP3s of your own CDs at
nature, MP3 cannot exceed CD quality.
home, put them on abig hard disk, buy
Pigs will never fly either. What's your asoundcard with S/PDIF out, hook it
point, Mr. Fremer? If we want to move
up to a good preamp, install a little
audio over today's Internet, some kind
shareware, and voilà —you have instant
of compression is the only practical
access to your entire CD collection,
solution. A format that's in the public
searchable by title/artist/year/genre.
domain and not controlled by huge
Carl Hyslop
interests like Dolby; the RIAA, or
cad@trav-se.com
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Loudspeaker System
Design:
Ultimate expression
of NMI philosophy.
System accuracy:
Acoustical accuracy
rivaling finest audio
electronics.
Resolution:
Spatial/spectral
soundfield fully
responsive to
recording.
Enclosure:
Radical enclosure
optimizes radiation
over full audio
frequency range.
Componentry:
Individually matched
components assure
laboratory precision
thin 0.3dB.
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Music Mixer. The Tonight
Show With Jay Leno.
Berklee College of Music
grad. Husband. Formula 1
racing fan.
Big Proponent
of NHT 3.3s and the rather
sizeable hand-wrapped
Dominican torpedo.
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Industry
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The final piece of the TGI/MordauntShort/Epos jigsaw puzzle seems to have
fallen into place, with the news that
Mike Creek (of the UK's Creek Audio)
purchased the Epos loudspeaker brand
on March 1.
The saga began last fall, when the
T'GI Group (Tannoy Goodmans International) announced that it was planning
to close its Mordaunt-Short/Epos operation within the next three months.
However, between Christmas and the
New Year came the announcement that
M-S/Epos had been purchased by the
Audio Partnership, aBritish manufacturing/sourcing operation that includes the
Cambridge Audio electronics brand, and
which has links to the Richer Sounds
retail group.
It was obvious that Mordaunt-Short
was amuch better fit than Epos in the
Audio Partnership roster, alongside the
similarly budget-oriented Cambridge
Audio brand. It was no secret that others
were interested in taking on Epos, with
its carefully nurtured and more upmarket profile.
Creek and Epos share distributors in
several territories, so operating the two
brands alongside each other makes obvious sense from abusiness point of view.
To optimize the sonic synergy, Roy Hall
of Music Hall (which distributes both
Creek and Epos in the US), is apart
owner of Creek, but Epos will be whol-

Update

ly owned by Mike Creek, and therefore
run as aseparate trading company.
In the short term, existing stocks will
ensure continuity of supply, while Mike's
immediate plans involve creating a replacement for the ES12 "leader" model.
Similar in broad outline to the '12, the
replacement will feature anumber of
changes to satisfy the requirements of
some markets. A wooden baffle and
back panel will be used in place of the
existing mouldings, permitting an
optional grille and new terminals. The
port will be relocated on the front to aid
close-to-wall siting. Recognizing the
growing importance of home theater in
some territories, magnetic shielding will
be provided, and acenter dialog speaker
is also under development. Manufacture
is likely to move to Eastern Europe to
improve price competitiveness.
Tel: 44 (0) 181 361-8864. Fax: 44 (0) 181
361-4136. E-mail: epos-acoustics@ibm.net.

ing version LO of the Super Audio CD
specification," said Wally Hqnemans,
director of standards R&D within
Philips System Standards & Licensing.
"Achieving this milestone allows manufacturers and record companies to start
making final products for the consumer." The first SACD players and
related consumer products are expected
to be launched on the Japanese market
later this spring, and product launches in
Europe and the US are expected to
begin toward the end of the year.
SACD and the recently completed
DVD-Audio spec (see April '99, p.41),
have been battling each other in recent
months for the position of the next-generation high-quality audio format. Both
formats promise high-resolution digital
audio, two or more channels, and various copyright-protection schemes. The
SACD format will be backward-compatible with current CD players, claim
Philips and Sony. The companies also
UNITED STATES
say the SACD incorporates "advanced
Jon Iverson
copy-protection and anti-piracy feaAt the end of February, Philips Electrontures, such as visible and invisible waterics and Sony Corporation announced
marking, which were designed in
the completion of Version 1.0 of the
response to strong requests from the
Super Audio Compact Disc (SACD)
music industry."
format specification. According to a
According to both companies, avaristatement, the specification will be
ety of prototype Direct Stream Digital
released to licensees early this month to
(DSD) production tools are currently
allow hardware manufacturers and softavailable, and afull range of professionware providers to begin preparing prodal audio equipment is under developucts for launch in the coming months.
ment. Sony says that several profession"We are very pleased to be announcal audio companies have already

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
Steven Stoner the when, where; and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks before
the month of the event —ie, the deadline for
theJuly 1999 issue is May 1, 1999. Mark the
fax cover sheet "For the attention of Steven
Stoner— Dealer Bulletin Board." We willfax
back aconfirmation ofyour event. If you do
not receive confirmation within 24
hours, please fax us again.
CONNECTICUT

• For membership information about
Stereophile, May 1999

the Connecticut Audio Society, visit
www.the-atom.com/cas, or call Carl
Richard at (860) 745-5937.

call Manny Acosta at (954) 436-3679, or
e-mail manriyacosta@worldnetattnet
GEORGIA

FLORIDA

The South Florida Audio Society invites you to participate in their monthly
meetings. Guest speakers to date have
included representatives from Essence
Power Cords and Camelot; representatives from Meridian are scheduled to
visit in May. The annual Flea Market/
BBQ is tentatively scheduled for
Sunday, April 25. For more information,

• Saturday, April 24, 12-5pm: Audio
Solutions (5576 Chamblee Dunwoody
Road, Atlanta) will host aseminar featuring Dana Carlson of Madrigal
Audio Laboratories and Steve Grod
of Revel Corporation. Demonstrations will include Mark Levinson,
Proceed, and Revel products. For more
information and reservations, call (770)
804-8977.
17
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Update

announced products that can be used
for DSD production, including highperformance A/D and D/A converters
from dCS, aprofessional DSD recorder,
and a professional 13SD editor from
Sonic Solutions.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Unit sales of CD players rebounded in
1998, rising 4% to $336 million, according to statistics from the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association.
All segments of the CD hardware market — single-play, carousel changers,
and mega-disc changers — improved
over the big slump of 1997, when unit
sales fell 60% and dollar sales fell 40%.
Through November 1998, single-disc
player sales were up 33% in units and
24% in dollar volume. Carousel changers, component-CD's largest segment,
rose 15% in units and 7.5% in dollars
during the first three quarters of 1998.
What might look like good news for
retailers overall isn't so promising for
the High End. The upper end of the
market is stalled as music lovers await
24-bit/96kHz DVD-Audio players, the
Sony/Philips Super Audio CD, and
other high-resolution formats. Recent
figures for CD players over the $500,
$1000, and $2500 price points indicate
that consumers have decided to postpone buying until the next generation
of machines becomes available.
Noticeably affected have been manufacturers of players in the over-$1000
category, including Krell, Madrigal,
Meridian, NalcanUchi, Yamaha, Denon,
and California Audio Labs. Owners of
expensive players are interested in maximum playback potential, and they realize that 16-bit/44.1kHz, no matter how
well executed, isn't it. They arc willing
to wait. Krell Industries executive Iry

Gross said he gets "three or four phone
calls aday" from consumers and retailers
who have questions about 24/96 and
Sony's Direct Stream Digital coding.
Andy Regan, Meridian America's vice
president of sales, admits that consumer
anticipation of coming formats is having
an impact on high-end CD players. His
company's $4000 model, which came
out in October, was well received by the
audio press but did not meet sales expectations. "It sold pretty well," Regan said,
but "a few years ago, we probably would
have sold 25% more."
The February Stereophile issue featured
in-depth coverage of the Linn Sondek
CI)12, a$20,000 CD player — likely the
ultimate statement for the old format.
Krell also makes amachine at that price.
Such machines are the digital equivalents
of archival-quality analog record players.
DVD players will offer better performance at lower prices due to the inherently better resolution of DVD's high
sampling and bit rates. High performance on a budget will increasingly
become the rule rather than the exception, as will the convergence of audio
with home-theater systems as DVD
becomes the dominant format — a
process that will take years. Sony plans
to roll out a$799 DVD carousel changer later this year.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
For more than 30 years, John Wright
has successfully proselytized the joys of
transmission-line bass loading to enthusiasts around the world, first through
the IMF brand and subsequently under
the TDL banner. John's health has
recently been poor enough that he has
decided to dispose of his commercial
interests in the TDL company, which
have been purchased by Gordon

Provan's Audacity Audio operation.
Provan, who headed up Celestion for
many years, is enthusiastic about the
future and the new glass-fiber-cone
budget speakers that will be available
shortly. John Wright is staying on as
technical design consultant; the Wright
tradition of seriously deep bass should
continue for the foreseeable future.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
In the classic textbook example, the
Doppler effect is demonstrated by an
increase in both pitch and volume (or
amplitude) of a train's whistle as it
approaches a station, followed by a
decrease in pitch and volume as it moves
away. This effect—the shift of a frequency emitted by amoving object—
leads to a fundamental flaw in audio
technology A midrange driver behaves
like the approaching-and-departing train
when it attempts to reproduce varying
frequencies. When the driver is fed
simultaneous 400Hz and 2IcHz tones,
the forward movement of the cone at
the lower rate modulates the 2IcHz tone
upward in pitch and amplitude; when it
moves backward it modulates the higher tone downward. (The human eardrum also behaves this way, but the
brain's audio-analysis circuitry knows
how to deal with it.)
The resulting distortion is one reason
why hi-fi playback sounds less like real
music than it should. Most studies indicate that the level of Doppler distortion
must be quite high to be audible —
which is exactly what happens with very
complex, highly dynamic musical material. The wider the disparity in frequency and amplitude, the less like real music
the reproduction sounds.
"'That's why you hear only small jazz
groups or simple instrumentals and

Calendar
• Sunday, May 23, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society is hosting aloudspeaker design and demonstration clinic
featuring designer Phil Abbate at 4014
Woodridge Court, Deluth. Liberty
Audio Suite and LspCad will be showcased, and cabinet design and fabrication will be examined. For information,
call (770) 622-9737, or visit www.rnind
spring.com/- chudcsaudio
ILLINOIS
• May 11-16: Holm Audio (2050 W.
75th Street, Woodridge) invites you to
18

visit their showcases of products from
Cary Audio, Acarian Systems,
Electrocompaniet, Black Diamond
Racing, Nordost, Vampire, and more
during HI-FI '99 in Chicago. Call (630)
663-1298 for more information.
LOUISIANA
• For information about becoming a
member of Big Boys Audio Toys
Society, New Orleans' first and only
high-end audio club, please e-mail
stockjoc@hotmail.com .Don't delay;
membership is limited.

MICHIGAN
•Saturday, May 1, llam-5pm and Sunday,
May 2, llam-4pm: Legacy Audio is
sponsoring aseminar at the Laurel Park
Drive Holiday Inn in Livonia (Detroit) to
introduce their new 5.1 surround ph.".rssor and 1000W, 15" subwoofet For more
information, call (800) 283-4644.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
• Monday, May 17, 5-7pm and 7-9pm:
Ensemble Music Systems (166 D.W.
Highway, Nashua) will host an evening
with Robert Harley of The Perfect Vision
Stereophile, May 1999

rthzeitRr
`t/ in thz wound
Shakespeare's plays were first performed "In-The Round" at the Globe theater in London. In the
modem world, Rotel brings new meaning to "In The-Round" with the very best performances of
stage and screen played through our RSX-965
surround-sound receiver. With 5.1 decoding
and 5 x 75 watts per channel, the actors
have never been more "at home" with the
audience.
No matter what the format— Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital or DTS: Rotel's
RSX965 will play it automatically. We've
even future-proofed it with a special
connector to allow for any technology that
might yet come along.
We've also added a few amenities that you

ef*

wouldn't find in a1600 London theater. Like a

1

back-lighted smart remote with pre-programmed

\ codes for Rotel components and most other home
theater equipment. You can even rename the five
video inputs on the RSX-965 to make remembering
where you've plugged it all in alot simpler.
No more stage-fright. Rotel makes it easy to enjoy all
your favorite music and movies "in -sur-round".

54 Concord Street
N. Reading. MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com

AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

• .so easy on the ears that you can listen deep into the night without the
slightest fatigue ...listening to music becomes subtly but surely elevating,
elating in the quiet sort of way that nourishes and strengthens the spirit.
And that is what music was meant to do."
-Harry Pearson, Fi Magazine, February 1998

Iknow of no better preamplifier, so if you want the very best, start saving
now. They won't be around forever ..."
-Alan Sircom, Hi -Fi Choice, October 1997

The ART constitutes anew reference for what is possible from audio replay,
and delivers asound quality that others merely hint at."
-Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News, June 1997

...the ART belongs in that very small class of products without peer..."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, May 1998

... the ART preamp made it all so intimate. Every nuance is there,
to touch and be touched."
-Tom Miiller, The Audio Adventure, June 1996

R

.one of akind. The ART establishes new standards for
reproduction of instrumental tonality, dynamics, liveliness, and
even soundstaging ..."
-Myles Astor, Ultimate Audio, December 1997

preciation

conradjohnson It just sounds right.
For more information, write, phone or fax: 2733 Merrilee Drive•Fairfax, VA 22031•Phone: 703-698-8581•Fax: 703-560-5360
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vocals at hi-fi shows. The stress on the
loudspeakers is relatively benign," says
Kimber Kable's founder, Ray Kimber.
"No one in his right mind ever plays
heavy rock or orchestral music for a
demo." Recorded music is heavily
"scrambled" or "Doppler encoded," he
says, and the "bigger" the music, the
more pronounced is its encoding.
The reason full-range speaker systems
usually sound better is that they do abetter job of decoding, but whatever decoding any speaker system does is purely
accidental, 'GI-16er explains. Multi-driver speaker systems can reduce Doppler
distortion somewhat by limiting the frequency range of the individual drivers,
but the effect is still present. No one has
ever found a way to overcome this
inherent problem.
Until now, possibly. Kimber claims
to have anovel, incredibly cheap ("$2
worth of parts") cure for one of audio's
oldest obstacles. He calls the cure
"DiAural Doppler decoding," and has
teamed up with WordPerfect founder
Bruce Bastion to license the technology to loudspeaker manufacturers
worldwide. The name has been registered as a trademark, and patent
approval is expected soon. The startup
company has signed nondisclosure
statements with at least 100 loudspeaker
manufacturers, who are presently evaluating the technology.
Bruce Bastion is anew name in highend audio. Kimber says he is "a musician
and audiophile with great ears, aguy
who's obsessed with great sound. He's
spent more on audio in his lifetime than
most people have earned in two lifetimes." The two are financial partners in
DiAural, but the invention is actually the
work of electronics designer Eric
Alexander, whom Kimber describes as
"an audio enthusiast with an unprece-

dented level of passion and inventiveness."
"I first heard Doppler decoding at
Eric's house," Kimber recalls. "I heard
rock-solid, three-dimensional imaging
coming from arather ordinary-looking
pair of homemade loudspeakers, even
though Iwas way off-axis. Iwas stopped
dead in my tracks. The effect was like a
self-correcting room acoustic equalizer,
but far better. Iwas shocked. I've been
around this business most of my life. It
takes alot to stampede me, and quite
frankly, Iwas stampeded."
Kimber immediately began arranging to get the technique patented, enlisting the services of a20-partner patent
law firm in Salt Lake City. An exhaustive patent search revealed that the
DiAural process had no precedent.
"When you see it, you'll wonder why
nobody thought of it 50 years ago. It's
that obvious," he says. "And from every
basis — theory, measurement, subjective
evaluation —it works." Approximately
100 people heard what 'Umber called "a
crude demonstration of atruly remarkable technology" at the most recent
CES, after which he was accused by an
unnamed critic of "perpetuating apsydioacoustic hoax."
Despite the technical simplicity,
DiAural, the company, will come down
hard on anyone attempting to rip off the
design. "We are pricing the licensing
fees at an affordable level so that everyone can benefit," 'Umber says. The
basic fee will be an annual $1000 paid in
advance, with asurcharge of 10 cents
per pound of loudspeaker.
A fee based on weight may sound silly,
he admits, but it was the only way they
could figure out how to be fair to everyone. Thus, a 50-lb DiAural-enhanced
speaker will cost amanufacturer an extra
$5; aproduction run of 1000 units will
cost $5000 more. Licensed manufactur-
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ers will be issued revenue stamps to affix
to their products as proof of authenticity,
like Dolby's double-D insignia or Lucasfilm's TI-IX logo.
Hobbyist speaker builders will be
able to buy the technology from authorized resellers, Kimber notes, cautioning that "upgrade shops who try to steal
this are going to feel our wrath." To put
some teeth into this policy, he decided
that "licensing fees paid after the fact
will be $50,000."
Kimber says that adding DiAural circuitry to a loudspeaker "may sound
more expensive, but we expect to actually save manufacturers money," stressing
that the process "eliminates many crossover components, improves dynamics
and power handling, and increases reliability." License agreements will be available after April 5. Kimber requests that
all applications and inquiries be made in
writing through DiAural's fax number:
(801) 627-6980.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Britain's No2 hi-fi show (Bristol '99)
took place in Bristol toward the end of
February. That's five months after the
regular annual London/Heathrow event,
and plenty of time to generate some
newsworthy activity. Trouble is, it's also
only seven weeks after the Las Vegas
CES, so some crucial Bristol debuts —
like that of KEFs new top-of-the-line,
four-way Maidstone loudspeaker — had
already happened in the US.
Not all British and European manufacturers go to Vegas, however. The US
market might be the biggest and most
important in the world, but it presents a
daunting aspect to the small, specialist
hi-fi company, where the best ideas
often originate.
The show itself is organized jointly
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and The Abso!ute Sound for adiscussion of
new digital technologies, including DVDAudio and Super Audio CD. Bob will
answer questions about audio and home
theater, and will sign copies of his books.
Refreshments will be served and door
prizes awarded. Seating is limited; call
(603) 888-9777 to make areservation.
NEW JERSEY

• Saturday, April 24, 11am-5pm and
Sunday, April 25, llam-4pm: The Legacy
Audio Showroom (421 Main Street,
Boonton) is having an open house featurStereophile, May 1999

ing Legacy Audio founder and chief
designer Bill Duclleston, who will
demonstrate Legacy Audio products in
both stereo and multichannel applications
with their new surround processor. For
more information, call (973) 541-0100.
NEW YORK

•Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of the Musicalaudiophile Society, the Audiophile
Society, and the Gotham Audio Society,
call David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• Audio Syndrome (East Meadow,

Nassau County) is a club catering to
obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
once amonth from September through
June. For membership information, call
Roy Harris at (516) 489-9576.
• Sunday, May 23, 10am-4pm: The
Western New York Audio Society will
host its annual Swap Meet at the
American Legion Stephen Sikora Post,
950 Payne Avenue, North Tonawanda
(Buffalo area). For information, directions, and table reservations, call (716)
266-1108, or e-mail H23@compu
serve.com.
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by two of Britain's best-respected dealer
chains, Audio Excellence and Audio T,
and attendance was up 6% despite miserable weather. Sales this year were similar to 1998's, and the buzz was that the
UK is gradually coming out of last year's
global confidence "blip," with "higherend" purchases notably strong.
A few days before, it had been
announced that the Cyrus brand was
being given its independence within the
NXT/Mission operation. The cute
and compact "half-width" Cyrus electronics have successfully managed the
very difficult trick of combining serious
hi-fi performance with genuine fashion/lifestyle appeal. However, the relatively recent arrival of NXT flat-panel
speakers, and the ambitious program
put into place to develop this new technology, have tended to distract attention
from more orthodox hi-fi components.
Everyone on the company's stand
was really looking forward to the new
autonomy, believing it represents anew
dawn for awell-respected if, recently,
slightly neglected brand. It'll take a
while for the changes to carry through;
in the short term, Cyrus will continue
to operate out of the NXT/Mission
premises. But purpose-designed facilities are under construction, and the
brand's largest-ever roster of new-product launches is planned for 1999.
First out of the blocks is anew "1.5"
version of the DAD1 CD player, with
improved DAC linearity and filtering
circuitry, though anew and exceptionally pretty "titanium silver" finish across
the whole range could well have greater
marketing significance —as could the
gorgeous-looking, slimline dynamic/
NXT panel hybrid speaker, which was
being shown (but not demonstrated) in
prototype form. The latter is expected
to be formally launched at the Frank-

fuit, Germany show in May, with a
price tag of £2000.
A real surprise awaited anyone
entering the Audio Note room.
Instead of the familiar megabuck tubeand-silver confections, there was something much more closely resembling
the Cyrus gear — or anumber of other
"half-width" mini-component systems.
The Zero Series of "entry-level source
and amplification" is just that. The unique
selling point, however, is that it's based on
tubes, using 6111WA line output stages in
the preamp and DAC, plus two ECL82s
in each of the 8W monoblodc power
amps. Built from extruded aluminum
casework with asolid front panel and finished in silver or black, the complete fivebox system (CD drive, DAC, preamp,
two power amps) sells for £2265.
The relatively new and very ambitious TAG McLaren Audio operation
had the biggest presence at the show,
and used it to introduce the first products designed from the ground up
under the TAG McLaren regime. The
brand is not yet distributed in the US;
they've decided to wait, probably until
the end of 1999, when they'll have finished developing full lines of hometheater and hi-fi products.
The AV32R is the first step on this
road: a high-class, full-featured AJV
sound processor in the F3 component
series, complete with THX Ultra
approval and selling for £2000. The
AV32R is based on asoftware-upgradeable 32-bit Analog Devices SHARC
processor running at 60MHz. Demonstrations confirmed its ability to handle
various surround-sound formats, and
the essential simplicity of its "in-house"
control software.
TAG McLaren's plans include the
soon-to-be-released AM/FM/DAB analog/digital T32R radio tuner, a5x100W
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AA/ power amplifier, the DVD32R
DVD player, the very tasty-looking
Cleopatra all-in-one music system from
the F3 AvantGarde series, and the Fl
loudspeaker (as yet unseen).
More immediately relevant to Stereophile readers may be the high-class analog and digital interconnects and speaker cables the company was showing for
the first time. Iwas chatting with Tag
McLaren Audio's technical director,
Derek Scotland (one of Audiolab's
founders), who is skeptical about the hifi scene's tweakier mumbo-jumbo. He
described some controlled listening tests
the company had conducted to compare
different materials (initially brass, aluminum, and nothing at all) for the outer
shell of an interconnect plug. He was so
surprised to find that he'd consistently
identified quite obvious differences that
he asked for the experiment to be
repeated the next day, when he again
got consistent results. Much the best
results were obtained with an OFHC
copper shell. This is what is used for the
production interconnect, despite the
difficulties it poses in machining and
high-quality gold plating.
The 24-page white paper in which
TMA describes its "experimental
physics" approach to the evolution of
these three cable types is fascinating
reading for anyone with aserious interest in one of the less well-researched
areas of hi-fi, and shows how much
effort the company is putting into the
fine details of its product development.
(Check out the www.tagmclaren
audio.com website.)
Up on the penthouse floor, Nairn
Audio's elegant new NBL speaker,
actively driven by around £25,000 of
electronics, was so musically persuasive
it nearly sent me off looking for the new
Leo Kottke album —a big improvement
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NORTH CAROLINA

WASHINGTON

The Pacific Northwest Audio Society
(PAS), now in its 20th year, meets the
second Wednesday of each month in
the Seattle area. The May 12th meeting
will feature discussions of what tubes
PENNSYLVANIA
can do for your system, sponsored by
• Thursday, June 24, 6-9pm: Northern
Audio Exchange (Pittsburgh) will host ASUSA Electronics, manufacturers of
Mark O'Brien of Rogue Audio for a vacuum-tube amplifiers and preamplifiers, and held at Vintage Audio (6717
demonstration of the new model
NE 181st Street, Kenmore). For more
"Ninety Nine" remote-control tube preinformation, contact Tom Bond at
amplifier and M120 monoblock ampli(425) 481-8512, Ron Jandrasi at (206)
fiers. Refreshments will be served. Call
(412) 366-5055 for reservations.
283-9349, or Antique Sound USA at

• For membership information about
the Charlotte Audiophile Society, call
Tom Moore at (704) 643-2930.
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(425) 488-7578 or 481-8866.
• Friday through Sunday, April 23-25:
Acoustical Magic (12815 NE 124th
Street, Suite R, Kirkland) will host a
seminar featuring Jeff Nelson and Bruce
Van Allen of Boulder Amplifiers,
Tom Bohlender of Wisdom Audio,
and Dave Kisner of Audio Magic
Cable. Internationally known concert
pianist Robert Swan will also attend, to
sign copies of his stunning new CD. For
more information, call (425) 825-8806.
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Industry
over its Heathrow show debut five
months earlier. This large but elegant
and discreet (wall-mount) floorstander
underwent several modifications prior
to actual production, including improving the isolation of the midrange chamber from the bass. Naim, too, has been
working hard on its own unique interconnects, and is introducing the Black
SNAICs for the first time, with higherpurity conductor and insulator materials.
Elsewhere, a couple of German
speaker designs grabbed my attention.
The Elac company, based in Kiel, has
been around since 1926
and was a
big name in turntables in vinyl's heyday.
Since 1984 it has reinvented itself as a
speaker manufacturer.
Although Elac has several more conventional models, the real object of desire
is a metal-jacket miniature called the
CL310i JET (£799/pair). The ultra-slim,
silver-shiny, rear-ported, extruded aluminum enclosure houses atiny main
driver with a paper/aluminum opensandwich diaphragm and an advanced
JET tweeter. This unorthodox device
uses neodymium magnets and apleated
area-drive diaphragm with printed "voice
coil" to "squeeze" the air molecules into
activity — alittle like the Heil air-motion
transformer devices Irecall from the
1970s. Very clean and very sweet, but,
above all, oh so very pretty, this speaker
deserves to make it across the Atlantic.
Judging by the string of famous
brands for whom he has acted as consultant, Karl-Heinz Fink must now be
Europe's top speaker designer. His own
company, ALR/Jordan, makes speakers based in part on Ted Jordan's longestablished metal-cone technology, and
is now entering the UK via the
AudioPlus operation (founded by
ex-Mordaunt-Short managing director
Steve Harris). We'd been chatting for 10
minutes or so when it dawned on me
that, driven by aNaim CD player and
Lwcman tube amp, the compact standmounted Note 3s (£1000/pair) were
making some very nice music indeed
due to some very interesting design
techniques. The metal cones have a
ceramic coating and the tweeter acarefully ventilated pole piece, while the
rear panel is almost wholly given over to
alarge "racetrack"-shape ABR passive
diaphragm. A knob unscrews from the
center of the ABR, and washer-type
weights are supplied to vary the mass
and hence the tuning frequency of this
reflex-port substitute. The idea is that
the dealer or user can "tune" the port
resonance.
In my report on the Heathrow show
Stereophile, May 1999
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under child-prodigy specialist Sigmund
Anket His public debut took place at the
age of seven, when he performed with
the San Francisco Orchestra under Alfred
Hertz. When he was 11, he performed
the Beethoven Violin Concerto —a composition that was to become one of his
signature pieces—at Carnegie Hall with
the New York Symphony, led by Fritz
Busch. After his first concert in Berlin, a
few days before his 13th birthday, Albert
Einstein is said to have followed him
backstage and remarked, "Now Iknow
there is aGod in heaven." Menuhin made
agrueling world tour in 1935 when he
was only 21, giving 110 concerts in 63
cities and 13 countries.
In his seven-decade career, Menuhin performed with and/or conducted almost all of the major orchestras in
the world. He collaborated with many
classical music stars, as well as with
jazz violinist Stéphane Grappelli and
Indian sitar master Ravi Shankar. His
prolific recording career spanned
almost the entirety of the 20th century, 78rpm records to CDs.
Education and world peace were
Menuhin's abiding passions, causes for
which he both wrote and performed.
He gave more than 500 performances
for Allied troops during World War II,
and drew the wrath of the nation of
Israel for his conciliatory gesture toward
Germany, where he performed with the
Berlin Philharmonic just two years after
the war.
Menuhin believed fervently in the
power of music to overcome religious,
cultural, and political differences. He
received the Nehru Peace Prize for
International Understanding in 1960.
UNESCO awarded him the title of
Ambassador of Goodwill in 1992, and
the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation gave
him the Distinguished Peace Leadership Award in 1997.
Yehudi Menuldn's philosophy is often
quoted as the Menuhin Foundation's mission statement "Each human being has
the eternal duty of turning what is hard
and brutal into atender and subde offering, what is crude into an object of refineUNITED STATES
Barry Willis
ment., what is ugly into athing of beauty,
Yehudi Menuhin, the 82-year-old violin- confrontation into collaboration, ignoist, conductor, author, educator, and rance into knowledge, hereby rediscoverhumanitarian died of heart failure at ing the child's dream of acreative reality
Berlin's Martin Luther Hospital on Friday, incessantly renewed by death, the servant
March 7. He was in Berlin to conduct per- of life, and by life, the servant of love."
Berlin concert promoter Jutta Adler
fomiances of Brahms and Mendelssohn
told the Associated Press that preparaby the Warsaw Symphony Orchestra.
The son of Ukrainian-born immi- tions were underway for afuneral to
grants, Menuhin was born in New York be held in London, where Menuhin
and
up in San Francisco, where by lived with his second wife, ballerina
age Efte
trwhe had begun studying the violin Diana Gould.

(December 1998, p33), Icommented on
the presence of two specialist speaker
builders using classic and unique fullrange Lowther drive-units whose origins go back to the earliest days of hi-fi.
Bristol saw the first appearance of a
brand-new company called Ventas, with
an impressive lineup of six models, three
of them Lowther-driven folded horns.
The more conventional models were
playing when Iarrived, but Icajoled the
demonstrator to fire up the horns. Iwas
forcefully reminded again of the magic
this ancient technology can still deliver,
whatever its superficial flaws. Guitarmaker principal John Hulley admitted
afterward that the Lowthers were in use
for most of the show.
Accessories, software, and furniture
are always big features of the Bristol
show, and that was true again this year.
Indeed, the vinyl presence seemed bigger than in 1998. (Nothing wrong with
optimism!) On the accessory front, Russ
Andrews (RATA) was conducting acreative "accessory workshop," taking the
audience through alogical sequence of
upgrade stages: first changing to Kimber
mains cables, moving on to the interconnects, then setting all the equipment on
little Oak Cones, and finally moving
the speakers farther apart to demonstrate that there was no "hole in the middle." Sales were reportedly brisk.
Iwon't go into detail about the furniture this year, but one new operation
caught my eye. Mighty Mighty, from
Essex, is building equipment racks entirely from glass and glue. I've no idea
what they sound like (I don't think
Mighty Mighty had much of a clue
either), but they looked very elegant.
(www.mightymighty.demon.co.uk)
My one objection to the Bristol show
is that it's in danger of becoming too
successful. Some of the rooms were so
crowded that Inever got to see what
was going on inside. Happily, queuing
interminably for drinks at the bar afterward provided ample opportunity to fill
in any gaps.
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The Music You
Listen To Says A
Lot About You.

How

You Listen Says

Even More.
SLP 50A
Preamplifier

CAD-300-SE
Signature
15-Watt
Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs

An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes
throughout the world.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.
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ega may have been the last hi-fi
company on the planet to introduce aCD player. That was the
Rega Planet, which Ireviewed in June
1997 John Atkinson liked it so much he
put it on the cover the following February
"Astronomical value?" asked Atkinson, rhetorically.
Well, yes.
The Planet is an appealing player
with a rich, full-bodied, dynamic
sound. And its top-loading mechanism
makes it one of the most fun-to-use
players on the planet.
While Iwas exploring the Planet,
Rega's co-founder, Roy Gandy, told me
that Rega would eventually produce a
separate transport and DAC.
"Not that we're in any hurry," Roy
told me at the time.
Rega is never in ahurry. It took them
15 years to introduce their first digital
product, the Planet. Iwas surprised that
the separates followed so fast —a wait of
less than two years for the Jupiter transport and Io DAC.
"No yokes about Yupitee said Lars
when he learned Ihad the Rega separates.
"Why not?"
"Because Victor Savage doesn't like
this Swedish stuff. You know, the guy
who wrote in to Stereophile the other
month." (March '99, p.12)
"There is no Victor Savage,'" Isaid.
"What do you mean?"
"It's an assumed name, Iassume. I
went on the Internet, couldn't find his
phone number or address. Ithink it's a
made-up name."
"Like Sam Tellig."
"Exactly."
By yiminy (oops), the Yupiter/Yo (Io
is actually pronounced EYE-oh, but don't
tell Lars) is so good you might say,
"What's all this fuss about new digital
audio formats? Do we need those extra
bits anyway? Do you really want to be
like Lars — always yumping into the latest technology, yust to be first?"
Idon't know.
Ido know that f the new digital
audio formats establish themselves, it
will take some time before much software is available. In the meantime, you
might want to get yourself agood CD
player — or transport/DAC combo.
Stereophile, May 1999

Better yet, buy yourself aturntable. (I
have asuggestion later on.)
A little introduction

In case you've been hying on another
planet, Rega is asmall, very independent
British company that was established 25
years ago. They're best known for their
Planar 3turntable and RB300 tonearm.
Rega's turntables sound so good and
last so long (I've heard of Regas being
damaged, but never broken) because
they're so basic. Roy Gandy doesn't like
to overbuild things in order to overcharge customers. Nor does he like to
change his product line as often as his
socks — the way certain US high-end
manufacturers do. The Planar 3has been
in production, with relatively few
changes, for over 20 years. Iowned one
for most of that time.
Rega Jupiter CD transport

The Rega Jupiter CD transport is almost
adead ringer for the Planet CD player—
same chassis, same top-loading design.
But the price is $200 more —$995 for
the transport vs $795 for the player.
Since Iknew Rega likes to charge no
more than necessary, I asked Steve
Lauerman, of Lauerman Audio Imports
(Rega's US distributor), how come.
"It costs 20% more to build the Jupiter"
Steve told me. There are alot of differences under the hood that you don't see.
The transport is the same Sony mechanism that spins discs in the Planet. "We
figured, why change it?" said Rega's

Tellig

Terry Bateman, the chap responsible for
most of the company's electronic engineering. "We looked for ways to get
more out of the Sony mechanism —
without doing too much." (Rega never
tries to do too much.)
"We've improved the power supply
to the mechanism itself, over what's in
the Planet. We upgraded power supplies throughout. There are twice as
many power supplies as in the Planet,
despite the fact that the Jupiter is a
transport only."
One difference you can see right away
is the clamping mechanism, cleverly
built inside the transport's top lid, as on
the Planet. But on the Planet, the captive
puck is molded plastic. On the Jupiter,
it's machined from stainless steel and is
heavier. Iasked Bateman if this might
improve the sound.
He shrugged. (I could hear him shrugging over the phone, all the way from
Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex.) "Maybe. It
looks nicer. People are spending more
money, they'd rather see stainless steel
than molded plastic."
To use the player, you simply lift the
lid — there's a handy finger tab — and
place adisc inside the well. If you close
the lid most of the way, the viscousdamped hinge mechanism will close it
the rest of the way for you. The disc
automatically initializes and you're ready
to hit Play.
One neat feature: You can read the
label when you leave a CD in the
machine, because part of the lid is made

Rega Jupiter CD transport and lo DIA processor
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from clear Perspex. Better still, Ifind that
Ican load and unload discs quicker than
Ican with most drawer mechanisms.
There's none of the awkward ritual you
have with certain top-loading designs,
like those from YBA, where you have to
fiddle with the puck separately.
There's only one digital out: S/PDIF
coaxial. The power cord is captive; those
who want to play around with $200
power cords are out of luck.
And there's no need to mess with $600
digital cables, either — although that
doesn't stop Lauerman, the importer,
from doing so. (What do you want—the
guy's an audiophile!) When you buy the
Io DAC, too, you get a"free" digital cable
made for Rega by the German manufacturer, Klotz. Ilike the Klotz a lot—
meaning Ididn't have any other digital
cable in the house that could beat it.
Rega is not keen on CD drawers.
Nor am I. In fact, all drawers make me
uneasy — rather like azipper on apair
of pants. I much preferred buttons
when Iwas akid.
As Bateman explains, drawers are an
unnecessary complication: one more
motor, one more power supply, one
more thing to break. Drawers, too, make
it difficult to get at the transport mechanism if the player needs servicing.
Nor is Rega keen on suspensions.
Here's where Roy Gandy comes in —
the mechanical engineering genius.
If you tap the top of the chassis while
adisc is playing, the disc will probably
skip. But, practically speaking, there is
no problem. The entire chassis is supported by four compliant feet.
According to Bateman, aCD player's
subchassis suspension encourages errors
and their correction. Better to have the
mechanism tightly coupled to the chassis and then decouple the entire chassis.
The more error correction, the worse
the sound it gets edgy.
There are some disadvantages to
top-loading.
Obviously, you can't stack another
component on top of the Jupiter. Nor
can you squeeze it into atight space, by
Jupiter. lo, no. You need at least 6" clearance so you can lift the lid and go about
your business with the discs.
Take care not to leave the lid open
inadvertently, lest dust collect on the
laser mechanism's pickup lens. But
there is an advantage: the lens is easily
accessible for cleaning — you won't
need aspecial cleaning disc. Simply use
acan of compressed air (sold in computer stores), or avery clean camel'shair brush — the kind used to remove
dust from camera lenses.
28

Fun to use
With most CD players or transports, I
find Iam indifferent to the machine. I
take little or no pleasure in the interface,
the way Ido when playing an LP—on
my new Rega 25 turntable! Mechanically, most CD players are about as
much joy to use as aclothes dryer or
dishwasher. Itake more pleasure from
vacuum cleaners.
Ithink ies partly amatter of taking
away control. (This is one reason Ihate
automatic transmissions in cars.) With a
drawer, aplayer or transport seizes the
disc from you. I'd rather do the job manually, thank you.
How well does the Jupiter perform?
Mostly, the Jupiter seems rhythmically
right. As some British critics like to say,
the Jupiter "plays tunes." Iused to dismiss
this as mainly aconcern of rockers, but
the ability to get the rhythm right is aconsideration with classical, too. You don't
want aSchubert or Mozart symphony —
particularly a motion machine like...
well, the "Jupiter" symphony —to go
limping along, dragging its feet, sounding
like it needs ajolt of Geritol. Like me.
Perhaps the best comparison is automotive. Fitting, since Rega's Roy Gandy
began his engineering career with Ford.
With the Rega Jupiter, the music seems
to get where it's going in amore confident manner. It gives you abetter ride.
It's like comparing aMercedes with a
Ford Of course —you'll get to the end of
the symphonyjust as fast with alesser transport. But the ride won't be as enjoyable.
Are there better transports? Damned
if Iknow.
Isuppose if you want to spend thousands on something like the Swedish
pants presser (the Forsell), you might
squeeze out alittle more in the way of
resolution. Hard to beat the dynamics, I
would guess.
You might want to keep in mind
something Gandy told me back when I
scoped the Planet. Roy said that certain
very expensive transports use relatively
common, off-the-shelf CD mechanisms — no more expensive than the
Sony mechanism Roy uses for the Rega.
lo dude!
Just trying to get your attention.
While you could pair the Jupiter
transport with another DAC, I-0 would
probably go with the Io, as in the Rega
Io DAC. At $795 — $200 cheaper than
the Jupiter — it's abargain. Remember,
too, you get the "free" Klotz low-capacitance digital cable.
Some dealers may try to fatten their
profit margins by trying to sell you

another cable. If so, tell them Sam told
you, "Der Klotz kable ist gut, Herr
Regadealer." It comes "free," packed in
the box. (Remember how New York
City camera dealers used to try to charge
you extra for the case?)
The two units match each other physically. The chassis are similar, except that
the Io doesn't have spongy feet. (You
might want to add some isolation
devices of your own.)
But the best reason to buy the two
units together is that Rega engineered
them to work together. The digital datastream leaves the Jupiter transport via a
Crystal interface transmitter and enters
the Io DAC via aCrystal receiver chip.
The idea, Bateman told me, "is to get the
most out of the coaxial interface between
the two units." (Thereby probably making
more expensive digital cables unnecessary.
Just throwing in my two cents.)
The Io DAC has two Burr-Brown
PCM 1716 DACs working in dual-differential mode. Any errors are summed and
canceled. The result is heard mainly as
superior resolution — more low-level
detail, more of an analog,like sense of
space. You can almost always tell when
dual-diff DACs are working: there's more
there there, more where there, more air
there. You get more detail. More space.
"Again, we have apower supply for
every stage," explained Bateman. "There
is apower supply for the Crystal interface
receiver chip. There is apower supply for
the reclocking stage. And we have separate power supplies for each of the BurrBrown DACs. Plus another power supply for the analog output stage.
"We use better-quality coupling
capacitors in the Io than we do for the
Planet," he continued. "We've tried to
eliminate coupling capacitors whenever
we could, and where we've had to use
them, we've used good-quality Wima
polyester coupling capacitors rather than
less expensive, audio-grade electrolytics."
Bottom line?
The Jupiter/Io combo beats the
Planet— no contest As, indeed, such a
combination should. We're talking $1790
for the player/transport combo and $795
for the player alone —double the price.
But maybe double the pleasure, too.
The separates preserve all the things I
like most about the Planet, including
that incredibly cool top-loading design.
The sound is similarly full-bodied and
rich. And dynamic. There's weight and
authority to the sound — ahallmark of
Rega turntables as well.
Where the combo scores better than
the Planet is in resolution.
The DAC does take some time to
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Nautilus' 800 Series
I/

naword, marvelous!"
..."Everything associated with the Nautilus
802's is top drawer."

.
.
."Now to the main point: flow do these
speakers sound? In aworcl, marvelous!"

The Nautilus 802's could play
significantly louder and cleaner than the
Matrix 801's."

.
.
."The Nautilus 802's are truly spectacular
speaker systems with world-class
performance and appearance to match."

D.B. Keele Jr.
Audio Magazine Feb. 1999

B&W Loudspeakers of America
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N. Reading. MA 01864
Tel 978.664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109
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If Ihad $12,000
I'd buy adCS
Elgar Ring DAC
instead.
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"A breakthrough in sub-$2,000 CD players. ..[The ARCAM Alpha 9] withstood direct
comparisons to players/DACs costing several times as much, and made small potatoes of
the differences. Iwas particularly impressed with the bass extension, detail, and power...
its broad soundstage was truly thrilling with large and small ensembles, with superb
resolution of the music's inner voices. Iwould be hard-pressed to justify buying amore
expensive CD-only player."
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile Vol. 22 No.1
"Significantly, Inever felt shortchanged by having a$1,599 CD player at the front end
of $60,000 worth of electronics and loudspeakers —the Alpha 9was that musically
compelling, communicative, and expressive. The Alpha 9is not only agreat-sounding CD
player, but atremendous value. Frankly, Iwould have recommended the Alpha 9for
its sound quality had it cost $3,000. What more can one say!"
Robert Harley, Fi — The Magazine of Music & Sound
*"But Idon't, so Ibought an ARCAM Alpha 9. It's the only CD player using a24-bit
chip set based on the Ring DAC technology inside the $12,000 dCS Elgar and the best
professional studio converters. Sure, I'd rather have an Elgar, but sometimes getting
through life requires setting priorities."
Dave Wright, (Happily Married) Alpha 9 Owner

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1-888-ARCAM-LTD or visit vvvivr.asIgroup.com
Arcam is distributed in North America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 (317) 849-7103 and
Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905) 880-7170

Sam's
break in. When Ifirst got it, Inoticed a
relative lack of openness and airiness. As
the unit burned in over the next few
weeks, the sound opened up and got
more extended on top. Still, the tonal
balance tends toward the rich, warm
side, as opposed to open, airy, extended,
and sparkling — the kind of sound Iget
from the Rotel RCD 971 CD player.
At $1790, the Rega Jupiter/Io combination comes in at the top end of what I
recommend spending for digital now.
Still, Ithink it's worth it. My guess is that
the conventional CD will remain the
dominant digital audio format for some
time to come.
As for new formats, you might follow
Rega's lead — or lag. Wait abit. Or wait
24 bits. Wait 15 years, like Roy Gandy —
or buy aRega Planar 25 turntable.
My prediction? The new digital
audio formats are going to have to use
surround sound in order to sell. The
average consumer always wants more,
more, more—even if it means getting
less.' More channels is something the
average consumer understands. More
resolution is not. For the public, "CDquality sound" equals perfection. Ilook
forward to the digital audio future with
fear, loathing, and dread. (When Idiscussed the more-is-less nature of surround with JA, he pointed out that the
joy of two-channel systems is that the
whole can be greater than the sum of
the parts. With surround sound, the
opposite is the case.)
Meanwhile, repeat after me (I'm taking lessons from LA): Ido not have to
accept surround sound. Ido not have to ear
surround sound. Ido not...
Rega Planar 25 turntable
You certainly won't have to accept surround sound if you purchase a Rega
Planar 25 turntable, recommended in
the March issue by Michael Fremer,
who got the jump on me. (He visited
the Rega factory last fall.)
As Isaid earlier, Rega made its mark
with turntables. For its first few years,
the company made only turntables —not
even tonearms.
For their 25th anniversary, they've
introduced the Rega Planar 25, which
sells for $1275 complete with RB600
arm. Since the arm sells separately for
$695, you get quite abargain with the
turntable: it's only $580 more.
1There's awhole sorry history of this. Color movies
have practically destroyed the fine art of cinematography. The thirst for more and cheaper amplifier power
almost destroyed single-ended triode sound, until
Japanese audiophiles did the world afavor by brines
it back.
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Rega Planar 25 turntable

Outwardly, the Planar 25 doesn't
appear to be much more than adressedup Planar 3. Fancier plinth, with ahandsome wood-veneer frame. Spiffier tonearm — looks like an RB300 arm done
up with "titanium-look" paint. Same
glass platter.
But appearances can be deceiving.
Isubstituted the Planar 25 for the
Planar 3 in my living-room system.
Cartridge is aGoldring G1042 ($300),
an excellent moving-magnet. Phono
stage is Tim de Paravicini's EAR 834P,
with Pathos Twin Towers integrated
amp and B&W CDM1 SE speakers.
Night-and-day difference?
Almost. Mikey points to akey difference between the Rega 25 and the
Planar 3. In the 25, the motor is hardmounted; in the 3, it's suspended —
meaning the speed is always changing.
(See Mikey's explanation in the March
1999 issue, p39.)
Whatever the explanation, the sonic
difference is significant. Bear in mind
that I changed nothing else in the
seestem: even the cartridge remained
the same. All that was changed was the
Planar 25 for the Planar 3.
The difference between the 3and the
25 is, curiously, rather like the difference between the Rega Planet CD player and the Rega Jupiter/Io combo.
Resolution improves. Timing is more
precise — the 25 is even more dynamically assured than the 3.
Fremer says the sound is more
focused. That's agood way to describe it.
Looking at a blurry picture at the
movies, do you get fatigued? Well, blurry sound can do the same thing. The
Planar 25 is sharp, clear, crisp. It's akiller.
Special praise is due, too, to the
Goldring G1042 cartridge, which I
always liked on the Planar 3. But on the
3, this cartridge did not show what it is
capable of: extraordinary detail, excellent
dynamics, and avery sweet, extended,
super-clean top end. The G1042 is an
expensive cartridge — too good for the
Planar 3, perhaps, but afantastic choice

with the 25. Roy Hall, the Goldring
importer, could use the business.
Finally, Iwant to thank David Wilson — no, not that David Wilson — of
Accent on Music, in Mount Kisco, New
York. Ijust couldn't get the Goldring
mounted. (No sex jokes, please.) Poor
eyesight, perhaps. Lack of practice.
David is agenius when it comes to
setting up tables — he's one of the best
Linn setup experts around. And no wonder — he was born in Scotland. The
Scots, as we all know, have good turntable karma. Even Roy Hall!
David saw the problem immediately.
He filed down the lugs on the Goldring so
the leads from the Rega arm would slide
easily over them. At any rate, as Iknow
from experience, aturntable touched by
David Wilson is aturntable that sounds
the better for it
Ijoked with JA recently that Ireally
didn't think there were any records "to die
for." Or CDs, for that matter. However; I
do think there are turntables to die for.
This is one of them.
Music Hall MMF2 turntable
Icouldn't help myself. Itold Roy Hall
how much Iwas enjoying my new
Rega Planar 25. And the Goldring
G1042 cartridge.
"Why don't you give my Music Hall
MMF2 turntable alisten?" Roy suggested.
"Do people know what MMF stands
for?" Iasked.
"A few do."
"I'm about to spill the beans in print.
It means 'make money fast.' "
"But it's agood turntable, and worth the
money. It's precision-made in the Czech
Republic. You love Eastern Europe."
"I don't know. After the Rega 25, I
think I'd be disappointed."
Roy paused. "I know. The Rega's a
great turntable. But the Music Hall
MMF2 costs only $299 with a $60
Goldring Élan cartridge. And it's afine
turntable, too."
Imay give it alisten. In fact, Iwill give
it alisten. I
just bought one for Marina's
31

REACHING BEYOND.
Again and again reviewers rate the performance of the PSB Stratus Series
equal to that of loudspeakers many times their price -an out of this world value.

"The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous
.
without being boomy....This is one fine design.... The Gold'
is going to put aserious crimp in the sales ofits more
expensive competitors. Enthusiastically recommended"
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol.20 No.1 0
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Uncle Sam, the former Chief Barber of
People's Barber Shop #1 in Minsk —
and an audiophile! — for whom aRega
was alittle out of reach. I'll save the
story and the turntable for later. Ithink
Sam's in for atreat.
Meanwhile, Roy sent me another
piece of gear...
Creek OBH-14 DAC/preamplifier
The Creek OBH-14 DAC/preamplifier
retails for $350, but "preamplifier" is
something of amisnomer. There is no
active line stage, let alone aphono stage.
And there's just one analog input, in
addition to the built-in DAC.
But that may be enough. Creek has
always gone in for minimalism.
"We make the outside as cheap as we
can without having the stuff fall apart,"
admitted Roy Hall, who is not only the
importer but also part owner of Creek.
"We put all the good stuff on the inside."
Fair enough. This is role reversal at its
best. A lot of hi-fi puts crap on the inside
and all the good stuff (if you can call it
that) on the outside.
The OBH-14 may be all you need. If
so, you're in luck; there's no other product
quite like it, at or near the price. You may
come to like its small size: approximately
4" wide by 2le high by 492"deep. (The
separate, 24V OBH-2 DC power supply
is included.) One French hi-fi critic called this chassis "le format ridicule," but he
did not ridicule the stuff inside.
The OBH-14 is basically aD/A converter using a1-bit, Crystal CS4390 24bit-capable chip, to which has been added
ahigh-quality volume control and apair of
analog-in RCA jacks. There is no gain. By
pushing abutton, you can switch between
Contacts
Accent on Music, 175 Main
Street, Mount Kisco, NY 10549.
Tel: (914) 242-0747.
Creek Audio Limited, 2Bellevue
Road, Friern Barnet, London N11
3ER, England, UK. Tel: (44) 181361-4133. Fax: (44) 181-361-4136.
Web: www.creekaudio.co.uk .US
distributor: Music Hall, 108 Station
Road, Great Neck, NY 11023.
Web: www.musichallaudio.com
Rega Research Ltd., 119 Park
Street, Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex
SSO 7PD, England, UK. US distributor: Lauerman Audio Imports,
105 West Fifth Avenue, Knoxville,
TN 37917. Tel: (423) 521-6464.
Fax: (423) 521-9494.
-Sam Teilig
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the analog input or the DAC. There are
two digital inputs: RCA S/PDIF and
TosLink optiai The inputs accept datastreams of 16 to 24 bits and 32 to 48kHz.
And that, my friends, is it. Just one
analog source — that is, one pair of RCA
inputs. No balance control. No remotecontrolled volume. Basically, no nothin'
'cept good clean sound.
You am connect two digital sources, if
you like, by using both the S/PDIF RCA
Whether your system has a
digital in and the TosLink optical digital in.
power conditioner,or not,
Just make sure you don't turn on both digyou're being robbed.
ital source components at the same time.
"How do you like the sound?" asked
Robbed of the potential in
Roy.
your AV system without a
"It doesn't blow away the Rega lo
conditioner, robbed
DAC," Ianswered.
of the system's
.;"What is this with Rega?" Roy replied
life if you do.
testily.
No, of course the Creek doesn't equal
Introducing
the Rega DAC, which is more than
the PS Audio
"
twice as expensive. The OBH-14 has
Power Plant series.
only asingle DAC. It's not dual-differNot a conditioner or filter, but
ential, and Ithink Ican hear that in its
an actual power generating
relative lack of low-level resolution. This
station that creates perfect
is not aDAC I'd recommend to upgrade,
low distortion AC power.
say, aRotel RCD-971, which is already
equipped with dual-diff DACs.
But for an older CD player? A changer whose convenience you like but
What's inside the PS Audio
whose sound you don't? The OBH-14
Power Plant? A stereo power
could be just the ticket! And if you don't
amplifier, driven by a DSP
play LPs, you can get rid of your prebased sine wave oscillator.
amp — which, unless it's agood one, is
likely to mess up the sound.
Together, they produce a
Creek promises "a vinyl-quality
perfect AC power output that
sound from your CDs," and that is basiwill drive your CD player, DAC,
cally what you get. The sound is rich,
power amplifier, etc.
full, ripe, fiill-bodied... like me (except
for the rich part). The sound has some
Enjoy the full potential of your
dynamic get-up-and-go, too.
system, without any downside.
This makes the OBH-14 an ideal
Remarkably better depth, bass
upgrade for players like the Marantz CD
impact, slam and three dimen63SE, which can sound somewhat thin
sional imaging is yours with
and harmonically undernourished. Quite
the Power Plant driving your
afew other low-cost players fall into that
AV system.
same category-, the Creek will flesh out
The Power Plant is brought to
their sound, fill out their bottom ends,
you by the folks committed to
help make your system kick ass.
high end products without the
You can bypass the volume control by
high price. Paul McGowan, th
using the fixed outputs of the OBH-14
co-founder of PS Audio is back
into your preamp. In this case, the OBH14 functions like an ordinary DAC.
For more information on the
Its beauty is its simplidty, certainly
Power Plant and the NEW
not its appearance. Ah, well, you're
PS Audio, check out our web
going to listen to this thing, not look at
site or call us.
it, right? Fortunately, it's small; you can
almost hide it.
"Why don't you do something about
the appearance of Creek products?" I
asked Roy.
www.psaudio.com
"Nah. We'd have to charge more.
toll
free 877-PSAUDIO
Besides, this is what people expect from
(877-772-8340)
Creek. Plain."
fa
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ust make sure you reach for the right remote. Namely, the one for our new AVC-2500 Audio Video Controller.

It's an elegant surround processor, dual-zone preamplifier, D to A converter, and tuner all wrapped up in one

very neat, very convenient package.
Everything about the AVC-2500 proclaims its preeminence in the world of home electronics. For starters,

we teamed up with a group of remarkably gifted engineers. In fact, they're the same experts who Lucasfilm
has hired to redesign and upgrade the electronics in THX theaters worldwide.
We realize all that advanced technology is meaningful only when you can figure out how to use it. That's
why our unique on-screen display gives you total access by balancing both breadth of control and ease of use.
You can even customize each of the different sources, digital inputs, or even radio stations with names you
make up yourself or select from its comprehensive library of names.
For more information on our AVC-2500, visit our website. Or better yet, experience one at your
Parasound dealer. And see what it's like to be the master of your universe—or at least your home theater.
• Project guided by audio design legend Dr. Maui Otala

• Composite-video, S-video, and Component-video switching

• Full 24-bit processing using three Motorola 56009 processors

• Automatic digital audio and video input selection

• Dolby Digital, DTS, and Dolby Surround processing

• Digital inputs and surround modes are assignable to sources

• Home THX Ultra unification

• Discrete analog line drive stages,four layer military-spec circuit boards

• Proprietary bass management eliminates smear and distortion

• Intelligent on -screen display and backlit learning remote control

• Independent dual zone control of audio and video systems

• Reference quality FM/AM stereo tuner with 20 presets

• 100% automatic calibration of channel levels and delay times,

• External analog 5.1 inputs assureforward compatibility

including sub channel; calibration mir included

• 10-year limited warrants.

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.com •950 Battery Street •San Francisco, CA 94111 •800-822-8802 •In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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ell my record collection? You'd
have to hit me upside the head
with ablunt instrument. That's
pretty much what happened to Thomas
Margellar Jr., whose collection went on
the auction block recently.
The former Motor City DJ, known
professionally as Tom Knight, had
amassed a 50,000-piece collection of
LPs, CDs, 45s, and assorted music-biz
ephemera, all stored in his climate-controlled basement. One day two years
ago he got into afight with his wife.
Unfortunately for the 47-year-old collector, his brother-in-law was on hand
to intercede on his sister's behalf.
Margellar/Knight ended up dead
with acrowbar to the head, and his wife
and brother-in-law ended up in the
klink. The collection ended up at
NYC's William Doyle Galleries.
I've always wondered how long it
would take before someone in the auction/collectible business got hip to
record collecting. How many obits have
you read of famous art collectors, stamp
collectors, and book collectors? Plenty.

How many of record collectors? None.
Except for the fact that books have been
around longer, there's not much difference between book collecting and record collecting. Yet until now, record collectors have gotten no respect.

you about is the auction at the William
Doyle Galleries. Ihope it will be the
first of many.

Ghoul Aid
Speaking of obits, how many times have
you read one and ghoulishly been
I've always wondered how tempted to phone and ask about records? Happened to me when legendary
long it would take before
RCA producer John Pfeiffer passed
away afew years ago, and more recentsomeone in the auction/
ly when recording engineer Anthony
collectible business got hip Salvatore went to that great spaced pair
in the sky. He'd lived in Hasbrouck
Heights, not far from me. Why don't you
to record collecting.
just mosey on over there Mikty? Ithought
So while this column was supposed
to myself. Nah. Couldn't do it.
to be about other things analog — vinIdid once commission the talented
cartoonist Golliver to draw one of my
tage tuners and radios, cartridges, VPI's
new SDS motor controller, some new
ideas: agraveside burial service, the cas"Wally" stuff, a new "budget" Simon
ket's being lowered, and aguy is whisYorke turntable ($5500 with tonearm),
pering in the new widow's ear: "Any
Thorens' TD 295 Mk2, and even a records?" That's as far as Igot in the
vinyl grave-robbing business... though
remote-controlled device that allows
you to change phono absolute polarity
a few years ago I did help Albert
Shanker's widow dispose of her late
from your listening chair —those things
husband's large collection of classical
will have to wait. What Ireally must tell

Rooms of lots
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Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
Tri Focal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.
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among them. Iwas as much interested
in the attendees as anything else.
Who and how many would come out
for such an auction? A nice write-up in
the "Arts and Leisure" section of the previous Sunday's New York Times couldn't
have hurt, but while the room was
crowded, there were many empty seats
throughout the day. Ispotted some familFive red spines told me
iar faces from record conventions, but
most were strangers to me. There were
there were five original
the usual '50s and '60s rock types outfitted in black, but there were also afew
Monument Roy Orbison
well-dressed, distinguished-looking guys.
It wasn't difficult to distinguish the true
LPs in the box.
enthusiasts from the moneyed types.
As the auctioneer moved rapidly
then moved to the tables where sat the
through the lots, approaching those of
100-records-to-a-box lots. Some very
interest to me, Inoted the winning bids
curious mixes. The records were in
roughly alphabetical order, and each box and compared them to what the apcontained mostly $1 garage-sale records: praiser had estimated. A lot of four
'70s pressings of older releases, common- Buddy Holly singles (including "Maybe
place reissues, and other fairly mundane Baby," "Rave On," and "Blue Days,
Black Nights") in their original sleeves,
uncollectibles, albeit in mint condition.
But Ialso noted that each lot included predicted to fetch between $250 and
The inspection
$350, brought in $400. But aset of Elvis
afew very collectible records that, alone,
What I found when I entered the
William Doyle Galleries' smaller, East would make the entire lot worth pur- EPs expected to go for $300 to $500 did
apaltry $110.
chasing. For instance, one alphabetical
auction room resembled arecord conAnd so it went for the next few hunlot, "su-ru," contained amint copy of the
vention more than an auction. On top
dred lots, some doing much better than
of and under tables were boxes and Teddy Bears' The Teddy Bears Sing! This
expected, some drawing so little action
was Phil Spector's first group. Book value
boxes of LPs, 45s, CDs, memorabilia,
they had to be withdrawn. One lot of
for the mono version of the album,
reel-to-reel tapes, and music-related
150 rock, pop, and r&b 45s from the
books — each box with an identifying which includes the hit single 'To Know
'60s, expected to bring between $100
Him Is To Love Him" (which, Ibelieve,
lot number. The good stuff, separated
and $200, saw ferocious bidding, includis inscribed on Spectoes father's graveinto much smaller lots, was in the back,
ing some wealthy guys phoning theirs
stone), is over $300. Another box conon shelves that once belonged to Mr.
in. When the dust had cleared, the lot
tained astereo copy of Jack Nitzsche's
Margellar.
had sold for $650! Inever did determine
The catalog prepared by the auction
The Lonely Suler ($150). And so on.
what was in there that everyone wanted.
Other boxes contained some original
house listed 832 separate lots, most
Another anonymous set of 150 45s,
Dylan, some Stones, some Buddy Holly,
labeled "Miscellaneous" — meaning
this one estimated to bring in $200 max,
you'd have to go through each lot and some Kinks — most not particularly rare or collectible, and all of which I brought in $750. A set of six Sun
yourself to know exactly what you'd be
Records 45s by obscure (to me) artists
bidding on. For most of an afternoon I already owned. But none caught my
like Barbara Pitman, Billy Riley and His
attention like the box marked "ORB-PA."
did just that.
Little Green Men, and Eddi (sic) Snow,
Five red spines told me there were
Iwasn't interested in any of the 45s,
brought in $650 — $150 more than the
five original Monument Roy Orbison
which comprised alarge portion of the
LPs in the box: Orbisongs (mono and top estimate.
catalog, but some really choice ones
As the Orbison box drew closer to
stereo), Roy Orbison's Greatest Hits (mono
ended up fetching really big bucks.
Don't let anyone tell you — and don't and stereo), and More of Roy Orbison's the block, my heart began to race. A lot
Greatest Hits (mono). All unplayed. Plus,
containing some original Vee-Jay and
tell anyone yourself— that 45s have no
stereo and mono copies of The Classic Philips Four Seasons albums, with a
value. The right ones do!
The LP collection was acurious mix Roy Orbison, and astereo copy of There is max estimated value of $200, closed at
$250. Not agood sign. But abox conof ultra-collectible r&b, large dollops of Only One Roy Orbison, plus five other
taining many mint Atco, Atlantic, and
MGM Orbisons, asealed Rhino compiElvis and Beatles, and undifferentiated
lation, and Mystery Girl. Ididn't even
Capitol Bobby Darin albums couldn't
garage-sale detritus. Way underrepredraw an $80 bid and was pulled. (Resented were British Invasion and other bother looking through the rest of the
member, the boxes remained in the
box. This one, I'd bid on.
limey rock, and missing entirely was
back; only those who'd inspected them
'60s and '70s psychedelia. The more I
in the days before the auction knew
Let's see auction!
rummaged, the more Irealized my walwhat was in them.)
Tuesday, February 16th, Istrolled into
let had been spared!
The box containing the Dylan LPs
the gallery around 1pm — three hours
But there were some amazing items —
after the auction had begun. Iwasn't closed at $90 —way below the estimatlike the ultra-rare stereo version of Del
ed value. A box of Christmas LPs drew
interested in the first 68 lots (CDs), or
Shannon's Runaway album, lots of Sun
an $80 bid, and then Roy was up. "Lot
the hundreds of lots of 45s, though there
Records 45s and some 78s, white-label
487, miscellaneous group of rock, pop,
promo copies of original Motown LPs, were some eagerly sought collectibles

and jazz LPs. She called me. (Shanker,
the head of the United Federation of
Teachers, was immortalized in Woody
Allen's Sleeper.)
Obviously, the folks in the auction/
gallery business do it for aliving — they
have no shame in that regard, and that's
how the William Doyle Galleries came
upon Margellaes collection. A midwestern agent for the gallery read about the
crime and made some phone calls. The
family was amenable, and all 10 1
/
2 tons
of the collection were shipped off to
New York City for the auction.
Once appraiser Chester Prudhomme
(a reader of Stereophile and The Tracking
Angle) had gone through and priced
everything, the gallery put the lots out
for athree-day pre-auction inspection
that your correspondent felt duty-bound
to attend. Doyle named the event
"Rockin'/Rhythm'n'Blues: The Fine
Vinyl Auction."
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original Gene Vincent and the Bluecaps
LPs, Ronnie Hawkins and The Hawks
(aka The Band) LPs, and all of it
appeared to be mint-minus or unplayed.
Inoted the lots Iwould bid on (and
probably never win) — like the one containing three mint Gene Vincent albums
(estimated to go for $400-$700) —and
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Analog
and country, 1960s and 70s," the auctioneer spieled. "80 dollars, Ihave 80 in
the back." My paddle shot up. "90 in the
front. Do Ihave 100?" Amazingly, no
one upped my $90 bid. "Going once,
fair warning, sold."
I'd won the Roy LPs, along with
about 80 other records Ihadn't bothered to look at. The Teddy Bears box
went for $300 — no thanks. The really
valuable smaller lots were still to come.
Ibid on mint originals of Elvis' Greatest
Hits, Volume 3in both mono and stereo,
but stopped at $90. $100 won for the
two. The Beatles lots —plain American
pressings — were overpriced and went
for too much. For instance: stereo
copies of Meet The Beatles, The Beatles'
Second Album, and aBeatles picture disc,
went for $320. That's nuts!
Ibid on athree-LP Orbison lot containing stereo copies of Crying and Early
Orbison, and amono copy of the biggest
prize, Lonely and Blue. Book value of the
trio is about $600, Ipulled out at $120,
and the lot sold for $160 — still abargain. Had Lonely and Blue been in stereo,
Iwas prepared to go to $400 or more.
The three Gene Vincent LPs went
for $700, the stereo Del Shannon for
$900! The Miracles' first album, Hi,
We're The Miracles—a white-label promo
copy —went for $325. Shirley and Lee's
Let the Good Times Roll drew abreathtaking $525, The Fendermen's Mule
Skinner Blues $460, and the Billy Ward and
His Dominoes LP, featuring Clyde
McPhatter, brought $600, though estimates had ranged from $1000 to $2000.
What have Idone???
After paying up, Iclaimed my box of
records and hauled them over to the
parking lot (thankfully, right across the
street). Ninety records is aheavy load!
When Igot them home, Itook my first
good look. What other records do you
imagine were in the "o-v" box?
You got it! Osmonds! Donny and
Marie Osmond, Donny Osmond,
Marie Osmond, Donny and Marie Osmond. Eight in all, but none of the ones
listed in the Goldmine guide as being
worth $25 and $30 (to whom?).
Moving right along in the O's:
every friggin' Tony Orlando and Tony
Orlando and Dawn album ever made!
Well, six anyway — including Bless
You, areal gem. It contains the title hit
and "Halfway to Paradise," one of the
best unrequited teenage love songs of
the '60s, written by Carole King and
Gerry Goffin.
One of the great things about vinyl
collecting is finding records like this —
Stereophile, May 1999
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Rare Sun Records 45s go on the auction block.

something I'd never seek out, but that
was dumped in my lap. The album, produced by Al Nevins and Don Kirshner
(later the host of the cheesy Don Kirshnet's
Rock Gwen), is afascinating early-'60s
Brill Building snapshot. The immediately recognizable string-drenched and
heavily syncopated, shuffle-rhythmed
arrangements are by Alan Lorber and
"Carole King, the pretty 19-year-old
blonde..." Think of the Shirelles"Will
You Still Love Me Tomorrow" and you'll
hear it in your head.
Like Rod Stewart, the early Tony
Orlando was heavily influenced by Sam
Cooke. Will Iever play Bless You again?
Probably not, but it sure brought back
memories.
What else did Iget in Lot 487? Both
Outsiders albums (hit song: "Time
Won't Let Me") on Capitol (book value:
$55 for the pair), three great original
Orlons albums (Don't Hang Up, Wah
Watusi, South Street) on Cameo (book
value: $225), Orleans (still not the ones!),
every Alan Parsons album (great sound,
bad/pretentious music, must be "audiophile" fodder), Gilbert O'Sullivan, Patti
Page (the old Mercury greats too), Robert Palmer, Dolly Parton (way underappreciated!), the great Bakersfield
sound of Buck Owens (I've Got aTiger
By the Tail, and arare one on La Brea
Records —in the book at $100!), Pablo
Cruise (echh), more Ray Parker, Jr.
albums than you ever thought existed,
and, unfortunately, only one Parliament
Motor Booty Affair) and one Johnny Otis
(a fantastic gatefolded Charly reissue of

The Johnny Otis Show, the Capitol original of which is valued at $200).
I'll spare you the good, bad, and ugly
of the rest of the box, but when Iwas
done counting, the approximate book
value of the set was over $900! I'll end up
with dozens of great records, and at least
all of my money back. And there are still
audiophiles deciding whether buying a
turntable in 1999 is agood investment?
Aftermath
A few days after the auction, Icalled
Tara Ann Finley, director of collectibles
at William Doyle, for apost mortem.
According to Finley, 91% of the collection was sold during the one-day auction, which attracted 157 registrants,
102 of whom showed up. The sales
were estimated to bring in anywhere
from alow of $152,260 to ahigh of
$256,105. (The actual total was closer to
the low end of the scale.) Finally, if bidder number 900, who phoned his in
and who spoiled the day for many less
well-endowed (financially) record collectors, is reading this: You suck!
Despite the labor-intensive nature of
the auction, and the 10'h tons that had
to be shipped across the country and
stored in cramped NYC quarters, Finley
told me Doyle would "definitely do it
again," and hopes to have many more
record auctions in the future.
Next month, back to our regularly
scheduled subject matter.
Oh — the unsold 9% of the collection? You'll have to excuse me, Ihave a
phone call to make...
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It's not about a pile of features you'll never use.
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ometimes you have to sweat the
details, sometimes they just fall in
your lap. Take Victor Tiscareno.
Victor's company, AudioPrism, has been
making electronics, accessories, and
power-conditioning products for quite
some time. While he was visiting and
installing apair of his Mana Reference
tube amplifiers for an upcoming review, Victor and Igot to talking about
power — the kind that comes out of the
wall. Victor studied electrical engineering and is very au courant in such matters. During these ruminations he shared
with me arecipe for what he calls The
Poor Man's Dedicated Line.
When considering typical house
wiring, several assumptions can generally be made. Electrical outlets typically
follow the shortest path to the breaker
box, and they're most likely daisychained together. Depending on the amperage of the circuit, this juice-bearing
conga line might comprise 12- or 14gauge Romex wire. Each time the circuit
"breaks" for an outlet box, it picks up
additional noise from the contact resistance of the hardware (straps, screws, fittings), plus voltage modulation from
other household electronics plugged
into the line. The farther down the circuit from the breaker box, the more
junk is likely to be riding the wires.
The Poor Man's Dedicated Line
begins with finding the outlet closest to
the breaker box, and powering your
audio system from that. The closer to
the box you are, the less voltage sag and
the happier your equipment — even if
the circuit is loaded down with household appliances farther down the line.
Install ahigh-grade outlet at that point
and you're in business.
Here's how to do it. Grab apro-style
hair dryer and plug it into one of the
outputs of aduplex receptacle of what
you suspect to be adaisy-chained circuit. (If you're not sure where the circuit
runs, mail-order home-improvement
catalogs feature aplug-in module with a
device that squeals when it's near the
breaker carrying the module.) Insert a
voltmeter's positive and negative probes
into the second socket. Let the hair
dryer rip at full blast and observe that
the voltage reading on the voltmeter
Stereophiie, May 1999

drops. Move along to other outlets closer to the breaker box until the line sag is
minimal. While it's often clear which
outlets sit nearest the breaker box, take
nothing for granted.
As for the wall hardware, try using
Hubbell or Bryant duplex outlets, for
their superior mechanical blade retention and screw-down terminals for the
in-wall wiring. If you can't find 'em at
your local hardware emporium, try an
audiophile mail-order house. (A Hubbell duplex from The Cable Company
runs $14.95.) And, as always, no matter
where you get the outlets, if you're not
sure about what you're doing call an elecnician! Remember, it's not nice to fool
Mother Nature.
You can then channel the juice to your
system via any number of audio-grade
power extenders, star-wired being the
best. Each socket in astar-wired extender
has its own run of wires back to the
power cord of the extender, rather than
being simply paralleled back. If you're on

Utility
Transformer

Scull

the cheap, use the RadioShack power
extenders Imentioned in March. Just
make sure they include no filtering or
surge protection. If you're able to keep
the line free of other devices, so much
the better. If not (hey, some of you have
alife), grabbing the line closest to the
breaker box will still yield asignificant
improvement.
Tip 2is an innovative (andfree) tweak
that mostly applies to those running
monoblodc amplifiers. However, the
theory behind it is important in the
overall context of powering your system,
and can be applied to stereo amps and,
indeed, the entire front-end. As revealed
in February's "Fine Tunes," the typical
audiophile home has two phases of positive supply: one 110V line from each
side of the center-tapped utility transformer supplying your domicile. Ialso
explained how to check for both legs of
positive phase, and advised you to run all
audio components on the same leg of
positive — unless you have monoblocks.

AMP #1

[120V

iso at'on
Transformer for
Source Equipment
Powering monoblock amplifiers from separate 110V phases of the 220V entering the home equalizes
current draw either side of ground potential. (Based on adrawing by Victor Tiscareno.)
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If you do, using the techniques
described above and in February's "Fine
Tunes," locate apair of outlets on separate legs of positive phase. (Measuring
from hot to hot, avoltmeter hooked up
to receptacles on separate legs will read
around 240V, on the same phase near
OV.) You see the beauty of it? Running
each monoblock from opposite sides of
your building's 220V center-tap transformer (fig.1) gives you balanced power
for exactly zero outlay! Noise and other
garbage riding the lines as rogue currents are canceled by their out-of-phase
selves: common-mode rejection. Running on both phases of positive, the
amps draw equal current, but that current draw is symmetrical either side of
ground. In essence, you get all the benefits of balanced power without buying
an additional transformer.
The well-informed and dedicated
audiophile (some will say obsessive) running monoblock amplifiers will want to
install apair of outlets from different legs
of positive phase near the equipment and
run those back to the breaker box without any other outlets on the lines. (Code
calls for three wire hookups on each
receptacle: hot, neutral, and ground. As
long as the BX cables are the same

—
e_

lengths, the ground potentials will be the
same.) Once again, if any question
remains, consult an electrician! This is your
audiophile brain on 220V, okay? Be well,
and fryeth not.
How does this apply to your stereo
amp or front-end? Unless you have
monoblocks, you have to purchase an
additional 220V transformer that —all
together now — takes its balanced
power from both sides of the utility
transformer. Thank you. You may recall
that this was recommended by George
Cardas in the March "Fine Tunes."
Thing is, you typically want a transformer capable of four limes the maximum draw of the associated component(s); you can see where that becomes
aproblem with stonking great amplifiers. By the same token, it's less of a
problem for your front-end. And while
we're talking about spending money,
there are always the Audio Power
Industries Ultra Wedges to consider —
see Wes Phillips' review in April.
Imentioned before that noise is produced each time the line is cut and
another outlet is added to the daisy
chain. The higher the quality of the
hardware, the lower the contact resistance. Victor Tiscareno posits that the

Tunes

heavier-gauge wire and superior terminations found in most expensive, audiophile power cords are the major causes
of the improvements in sound. He's
doubtful, however, that differences in
sound quality are due to the different
filtering effects of the different cords, as
many have postulated.
"Filtering would be very minimal at
high frequencies," he says. "It's more the
quality of the hardware, the gauge of
wire, and the combination thereof, plus
the inductance of the plug itself. That's
why the last 6' before your equipment
are so important in comparison to the
300' or so that Con Ed puts before it!"
It's also why, if you're willing to part
with afew dollars, you might want to
install high-grade outlets along the full
length of your chosen dedicated line.
That's still only about $60 for four outlets —not much for a good deal of
expensive-sounding improvement.
Warning: In March, Imentioned that
George Cardas was experimenting with
an AC generator driven by a "big
mutha" battery. Readers should remember that lead-acid batteries can vent
hydrogen when charging — keep them
outside!
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"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that
the SPM is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS, STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997
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"Flatline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across"
***** WHAT HI-FI?
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Are you ready for the technology of the future?
HDTV—the biggest thing since the

Hear the new audio formats—Super
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thousands of titles now available on DVD, it is

picture and adesign that works in any room.

definitely the video of the future.

Never before have there been so many new technologies in production at one time in the
audio/video industry. Don't be confused or intimidated by what you read and hear. Come to
HI-Fl '99, learn about these new innovations, and decide for yourself what's good and what's not.
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Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.

Shop for CDs and LPs, many available at
special Show prices. Pick up accessories
for your system, too.

New to the fun and excitement of specialty
audio and home theater? Attend the intro-
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BRANDS YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS!
AcousTech
Acoustic Sciences
Acoustic Sounds
Air Core
Akin by Acarian systems
Alpha-Core
Alto Records
Amperex
Ampro
Analogue Productions
Anthem
April Music
AR
Arcitec Acoustic
Artemis Systems
ASC Tube Traps
Atacama
ATI
Audio Advisor
Audiocafe.com
Audio Consultants
Audio Design Associates
Audio Plus
Audio Power Industries
Audio Prism
AudioQuest
AudioQuest Music
Audio Research
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Audio Video Interiors
Automation Electronics
Avalon Acoustics
Balanced Audio
Technology
Bass Busters
Billy Bags
Bipolar Acoustics
Black Cube
Black Diamond Racing
Blair
Buggtussel
Canorus
Cardas Audio
Cagy Audio Design
Chesky Records
Cinema Tech
CinemaQuest
Cirrus Logic

Cisco Music
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Clarity Recordings
Classic Audio
Reproductions
Classic Records
Coincident Speaker
Technology
Contour
Coolaudio
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Crestron Electronics
Crown Jewel
Crystal
Custom Entertainment
DCC Compact Classics
Decca/Speakers Corner
Delos
Digital Adrenaline
Dolby Digital
Dolby Labs
Double Busters
Dynaudio
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
Electrocompaniet
Elusive Disc
EMI/ Testament
Enigma Loudspeakers
Fanfare International
Faroudja
First Impressions/
Golden Strings
Fujitsu
Gecko
Genelec
Gershman Acoustics
Goertz
Hales Design Group
Harmonic Technology
Harmonix-Enacom
Herron Audio
Holm Audio
Home Theater
ICI
Impact Technology
Infinity
Inner Dimensions

IceLida
Joseph Audio
Joule Electra
IPS Labs
IVC/XRCD
Kharma
timber Cable
Kimber Select
Kirksaeter Speakers
Clavier Records
Ktichel
KR Enterprise s.r.o.
Lamm Industries
Legend Audio Design
Lehmann Audio
Lenbrook America
Lexicon
Linn Products
M.A Recordings
Mac Wire
Madrigal Audio Labs
Manley Labs
Maranta America
Margules Audio
Mark Levinson
May Audio
mbl
Meadowlark
Metronome Digital
Products
Merlin Music
Miyabi
Monarchy Audio
Monitor Audio
Morel
Mullard
Music Advancement Co.
Music Direct
Music Hall
Music in Motion
Musical Surroundings
NAD
Nagra
Naim Audio
NBS Audio Cables
NEC
NHT
Nitty Gritty

Noise Cancellation
Technologies
Nordost
0.5. Services
Opus 3
Oracle Audio Technology
Paradigm
Paradigm Reference
pARTicular
Contemporary
Design
Paul Heath Audio-Video
Perpetual Technologies
Phast by AMO
Philips
Pioneer
Polk Audio
Premier
Proceed
ProMusica
Proprios
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Quintessence Audio Ltd.
RBH Sound
RCA
Recoton
Reference Recordings
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Rightway
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Samsung
Sennheiser
Sheffield Lab
Shrink Markers
Siemens
Siltech Cables
Silvaweld Audio
Silver Audio Cable
Silverline Audio
Simon Yorke
Soliloquy
Sonance
Sonic Frontiers
Sonic Integrity Group
Sony Electronics
Sony Home Audio

Sounds of Silence
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Stanley Linear Audio
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Stereophile
Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater
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Sumiko
Sutherland Engineering
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Tad Audio
Tannoy
Target
Telefunken
Thiel
Third Millenium
Technologies
Thorens of America
tmh audio
Totem Acoustic
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Ultra Systems
Ultra Valve
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Valens Audio
Vandersteen Audio
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Verve
Vibraplane
Victor XRCD
Vidikron
Vintage Tube Services
Vinyl-Zyme Gold
von Schweikert
Research
Walker Audio
Wavac
Waveform
WBT
Western Electric
Wilson Audio
YBA
Z-Systems

Academy Trade Seminars will begin
Tuesday, May 11 at 9 a.m. and conclude on Wednesday, May 12 at
noon. Exhibits are open for trade
and press Wednesday afternoon and
all day Thursday.
To register, simply mail a written
request on your company letterhead
with a business card to HI-Fl '99,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
Or fax your request on your company letterhead with acopy of your business
card to (505) 992-6682.

Or
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online at www.hifishow.com.
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with the Isolated Shielded Matrix

UM

Stereophile reviewer

Robert Deutsch
recently replaced the
highly-acclaimed Decade
interconnects in his system...
" Late in the audition
period, two sets of Isolated
Shielded Matrix - 'The 2'
interconnects replaced the
Decades, bringing major
benefits in intertransient
silence and freedom
from EMI/RFIinduced hash."
—Stereophile, March 1998
"The 2" Interconnect: Rectangular Solid Core' conductors
and ISM- technology at aremarkably affordable price.

T here's areason top reviewers like Robert Deutsch and Jonathan
Scull are turning to cables with the Isolated Shielded Matrix (ISM)'
Rectangular Solid Core cables with the ISM system are the only ones to
use afloating shield that absorbs and grounds RF/EMI outside the signal
path. So you can actually hear the resonating tone of acello's wood, the
subtle overtones in awoodwind's solo...all the natural ambient
textures that bring amusical performance to life.

Upgrade to ISM
Receive asubstantial trade-in allowance on your Rectangular Solid
Coree cables when you upgrade to "The 2" or "The One" interconnects
TARA Labs' exclusive Floating Ground Station
removes RF/E141 outside the signal path, leaving
the music's higher order harmonics intact.

or speaker cables. "The One," highly acclaimed by reviewers from New
York to Hong Kong, takes ISM technology to the limit. "The 2" interconnects offer an affordable entry into ISM technology.

TARA LABS

ISM—The Next Generation of Cable Technology"

For more information about ISM Technology, contact TARA Labs or your local authorized dealer.
TARA Labs •541-488-6465 •www.taralabs.com
TM Decade, The 2, Isolated Shielded Matrix, and ISAI are trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.
0 Rectangular Solid Core and RSC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs. Inc.
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eta/ is superior," proclaims
Mr. Alberto Arebalos in
February's "Letters." I'm
glad that's settled. Still, I'm typing this 10
feet from awall lined with LPs, Don
Patterson's Satisfaction! is spinning on the
old Systemdek turntable, and my usually cold, drafty Chicago apartment seems
like asummer night at the Green Mill
Jazz Club. But Iagree: digital is superior. What's wrong with me?
The main problem Mt Arebalos sees
in vinyl is simple. "With physical contact
between the stylus and the disc, you are
going to have degrading performance
along the way, despite all the care
with which you treat your discs."
LPs, cutters, and phono cartridges are just the wrong tools to
use for recording and reproducing music. Every bobsled ride
your stylus takes through a
record degrades the precious
information it contains. "I do not
believe clicks and pops are part
of high fidelity." CDs, on the
other hand, don't involve wear
and teat Light bounces off the
disc harmlessly to reveal the
ones and zeros embedded within. No physical contact (except
for the light, of course), no pops
and clicks.
So why don't Igive my groaning shelves abreak, unload those
LPs, and put my vinyl-scratching
turntables out to pasture? There
are alot of reasons. One of them
is that Mt Arebalos' argument
doesn't persuade me to. It reminds me of adiscussion Irecently had with my friend Jack, a
design engineer and LP fan. He's hunting for agood direct-drive turntable on
the used market.
"Why not abelt-drive?" Iasked.
"Because the engineering is more
elegant," he explained. "There's no belt
to wear our, there are fewer parts; it's
simpler."
"But then why do belt-drive turntables
sound better? All the heavy hitters —
Linn, VPI, Well Tempered — are
belt-driven."
He scratched his bearded chin. "Are
they?"
Stereophile, May 1999

Reisch

By liberating these physical processes
from their very physicalness, tomorrow's
synthesizers will have new powers.
Better than putting digital recordings of
actual instruments inside akeyboard, the
keyboard will itself become acomputer
that virtually mimics these physical
processes. As atechnological goal, all this
makes sense. The physics of acoustic
instruments has long been poorly understood from the scientific point of view, if
not by the craftsman. The mountain is
there, so some of us will want to climb it
(and make money from it).
But is digital "superior" when it comes
to musical instruments? If the
complex vortices and vibrations
that make, say, Branford Marsalis'
saxophone sound like it does can
be simulated inside akeyboard,
will that be better for Branford
Marsalis and those who like his
playing? Mr. Arebalos' point of
view suggests that it would be.
After all, no longer will he have to
swing that ungainly metal contraption from his neck; no longer
will it get spitty and sweaty or
wear out from the physical battering it takes night after night. Gone,
too, will be the vagaries of microphones and room acoustics, for his
virtual horn could be plugged
directly into a console. Just as
harmless beams of light have replaced the vibrations of astylus,
digital simulations can replace the
buzzing reeds and clattering keys
of asax. But it just doesn't seem
appealing, does it? Even the most
ardent champions of digital
would become "Luddites" if they
Acoustics and Music in Paris, has started preferred to hear musicians playing oldto unravel exactly what goes on inside a fashioned, physical instruments.
Take digital photography (please). If
flute, say, that makes it sound so different from an oboe or recorder. It has digital is superior, digital cameras
everything to do with physics — the should be better than the old-fashioned
physics of air currents within the con- kind. Just as dragging a stylus in a
tours of the instrument. In arecorder, groove damages the very information
the IRCAM group found, the player's that is being recovered, clicking the
breath hits asharp edge and begins to shutter of afilm camera sets up vibraoscillate, which in turn excites larger tions just when the lens and film need
vibrations within the instrument. to be motionless. It's obviously simpler
Finally, tiny vortices of air curl off this and more effective to capture an image
edge to create the overtones that give a by electronically activating apanel of
phototransistors. But it's hard to believe
recorder its distinctive sound.

Sometimes the best ideas for how to
build something don't lead to the best
result.
What's so very wrong about physical
contact between astylus and agroove?
In this age of digital information we're
supposed to believe that the more computerized and "virtual" something is,
the better it is. As for musical instruments, the race is on to replace their
physical and mechanical properties with
computerized simulations. According to
the New York Times ofJanuary 19, 1999,
Research at Stanford University and
IRCAM, the Institute for Research on
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n 1969, Marantz introduced the legendary Model Eighteen-the world's
first high performance stereo receiver. Now, thirty years later, Marantz
once again redefines the state-of-the-art with the extraordinary new
Marantz SR-18 THX* Ultra receiver.
Featuring both Dolby* Digital and DTS' surround sound processing,
the SR-18 comes packaged in an all metal alloy chassis, elegantly finished
in black or champagne. It delivers 140 watts of pure, clean THX power to
each of its five main channels. All the Marantz luxuries from Gyro Touch
tuning to copper plated HDAM preamps have been included.
The SR-18 provides enough digital and analog inputs and outputs to
handle even the most sophisticated home theater system and is one

IEDL,

of the first to include component video switching for today's advanced
IV monitors and DVD players.
The Marantz SR-18 is astate-of-the-art component in every respect,
reflecting aproud heritage few peers can equal. See it at your Marantz
audio/video specialist today.

The Tradition Continues...
Marantz America, Inc., 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172 Telephone: 800-270-4533, Ext. 701
-Dom .DIGITAL

www.MarantzAmerica.com
-is

atrademark of I
s,ii,

laboratories licensing (ttrporation l)1N is aregistered trademark of DTS Technolog> nix is aregistered trademark Id lawasfilm Ltd

Undercurrents
that digital is superior when snaps from
even professional-quality digital cameras are so dismal. Compared to snaps
from ordinary 3Sir= cameras, they
look like bad CD players sound: grainy,
harsh, and electronic.
Or take books (please don't). What
could be better for our planet's trees, for
students' backpack-ruined postures, and
for libraries short on space than to replace
books with CD-ROMs or downloadable
HTML files? Digital books are far superior to the old-fashioned kind. But who
really wants to lean into acomputer monitor instead of curling up in afavorite easy
chair? Who wants to read agreat novel in
bed, only to nod off with aglowing LCD
screen lying on their chest?
Even if some of digital's biggest fans
agree with my polemic about photography, books, and musical instruments,
others will insist that I'm just trotting out
exceptions to the rule that digital is superior. We're used to film cameras and oldfashioned books, they'll say, just as vinylloving Luddites like me are used to the
sound of LPs. That's why we like them.
But for future generations, they'll say,
everything will be digital, and should be.
Why? Because digital is superior.
Will this circle of logic ever be broken? Not easily. It's spun from the
seductive logic of idealism, one of the
sorriest blind alleys in the history of
metaphysics. For idealists, ideas are primary. They are the fundamental ingredient of the world — they determine
the way the world is, and how we experience it. Mr. Arebalos says that the idea
of recording and retrieving musical
information digitally is better than the
idea of dragging a stylus through a
groove. Iagree. But Idon't accept his
argument that, because of the supremacy of this idea, actual CD players sound
better than actual turntables.
Why not? Because ideas are one kind
of thing, CD players and turntables are
another. I'm arealist. For me, material
objects and electronic devices exist in
themselves, independently of our ideas
about them. At best, our ideas reflect, or
correspond to, the world. They don't
determine the way it is, and they never
will. As Hamlet put it, "There are more
things in heaven and in earth, Horatio,
than are dreamt of in your philosophy."
Iadmit that their is some evidence for
idealism. The world we know is, in
some ways, directly aproduct of our
minds and senses. Each of us, for example, has ideas about colors — that some
things are red, others blue, etc. But colors don't really exist as such adiscrete
set. Instead, there's asmooth, continuous
Stereophile, May 1999

electromagnetic spectrum out there.
Our eyes, nerves, and brain parse that
spectrum into the neat little packets that
we call "red," "blue," and so on. These
separate colors seem real and objective,
but in fact we "make it so," as Jean Luc
Picard would say. Point for idealism.
But realism soon pulls ahead. How
do we know that God's paint box did
not include tubes labeled "red," "green,"
and so on? From science, from empirical investigation of the world that is
premised on realism — on the fact heaven and earth far outstrip our ideas. We
have to perform experiments to find

The idea of recording
and retrieving musical
information digitally
is better than the idea
of dragging astylus
through agroove,
but that doesn't mean
that actual CD players
sound better than
actual turntables.
out, despite our ideas, what the world is
really like. Two points for realism.
For those historically inclined, much of
this debate comes from the 18th-century
philosopher George Berkeley (16851753). In Berkeley's day, Isaac Newton's
star was rising, and his physics was recognized as apremier intellectual achievement. But Berkeley had doubts. He was
uneasy with the realist view that matter
existed all by itself for that would mean
that the material world had alife of its
own, apart from our ideas about it. No
idealist will go there.
Berkeley rolled up his sleeves and set
out to convince us that Newton and
others were wrong about matter — that
it didn't really exist independently of us.
Had he argued with Newton, it might
have gone something like this:
BERKELEY: Sir Isaac, have you ever seen
apiece of matter?
NEWTON: Of course I
have.
BERKELEY: Are you also sure that matter exists all by itself, and that its existence has nothing to do with your perceiving it?
NEWTON: U111... excuse me. I
fear Ido
not understand.
BERKELEY: I mean, Sir, can you be sure

that the existence of achunk of matter
that you happen to perceive does not
gain its existence from your very act of
perceiving it?
NEWTON: Are you asking if Ihave perceived matter without, at the same time,
perceiving it, so that Ican be sure that I
myself am not the source of its existence?
BERKELEY: Yes, that is exactly what I
ask.
NEWTON: Well then, the answer must
be no. Icannot both perceive something
and also not perceive it, can I?
Itold you this was adead-end argument. (If you don't believe me, check
out Berkeley's classic "Three Dialogues
between Hylas and Philonous" (1713) in
any volume of his works.)
Berkeley didn't think that matter just
popped in and out of existence depending on whether Newton (or anybody
else) was perceiving it. But God was
another story. For Berkeley, God maintained the existence of the material universe by constantly perceiving all of it,
everywhere, at every moment in time.
Our perceptions of material objects,
then, were aby-product of God's own.
God was the paradigmatic idealist. Were
His mind to slip, were He to think even
for amoment about something besides
the material universe, it would pop right
out of existence like Charlie Brown in a
spelling bee.
Your Philosophy 101 professor was
right everyone is aphilosopher. Vestiges
of this classic debate are between the
lines of Mr. Arebalos' letter. If he's right
that, since digital is superior to analog,
actual CD players sound better than
actual turntables, there must be some
explanation for why all of us Luddites
adamantly defend our favorite obsolete
technology. Mt Arebalos offers one:
"Maybe in the prehistory of CD," he
writes, "vinyl could sound or be perceived as sounding better." But, he
implies, it wasn't really better—it just
may have seemed to be. Berkeley drew the
same distinction between appearance
and reality: matter seems to exist all by
itself, but it really doesn't.
Berkeley died an idealist, but Mr.
Arebalos is sobering up. He closes his
letter by proposing an empirical test in
which experts A/I3 some analog and
digital equipment and judge which
sounds better. I'm all for it, Mr. Arebalos,
but Idoubt that your test will prove that
we vinyl-loving Luddites are "trying,
once again, to move backward the evolution of audio." In the realm of ideas,
digital is indeed superior. But that doesn't mean CDs necessarily sound better
than LPs, or that your experiment will
turn out the way you expect.
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

*Delivery *Super System Set-up *Custom Instal,
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials

How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade Ins

-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: ACOUSTIC ENERGY, Adcom, Al)A, AMX. Al'
PHYSIC. AudioQuest. AUDIOTRUTIL AVALON ACOUSTICS, BASIS. BENZ N
Cal Audio Labs. Cardas Audio. Chang LIghtspeed. CLEAR AUDIO, CONRA
Crestron. DAY SEQUERRA,
DYNAUDIO, EGGLES1'ON, EAR.. ELITE by
FORSELL, Grado. GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES DESIGN GROUP, JoIlda, J,
KRELL, AUDIO/VIDEO. KRELL INDUSTRIES. KRELL NIASTER REFERENCE, Linn Pr
MAGNUM DYNALAB, Monster Cable. MUSE. Parasound. PolyCrystat Proton.
SNIE, Solid Steel. Sonance. SONIC FRONTIERS, Sound Anchors. SUMERIAN
Sumiko, SYNERGISTIC CABLES. Target, THETA DIGITAL, TRANSFIGURA
CABLE. Vandersteen. Velodyne. VERITY PARSIF'AL. WI.‘TL. MELL-TEMPERF
ZOETHECUS.
Bold Listings available in New York City exclusively at Soi

'Home Theater Design
amer Service Programs

rWedge. AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO
BILLY BAGS. B & K. BYBEE.
NSON. CONVERGENT. Creek.
et'. Epos. FANFARE, FAROUDJA,
IS UTOPIAS. KUM AUDIO ARTS,
LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS)
REL. RUNCO IIYIV. Salamander,
;INEERING. Stewart, Filmscreen.
CARTRIDGES. TRANSPARENT
re World. YAMAMURA SYSTEMS.
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Custom produced, hand selected, polypropylene capacitors. Custom
wound high quality air-core inductors. Highly effective phase and
impedance equalization networks, and sophisticated tweeter protection circuits. Our 6dB Dynaudio crossovers avoid the disadvantages
of conventional designs, like difficulty in reproducing transient pulse
response without ringing. That's why aDynaudio will give
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precision, more dynamics, more music. And less coloured sound.
We know. Do you!
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LISTENING AND
Larry Greenhill, Jonathan Scull, Robert Deutsch, John Atkinson, and Shannon Dickson report

LOOKING

from the 1999 International Consumer Electronics Show, held in Las Vegas in January

IN SIN CITY
LARRY GREENHILL

Solid-State Electronics
for Under $3500

.i

. he night before Ileft for the 1999 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, Jolui Atkinson sent me my
assignment. His e-mail opened with: "Sorry about the
lateness of this itinerary, guys, but with Wes Phillips' departure,
things are abit sweaty here in Santa Fe." JA's message was a
gentle reminder that Wes, the magazine's former equipment
reports editor, had moved on —just days before CES — to
take another job in the audio industry. In previous years,
Wes's strong, steady presence had been awelcome guide.
Keeping that in mind, Iforged ahead, spending the next
four days in search of affordable high-quality solid-state
electronics for under $3500. There follows, in alphabetical
order, asampling of the best value-oriented solid-state products
Iheard or saw at CES.
My reference CDs —including most of my choices for
"Records To Die For"— were played with detail and harmonic
accuracy by Audio Analogue's Bellini preamplifier ($1500)
and Puccini Special Edition integrated amplifier (50Wpc,
$1195) driving Avalon Monitor loudspeakers. Even in the
small Alexis Park room, the sonics justified Sam Tellig's praise
for the Puccini's "liquidity" and "harmonic presentation"
(Vo121 No.12, pp.41-45).
The Bryston suite, while not playing music, was showing
Stereophile, May 1999

their newly developed solid-state technology. The PowerPac
60W ($495) and 120W ($795) monoblocks are constructed
on aflat plate that can be attached to the back of aspeaker to
provide apowered monitor. The five-channel 9B amplifier
($3695) proved to be the highpoint of Bryston's exhibit. The
9B's design is based on aMunzt grounding system, and a
five-amplifier-card, plug-in approach, which eliminates all
point-to-point wiring. Bryston's James Tanner believes these
design innovations give the 9B the lowest noise floor in the
company's product line. On the rear panel, each of the five
amplifiers has a12V power-on trigger, aswitch to set the
channel to single-ended, balanced, or balanced +6dB input,
and anew speaker binding post that allows one to plug a
banana in the back while screwing another into the same
Revel's new Ultima Studio,
with the Salon and Gem

New Oasis
All-Weather
Speakers

Create your own musical
oasis outdoors or in. Oasis
All-Weather Speakers
from Mirage. Featuring a
contoured cabinet design
in a black or white finish,
these high-performance,
all-weather speakers
install discreetly under
eaves or in tight corners.
Unique indoor-outdoo
equalization switch for
the increased bass impact
necessary for an open-air
setting
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Weather-resistant
1/2" (13 mm) dome tweeter
faithfully reproduces extend
high frequency sounds
Injection-molded 5-1/4"
(13.3 cm) woofer, also weatherresistant, for impeccable accuracy
in mid and deep bass frequencies
Aluminum and brass hardware

1
4

....

... .
...

combined with a rugged, weatherresistant enclosure makes for
trouble-free outdoor use in conditions
ranging from -50F to 200F.
Rugged, stainless steel mounting
bracket for horizontal or vertical wall
installations, or optional swivel mount
Oasis. Performance that's
rain or shine, year in and y
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Electronics Under $3500
was pleased by the beautiful blue cold-cathode-tube
front-panel display.
Magnum Dynalab had their own two-channel
receiver, the MD-208 ($2775), which included a
100Wpc amplifier and avery advanced FM tuner
with afive-gang front-end, balanced outputs, and
twin antenna switching like the company's flagship
tuner, the MD-108. Also new was the Magnum
Dynalab MD-102 ($2675 with remote), which features afive-stage analog front-end, two IF bandwidth
settings, dual AGC, analog meters, and outstanding
RF specifications. This new tuner offers much, if not
all, of the sensitivity of the MD-108, at half the price.
A product to watch.
Margules Audio showed the F247d13, asuperbly
constructed, two-chassis phono stage for $400. The
F247dI3 features afour-level DIP switch for each channel, with 16 combination settings to adjust load impedAudio Analogue's Bellini preamplifier, held here (from left to right) by Giuseppe Blanda,
ance,
as shown on aprinted table on the inside of the
Marco Manunta, and Stefano Blanda
unit. The unit operates with no feedback.
Madrigal Laboratories held a press breakfast, during
post from the top. The balanced input uses adual-function
which Ispoke with Dave Nauber about the new 300 Mark
Neutrik connector that takes an XLR jack or aphone plug
Levinson amplifier line: from the 125V/pc No.334 ($5950) to
from aguitar. Also new are athree-channel version of the
the 350V/pc No.336 ($9800). Current owners of the Nos331,
4B-ST amplifier, and aphono-stage version of the B-60R
332, and 333 stereo amplifiers can purintegrated amplifier ($2295).
chase a$1950 (minus labor) field
The beautifully built, very compact Polaris AM 1000
upgrade, which includes two
monoblock amplifier (100w RMS, 1000W peak) was playnew cyanate-ester voltageing in the Cabasse suite. Christophe Cabasse demonamplifier boards made to the
strated the amp's very flexible front-panel controls,
Magnum Dynalab's
same high quality as the
which include aparametric equalizer, phase inverter,
company' "S"-line (for
high- and low-pass filters, and arear-panel balanced
new MD-102 tuner
"Special")
products.
input. Although at $4700/pair only one channel
offers much, if not all,
Nauber says that strong
would qualify for this report, the Polaris' sonics were
sonic benefits will accrue
superb on playback of the DVD of Suzanne Vega
of the sensitivity of
from this voltage-board
singing "Caramel."
swap, even though the
Denon's new 140Wpc, five-channel AVR-5700
the MD-108, at
amplifier's original price,
Home Theater Receiver ($2800) performed well in its
plus the upgrade cost,
six-channel demo of Das Boot, reproducing the sounds of
half the price.
exceeds the price of a new
rivets exploding out of the submarine's metal bulkheads.
amplifier. The kit can be
Denon's David Birch-Jones rattled off all the 5700's features:
installed only by a dealer, and
twin SHARC (Super Harvard Architecture Computer)
indudes aback-panel sticker with anew
ADSP-21061L, 32-bit, floating-point 50 MIPS, DSP processerial number, and anew faceplate indicating the
sor chips; 1.7kW of power into 32 ohms; dual surroundunit's upgraded status: No331.5, No332.5, or
mode speaker switching, 24-bit/961cHz Burr-Brown D/A
No.333.5. The second bit of news was avery cool
converters for each of the six channels; and processing versatilpair of Madrigal white gloves with ribbed
ity, including Dolby Digital and DTS decoding, and TI-DC 4.0
padding that allow the safe handling of
and 5.1 post-processing. The AVR-5700's strengths —
heavy
amplifiers
with
sharp
multichannel power, full onboard processing—made it
heatsinlcs.
clear why most of the new receivers at CES '99 were
Myryad Systems presented
multichannel.
their two affordable solid-state
Electrocompaniet's new preamplifier, the EC
component lines, now imported
4.5 ($1995), has remote control, two line inputs, and
to the US by Arteck The M line
single-ended and balanced outputs. Also new was
sports attractive exteriors —
the ECI-3, a27-lb, remote-controlled,
thick brushed-aluminum face60V/pc integrated amp ($1995) that
plates in silver-gray —and cirfeatures one balanced and five singlecuitry with straightforward sigended inputs, and one single-ended
nal paths. The MT100 tuner
and one balanced output.
($895) has a black-anodized
Mike Detmer, then of Krell, got
tuner knob and alarge blue fluomy pulse going with the company's
rescent display. The MP100 preamnew two-channel 150V/pc receiver, Cabasse importer
plifier ($995) employs class-A headthe ICAV-300r ($2800), which Frank Garble
phone amplification and the comincludes
an
onboard
Day- presents the
French
pany's DC5 circuitry: double comSequerra-designed FM tuner as well company's new
plementary, cross-coupled, cascodas an AM tuner and apreamplifier. I Polaris amplifier
Stereophile, May 1999
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We're blushing!
"With sound like this. Y2K looks to be a
great one."
'It's amazing-we're well into the Digital Age,
but it now appears that TACT Audio, aDanish
company, is the first to realize the full potential of digital audio by radically simplifying the
signal path from digital source to speakers.
Yeah, yeah, sure we've all seen and heard that
sort of hype before. We all know that even at
the most excessive, cost-be-damned levels of
the high end, where technology is continuously reshuffled and repackaged, the edge of the
art only creeps forward in barely perceptible
increments. Well, get ready for agiant step.
The Millennium's technology is so original, and
the sonic revelations it unleashes are so great,
it may require atotal realignment of our
expectations for reproduced music and
sound.'

Hold on to your ears: The fi(delity)
in "hi-fi" just got alot higher.
Right from the get-go everyone flipped over
the look and feel of the Millennium. As you
can see from the pictures, it's just plain gorgeous, with amassive and beautifully
machined alloy faceplate, agiant free-spinning
flywheel for volume control, and asuper-clean
industrial design that screams elegance. But it
was the sound that blew 'em away. One of my
pals listened for ajust aminute before concluding, "The Millennium will make every
speaker sound like asuper-detailed electrostatic without any of the 'stats weaknesses.'
Everyone gushed "Wow!" or 'I've never heard
anything quite like this before.'

"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson
reference amps, but not overly bright or
thin. It is more as if several filtering layers of distortion and artificial, electronic reverberation(especially in the
midrange), presumably generated
by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
"The sheer fidelity of the
Millennium is immediately superior
to any analog gear we have ever
heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during our first listening session."

"Listening to, no, make that through, the
Millennium can be amind altering experience. Ibecame addicted to the
Millennium's holographic imaging,
midrange palpability resolution way down
at the quietest levels, extended high frequencies, and arhythmically precise bottom
end; for transparency/information freaks
who savor every scintilla of sound,
the Millennium has no peer "
"The Millennium exerted an almost unbelievable degree of control over those speakers drivers; in my opinion, ALL other amps,
regardless of their pedigree, sound vague or
sloppy in comparison."
"We eagerly await the home theater version;
until then, this looks like the audio product
of the year -or maybe the millennium."

1=1211=1-

Overall Rating

(HI Fl 8, Elektronik, Denmark
May, 1998)

The Millennium's revelatory sound even won
over one of my most rabid audiophile friends,
whose keenly analytical sensibilities were reeling after only afew minutes. This fella loves
vinyl, and only grudgingly listens to CDs.
But he was transfixed.
"No grain, very extended high frequencies,
incredible layering of depth," he ticked off,
shaking his head in disbelief "The sound is
completely free of the loudspeakers."
Steve Guttenberg, (Digital Home
Entertainment, December 1998)

doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets
growing out of our foreheads..."
Steve Guttenberg, (Home Theater
Magazine, December 1998)

"The Millennium heralds new times"
"If you have already used all superlatives, what
do you when you come across something that
is not just alittle bit better? In my case, I
just
sat there looking stupid while Ienjoyed music
so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it
somehow defied the idea of being reproduced. Here comes the old war horse:
It sounded much more like five music than
anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
Robert Joergensen
(www.soundstage.com, July 1998)

Stan Vincent (HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

TACT RCS 2.2 "Knocking down
walls"
'The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room, making them stick out like asore thumb.'
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
"I also used the RCS subwoofer crossover with
the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement
in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch definition was staggering."
Robert Harley (Fi Magazine, July 1998)
Please visit our web site to read
even more reviews and to get
information about TACT Audio!

www.tactaudie.com
TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

Tad'
I )1

Phone

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

infoetactaudio.com
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Artistry Beethoven system to full volume with startling dynamics and clean, effortless sound. He
opened the amplifier's top plate to reveal the 10Ti's
design features: solid machined heatsinks, configured
— for once —into handles for carrying; all surfacemount components; what he claimed to be the most
extensive RF shielding of any amplifier product; an
elegant low-noise, toroidal transformer that uses an
0-ring to seat itself in grooves in the top and bottom
chassis covers; the neatest component pcb layout
seen in along time; and superb speaker-binding outputs with large fastening knobs that
can clamp speaker wires without the
use of tools.
After three days of budget solidstate, Ivisited some higher-end
exhibits. At Bally's, Sony's
Super Audio CD (SACD) version of the Paul Haley Choir
Myryad's relaunch in the US was chaired by company exec Chris
singing "Ubi Caretus" courShort, once one of the Shorts of Mordaunt-Short
tesy of DMP turned out to
be the finest recording of a
ed, current-mode feedback. phono modules are availchoir I've heard at any audio
able: MM, $129 extra; MC, $169 extra. The MA-120
show. Played over Sony SSpower amp (60Wpc, $795) is also available as part of
M9ED loudspeakers driven
the MI-120 integrated amplifier ($995; MM phono,
by Pass Audio amplifiers, the
$129). The T-series products are value-oriented; of
voices formed awell-defined
interest is the T-30 tuner ($795), which retains all the
sonic image that made the
performance of the MT100 but lacks that tuner's conspeakers disappear into a full
trols and faceplate.
soundstage of great timbral
Ilocated NAD's tiny Music System on asingle shelf
Krell's 815,000 subwoofer, machined
accuracy. (When Dan Anagnos,
from asolid billet of aluminum
in their sprawling, crowded exhibit area. The company's
aSony engineer and designer
Gregory Stidsen had strongly recommended this $799
of the company's ES series of speakers, tried to insert the
package, which consists of NAD's 20Wpc L-40 CD receiver,
SACD upside-down into the top-loading player, Larry
apair of PSB Alpha Mini Speakers, and 10' of Phoenix Gold
Archibald asked if he suffered from "disclexia.")
oxygen-free-copper speaker cable. NAD calls this package an
Back at the Hilton, Krell's 500-lb, 15" subwoofer
"audio system in abox." It sure did justice to Ernmylou Harris
($18,000), its enclosure constructed from 1"-thick aluminum
singing "Prayer in Open D" from Spyboy (Eminent EMbillet, produced extremely percussive bass notes. It's
25001-2). A keeper!
driven by an internal FPB 600M amplifier.
Quad, now owned by the International Audio
Several manufacturers who wanted large
Group, was showing their re-manufactured ESL-63
demonstration spaces found ahaven next door at
electrostatic loudspeaker ($5995/pair). This venerable
the St. Tropez Hotel, where the non-CES T.H.E.
design, now called the ESL-988, was being driven by
Show was taking place. Kevin Voecks' new Revel
Quad's 40W II-40 tube amplifier. Although availability
Ultima Studio ($10,000) and Performa F30 ($3500)
of product is not certain, the company will be selling the
loudspeakers, demo'd in separate rooms, delivered
ESL-988, the "current-dumping" 140Wpc 909
solid bass, low-distortion transients, and
amplifier ($1499), the QU-99FM tuner ($1299),
harmonically accurate sound. Also at
and 99-series hi-fi systems starting as early as the
T.H.E., the EgglestonWorks Ivy
first quarter of 1999. The 99 series is anew stack
loudspeaker ($100,000) featured wide
of diecast aluminum components, including a
soundstaging with great depth, spedCD player, preamplifier, and
fidty of instrument placement, and
power amplifiers (85three-dimensionality — a vast im150Wpc), all joined by
provement over what Iheard from
Quad-linked cable and
them at HI-FI '98.
controlled by a single
Yet the ultra High End didn't have a
remote. System price,
monopoly on good soundstaging, imag$3399-$4999.
ing, or timbrai accuracy. Meadowlark
Nothing at the show
Audio's Shearwater two-way loudspeakers
grabbed my attention as
with Hot-Rod option ($2900) — Cardas
much as Jeff Rowland walkLitz internal wiring, Infiniti SETI caps, silver
ing me through his new
soldering, and aperfect-lay 14-gauge air-core
amplifier, the tiny — for aJeff
inductor —blew me away with their openness,
Rowland Design Group Jeff Rowland
speed, and imaging playing Willie Nelson's
amp —150Wpc Model 10Ti shows off his
150Wpc Model
'Take Me With You," from Teatro.
($3950). Rowland used four 10Ti amplifier
Based on what Isaw and heard at WCES
10Ti's to drive an Audio ($3950)
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The Incredible
THIEL CS2.3
CC...outstanding,

"Jim Thiel's new CS2.3 speaker thrills
and excites.., an outstanding
loudspeaker..."
—Peter Braverman, The Absolute Sound,
Issue 115, December '98

'reprinted uith permissioni

(C...a breakthrough,,,
"...a breakthrough at its price...the cutting edge of dynamic
speaker design..."
---t1;tyne

Garcia, Fi Magazine,

VW. 3, Issue 8, August '98

CC,„superb„,,1
"The Thiel CS2.3 is asuperb loudspeaker,
and an eloquent testimonial to
Jim Thiel's design expertise and
his company's manufacturing skills...
Irecommend it highly."
—Brian Damkroger, Stereophile,
Vol. 22, No. 1, January '99

THIE

Ultimate Performance oudspeakersCall or write for our 36-page full-line brochure, review rerints, and the name of your neatest 1HIEL dealer.
IHIEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 405e1
telephone:

60 6-254-9427

•e-mail:
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M;'i Expensive Tubes
in several Cary amps around the show. This tall guy
makes 200W of plate dissipation with 5V and 4
amps at the filament, and runs 650V at 225mA.
Not to be outdone tubewise, Nagra was heating
up their room with apair of VPA (Vacuum Tube
Power Amplifier) monoblocks. A pair of big directheated 845 triodes perch atop the beautifully
machined vertical aluminum chassis. These amplifiers are meticulously turned out and deliver 50Wpc
in pure class-A with zero negative feedback — see
my review elsewhere in the April '99 issue.
Turning to the ubiquitous 6550... VTL was
showing the updated MB-750 Reference monoblocks. These amps now sport the same potted
power supply as the big Wotan MB-1250s, along
with their two-stage turn-on, MIT MultiCaps, new
board layout, uprated chassis, and single-piece bilevel faceplate. The 750s will set you and your longMeadowlark Audio's Hot-Rod Shearwater loudspeakers
suffering wallet back $16,50C1/pair.
Manley Mania being highly contagious, Kathleen
and Iheaded over to see EveAnna at Manley Labs. She was
'99, audio gear for under $3500 has come a long way.
basking in the glow of the $9k Reference 250 monoblocks and
Manufacturers are producing solid-state multichannel amplithe fetching little Stingray integrated. The 250s are switchable
fiers, preamplifiers, and receivers. Two-channel products can
for mode or tetrode operation, and put out about 200Wpc in
be found, but WCES '99 strengthened the future of multithe first instance, 300 in the second. New cosmetics, peek-achannel audio, at least in the affordable solid-state range. I
boo chrome-dome transformers (wound in-house), and the
was impressed.
warming glow of EL84s made for an attractive, sweet-soundWhen Iran into Wes Phillips at the Stereophde party at show's
ing "catch of the day" on big-boy Tannoys.
end, he asked me, as in former years, "How was your show?"
Tube stalwarts AudioPrism were running their handAs always, Ireplied, "Great, Wes; it was great."
some 100Wpc Mana Reference monoblocks, $15,000/pair.
Switchable for 55Wpc in triode mode and powered by eight
JONATHAN SCULL
6L6/5881s per side, they run in class-AB1
with a user-adjustable fixed-biasing system. Graaf was making merry with
their cuddly little 20Wpc stereo
amp, the GM 20 OTL ($4895).
Several were being run in parallel
nce again, tubes were ahappening thing
for ahefty 65Wpc, using those
at CES. Dennis Had of Cary Audio 4.
stubby Russian 6C33Cs.
was beaming like aproud father over
Lew Johnson and Bill Conrad
the new, enormous T-1610 power tube made
of Conrad-Johnson were
exclusively for them by KR Enterprise in
proud of their Premier 16LS
Prague. These therrnionic cannon shells are
line-stage preamp. At $7995, it's
now supplied with Cary's much-anticipated
said to offer much of the ART's
CAD-1610 monoblocks. The amps look like
performance in acost-effective,
launch gantries, the huge tubes aimed skysingle-chassis implementaward, their rounded glass tops shrouded
tion. Input selection and
by the top of the bi-level chassis. The Tlevel adjustment are
1610 specs out impressively at 250W
accomplished with an
plate dissipation with atitanium anode.
array of relays under
The new tube sports a5V-at-5A bariummicroprocessor
control.
oxide edge-wound filament and runs
The audio circuit consists of a
Joule Electra's 89800/pair VZN 100 OTL amplifier
700V at 225 milliamps of plate current.
single amplifier stage composed
The CAD-1610s run in pure class-A and proof six parallel sections of 6922 dual-triodes without local or
duce 100Wpc. Audition them at $37k/pair at your favorite
loop feedback.
high-end rocket shop.
If you expected big doings from Audio Research,
Ricardo ICron of KR Enterprise was also making music
William Z. and company featured their remote-control
with his $24k VT8000MK amplifiers. They're built around
$6495 Reference 1line-stage preamp, tethered to the iman unusual device, about which the literature trumpets, "It's
pressive Reference 300 monoblocks at $11,995 each. The Ref
not avalve and not atransistor. It's avacuum transducer!"
1was accompanied by aReference Phono preamplifier, a
Tubes are usually high-voltage and low-current devices,
van den Hul Frog/Oracle Delphi Mk.V/Triplanar
while transistors are low-voltage and high-current. Kit's
setup, and apair of Wilson X-1/Grand SLAMM Ils at the
"vacuum transducer" is away of having the best of the highother end.
voltage and high-current worlds. Ricardo blithely pointed out
The handcrafted Lattun components were playing their
that the bandwidth of the transducer is -1dB at 8Hz to -1dB
tunes in two rooms. The hybrid Ml.ls (about $16k/pair) and
at 35kHz! KR also had their new T-200 triode out and about
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Expensive Tubes
89A amplifiers, based on the 308 output tube. The
new 91B offers 12.5W of single-ended power
using the WE 437A, the 300B, and interstage
transformers. The power supply is tube-rectified,
of course, with a274B, and choke-filtered. The
second amp, the 89B, is an extension of the 91B in
that it's actually two complete amplifiers —a 91B
pushing a308 output tube. This amp will offer 75
class-A watts, and both will use MagneQuest
transformers. They'll be built in the US of A by
Western Electric employees and "verified" by
AT&T/Lucent Technologies. Look for the unveiling at Stereophilds HI-FI '99 this month in
Chicago, where final pric\ ing and delivery dates
will be available.
The reconstituted
Melos was showSingle-ended guru Gordon Rankin of Wavelength Audio got
ing some jazzy new
great sound from Shun Mook Bella Voce speakers driven by
products, induding
his Triton Signature amplifiers.
the big PipeDreams
speaker system on
Triode Divas at their
the tubed ML1 s (just under $20k/pair) drove
new factory listenKhanna Ceramique is. Lanun's ML2 single-ended
ing room. The
triode (SET) amplifier (just under $29,000/pair) was
Diva does 800Wpc
swinging the current in the Shun Mook room on a maniey Labs' Wave preamplifier incorporates D/A converters.
push-pull into 4
Bella Voce/Audio Research Ref 1/BAT VK-D5
system. The Lamm ML2 received the CES's Innovations '99
ohms and runs $251c/pair using EI519 output tubes. The $10k
Triode Soloist, introduced last year as the MAT-1000, has been
Award, chosen by their design and engineering committee as
updated with El-based power transformers. There are also SET
one of the most innovative products of the year.
versions of both amps: the Soloist SE for 70Wpc, and the Diva
Blue Circle was again making agood showing with their
SE at 140W In other Melos news, they've officially discontingrowing line of hybrid electronics. Their top-of-the-line
ued the SHA-1 and replaced it with the Concertmaster, acomBC2000 monoblocks ($20k) put out 75 single-ended class-A
pletely updated and improved circuit from the SHA Gold
watts per side, using 6SN7s on the input and bi-polar tranReference. Their new Music Director preamp, the successor to
sistors on the output. They were matched with the $6250
BC3000 line-stage preamp.
the MA-333 Reference, features aremote volume control comBalanced Audio Technology was busy as ever, launchpletely out of the signal path.
ing avariety of products, including the VK-50 line-level
At the other end of the power spectrum,
Emmanuel Go of First Sound featured the elegant
preamp, which replaces the well-regarded VIC-5i. The
Belgian Venture Reference One monoblocks:
'50 is built around the fine-sounding 6922 double triode,
20Wpc, zero feedback, specially made 300B output
but BAT also showed aVIC-50 Special Edition. This vertubes, $22,000/pair. He was also making music
sion uses a special and much-sought Russian triode
with his First Sound preamp, available in many
called the 6H30, of which BAT has cornered the world
configurations ranging from $2800 all the way
supply. "If the 6922 is aHonda, the 6H30 is aFerrari!"
up to $14,000, depending on options.
enthused BATs Victor IChomenko. "It's ahigherOwners can start with the basic preamp
performance tube in every respect." The SE
, and upgrade their hearts away right to
version of the VIC-50 will run $7000 plus
the top.
$500 for the remote, while the standard
Moth Audio once again stunned
VK-50 will set you back $4995 ... plus
the senses with their retro styling
$500 for the remote.
and unusual, to say the least, choice
Tubes were also honorably served
of tubes. The $9600/pair
by Mr. Miura of Air-light He was
--4/1
m304TL monoblocks, at 35W
happy to show me the build quality of
single-ended and zero feedback,
the ATM-SE1, astereo, 8Wpc SET
made abig impression on visiamp that sells for about $4500 with
f tors. As did Granite Audio's fauxChinese 300Bs, or $5300 with Wesgranite finishes. Their tubed electrontern Electric 300Bs in the outputs. The
ics and speakers are encased in the
ATM-1 triode monoblocks (40Wpc,
many-hued stuff that's said to offer good
$8400/pair) were coaxing some remarkable
e inherent damping characteristics. These are
sound out of apair of Odeon La Boheme
I quality tube designs; you'll find Vishay,
loudspeakers.
Alps, Holco, Sprague, and other audiophile
Speaking of Western Electric, J. Gordon Rankin
parts scattered throughout.
of Wavelength Audio had some exciting news.
He's been collaborating with Western Electric on
Can's Dennis Had with the new 1610 tubes
an update of their classic WE 91A 300B and WE
Stereophile, May 1999
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Affordable Tubes

defined as under approximately $3500 — meant
that there were lots of rooms to check out. Iwas
discovering new tube products even in the afternoon of the show's last day.
Integrated amplifiers continue to proliferate,
and there were several interesting new models
from tube purveyors. Valve Amplification
Company introduced the Avatar ($3490), the
first integrated amp from this well-established
high-end company. Unlike most current integrated amplifiers, this one has aphono stage (MM or
high-output MC), and has user-selectable triode/ultralinear 60Wpc output. An LP of The
Greatest Hits of Nat "Kin( Cole, remastered using
VAC equipment, sounded exceptionally fine on
Thiel CS6es driven by the Avatar. VAC also introduced the Standard Preamplifier, with all-new circuit topology, featuring aclass-A common-cath1/Grand SLAMMs.
Audio Research's Reference 300 monos, used to great effect with Nilson Xode triode amplifying stage and zero negative
feedback. The line-level version is $2490; phono stage and
Joule Electra was excited about their $9800/pair VZN
remote control each add $400 to the price. The VAC PA
100 OTLs, which feature six 6C33C,Bs per side for 100W
80/80 power amplifier has metamorphosed into the PA
class-A into 8ohms. It's described as two class-A amplifiers
100/100: its power is up from 80W to 100W, and there are
configured as asymmetrical pairs connected in parallel. The
new coupling capacitors, revised chassis grounding, and
asymmetric configuration is said to allow the B+ voltage to
improved power-supply noise suppression.
cancel out at the load. Each tube is individually biased, and
there's afeedback control variable between 3and 0.6 ohms.
Jadis's entry into the integrated market is the $2495
Orchestra: 40W, line-stage only, four EL34s in push-pull,
Thor Audio also impressed the troops with their unusuand the "unmistakable Jadis transformer." With the
al bagel-shaped components, including the TPA-30s. "30W
Orchestra driving apair of Cabasse Skiff 301s, the sound was
with an attitude!" quipped owner Paul Marks. Built on 60W
open and lively. The Pathos Classic One ($1995) takes the
platforms, they're over-spec'd for their rated duty cycle. The
hybrid route, with atube input and asolid-state output stage
TPA-30s are $10k/pair and feature apair of EL34s per side,
(50Wpc, bridgeable to 135W mono), as does the Joule
with abuilt-in biasing meter. Gimme aschmeer on dat bagel,
Electra VAMP (love the name!), which ups the ante to
bubie!
100W, courtesy Hitachi power MOSFETs driven by atube
input stage. There's remote control over volume, balance,
ROBERT DEUTSCH
and input selection. Ididn't get achance to hear the VAMP,
but the sound of the big Joule Electra OITA driving the latest Merlin VSM-SE speakers was excellent.
Sonic Frontiers International,
now flying the Paradigm
Group banner, had all sorts of
home-theater-oriented
solid-state amps at the
show, but they haven't
neglected their thermo they still make
ionic roots. The Antubes?"
them Pre 1L, favorably
Asked quite innoreviewed in Stereophile by
cently by nonaudiophile friends surLonnie Brownell (Febveying the array of tube equipment
ruary 1998), is now the 2L
in my listening room, this question
($1299), and includes realways puts me on the defensive.
mote control, surroundEven when I explain—ever so
sound processor bypass,
patiently—that tubes are very
Valve Amplification Company Avatar integrated amplifier
parts upgrades, and a3dB
much part of high-end audio, I'm
lowering of what was alnever sure if I've convinced them
ready alow noise floor. Another new Anthem model is the
that having tube equipment in asystem is not akin to own$1799 Amp 2, ahybrid design with 200Wpc.
ing awringer washer.
Esoteric Audio Research (EAR) is not amake Ithink
Well, friends, if that's what you were thinking, then
of as being in the affordable sector, but they have anew
attending the 1999 CES would have been an eye-opening
power amplifier whose $3495 price makes the cutoff. The
experience. That is, if you managed to tear yourself away
40Wpc EAR 534, designed by the legendary Tim de
from the displays at the Las Vegas Convention Center and
Paravicini, is provided with EL34 output tubes and features a
the Hilton, with their hype of "fast-forward to the future,"
self-biasing circuit that allows it to be used with 6L6s or
and toured the high-end audio exhibits at the Alexis Park and
KT66s without any adjustment.
the unofficial show at the nearby St. Tropez. My assignment
Another company not known for affordable offerings is
to cover affordable tube equipment —"affordable" being

Affordable (Under
$3500) Tube
Equipment
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Affordable Tubes
bic C-core output transformers.
Wavelength, but their $3500 Sine 3preamplifier also just
AudioPrism is perhaps best known for power-line conmakes the affordability criterion. The Sine 3is asingle-stage
ditioners and tweaky accessories; the fact that the company
transformer-coupled design with remote control and one
also produces some outstanding tube electronics has been a
WE417A/5742 triode per channel. At CES, they called the
bit of awell-kept secret. The design of the Debut II power
model on display the Sine 2.5 — the new model's chassis was
amplifier (35Wpc, $2500) seems extremely well thoughtnot yet available, so they had to house the circuitry in aSine
out, with ahighly sophisticated power-supply architecture.
2chassis. That's show business!
The Debut II has three times the power-supply capacitance
Cary Audio's CAD-300SEI single-ended-triode integrated
of the original Debut, and one more regulated stage. There
amplifier has been around for awhile, and the design has
are also extensive vibration control and power-line filtration,
been refined over the years. But now, for the first time,
aproprietary custom-wound power transformer, short signal
there's been an increase in output: 20W compared to the earpaths, and alot of care in the selection of passive parts.
lier incarnation's 11W. I)esignated CAD-300SEI/LX20, the
If you're going to mix tubes and solid-state in asystem, the
new model uses the KR Enterprise KR-300BXLS tube,
consensus is that tubes should come earlier in the chain. This
which has a90W plate dissipation. Price is $3995, which is
is certainly the practice followed by Musical Design, whose
technically above my assigned price range, but hey —what's
line features tube preamplifiers and solid-state power
afew hundred dollars between friends? The CADamplifiers. At CES they had an improved version of
300SEI/LX20 actually represents abargain in
the SP-2 preamplifier, now dubbed the SP-2B
the context of Cary's price structure: it
($995), upgraded with Svetlana 6N1P tubes,
remains the same price as its predecesRogue Audio is
HyperFast diodes, and anew volume consor, whereas the new version of the
trol. They also introduced an upmarket
Cary 300B monoblock power ama relative newcomer
preamplifier, the SP-4, with a massive
plifier that uses the KR-300BXLS
power supply and ear-selected parts.
tube costs $2000 more than the
in the affordable tube
version with the standard-issue
Prices range from $1695 to $2795, the
sweepstakes, but, based
higher-priced versions adding things
tube ($5995 for the CADlike audiophile resistors and even more
300SEILX20 vs $3995 for the
on what Isaw and heard
bypass and coupling caps. The literature
CAD-300SE).
suggests that the SP-4 has the kind of
JoLida has six models in their
at CES, they're
clarity that allows you to imagine the
line of integrated amplifiers, at
vocalist's age. (Yes, but can you tell that the
prices that almost define affordabilidefinitely a company
Sarah Chang playing the Tchaikovsky
ty: as low as $350. Their most expenViolin Concerto is just 12?)
sive model, the JD1000A, was introto watch.
Audio Note produces some stratospherically
duced at CES. It costs just $1699, and propriced tube electronics, but they also have some
duces 100Wpc from eight EL34s. Their breadmore affordable products. At CES they introduced anew
and-butter model, the JD102.13 ($550), now has
entry-level series, including the MO line-level preamplifier
improved cosmetics and abit more power.
Rogue Audio is arelative newcomer in the affordable
($599) and the PO monoblock power amplifier ($1199). The
amplifier has an output of only 8Wpc, but it had no problem
tube sweepstakes, but, based on what Isaw and heard at
driving the 94.5dB-sensitive Audio Note AN-E SEC speakCES, they're definitely acompany to watch. The Rogue
ers. The sound was quite pleasant, but Iwas shocked to find
Sixty-Six is afull-featured preamplifier (MM phono stage)
out that the speaker (an unassuming-looking two-way with a
with Noble volume and balance controls, power supply in a
1" dome tweeter and an 8" woofer) sells for $25,000/pair!
separate power chassis, and amachined aluminum faceplate
Many overseas manufacturers come to CES to display
and knobs. Price is an extremely reasonable $1195. The
Sixty-Six can be combined with the EightyEight stereo amplifier (60Wpc, selectable triode/ultralinear operation, four ICT88s) at
$1395, or a pair of M-120 monoblocks
(120W, triode/ultralinear, four ICT88s) at
$2595/pair.
GW Labs was not a brand that Iwas
familiar with, and no wonder: their line consists of asingle product, the model 270 power
amplifier, introduced in early prototype form
only at last year's CES. However, the 270 is
now ready for prime time, and the natural,
unhyped sound of the new Eminent
Technology LFT-14R2 speakers driven by
the GW Labs 270 convinced me that these
people know what they're doing. (The $3900
LFT-142 strikes me as representing amajor
improvement in transparency over any
Eminent Technology speaker I've heard
before.) You get alot for $1800: 70Wpc, softstart circuits, polypropylene coupling and
The Hilton was the home-theater venue, with better traffic than the specialty-audio Alexis Park
bypass capacitors, and custom-designed douStereophite, May 1999
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Digital
their wares in the hope of attracting North American
distributors/dealers. Perhaps the most promising of
the hopefuls Isaw at the show was Diva, based in
Singapore. What Iliked immediately about the Diva
room was that they had awide range of music available for listening — even opera! It turns out that the
designer, TS. Lim, is amusician and music lover. (He
sings tenor, plays the harmonica well enough to rank
among the best at arecent Asia-Pacific harmonica festival, and is active in the Mahler Society.) The line is
all-tube, and includes four preamplifiers, two phono
amplifiers, and two power amplifiers, all affordably
priced. The models playing were the Classic 100
Special Edition preamp (with rare Mullard
EEC31 tubes, $1245) and the Blue Sky
Pro Special Edition power amplifier
(50Wpc, EEC31 sused as phase inverters, $2695). These are purist designs:
short signal paths, minimum number
of components, passive parts selected
for synergy, preamps with only a
volume control. The sound,
through the Champlain Valley
Speaker Company's $3000
Tachion 2.5 speakers, was musical
and involving. That's tubes for you!
The dC.S Elgar and

Making aserious attempt at loudspeaker

paradigm shifting. Gekko's flat speakers
resemble paintings and use the OCT
technology.

showed an upgraded version of
the excellent MC100 CD player,
which Ireviewed a year or so
back. It uses the 24-bit delta-sigma
Purcell digital processors
D/A section developed for the more
expensive MCD500, yet the price remains unchanged at
$1195. Less expensive Myryad T-series players, based on the
JOHN ATKINSON
same technology but with more utilitarian casework, are also
now available for $795 and $995.
Over 100 million HDCD-encoded CDs had been sold by
the end of 1998, and many of the other CD-player introduc*o
tions featured HDCD decoding. Carousel changers from
° a garound the CES's two main locations for
both Denon and Harman/lCardon offered HDCD at new
au
components, the Alexis Park Hotel and the
low prices —$299 and $549, respectively. NAD also set a
Vegas Hilton Convention Center, as well as visstrong pace in the budget sector with its L40 CD receiver
iting outboarding manufacturers at the Golden Nu It:et, Iwas
($599, including RDS but not HDCD), which will also be
struck by the colliding digital visions assailing the High End.
available packaged with apair of PSB Alpha Mini speakers
On the one hand is the existing market for "legacy" CD-playand 5' lengths of Phoenix Gold OFC speaker cables to
back equipment, with many manufacturers introducing new
make acomplete plug'n'play system for just $799!
players, D/A processors, and CD transports — despite the
But the more exciting action was in DVD-based hardware.
slowdown in sales of such components as audiophiles wait for
With v1.0 specifications expected to be announced for both
the showdown between DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD,
high-definition formats, DVD-Audio and SACD, in the spring
and muse over HDCD, XRCD, SACD, DAD, DVD-A, and
(see "Industry Update" in April, p.41, and in this issue), many
AAD. On the other hand, many other manufacturers were
companies were jockeying for
either introducing 24-bit/961cHz DVD playback gear
despite the paucity of suitable recordings or launching
market position. But it could be
that the anticipated "war"
upgraded versions of standalone D/A processors to handle 24/96 datastreams. And on athird hand (the current
between the two formats is
media confusion mandates extra hands as required) the
rendered moot, as both
mass market is going gangbusters with multichannel
Denon and Yamaha anA/V receivers that handle stereo music recordings
nounced that they will
almost as an afterthought.
introduce players that will
In the first category falls San Francisco-based
support
DVD-Audio
Parasound, with its belt-drive CDP-2000
and SACD. It will then
Ultra CD transport/player ($1495). Sourced
be down to record
from C.E.C. in Japan, this player might
labels to decide
prove competition for the similarly priced
which format they
Arcam Alpha 9, which Ifeel has become
the player to beat in this category. Classé
was showing its new CDP1.5 CD player,
Sony SACD players
though at $2500, it might either be considwere seen in the Thiel,
VVadia, Mobile Fidelity
ered abit expensive for the legacy market
and Accuphase rooms,
or not expensive enough. British Myryad,
as well as Son's room,
now distributed in the US by Artech,
of course.
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amplifier worthy of the VAC name. A
distillation of everything we have learned
about sound quality, Avatar features:
• Integrated design, allowing the designer
complete control over the interface
between the stages and eliminating the
need for interconnects, with significant
sonic advantages
• Powerful 60 watt/channel EL34 tube
amplifier with selectable triode/ultralinear operation

Q
UALM,

Bum,
Muumuu

• Superb phono stage for true high-end
performance with MM and high output
MC cartridges
• Extensive input switching facilities to
support all conceivable source
components
• Home theater bypass mode, assuring
Avatar will flourish in multichannel
systems
• Sculpted, 3/8" aluminum faceplate,
extensively braced chassis, and custommachined knobs
• Retro styling with softly-lit meter, the

VAC

perfect visual compliment to Avatar's
superb sonics
• VAC quality fit and finish, handcrafted in
the USA
• Optional remote control and moving coil
input available at additional cost

At an MSRP of $3,490. Avatar offers alevel
of quality and performance previously
unattainable at its price. For apartment
dwellers, budget-conscious music lovers, or
those individuals fortunate enough to
contemplate asecond system, Avatar is,
quite simply, the finest integrated amplifier
atiar marla

SVAC

VALVE AMPLIFICATION
COMPANY
The World's Finest Audio Components
807 Bacon Street, Durham, North Carolina 27703 USA
Telephone 919-596-1107 /Fax 919-596-2037
Visit us on the Web at www.vac-amps.com

that DSD is, inherendy, asuperb-sounding format. I
was treated to ademonstration of several two-layer
discs in the Sony suite. The demo system was apair
of Sony's new SS-M9 speakers (with supertweeters)
driven by Pass Labs monoblocks and preamplifier.
The sound of aDMP recording made by Tom Jung
—of unaccompanied choral music recorded and
mixed in DSD —was breathtaking, Ifelt, with an
exquisite sense of space. It was definitely the best
sound at the CES. When Sony's Dan Anagnos played
the same disc on aregular CD player to demonstrate
the two-layered disc's back-compatibility, the sound
quality deteriorated to merely excellent.
en.A....."
According to aSony executive, there may be an SACD
rollout timetable already set
• 11' .
.41111
for introducing the product
Mai —Id'
in Japan and the US.
Mobile Fidelity's Shawn Britton demos recordings tranfe,red to
Hardware for Japan was
digital with Son's DSD process.
due in late spring, while
the US could see playwill support for their music-only releases —
ers this fall, with the
SACD, DVD-Audio, or both. And we all know
main launch scheduled
how much the record-retailing industry loves the
for the 2000 CES. The
concept of dual inventory.
audio and video cliviNow the world's bi ;41est music company since
Proceed's DVD player
sions at Sony are sepait swallowed PolyGram in late '98, Universal
rate; each may release a
Music announced at CES its support of DVDfunctionally different DVD player. The audio group will likeAudio in the form of several surround-sound recordings, but
ly toe the company line with amachine that plays SACD and
would not reveal whether they will also enter the SACD
CD, but the video arm might release a"universal" machine
market. The first DVD-Audio discs should appear later this
year, according to acompany spokesman. Warner Music also
capable of playing SACD, CD, DVD-Audio, and DVDVideo — like the designs announced by Yamaha and Denon.
announced their support for the DVD-Audio format.
Faced with media proliferation, high-end manufacturers
Regarding the rival two-layer SACD format, which feaare trying to engineer universality into their products.
tures Sony's DSD bitstream encoding for the hi-def layer and
Proceed's new DVD transport, for example, will cope with
atwo-channel CD-standard version on the disc's back layer,
DVD-Audio, SACD, CD, DVD-Video, and even CD-Rs, as
Philips announced that it will have aSuper Audio CD playwell as have the necessary real estate to be upgraded to cope
er later this year, and that its DVD players will output 24/96
with encrypted interface schemes such as WU 1394. (A sign
audio, once copyright issues are resolved. (One of the sticking
of the times was acomplete surround
points is that the record industry
system in the Digital Harmony
feels that the SACD's CD-compatibooth in the main Convention
ble "Red Book" layer should be
Center, with Meridian DSP5500
treated as aseparate entity, thus sadspeakers driven by Monster Cable
dling SACD with adouble hit on
FireWire/IEEE 1394 connections.)
mechanical, artist, and songwriting
Also in the Madrigal suite, Isaw
royalties.)
the new Mark Levinson No360
Super Audio CD players from
($4495) and '360S ($6995) processors,
Sony were seen and heard to good
which will decode 24/96 datastreams.
effect in the Wadia, Mobile
Closer to home for this No.30.5
Fidelity, Accuphase, and niel
owner was the news that an upgrade
rooms, and Wadia, Krell, Maranta,
is now available to allow this veneraOnkyo, and Sharp have signed on
ble high-end processor to operate at
as DSD licensees. Stereophilès web961cHz and 1921cHz sample rates. The
master, Jon Iverson, was impressed
$16,950 No.30.6 uses four SHARC
with what he heard of DSD sound
DSP chips and implements the
quality in Mobile Fidelity's dem,
HDCD decoder in software. As
particularly as they played, in his
expected, the upgrade replaces the
words, "air-guitar music instead of
unit's digital section; it also replaces
audiophile-approved toe-tappers."
the analog modules in the towers,
This included a DSD version of
which now use dual-differential 24"You Know, You Know" from the
bit DACs. The upgrade will cost
Mahavisluni
Orchestra's
Inner
$4495 ($5495 if the No30.5 owner
Mounting Flame —"a stunning rendiwants anew faceplate).
tion of astunning piece of music," as
The pieces for DVD-Audio are falling together—spotted on
The ix version of the Wadia 27
JI summed up.
the back of aMeridian digital-input active speaker,
D/A processor, which Ireviewed in
There is no doubt in my mind
aMonster Cable IEEE1394 FireWire data connection.
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bon speakers, but the Massachusetts company
has abandoned its roots to launch its DDX
amplifiers at CES. These are based on aproprietary stereo module with aclass-D output stage,
and will take a digital input in FireWire,
MediaWire, or USB format. Apogee is seeking
licensees for DDX. Three other companies
known for their achievements in other product
categories — Theta, Velodyne, and California Audio Labs —also announced amplifiers at CES, the latter two companies again
using switching topologies.
My award for Cutest Component at CES
goes to the Nagra SNST-R analog recorder,
demonstrated in the Canorus room. Milled
from asolid block of aluminum and the size of
a box of cigars, this jewel-like open-reel
machine was originally made in the '60s for
White House taping. With 3.81mm tape on
Made in the 60s for White House taping and relaunched at CES, this cute Nagra open-reel
special reels and running at 3%ips, the tiniest
recorder is the size of abox of cigars.
Nagra gives 40 minutes of playing time and is
the ideal present for rich audiophiles who
April, also runs at 96kHz, and, together with the 270 CD
already have every other executive toy. Iwant one, but I
transport, was the most widely used digital front-end at the
don't know why!
show. But the focus of attention in Wadia's suite was their
new 790 PowerDAC, which takes adigital data input to
SHANNON DICKSON
drive loudspeakers directly. While the initial PowerDAC
product is expected to retail for $50,000/pair, less expensive
and less powerful versions are expected once the concept is
established.
The Muse Model 8DVD transport and 296 D/A processor (also reviewed in the April Stereophile) were making good
sounds in anumber of suites, playing Classic's and Chesky's
Advanced Audio Discs. But for those who have large investments in CD collections, Data Conversion Systems
announced the Purcell, a$5000 consumer version of the dCS
ith the astonishing array of creative solutions offered
972 digital/digital converter—used to upsatnple CD data to
for many audio problems, both real and imagined,
96kHz and 192kHz sample rates—that so impressed
my CES assignment—to cover cables, tweaks, and
Jonathan Scull in the February issue. (dCS products are now
accessories —was never boring. It's certainly no secret that a
distributed in the US by Audiophile Systems)
well-dressed system can make the difference between great
And what of the much-heralded move away from twosound and the truly sublime. Idon't have the space here to list
channel music recordings to surround sound? The official
all of the potentially useful accessories Ifound, but the followadoption of Meridian Lossless Packing (MLP) into the v1.0
ing represent the strongest and most interesting current trends.
DVD-Audio specification will make full-bandwidth surround-sound on DVD areality, while DTS finally released
Signal lines: Because no system can do without cables,
DTS-encoded movies on DVD-Video, as well as surroundcable makers are quick to insist that their products are fullsound DVD singles at $7.98. The first of these, Planet Drum's
fledged components. The same logic has been applied to
Incloscnib, from Rykodisc, features ex-Grateful Dead drumpower cords and has led, not surprisingly, to the near ubiquimer Mickey Hart on the title cut and on "Endless River"
ty of power-cord/conditioner solutions now offered by cable
from the Supralingua album, in both DTS 5.1 and 24/96 twomanufacturers.
channel versions, as well as avideo interview with Hart.
Several new cable trends were evident this year. First, small
In other lossy-compression news, Sensory Science
black boxes seem to be catching on. Do these radical new
Corporation (formerly Go-Video, corporate owners of
ideas signal the search for anew angle that offers perceived
C donna Audio Labs) announced astrategic alliance with
performance enhancement—after having exhausted nearly
GoodNoise, one of the Web's most popular sources of
every conceivable configuration of accepted geometry,
MP3s (www.goodnoise.com), to develop aportable solidshielding, and materials in previous models — or have these
state MP3 player to compete with the best-selling Diamond
companies really discovered new principles of electromagRio. Sensory Science also demonstrated a dual-well CD
netic theory heretofore unknown?
recorder at CES, just what the RIAA likes — not! And Sony
Last year, TARA Labs introduced the Isolated Shield
announced the world's smallest MiniDisc recorder, the cute
Matrix, in which interconnect shields are lifted from ground
MZ-R55.
at both ends of acable and routed through ablack box conIf you stretch the meaning of "digital" to include PWM
taining
"a specially tuned ceramic composite comamplifiers, then Apogee Technology's Direct Digital
pound claimed to absorb and ground RFI/EMI energy outside
Amplification (DDX) qualifies for inclusion in my report.
the signal path." Aural Symphonics now offers adifferent
Yes, this is the same Apogee that once made excellent ribsolution to this problem in the combination of their AS-ONE

Cables, Vibration
Solutions, & Assorted
Accessories
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Si series of interconnects and their Sound Ground technique.
Cable shields are run through alow-impedance filter box,
which in turn is connected directly to the safety ground of an
AC wall outlet. Proprietor Tom Dzurak claims that this can
lower asystem's overall noise floor by providing acleaner,
more direct connection to "earth ground" than simply connecting shields to achassis, and by minimizing the intermingling of noisy shield currents and signal grounds common in
both single-ended components and some poorly implemented balanced systems.
Taking a different tack, Synergistic Research debuted
their Active Shield technology, which applies aDC bias via a
Master Control Center to the shield of an interconnect already
equipped with their Discrete Shield —a shield-to-ground
buffer. To keep his loyal customers happy, Synergistic's Ted
Denney will upgrade older SR cables to Discrete Shield status
for anominal fee, and from there to full Active Shielding with
aminor modification and the addition of aMaster Control
Center. For acloser look at the reasoning behind this idea,
check out their website (www.synergistic-research.com).
A welcome trend was areturn to relatively high-value/dollar

cable offerings. TG Audio Lab/CTC Builders showed their
full line of quality handcrafted silver cables, called HSR —
they'll even break them in for you for a10% surcharge! BEAR
Labs' Silver Lightning was another reasonably priced, wellmade cable used in several show demos. According to the
rumor mill, the hottest of the newer cable kids on the block
was Harmonic Technology. The combination of arelatively affordable lineup ($249/meter for "six-nines" single-ended
copper interconnect, $359/in for "seven-nines" silver), and a
derailed "white paper" replete with electron-microscope photos
comparing "ordinary oxygen-free copper with anew metallurgical process called Single Crystal' Process," set tongues awagging. The claimed advantage: "elimination of crystalline
barrier distortion."
In addition to introducing their conservatively engineered
Golden Reference interconnects, industry veteran Cardas
Audio also got into the price/performance act in abig way
with their more affordable — and ultraflexible — Neutral
Reference speaker cable. Rounding out the list of pricefriendly offerings that caught my eye and ear this year were
D.H. Labs' Silver Sonic audio cables, including their out-

Whise PAM and Tom Holman Test Discs

T

he last hour of CES on Sunday
afternoon proved one of the more
interesting at this year's show. Indeed, I
barely made it to the last invitation-only
demonstration in the WhiseiTMH
room at the Alexis Park.
TMH Corporation was recently
formed by Tomlinson Holman of
THX fame, who's lately been busier
than ever helping to develop professional standards for high-performance
surround sound. Among other things,
TMH Corp. provides qualification for
components, professional
sound
rooms, and the like, based on new
research beyond the original work
done at Lucasfihn-THX (with which
TMH has no affiliation).
When searching for anew solution
to the difficult problem of realistic lowfrequency reproduction for his first
TMH-qualified customer, Holman
found that products based on anew
patented technology called Parametric
Acoustic Modeling (PAM), from Australian firm Wiese, fit the bill in several
unique ways.
The PAM technology was first presented at the April 1995 Australian ABS
Convention in apair of papers co-written by Graeme Huon and Greg Cambrell. PAM uses "distributed parameter"
electrical-to-mechanical
modeling
rather than the traditional Thiele-Small
technique, which is based on "lumped
parameter" models. Parametric Acoustic
Modeling results in anovel subwoofer
design that delivers bass at very high levels, with very low harmonic distortion
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and high efficiency, from areasonably
sized endosure. In addition, the technology is claimed to provide inherently low
and flat group delay —better than that
of asealed-box design —and aresponse
that rises only slightly at the corner frequency of the woofer
The Whise Profunder 624 and 320
Sub Bass woofer systems, as well as a
full-range three-way active monitor
called the Techtonic 130, are the first
products developed using PAM. The
Profunder 624 woofer has asensitivity
of 97dB/m at 2.83V RMS and can output a24Hz tone at awhopping anechoic SPL of 121dB/m. More important, Whise showed agraph of a31Hz
tone boasting THD levels of less than
1% at 110dB SPL!
The prime application of this technology is in surround-sound setups, in
which PAM's prodigious, clean, and
efficient bass output should allow the
pairing of PAM subwoofers with
numerous smaller surround monitors
to create agreater sense of envelopment at full reference volume levels
without running out of headroom.
The demo used a102 system: astereo
pair of Profturder 624s joined by 10
small surround monitors. Flashlight in
hand, Holman ushered me into ajetblack room akin to asensory-deprivation
chamber Before the door dosed and the
darkness became total, Iwas glad to
spot compadre John Atkinson settled
in the room's only other chair.
Certainly not ademo for the claustrophobic! After an impressive display

that ranged from the requisite PingPong to symphonic delights, the session wrapped up with athunderous
explosion of applause that made John
and me feel abit self-conscious — as if
we ought to join the apparent standing
ovation that surrounded us as we sat in
the center of alarge virtual arena.
Whise and TMH Corp. are companies to watch as we move further into
a multichannel world. (Read about
Tom Norton's experience of this demo
in the May 1999 Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater.)
Killer test discs: In addition to lending
his support to Whise, Holman is the
founding editor of the recently launched
Surround Professional — an excellent
new magazine for audio designers that I
highly recommend. He was also
involved in creating four outstanding
new test disc CDs intended for the professional testing of room acoustics, digital/analog components, loudspeakers,
and surround setups. The full set comes
with an in-depth manual for $299,
though each disc can be purchased separately as well. The first disc will also be
offered in aconsumer version for audio/
videophiles wanting to get the most out
of their stereo and home-theater sound
systems. More than ayear's worth of
work went into creating reference test
signals of the highest caliber. Check
them out! The Test and Measurement Disc
Series is available from The Hollywood Edge, (800) 292-3755.
—Shannon Dickson
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Products such as DH Cones, an assortment of
new Black Diamond Racing configurations,
and an expanded line of PolyCrystal stands,
plinths, cable supports, and footers, represented
the composite approach to damping and equipment support.
Other platforms that caught my attention were
the Voodoo Board by Acoustics & Engineering
Ltd., and Argent's Rosinante Dark Matter.
Symposium Acoustics demonstrated their
improved line of constrained-layer platforms, as
well as aset of Rollerblocks: achromium-steel ball
bearing "floating" in aself-centering dish machined
from a block of solid aluminum. Rollerblocks
come in groups of three, and should provide excellent horizontal isolation for transports, processors,
and the like. Symposium also showed aprototype
of their new Air CellTe platform, which combines
The balanced Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Ultra, sitting on aBright Star stand,
the damping properties of their standard models
powered the VR/Manley/Joseph system, though it couldn't quite make Jeff Joseph's sax
player come to life.
with two layers o interleaved, permanently sealed
air cells that appear to offer agood balance of verstanding sub-$100 digital links, which Ioften use at home.
tical and horizontal compliance. Air Cell products should be
Flat was in. Nordost's purple SPM speaker cable was
available by late spring of 1999.
joined by their new QuattroFil interconnects in several fineInunedia, too, distributes some very cool ball-bearing
sounding rooms. Magnan's hand-built Signature speaker
speaker/component isolators —the M-bearing, by Varnacable comprises two 5"-wide, ultrathin ribbons per channel.
mura — that operate on amodified bearing slip-plate principle.
Perhaps Kimber Kable offered the widest variety — and
Bright Star Audio continues to make improvements in
biggest price range — of the big-name companies, from true
their all-out attack on component-related vibration with
bargains like 4TC speaker cable to the stratospheric Black
their Reference Series Ultimate Isolation System, which feaPearl. Their latest line, Select, includes the Monocle, Bifocal,
tures apassive pneumatic platform comprising carbon-fiber,
and Trifocal speaker cables, all fitted with luscious WBT
heat-fired glass crystal and high-density polymers enclosing a
spade lugs and looking very well built.
dual-layered air cell for bi-directional isolation.
Arcici's attractive and effective bi-directional isolation stand,
Power lines: The full Ultra-Wedge series of first-class line
the Suspense Radç was apopular presence in some key rooms—
conditioners/isolators from Audio Power Industries comas were the refined, high-class pARTicular stands, most modbines solid engineering with the flexibility to address awide
els of which can be upgraded to the next higher model.
range of power conditions. AudioPrism, makers of the Power
American company Mondo Designs and the Austrian firm
Foundation 3and acool-tool RFI sniffer, debuted the $100
HiFi Holz Hutter, with its Racklime
Wave-Guide, "a passive resonant circuit" that clamps around
line, displayed beautiful furniturepower cords and digital cables in an attempt to clean up grunge.
Now that's
grade stands that made vibration atalot of
Van Evers' popular array of line conditioners and "tunetenuation ahigh priority
speaker cable:
able" power cords was being shown in VE's own booth, and an
AudioQuest's
expanded number of Chang Lightspeed line conditioners
display on the
Acoustics & assorted accesmain floor of
has been joined by their new CLS power cord. Transparent
sories: With the notorious
the Hilton
Audio presented the XL Power line of products, replete with
acoustic problems typical of
Convention
their customary elite construction quality and exotically dear
Center
show environments, it was no
prices. Speaking of expensive power cords, the
surprise to see atruckload of
much-discussed offerings from Electra Glide
rooms sporting the attractive
Audio range from $350 to awhopping $3000
new Proponent series of
for a6' Ultra-Glide Fat Man!
absorptive/diffusive
traps
Jack Bybee has expanded his array of
from Acoustic Sciences
products, which some swear by. His
Corp. And EchoBusters
Quantum Mechanical Filters now
made their presence felt with
include two levels of Bybee/Curl ofe
their variations of ASC-like
Power Purifiers, as well as powertraps and absorptive panels.
cord, interconnect, and speakerAt every audio show, at least
cable filters.
several new tweaks appear with
accompanying explanations that
Stands, platforms, & anti-vibe
claim near-miraculous improvegizmos: Iwas glad to see that
ments to any system while
vibration-attenuation products
stretching the boundaries of the
continue to proliferate. It's hard to
plausible. Tritium Electronics'
beat the cost/performance benefit
Triphaser — a pair of mysterious
provided by the Vibra-Pod isolation
black boxes inserted between interfeet, seen nearly everywhere this year.
connects or speaker cables — took
72
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extreme claims with appropriate skepticism while keeping an
my X-Files award at CES '99. Mike Disch, the Triphase?s
open mind. Fil give the Triphaser agood try. If it makes me
enthusiastic designer, was reluctant to divulge details behind the
abeliever, I'll let you know.
idea: he's applying for apatent and doesn't want to give away
One seemingly farfetched solution that Ican already
the farm. While Iunderstand his concern, it seems that such
endorse is a CD treatment called Optrix, from
secrecy is always the case with inexplicable products.
Compact Dynamics Co. Optrix is aspray
Disch claims that he's "discovered the true nature of a
solution ($18/bottle) applied to the playsignal traveling on awire or through asystem and can
ing side of a CD or DVD that
now restore the signal to the original purity it had at
"increases the optical clarity of the
the recording studio." The reason systems need
disc by removing traces of moldthis restoration, according to his theory, is that "a
Kimber Kable
ing residue from disc manufacwhole series of general nonlinearities and disturing and microscopic levels of
tortions accumulate as the music signal travels
offered the widest
dust, dirt, and grime." It contains
through the production and reproduction
variety—and biggest
asurfactant (ie, adetergent) and
chain," resulting in what he calls "skew distorantistatic properties, but, unlike
tion." The Triphaser supposedly "reverses or
price range—of the
other CD treatments I've seen,
removes" these skew errors. In addition, Disch
doesn't leave afilinlike residue
claims that you can increase the volume of a
big-name companies.
on the disc. (It does leave them
Triphased system 6dB to 9dB over that of the
incredibly shiny.)
same untreated system, before you run out of
Optrix has consistently improved
headroom due to distortion. Hmm.
the sound of more than 30 discs Fve
Color me skeptical of such explanations, as well as
treated since returning from Las Vegas —
of those for some of the other black-box ideas currently
from brand-new CDs to old, grunge-covered test
making the rounds. Ihave no doubt that some of these
discs. In every case, Iheard asubtle but noticeable enhancement
"breakthrough" widgets do indeed change the sound; but are
in articulation as well as smoother, cleaner high-frequency perthose changes fundamental, repeatable, and verifiable
formance. And the effect seems lasting. (Compact Dynamics
improvements, or do such companies merely take advantage of
claims atreatment is good for up to two years.) While Idon't
our natural tendency to ascribe any alteration of afamiliar refknow exactly how it works, application of Optrix even stopped
erence to "higher fidelity"? Every once in awhile, areal
one problem CD Ihave from skipping on aRadioShack
advancement is achieved — even if the explanations of how it
portable CD playet
is achieved leave alot to be desired. My advice is to approach

5.3 floorstanding loudspeaker
shown in rosewood.
5.0s monitor loudspea
with custom stand
shown in curly maple.
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Wilson Audio Specialties
MAXX loudspeaker

I

t's been five years since David
Wilson's X-1/Grand SLA/vIM speaker system invaded our audio consciousness with its 500W power capacity
and very high (95dB/W) sensitivity.'
Capable of an earsplitting 123dB at 1m,
with abandwidth to match, this was one
speaker system that refined to be ignored.
The X-1 has since evolved to $70,000/
pair Mk.II form. It now provides some
flexibility of tonal balance for different
room acoustics, and is distinguished by
greater subtlety in its differentiation of
timbre. Beneath the X-1 in Wilson's
range comes the WATT/Puppy ensemble, now in its 5.1 iteration.2The WATT/
Puppy has survived for over 10 years, and
sets abenchmark for the Wilson line at its
$17,270 system price.
But that still left aclear gap in the
Wilson range. The company hopes that
the MAXX, introduced at HI-FI '98 in
Los Angeles last summer and priced at
just over half the cost of an X-1/Grand
SLAMM, or twice the price of the
WATT/Puppy, will fill that gap.
Great things should be expected of
this speaker. The MAXX's dynamic
range means that apair of them, driven
by up to 1000Wpc of amplification, will
be capable of driving alarge listening
room of 8580 cubic feet volume to realistically high sound levels of about
110dB. That dynamic range should be
available over awide frequency range,
and deliverable without distortion or
compression down to alow-frequency
extreme of, typically, 25Hz or below.
An accurate tonal balance is mandatory for aspeaker when such high sound
levels are possible —and its price is taken
into consideration! A rough, uneven frequency response quickly becomes hard
and fatiguing at increasingly high volume
levels. Likewise, high levels should go
hand in hand with low distortion, which
will help maintain tonal integrity and
clarity over awide dynamic range. High
1The X-1 was reviewed for Stereophile by Martin
Colloms in December 1994 (Vol.17 No.12), with
Follow-Ups by John Atkinson in December 1995
(Vol.18 No.12), and by Jack English in May 1996 (Vol.19
No.5). It was the magazine's 1995 Product of the Year.
2See Wes Phillips' review in the October 1995 issue of
Stneophile (Vol.19 No.10).
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Wilson Audio Specialties MAYJ( loudspeaker

Description: Three-way, five-driver,
reflex-loaded floorstanding loudspeaker system. Tone controls:
±0.5dB, ±1dB, and 1.5dB adjustments of mid and treble sections via
power-resistor selection. Drive-units:
1" inverted-dome tweeter, two 7"
carbon-fiber-cone midrange drivers,
10" and 12" pulp-cone woofers.
Crossover frequencies: 200Hz, 2kHz,
22kHz. Port tuning frequency: 23Hz.
Frequency response: 20Hz-21kHz,
-3dB. Minimum impedance: 3
ohms. Sensitivity: 92dB/2.83V/m.

Dimensions: 63" (1600mm) H by
17" (430mm) W by 22" (560mm) D.
Weight: 400 lbs each, net; 1100 lbs,
both, shipping.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $38,900/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 15. Warranty: 5
years.
Manufacturer:
Wilson
Audio
Specialties, 2233 Mountain Vista
Lane, Provo, UT 84606. Tel: (801)
377-2233. Fax: (801) 377-2282.
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standards are also expected for stereo
imaging performance. Even though the
MAXX is alarge speaker, its designer
must make it "appear" acoustically small
at higher frequencies, to maintain stable,
precise image focus.
Meeting all of these requirements is
no trivial engineering task.
Design and build
The MAXX's five drive-units are

arranged in athree-way configuration.
Two Focal drivers handle the bass,
working in acommon volume. As in
the SLAMM, they're of different sizes:
10" and 12" (in the X-1, 12" and 15").
These are tuned to alow 23Hz by a
122"-deep, 5"-diameter port on the rear
panel, midway between the two drivers.
The effective bandwidth of this section
is 20-200Hz. Mid and treble ranges are
handled by the separate head-unit

enclosure's time-aligned, three-way vertical driver array. This is equipped with a
central, 1" Focal tweeter flanked by a
pair of 7" ScanSpeak midrange drivers.
These cover 200Hz-2kHz; the tweeter
covers 2k1z-221cHz.
Wilson has allowed for fine adjustment of tonal balance to accommodate
room placement and, to alesser degree,
the variations in system sound that result
from different combinations of source

Given that load impedance is asignificant criterion for a speaker, the
MAXX's minima indicate adegree of
struggle on the part of the designer. The
MAXX is not alone in this, of course;
many of the Tine's also dip low, the
Apogees were notorious for acombination of low sensitivity and low impedance, and Ifound a2.8 ohm minimum,
also in the main power band, when I
measured B&W's Nautilus.
The quest for high sensitivity is all
very well, but in my view it should not
be accomplished at the expense of
undue peak current draw. If you ever
felt that the peak current criteria for big
amplifiers were pure indulgence, consider a1000W amplifier momentarily
clipped into aMAXX. Worst case, the
speaker will draw amassive ±57A.
It's also been shown that more complex program-related signals can draw
20-30% more current than this. Think
of the demands made on cables and
connectors under such conditions.
Arguing in defense of the MAXX,
the impedance dip was only athird of
an octave wide, after which the nominal
value settled at, typically, 4ohms over
the dominant part of the frequency
range. The electrical phase angle was
also quite low. In-box resonance for the
driver pair was approximately 48Hz,
guaranteeing "prime" bass down to
40Hz, even before the bass port begins
to extend the low range. The port reso-

nance was alow 22Hz, promising reinforcement down to 18Hz, depending
on room-loading conditions.
Measuring the system response onaxis gave quite alot of information
about the speaker, even though this system's size and weight meant that some
measurement difficulties were inevitable. The resultant graphs are my
best attempt at conveying the acoustic
output; full, free-field data would be still
more accurate. (Measurements were
made for the speaker with the chosen
"review" resistors in place.)
Fig2 shows the main response — a
composite of low-frequency nearfield
and reasonably well-gated axial measurement. The output was seen to have
several dB of bass lift, set low enough so
as not to injure the tonal balance or neutrality of the midrange, but sufficient in
power to have forced me to find anew
listening position. In absolute terms, I
did find the MAXX to have extended
bass—almost flat to 25Hz, -3dB at
20Hz — and, given room gain and a
suitable environment, worthwhile bass
to an absolute 18Hz or 19Hz limit: infrasonic subwoofer territory.
Overall, the MAXX met reasonable
±3dB limits from 70Hz to 151cHz and
was -6dB down at 18Hz and 251tHz,
though these figures do not really convey the smooth effect for the overall out-

Measurements

-rakingaccount of the

system height
III and the mike position, the MAXX's
sensitivity was close to specification:
nominally 91dB in the aurally most sensitive range, perhaps 92dB in the mid
and lower mid. This sensitivity is well
above average, and is comparable with
the WATT 5's.
For powerful, current-capable amplifiers, this speaker's high power handling
of around 500W peak program means
that seriously loud in-room sound levels
of 112dB are possible—even afew dB
more, if the MAXX is partnered with a
still more powerful amp (and discretion
is used). Some reassurance is given by
the resistor "fuses" in the signal paths of
the mid and treble units.
A health warning accompanies the
higher-than-usual sensitivity: namely,
the measurably difficult, amplifier-taxing load impedance. With some precision Igot aminimum value of 22 ohms
in the near-peak spectral power band of
the lower midrange (fig.1). In contrast to
the rather amplifier-friendly SLAMM
and WITT, this more or less rules out
tubed amplifiers.
In theory, even a4ohm load should
not fall below 32 ohms, and although
the MAXX's rear-panel label does
admit to a"4 ohm" load impedance,
one could legitimately call this speaker a
3ohm load. In this light the sensitivity
doesn't look so good; the true output for
areal watt, as opposed to an "8 ohm"
watt, is in fact closer to 87-88c1B.
The load variation will certainly
stretch the weaker amplifiers, while
good, low-resistance speaker cable will
also form anecessary part of the investment. Given the price of the speaker,
most sensible, appropriate solid-state
amplifier choices, from Mark Levinson
to Krell, will have sufficient current
capability — though Isometimes feel
that even these hearty beasts can sound
still lighter on their feet when stressed
less heavily than this.
76
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Wilson MAXX, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Wilson MAXX, anechoic response on
reference axis at 1.4m, with individual
woofer, midrange, and tweeter
responses and estimate of overall LF
response plotted below 200Hz.
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and amplification components and
cables. These adjustments are generally
left in the hands of the Wilson dealer,
and are made via the relatively small
Caddock metal-film power resistors
used for mid- and treble-driver protection. These are bolted to aheatsink and
are accessible under an alloy coverplate
on the back of the head module.
Independent ±0.5, ±1, and 1.5dB adjustments are possible for the mid and treble

sections. In case of gross overload, these
resistors go harmlessly open-circuit and
are easily replaced, even if they do cost
much more than an ordinary fuse. Fuses
have complex thermal behavior that can
be audible; the Caddocks remain sonically transparent until they fail.
Enclosing avolume of 3.88 cubic feet,
the MAXX's bass bin is reflex-loaded,
using a fairly well-damped, roommatched alignment. The large port will

sustain the system's full power bandwidth and power handling. The cabinet
is made of ultra-high-density phenolic
bonded laminate, with the interior
extensively cross-braced in all planes by
high-density MDF panels. The result is
an exceedingly rigid enclosure of minimal flexural resonance and stray acoustic
output. The review samples came finished in an immaculate high-gloss,
black-graphite metallic lacquer.

put delivered to aroom. The primary
midrange is very flat, meeting ±1.5dB
limits from 90Hz to 900Hz. The upper
mid has amild plateau lift on-axis, perhaps averaging +1.5dB, while beyond
21cHz the treble was mildly depressed to
asimilar degree, which may lend atouch
of "distance" and perspective. As far as
could be checked out, pair matching was
better than ±0.7dB in the critical range
of 200Hz-I2kHz, which is afine result.
The high treble has the usual Focal
on-axis "kick," +7dB at 16-17kHz.
Fortunately for most of us, this peak is
placed near the edge of audibility, however, it might just be alittle troublesome
for younger, keener-eared audiophiles,
because the tweeter in the MMOC is
intended to directly face the listener. In
the WATT and wrrr, the treble unit is
set at something of an angle, ameliorating the effect of this narrow, axially
directed peak.
Fig2 also shows acoustic crossover

responses. Wilson speakers often show
surprising overlaps between the drivers,
yet the overall output is generally wellintegrated. Take the bass section, which
extends to perhaps 300 or 400Hz: there
is anotch between 800Hz and lIcHz,
with then anarrow directivity peak,
almost aresonance, at 1.81cHz. The peak
at 1.81cHz was only 12dB down on the
main response, and lies underneath the
treble passband.
Equally fascinating was the behavior
of the tweeter, which almost meets the
output of the bass units. It was only
-6dB at 1.41cHz, technically considered
rather low for aI" unit with a3
/
4"
voicecoil. Ichecked out the possible distortion later in the report to confirm the
viability of this aspect of the design.
Finally, the midrange units nominally
run from 200Hz to 21cHz and kind of
fill in the gap.
Stereophiles practice is to average the
forward response graphs over amoderate angle. Fig.3 shows the MAXX's
response, 1
/
3-octave-averaged
from
200Hz to 200kHz, for the 0°, 15° lateral, and 15° vertical frequency responses.
This gr:Ezleveals good off-axis control
and co
the value of the main axial
reference response in fig2.
Wilson's older, open-cell grilles more
or less defied measurement. Not so the
new type. Iwas shocked to find how
audible its effects were, and the

response-error graph (fig.4) bears this
out. A cross-reflection path is presented
to the tweeter, which adds variations to
the response of up to +4.5dB and -2dB,
right up to 201(Hz. The grille effect is
audible as an almost "ringing" quality to
the treble timbre.
Nearfield measurements (fig.5) revealed the port's broadly damped output
to be centered on 22Hz, with -3c1B
points at 14Hz and 55Hz. Clearly, the
alignment was not maximally flat, and
the port had significant output up to
70Hz, as the insertion of afoam plug
would testify (see later). Some stray output was present up to 500Hz, but in reality, at probably -26dB relative to the primary response at the listening position, it
is of little consequence. The right-hand
trace in fig.5 is the nearfield response of
the woofers. The port null can be seen at
22Hz, and the drivers cover the broad
bandpass from 40Hz to 200Hz.
With respect to the way in which the
speaker's response changes with listening height, the midband region changes
quickly off-axis, due to the significant
vertical separation between the pair of
midrange drivers. Even so, any change
was minimal over a±7.5° window, the
worst-case difference being 6dB from
700Hz to 2kHz. The wisdom of the
slight mid lift seen on-axis is apparent.
For the speaker to "sound" correct, the
forward "energy" must be in balance.
Over a 30° vertical window, the
MAXX's midrange output averages to
flat uniformity.
In the horizontal plane (fig.6), the
MAXX was very well behaved up to
10kHz, with no unwanted peaks developing, and, if anything, astill smoother
balance at moderate off-axis angles. Even
at 30° off-axis, the response held within
3dB of the reference up to 121cHz — a
fine result. While the speaker's analytical
ability clearly directs the listener to a
"sweet spot," in practice this wasn't all
that critical, and very good results were
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Wilson MAXX, anechoic response on
reference axis at 1Am, averaged
across ±15° solid angle.
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Wilson MAXX, effect of grille (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Wilson MAXX, individual nearfield responses
of (from left to right): port and woofers. The
respective levels are plotted in the ratio of
the square roots of the radiating areas.
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Secured to the floor by heavy-duty,
hardened-steel spikes, the bass enclosure
forms arigid, stable, high-mass platform
for the head unit. This is amonolithic
structure — the Grand SLANIM's was in
three parts — optimized with regard to
local reflections and diffractions. The
head unit's drive-unit array forms a
focused arc, with the tweeter correctly
displaced behind the radiating planes of

the midrange drivers. The array itself is
recessed relative to the bass section.
The head unit is also built of veryhigh-density phenolic panels, and as a
result is exceedingly inert and rigid,
exhibiting afine combination of stray-resonance damping and stiffness. Threepoint coupling is used between the upper
and lower enclosures, helping to uncouple higher-frequency energy pathways

without the imprecision of elastic or similar polymeric decoupling components.
Wilson Audio has at last devised a
form of vestigial grille frame to support
an acoustically satisfactory cloth. These
grilles substitute for the previous opencell reticulated foam structures and can
be retrofitted to other 'Wilson speakers,
such as the WITT and the WATT.
However, Iwas not too impressed by

clear evidence of the high peak lingering on at asubdued level.
What is undeniably clear in fig.7 is
the MAXX's bass lift. Yes, the speaker
does extend down to avery impressive
(in my room) 24Hz and is still effective
at 20Hz, but the midbass is boosted by
an average of 4dB — abit much for
average-sized, closed-plan rooms of
solid construction. Experimenting with
apush-fit, soft-foam liner 'h" thick and
5" deep placed in the port tube helped
moderate the bass. In larger rooms than
mine (ie, more than 4235 cubic feet),
experience suggests that the MAXX's
bass-power level will be fine.
The X-1/Grand SLAMM excels at
low distortion, and the MAXX comes a
close second to that twice-as-expensive

speaker system. At average listening levels (around 86dB spl), the distortion was
typically -60dB, or 0.1% from 200Hz
up. Impressive. At 300Hz Irecorded
-70dB of second harmonic and -75dB
of third (Table 1). At 90dB spi, at just
under an 8 ohm/watt of input (or 2
"real" watts), the MAXX measured
around 03% below 150Hz, and at higher frequencies averaged -57dB of second
harmonic and -65dB of the more potentially damaging third —again, excellent
results. The good control of third harmonic at 2kHz was significant, and a
tough point for this tweeter. It passed the
test. Amazingly, even at 20Hz the distortion was held to 1%, -40dB, predominantly second harmonic. At 40Hz it was
better than 03% (see Table 1).
Idonned earplugs and moved to a
louder, 100dB continuous level. From
30Hz to 100Hz the distortion average
was still -50dB. Excellent! In the upper
range, third harmonic remained tidy,
averaging -56dB. While second harmonic was alittle greater, it was very fair
at, typically, -43dB, or almost 0.7%.
Leaving the upper range safe from
overload, Idrove the bass system to
the practical power limit. At 106dB it
still averaged 1% of second harmonic
and 03% of third, both down to 30Hz.
At 25Hz Igot -32dB (2.4%) of second
harmonic and -26dB of third (5%) —
only just audible at this low frequency.
A true power sinewave of 140W —
equivalent to full-power orchestral

Measurements
also obtained over awider spread. In
large rooms, several persons could share a
good measure of the performance.
The room-averaged response (fig.7)
is asummary of two speaker positions,
eight microphone positions, and atotal
of 64 readings. While the upper range
will naturally roll off in ameasurement
like this — as the room's increased HF
absorptivity — acting in concert with
the natural directivity of the tweeter,
dulls the high treble, the resultant graph
should reveal the speaker's full bass
extension, plus agood idea of its uniformity of output up to 7kHz or so. The
MAXX's in-room response was impressively smooth from 100Hz to 6kHz,
meeting ±2dB limits. The result was
normal beyond 6kHz, if with some
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Fig.6 Wilson MAXX, lateral response family, normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to front:
differences in response 60°-15° off-axis; reference response; differences in response 15*-60* off-axis.
Tablel
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20
25
30
50
100
500
1k
2k
5k
10k
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WilsonIAAJDOternsoniirClistortionmsSPL
86d6
Distortion (dB)
2nd
3rd
-----__
__
__
-58
-73
-68
-73
-63
-76
-58
-63
-62
-69
---

90d13
Distortion (dB)
2nd
3rd
-40
-40
-42
-42
-47
-48
-55
-57
-50
-55
-60
-68
-58
-74
-50
-62
-57
-66
-58
N/A

100dB
Distortion (dB)
2nd
3rd
-27
-26
-32
-36
-45
-43
-60
-62
-42
-51
-52
-58
-42
-52
-40
-58
-39
-64
-45
N/A

106dB
Distortion (dB)
2nd
3rd
-25
-27
-32
-26
-48
-43
-42
-51
-42
-55
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Fig.7 Wilson MAXX, '1s-octave, spatially averaged
response in MC's listening room.
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the new grilles. More often than not
during my auditioning, Iremoved the
upper pair of grilles, thus improving
focus and detail.
Buried in the plinth, below and integral to the bass enclosure, the crossover
network is potted in acured-resin block
that provides thermal stability and an
almost complete lack of coupled vibration. The crossover design was not

accessible, though I'm told the inductors
are air-core, with selected polypropylene capacitors. Electrical connection is
via asingle set of gold-plated WBT
binding posts with the 4mm entry
blanked off, and is thus suited to either
bare wire or spade-terminated cables,
preferably the latter.
Speakers in this performance category
tend to be large and heavy, and the

MAXX is no exception. Each enclosure
weighs 400 lbs and is 63" tall, 17" wide,
and 22" deep. However, the use of the
separate head unit means that the effective acoustic width at higher frequencies
is barely 8", which holds out much
promise for fine stereo image formation.
Wilson claims a somewhat lower
sensitivity, 92dB/W, than the X-1's
95dB. In amplifierspeak, that means a

bass—was sustained at 30Hz and
remained tolerably pure.
Taken overall, the distortion performance was exceptionally good over the
entire bandwidth. Dynamic range and
dynamic linearity met the high expectations for aspeaker of this engineering
profile and price.
The physical structure is so well controlled that checks using an accelerometer revealed little of interest in terms of

cabinet vibration. There was negligible
coloration from this source.
The MAXX's step response (fig.8)
was complicated by the 17kHz treble
peak, which intruded at the start. Due
to the delay paths to the microphone,
not too much should be read into this
graph. Above 300Hz, the speaker's output had low phase shift with frequency.
For the broadband energy/time response, both the unweighted (fig.9) and
the Blackman/Harris weighted results
(fig.10) were impressive for uniformity of
decay rate, though Isuspect the residual
output from the bass system in the lower

treble will slow the visible decay rate.
For longer-term decay behavior, the
waterfall graph using 10dB/cliv. scaling
and 02ms decay filtering (fig.11)
showed acomplex field due to the driver overlap, but with no dominant features save the nearly inaudible treble
resonance at 17kHz (the clean "ridge"
visible in this graph). A good idea of the
MAXX's transient attack is given by
fig.12, which shows good phase integrity from 500Hz to 16kHz, and fast leading-edge decay. This fine performance
was borne out by the listening tests.
—Martin Calkins

lane ems

Fig.8 Wilson MAXX, step response on tweeter
axis at 1.4m (5ms time window, 20kHz
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Fig.9 Wilson MAXX, Energy-Time Curve on tweeter
axis, unwindowed (5ms time window).
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Fig. lo Wilson MAXX, Energy-Time Curve on tweeter
axis, windowed with Blackman/Harris function
(5ms time window).
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Wilson
doubling of the necessary amplifier
power to achieve the same effective
loudness. While the X-1 offers areasonable 8 ohm load, the new MAXX
admits to amore demanding minimum
of 3 ohms, which might prove too
much for some tube amplifiers, even
high-power ones, to bear.
Like other Wilson products, the
MAXX is sold with a5-year warranty.

MA XX

spective when heard from agenerous
distance — certainly more than 10'. I
ended up more than 14.5' (4.4m) away
from the centerline between the speakers, with the speakers 9.75' (3m) apart
and toed-in to the listening seat.
With careful trial and error using
known recordings, fine-tuning of the
speaker and listener position over a
period of 12 hours continued to give
significant gains in performance. In the
Ifound the MAXX
Delivery and installation
end, Ineeded no absorbers or bass traps.
Early doubts about tonal balance —
The total shipping weight of apair of
to be atad rich and bass- dim or bright—were almost entirely
MAXXes, delivered in four large crates,
resolved by placement tuning. As the
is 1100 lbs! You need to allow up to a heavy for aEuropean room
speaker settled in, Ibecame accustomed
day, and have strong hands and backs
to the mildly different room sound the
available, to get the speakers into posibuilt of solid brick, though
MAXX generates. (By "different" I
tion. The bass bins are the largest cabiIsuspect it would be near
mean the particular energy signature
net sections. Once unpacked, they're
heard in the reverberant sound generatleft fitted with temporary heavy-duty
perfection for US rooms
ed by aD'Appolito driver configuration
industrial casters, with which they can
be wheeled into place. The three-driver
when compared with the more usual
with drywall construction.
head enclosures are packed separately
single mid-unit placed below atweeter.)
and need fitting with the support interIbegan to appreciate the Wilson's major
face spikes and the stepped plates of
When this fine-tuning has been com- strengths —in my opinion, the MAXX's
hardened steel. This combination pleted, at least two people are needed to performance will probably be limited
results in aprecise three-point contact substitute the adjusted spiked feet for only by the installation and the matchthe wheels, taking great care not to ing system.
between the enclosures.
Different lengths of plate and spike move the speakers off the established
Concerning the available adjustment,
help align the optimum acoustic axis to reference positions. Micro-tuning of the MA.10Cs inner integrity of tonal balthe listener, regardless of distance and timbre via the protection resistors will ance was so great that very small changes
ear height. While this aspect is relatively put that final gloss on the MAXX's in user adjustment for the mid and treble
uncritical for aspeaker with amid-tre- overall in-room balance.
sections proved to deliver near-magical
ble section at approximately seated ear
shifts in speed, integration, and perspecheight, the primary axis of aspeaker as Sound
tive. Such shifts—effected via those
tall as the MAXX is must be directed Ifound the MAXX, as delivered, to be a fusible protection resistors —are clearly
down toward the listener. The resulting tad rich and bass-heavy for aEuropean possible without impairing the sound's
geometry insists that, for the very best room built of solid brick, though Isus- primary structure. In the hands of a
performance, avariable head alignment pect it would be near perfection for US skilled installer, such tuning will allow
rooms with typical drywall construction. the MAXX to advance to ahigher level
is essential. By controlling the effective
center of rotation, ameasure of time Early in the review process, in fact, I of performance in the user's listening
alignment is also maintained through- began to feel that this speaker's available room. For the record, the midrange proout the range of adjustment.
power in the bass was likely to be more tection resistor had been set in producOnce the upper enclosures are in suited to aroom even larger than mine. tion at 5.7 ohms, while the high-freplace, and adjusted by ear and according Usually in my room, speakers are placed quency section was set at 42 ohms. I
to the guide provided, they are stabi- around 1m from the wall behind them. finally chose 5.3 ohms for the mid and
lized by three-point-contact nylon- With the MAXXes, this resulted in 3.7 ohms for the treble; these small diftipped locking screws to the sides — a overpowering bass and insufficient tune- ferences were truly worthwhile.
distinctive feature of both this and the playing performance. Further experiWhen used in my room and partGrand SLAMM. Two cable sets termi- mentation with mid and treble levels nered by up-to-date amplification, the
nated with spade connectors come up was pointless, as it was obvious that the MAXX came damn close to the overthrough the bass enclosure to supply MAXX's low-frequency interaction all performance of the X-1/Grand
midrange and treble to the appropriate with the room had to be addressed first.
SLAMM. In absolute terms there was a
WBT binding posts. Adjacent to these
The answer proved more dramatic shade less attack, although some might
terminals are the cover plates for the than Iexpected. Ihad enough length in say the MAXX sounded, thankfully,
protection and voicing elements.
the room to move the MAXXes 82"
more polite —the SLAMM can sound
Initial placement involves experimen- (2.1m) out from the rear wall while outspoken on occasion. Some of the
tation with both speaker and listener keeping them fairly close (30", or SLAMM's gut-wrenching low-frequenpositions, the aim being to find the opti- 0.75m) to the side walls, the average dis- cy grip was absent, though debate could
mum combination of extension, overall tance of the bass system from the floor continue as to the degree of difference—
balance, and "tune-playing" consistency being approximately 23.5" (0.6m). This the MAXX's low-frequency range was
at low frequencies. There are two possi- provided sufficient asymmetry with still close to the state of the art. But the
bilities: In large areas, the speakers can respect to the three closest room bound- Mk.1 SLAM M's sense of immediacy, of
be placed virtually in free space; their aries. These tall speakers continued to edge-of-the-seat excitement — somepositions relative to the side walls are improve in coherence, scale, and per- times even of amildly restless nature —
Stereophile, May 1999

then of little importance. In smaller
rooms, side-wall symmetry is more
important, as is moderate lateral diffusion —bookcases and the like — in the
vicinity of the speakers. Ultimately, the
enclosures will be critically positioned
with respect to the side walls to help
achieve the widest, most focused stereo
image and the most natural timbre.
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Wilson
has been successfully moderated in the
Mk2. That more balanced sound was
present in the MAXX as well.
Interestingly, much of this speaker's
sound quality seems to work by controlled understatement Its many accomplishments were less amatter of inyour-face obviousness than asense of
poise, overall balance, and inner grace.
Time and time again, these brought
substance and power to the sound
reproduction.
Many big speakers sound sufficiently
large only when played loud. But the
MAXX —like another favorite of mine,
Wilson's wrrr 2— managed to sound
generously proportioned even at moderate sound levels or at normal conversational levels; the bass lines still worked
well. Increasing the volume simply
increased the impact and bass extension.
An inherent smoothness, also associated
with this natural tonality, was clearly
voiced throughout the frequency range.
The MAXX could be played very, very
loud indeed.
Using peak-level monitoring equipment, Iconfirmed aprogram clipping
point at 970Wpc for the Krell FPB
650M amplifiers driving the MAXX.
Even at that final point, however, there
was no unpleasant hardening, brittleness,
compression, or related distortion audible from the speaker. High powers were
handled with consummate aural ease.
As Iwrite, I'm listening to the opening of the live Pink Floyd album, Pulse
(Columbia C2K 67065), and the
Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12/
Lingo/Nairn ARO/Koetsu Rosewood H.
Digital source: Nairn CDS II for
CD; Resolution Audio and Muse
DVD transport and D/A processor
combinations for 24-bit/96kHz
recordings.
Preamplification: Krell KPS25s, Conrad-Johnson ART with
Premier 15 phono preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB 600
and FPB 650M, Conrad-Johnson
MF-2300.
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy 5, WITT Mk.II,
X-1/Grand SLAMM Mk.II; Sonus
Faber Amati homage; Quad ESL63; Avalon Eidolon; B&W Nautilus 801.
Cables: Sikech, Transparent (XL series), van den Hul. -martin columns
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MAXX is showing just what it can do.
The sense of the live arena, the power
and weight of both the PA stack and the
arena ambience, is wholly appropriate.
Stadium rock is full-blooded, even theatrical in dimension, and there's nothing
mean about the scale of this soundstige.
A sense of presence and air floats over,
with, and beyond the image, conveying

Iheard almost no trace
of that familiar if
subtle Focal zing in the
MAXX's highest treble.
atmosphere and afeeling of actually
being at the event — yet there's no false
glaze or related artifice.
In this respect, the MAXX showed
remarkable subtlety. Likewise, there
was an impressive and satisfying transparency, achieved (one imagines) by an
iron build quality and an inner balance
that was close to perfect; this transparency was certainly not down to a
short-term exaggeration of the high-frequency register, as is so often the case
with other speakers. And that transparency ran deep —an aspect held not
just in isolated spotlit areas, but over a
very wide frequency range.
Complementing the transparency
were finely developed perspectives.
Rarely does aloudspeaker at any price
manage to hold all the strands and harmonic sounds of an orchestra in such a
well-judged balance that focus is retained
right into the far depth planes. Amazingly deep stereo images were possible,
and it was rare that the physical location
of the speakers intruded on the outstanding image performance. That image was
certainly presented higher than usual —
the performers were standing rather than
sitting—while in the case of an orchestra, the performers were up on stage
rather than down in the pit.
This speaker was by no means perfectly uncolored. In fact, it sounded less
analytically neutral than aMk2 X-1/
Grand SLAMM, never mind atop-ofthe-line Thiel. On first listening Icould
hear atrace of the drivers' mechanical
origins; for example, the carbon/resin
matrix diaphragms of the midrange
units. There was asoftened, rounded,
near-boxy character that I
judged acoloration, and that would be foreign to a
BBC monitor or afine electrostatic.
Yet, mysteriously, the MAXX did not
suffer in consequence. I've never heard
this choice of driver sound so wellbehaved, so transparent, so self-effacing,

MAXX

so easy on the ears as it did in this system
alignment. There was no roughness or
congestion associated with the midrange,
where it played so smoothly that the
mild coloration signature was quickly
forgotten in normal use. Analytical discussion is important when things go
wrong; when all goes well, analytical
niceties are of passing interest only.
Notwithstanding, there was atrace of
coloration in the upper bass, probably
associated with the enclosure's bassreflex design — awhiff of "inside the
cabinet" sound emerged from the port.
But, again, this was nowhere near high
enough in level to disturb the overall
blend or the overall attainment. Once
again, this aspect of the speaker's presentation was soon forgotten as the system and Ibecame better acquainted.
In other incarnations, this choice of
tweeter can sound alittle abrasive in its
last half octave of audible bandwidth.
Potentially merciless on inferior or
grainy program and sources, its overall
performance, particularly in terms of
transparency and dynamics, still marks it
as the high-frequency driver of choice
for many high-end designers. But,
remarkably, Iheard almost no trace of
that familiar if subtle Focal zing in the
MAXX's highest treble. The MAXX
had the nicest treble alignment yet of
David Wilson's designs.
The MAXX was happy with avery
wide range of music. Despite its powerful, extended bass, it was free of chestiness or bloom on vocals, and showed
outstanding resolution and articulation
on solo and choral sections, from grand
opera and great symphonies to intimate
rock or folk ballads.
With such awide bandwidth, the
sense of pace was understandably more
measured than with smaller models,
though the music's "timebase" was
remarkably steady. Rhythm was conveyed well; tracks swung with the correct syncopation, while subtleties of
percussion and syncopation were beautifully brought out. Dynamics were
finely scaled, with no sudden rush to
aggression as the system was driven
hard. Dynamics sounded alittle more
restrained — some might say more
"relaxed" — than the SLAMM's. In
practice, it was easy to get used to the
MAXX's particular blend of pace and
dynamics, but ultimately I'd have to say
that it suited classical and jazz abit better than frenetic rock.
Early Joni Mitchell sounded remarkable. Blue (Reprise 2038-2) was reproduced with great expression and nearperfect piano accompaniment, while
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Want to hear something great
Now, you can increase your system's performance by 30-40%
Join the hundreds of audiophiles who are
enjoying their systems more than ever.
Most of them are reporting 30% to 40%
improvements in resolution, dynamics,
transparency, focus, and clarity. What's
the secret to their new found audio
enjoyment ?Well, It's magic...
Audio Magic.

An established pioneer of high performance
silver audio & video cables.
Audio Magic cables feature the latest cutting
edge technology. Ultra pure silver ribbon
conductors, air dielectrics, handcrafted
construction, and the worlds finest connectors
are just afew of the technical features that
make these cables such agreat performance
value.
However, our customers tell us the real
value is in the enjoyment they get from
using them.
For acopy of our new product guide
and more information on how you can
try aset of Audio Magic cables for yourself.

Call us toll free at 1-888-464-8202

Visit us on the web

«ALJDICY

www.audio-magic.com
Audio Magic Inc. 4S6 SPotomac way Aurora CO 80012

ph 303-364-8202

fx 303-364-8102

PLINIUS
INTRODUCES THE NEW 8150 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 150wpc
REMOTE CONTROL W/ PHONO STAGE. Here's what the Reviewers have to say...
"The Plinius seems to relish the challenge of reproducing such complex orchestral music as Tchaikovsky
Swan Lake, the crashing cymbals, their slow, airy decay floating out over an orchestra cranking at full tilt,
made me put down my notepad and enjoy the experience..."
"No doubt there are many fine integrated amps in the $1,500 to $3,000 price range. But the Plinius 8150 is
not simply an excellent example. It is an exceptional one in this class, and one that Ibelieve will set the
standard for some time." -Neil Ciader -The Absolute Sound Issue 115, Dec. 1998
"Suffice it to say: if the elves went around one night puckishly substituting PUNIUS 8150s for separate
components, in many systems it would be adistinct improvement. The 8150's presentation is emotionally
involving and non-fatiguing. The music takes on both fullness and detail. Even anon-hobbyist is likely to
agree that it is worth the money, and worth the incremental dollars over cheaper integrateds."
-John Marks The Absolute Sound Issue 115, Dec. 1998

"The [PLINIUS 8150 IIhave been listening to is nothing short of stupend
on in integrated
amplifiers. It is arare component that can mak
PUNIUS 8150 surely did."
-John Marks,
http://www.planethifi.com

The PLINIUS 8150 has been selected by the TAS staff as a recipient of a
prestigious Golden Ear Award. The Best of 1998. All PLINIUS products have a 10 year warranty
North American distributor ADVANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES Dealer inquiries welcome
5550 South Garnett, Ste. 200 •Tulsa, OK 74146 •(918) 610-1296 FAX: (918) 665-6789
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Wilson
Mingus (Asylum 505-2) was delivered
with convincing atmosphere and startlingly natural dynamics. Rickie Lee
Jones' "Coolsville," from her eponymous first album (Warner Bros. 32962), was more than atrack — it was a
music performance in its own right, of
renewed power and involvement.
Cathedral organ was almost more than
impressive. The MAXX could growl
and roar with assured authority in the
bass, but it also had no problem at all
with theme and counterpoint, or with
complex textures in the midband. Some
speakers warp the timbres of the smaller
organ pipes, rendering them too reedy.
Not so the MAX)(, which held onto
that sweeter, more airy sound so characteristic of the live instrument. Complex
organ scores frequently sound congested, atrait avoided by the MAXX. It had
an almost uncanny knack of holding on
to fine detail and distinct instrumental
lines, no matter how rough the going.
In my experience, few speakers can
play amajor symphony in its entirety
without some questionable moments.
Sometimes, the use of sufficiently high
volume levels to get good clarity in the
quiet sections results in an obvious strain
in the later tutti pasuges —o4 worse still,
mechanical overload in aflat-out climax.
Such concerns can add unwanted tension
to the replay. The MAXX's delivery was
so capable that it inspired confidence and
trust. Isimply stopped worrying and let
composer and orchestra take the strain.
That confidence allowed my auditioning of the MAXX to transform
itself from acommissioned task into
one of sheer musical pleasure. The magnificent staging of two-channel stereo,
the rewarding clarity, and the exceptional bandwidth and purity all helped to
give me hundreds of hours of fatiguefree aural reward.
Conclusions
Living with the Wilson Audio MAXX
was an experience Iwouldn't have
missed. Ican't say that it represents perfection or is totally accurate, but it certainly presented aconvincing approach to
musical performance on athrilling scale.
Mahler's Symphony 8, the "Symphony of
aThousand," really justified its nickname
when replayed on the MAXX.
This speaker works almost by understatement, without any "hi-fi" artificiality or exaggeration. For this, it is all the
more remarkable. Devoid of hardness,
constant in character and quality at virtually any listening level, the MAXX
breathes control, authority, linearity, and
stability. Stereo images are sumptuous,
Stereophile, May 1999

wondrously deep, velvet-textured, spacious, broad, and finely focused.
Dynamics sounded wholly natural;
string quartet and solo piano could hold
their own with jazz and rock bands. The
sound was self-evidently one of purity
and low distortion, and the measurements bear this out.

VVhen properly installed
and run, the MAXX
represents one of those
great experiences
in music reproduction.
The measurements were generally
very good to excellent: the averaged and
off-axis responses, the very wide frequency range, the low distortion and
high power capacity. And the build
quality is superb. Irecommend detaching the upper grilles (at least) for critical
listening, and hope that 'Wilson will
supply alternative, open-cell foam slabs
for those who want them.
Installation in my room proved problematical in terms of successfully dealing with what the measurements subse-

MAXX

quently quantified as significant lift in
the midbass. The advice of askilled
dealer, and perhaps aroom-acoustics
analyst, should be sought concerning
the MAXX's suitability for certain locations. Compatibility is an important
issue. It became abundantly clear that,
for the best results, you'll need lusty
amplification and heavy-duty audiophile speaker cable, which will add to
the cost. Tube amps are ruled out.
But when properly installed and run,
the Wilson Audio MAXX represents
one of those great experiences in music
reproduction. Its sound quality is truly
satisfying Inever tired of it throughout 150 hours of critical listening. Iwish
it could have been more, but copy deadlines intervened!
Notwithstanding some minor reservations, the MAXX is aremarkable
achievement — amusical instrument in
its own right. Buying apair of MAXXes
will be more like choosing afine piano
than ahi-fi component. It is wholeheartedly recommended. For those who care
about such things: In my view, my suggested classification of the MAXX as
"Class A (Full-Range)" in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" will not
endure much dissent.

Great Sound
Runs In The F

AVANCE
AVANCE USA Inc.
80 King Spring Road, Windsor Locks
CT 06096, USA, 1-888-245-7693
Internet: www.avance-international.com
E-mail: avance internet.dk
The Sigma Series from Avance Priced from $499 to $1,599 per pair
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Top Five
Best Sound
At Hill '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the
"Top Ten" Best Sound List.
Now the Hirt '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.

caera Silver Tongue
The ability of these cables to recreate a sense of depth and
space is exceeded by none that Ievaluated.
Roman Zajcew, The Absolute Sound, July 1998.
Quiet, full-bodied, apparent dc to light extension, extreme
high resolution, wonderful spatial qualities, these cables let
the Jadis amplifiers be all they might.
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, March 1996.
Why play with firecrackers when somebody hands you
dynamite?...The sound knocked me out. These Goertz
speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed
the quality of the cables Iwas using earlier.
Clement Perry, The Audiophile Voice, Volume 3, Issue 2.

Our RM25si is the first $3299
f
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Inductance.
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Impedance Match.
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•eliminates ringing and
signal reflections.
Low Loop Resistance.
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and mid-range.
Solid Ribbon Conductors.
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•eliminates strand
interaction microphony.

Micro Thin Dielectric. 0.0012"
•minimizes stored charges.
•for adead silent background
and afast burn-in.
The signal travels through GOERTZ
cables at the same speed as in
all other cables.
No garden hoses. No fire hoses.
No strange boxes. No Snake Oil.
Available in high purity solid fine
silver and oxygen free copper.
Alplut-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street,
Bridgeport, CT 06608
Tel: 800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805
Fax: 203-384-8120
Made in the United States Patented Worldwide
NV NV W.111

phacore.com

US Paiem 0477141,4,
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Acarian Systems Alón Circe loudspeaker
Who knows not Circ
The daughter ofthe Sun, whose charmed cup
Whoever tasted, lost his upright shape,
And downwardfell into agroveling swine?
—John Milton, Cornus

A

dually, maybe you know not
Circe, so here's a refresher:
When Odysseus landed on
Acaea, Circe placed an enchantment
upon his crew, turning them into swine.
Odysseus was unaffected because he
was protected by an herb called Moly, a
gift of Hermes, and he forced Circe to
restore his crew's human forms. Ody,seus then hung out with her for ayear
(fathering Telegonus, among other pastimes) before she dispatched him and his
shipmates off to the underworld to consult Tiresias.
Circe was the daughter of the sun god
Helios and the ocean nymph Perse. As
Actes' sister and Medea's aunt, she figures prominently in Apollonius' Argonautica, cleansing Jason and Medea for
their treacherous murder of Absyrtus.

Description: Floorstanding threeway dynamic loudspeaker system
with external passive crossover.
Driver complement: 1" aluminumdome tweeter mounted on open
baffle, 5.5" pulp/plastic-cone midrange on open baffle, 10" pulpcone woofer in sealed enclosure.
Crossover frequencies: 400Hz,
3500Hz.
Frequency
range:
20Hz-25kHz. Sensitivity: 87dB/
W/m. Impedance: 8 ohms nominal, 4 ohms minimum.
Dimensions: 52.5" H by 12.75" W
by 15" D. Weight: 130 lbs each.
Serial number of units reviewed:
101/102.
Finish: Cherry with black cloth.
Price: 812,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: Acarian Systems,
Ltd., 181 Smithtown Blvd., Suite
104, Nesconset, NY 11767. Tel:
(516) 265-9577. Fax: (516) 2659560. Web: www.alonbyacarian.
corn.
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Tough broad — busy, too.
What's the audio connection? No
clues here—unless it's that this Circe,
from Alón by Acarian Systems, also is
capable of casting aspell. Certainly that
seemed the case at HI-FI '98 last June,
where the sound in the Acarian Systems/Cary room was the talk of the
Show. Didn't see 'em change anyone
into aswine, though — anybody who
left the room apig had probably walked
in that way.
Evolution is achange from an
indefinite, incoherent homogeneity,

to adefinite coherent heterogeneity.
The Circe is atloorstanding three-way
system with an external passive crossover. Designer Carl Marchisotto explains, "We use an external crossover to
reduce degradation caused by the
crossover components being vibrated or
modulated by magnetic fields within the
speaker. Obviously, inside the speaker is
not the best place to mount asensitive
electronic device." The crossover contains three separate boards — one for
each driver — and has ahard-wired harness of Alón's own Black Orpheus cable
connecting it to the Circe's three sets of
binding posts. It also has three pairs of
posts, which accept the speaker wire
from the amplifier. Marchisotto recommends triwiring the crossover to the
amplifier, thus keeping the signal paths
discrete all the way back to the amp.
Reacting to complaints that triwiring
aspeaker can lead to cable costs higher
than that of the speaker itself, Marchisotto developed his own speaker
cable, Black Orpheus, and offers a10'
triwired harness for $550. The bass
cable uses coaxial construction, with a
solid inner core and abraided outer
layer made of silver-plated copper, both
metals oxygen-free. The midrange and
HF cables are uni-axial, using silver-clad
strands and OFC in the same bundle.
The cable is roughly equivalent to 13
AWG. "We take some flak over our use
of avery thin insulation," Marchisotto
notes; "some people equate athick
cable with agood cable. But in audio
we're not dealing with high voltages,
and thick dielectrics load up the capad-

Alón Circe loudspeaker
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tance, which causes losses."
Marchisotto is not exactly forthcoming concerning the crossover technology. "It's not aclassical crossover. The
slopes are sharper than afirst-order but
not as sharp as asecond-order."
"So what does that make it?" Iasked.
"A good crossover."
Ah.
The Circe itself is reasonably understated in aVandersteen sort of way. The
whole unit is clad in black fabric, with a
cherry-wood top cap. The sealed bass
enclosure houses a10" long-throw pulp-

cone woofer. On top of this cabinet is a
small slanted baille that houses a5.5"
pulp-cone midrange unit and a1" aluminum-alloy dome tweeter. The two
upper-range drivers are set into the baffle, which is open to the rear, so that they
perform as dipoles. Wooden dowels support the decorative top plate above the
baffle board and provide aframework for
the speaker cloth.
All three drivers employ alnico magnets, which Marchisotto prefers for
their "better fidelity, lower distortion,
better low-level resolution, and more

stable magnetic field, which translates
into amore musical (more authentic, I
think) harmonic structure. alnico magnets also provide amore realistic sense
of dynamics."
The midrange and woofer cones are
made of pulp-based materials: longfiber wool is used for the woofer, while
the midrange driver has adouble treatment layering two different plastics
over apulp base. Marchisotto is adamant: "We prefer the low-level resolution and more natural sound of pulpbased drivers because we have found

Measurements
he big Alón's sensitivity was to specT
ification at an estimated 87dB(B)/
2.83V/m. Its impedance plot of magni-

tively high in frequency, which will
impact ultimate bass extension.
Some wrinkles can be seen in the
tude and phase against frequency (fig.1) impedance traces between 180Hz and
dropped below 6 ohms only in the 240Hz and at 26kHz. The latter is assoupper bass and upper midrange, with a ciated with the metal-dome tweeter's
moderate phase angle across most of the "oil-can" resonance and should be subband other than in the bass. The Circe jectively benign. However, the former
will be relatively easy to drive, which indicates the presence of some cabinet
presumably explains why listeners have resonances in the lower midrange. Fig2,
had success using the speaker with SE for example, shows acumulative spectriode amplifiers. But note the very high tral-decay plot calculated from the outimpedance peak at 39Hz: 24 ohms. put of aplastic-tape accelerometer fasThis will exaggerate the midbass with tened to the center of acabinet side
such amplifiers. It also indicates that the panel. A very strong resonance can be
quite large sealed bass bin is tuned rela- seen at 207Hz, with two more just
above and below that frequency. All
things being equal, Iwould have expected this behavior to add an over-warm
chesty quality to spoken male voice. As
Wes Phillips didn't note any problems
in this region in his auditioning, Imust
assume this cabinet problem looks
worse than it sounds.
Because of the Circe's external crossover, it was possible to do a more
through analysis of the crossover behavFig.1 Alón Circe, electrical impedance (solid) and
ior than usual. Fig3, for example, shows
0.0.0....040.1.9.0dmeekbeledwOàftm,01041

00.0

the actual electrical drive signals supplied to the three drive-units. The electrical crossover frequency between the
woofer and the midrange unit appears
to be around 550Hz rather than the
specified 400Hz, while that between
the midrange and tweeter is 42kHz.
The actual acoustic crossover points will
be different from the electrical ones,
due to the differing drive-unit sensitivities, of course. The tweeter has an overall rising drive signal over most of its
passband, while the woofer driver peaks
by 2dB around the cabinet tuning frequency, suggesting some series resistance in its path. The rolloff slopes are
approximately first-order, other than
the midrange unit's low-pass slope,
0
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Fig.3 Alón Circe, crossover electrical drive signals
to the three drive-units, measured at the
speaker terminals with the crossover
loaded by the three units.
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Fig.2 Alón Circe, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to bass-cabinet side
wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.4 Alón Circe, response at 50" of woofer
without crossover (top) and with (bottom),
both curves corrected for microphone
response.
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that alloy and higher-tech materials
have colorations that cannot be totally
compensated for in the crossover in the
midrange. The HF driver is an aluminum-magnesium alloy. We don't
mind using ametal dome for this frequency range because the resonance is
above 25kHz, which is outside the
range of hearing."
Internal wiring is Black Orpheus.
The six pairs of binding posts are substantial solid-copper Cardas Musicposts,
which Marchisotto leaves unplated, preferring their sound that way.

If we want things to stay as they
are, things will have to change.
Maybe it was Circe's transtormative
powers that inspired the speaker's
name. As Ishuffled amplifiers and
wires, the speakers went through some
real personality changes. Marchisotto is
insistent that the Circes be used only
with components of the very highest
quality, which, for him, include singleended triode amplifiers such as the
Cary CAD-805C monoblock. So Ihad
Dennis Had send me apair and began
the proceedings with aMarchisotto-ap-

proved system consisting of an Audio
Research CD2/DAC3 or Linn Sondek
LP12/Lingo/Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv/
Linto front-end driving the ConradJohnson ART and Cary 805C combo.
First, we spent agreat deal of time
finding the right interconnects. Two
that worked well were the Siltech SQ80 G3 and AudioQuest Lapis. There
are probably other cables Icould have
tried, but cable comparisons aren't high
on my list of fun activities.
Ican hear the tonal purity that people respond to in single-ended ampli-

which is second-order.
Figs.4, 5, and 6 compare the raw
drive-unit response with the response as
filtered by the crossover for the woofer,
midrange unit, and tweeter, respectively.
Without any eqiuli7ation, the woofer's
output extends up to the presence
region (fig.4), with then avery sharp
rolloff. The crossover both pads down
the woofer's level and starts to roll off its
output above 600Hz. The midrange
unit, too, has its level dropped by the
crossover (fig.5), with its output gently
rolled off above 41cHz. A sharp spike in
the unequafized output can be seen at
9.5kHz; this is suppressed by only about
8dB compared with the reference level
at licHz. Note also the peaks and dips

between lIcHz and 2kHz in the
midrange unit's output. This unevenness
will be due to the unit's acoustic environment —the dowels are probably too
small in diameter to present an acoustic
obstacle in this frequency region, but the
top plate and the top of the bass enclosure should produce strong reflections.
A similar effect can be seen in both
the equali7ed and raw responses of the
tweeter (fig.6). Note that the HF unit is
still putting out significant energy for
two octaves below its nominal passband,

due to the crossover's slow-slope highpass filter. This can also be seen in fig.7,
which shows the Circe's overall acoustic
crossover. The crossover between the
woofer and midrange appears to lie
almost an octave higher
specified.
While the midrange unit and tweeter
do cross over at the specified 3.51cHz,
there is significant overlap. The sharp
dip and peak at 261cHz in the tweeter's
output are due to the resonance mentioned earlier. The peak between 40Hz
and 60Hz is due to the woofer tuning,
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Fig.7 Alón Circe, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield woofer and
midrange responses plotted below 355Hz
and 600Hz, respectively.

1.11

Fig.8 Alón Circe, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30 ° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield woofer
response plotted below 300Hz.

Fig.5 Alón Circe, response at 50" of midrange
unit without crossover (top) and with
(bottom), both curves corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig.6 Alón Circe, response at 50" of tweeter
without crossover (top) and with (bottom),
both curves corrected for microphone
response.
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fiers, but Isuspect I'm just not an SE
kinda guy at heart. The highs were sweet
and lovely, but Ifound the Circe's overall sound flaccid and very old fashioned
with the 805Cs. Nor was Igetting the
low-level resolution I thought a
$12,000/pair loudspeaker ought to
exhibit. It was as if I'd stepped back in
time 25 years. By dialing in more negative feedback, Idid get the amp to control the bottom end better, but the top
end's purity suffered as the bass tightened up. For my tastes, and in my room,
this was not amagic combination.

The far more powerful Audio
Research VT200 was adifferent kettle

of fish entirely. Highs were now extended and detailed — less sweet, perhaps,
but light-years removed from harsh or

forward. The midrange was extraordinary; Icould hear waaay into recordings
now. And the bass was impressive as the
dickens. Igot similar results when Itried
aMark Levinson No332 and apair of
Accuphase M2000s, but the overall harmonic signature was considerably less
rich. Idon't go so far as to insist on SE
triodes, but tube amplification sure did
seem to bring out the best in the Circe.
One other setup consideration: Since
the Circes are dipoles above 400Hz, you
must position them carefully. They
need breathing room to their sides —

(fig.11), big suckouts appear in the
speaker's upper crossover region for
extreme off-axis angles. But smaller
changes in listening height affect the
integration between the midrange unit
and tweeter. In fact, Igot the flattest onaxis response just below the tweeter,
around 40" from the floor.
In the time domain, the Circe's impulse response (fig.12) is dominated by

the tweeter's ultrasonic ringing. However, some reasonably strong reflections
can be seen in this graph at between
1.5ms and 2.5ms after the initial
impulse. These can be more clearly seen
in the speaker's step response (fig.13); as
Isaid above, Isuspect these are due to
the midrange unit's sound bouncing
back from the top plate and the top
panel of the bass enclosure. The step

The bass was impressive —
the bottom end is taut,
tuneful, and quite deep.

Measurements
with a 12dB/octave rolloff apparent
below that region.
Fig.8 shows how these individual
responses add up on the tweeter axis at a
distance of 50". The shape of the curve is
basically triple humped, with peaks and
dips roughly 4dB either side of the
median line, and the sudcout in the high
midrange most pronounced. How this
response will be perceived is hard to predict, as it will depend very much on the
music program whether the listener
notices peaks as excesses in energy or the
dips as energy deficiencies. In my own
auditioning, when the speakers were
being driven by the Cary amplifiers I
kept latching on to the octave-wide
plateau between 500Hz and lkHz,
which Ifelt added aslight megaphonelike quality to the balance. On the plus
side, it will emphasize recorded detail.
But the speaker's perceived in-room
balance will also be influenced by the
way it behaves off-axis. Fig.9 shows the
Circe's response plotted from 90° on
one side of the tweeter axis to 90° on the
other. This graph is hard to interpret, so I
have also shown these same curves with
the on-axis response subtracted from
each (fig.10). Between 300Hz and
lkHz, the speaker's dipole nature can be
clearly seen, but from 1kHz to 6kHz
the Circe has wide, even dispersion. In
effect, the lack of upper-midrange energy seen on-axis fills in to quite an extent
to the speaker's sides. The larger the
room and the farther away the listener
sits, the better balanced the Alón's
midrange and treble will sound. Conversely, the closer the listener sits and
the drier the room acoustic, the more
bothersome the discontinuity in the onaxis response will become.
Wes did comment on some changes in
the Circes' soundstaging as he changed
his listening height. In the vertical plane
90
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Acarian
and, in my room at least, quite abit of
space behind them. In arectangular
room, I'd start with them placed on the
long wall first. In some rooms they
might benefit from some slight toe-in,
but not in mine — Ipointed 'em straight
forward, about 6' apart and 4' from the
front wall, with my listening chair 10' in
front of them.

the Circe delivers the bass goods. The bottom end is taut, tuneful, and quite deep. I
really enjoyed listening to recordings with
extreme low-frequency information, such
as Robert Rich's Seven Veils (Hearts of
Space 11086-2), an electroacoustic fantasy
on Eastern trance-inducing music
Irealize that alot of audiophiles have
nothing but contempt for this whole
genre of music, claiming that since it is
The one remains,
an artificial construct, without reference
to areal-world performance, it is thus
the many change and pass
Ifnyou ask me, the Alón Circe needs a not as worthwhile as more "authentic"
fairly hefty amplifiet But properly driven, music types, which at least are per-

response also shows that the Circe is
not atime-coherent design, despite its
gently sloped-back baffle and its use of
what appear to be first-order crossover
filters. While the tweeter and woofer
are connected with positive acoustic
polarity, the midrange is wired out of
phase to give the best amplituderesponse integration between it and
the other two units.
As aresult of the strong early reflections, the Circe's waterfall plot (fig.14)
looks hashy. But this should not be
misinterpreted as indicating the presence of resonances. Only the ridge of
energy associated with the tweeter's

ultrasonic peak is atrue resonance.
These enigmatic measurements
lead me to suspect that the Circe is
very fussy when it comes to optimizing setup and room placement. However, as Wes found, with enough care
taken, the result can be very musically satisfying.
—John Atkinson
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formed in concert halls, stadiums, drawing rooms, or coffee houses. But this is a
false distinction, to my mind, once we're
talking of recordings — unless we're
referring to that very small handful
recorded in apurist two-mikes-in-a-hall
fashion. Almost any studio recording
these days has an audio environment
constructed by its engineer, who chooses
how much acoustic space informs the
instruments, and where the instruments
are represented in the soundstage — to
the point where different instruments in
the mix may be informed by different
acoustics, even when recorded in the
same space at the same time. The best
"soundscape" manipulators, such as
Rich, create sonic worlds as rich and fascinating as any captured by the purists —
some might even argue more so.
Seven Veils sounded fantastic on the
Circes. The bass was incredibly deep
and articulate, brimming over with
warmth. The differences in the manipulated acoustics used in each piece were
easily distinguished. The admittedly
artificial soundstage didn't sound that
way —Rich is agenius at constructing
believable soundscapes, and the ones on
Seven Veils are convincing.
The bass on Jimmie Vaughan's Out
There CD (Epic EK 67653) was powerfully boogielicious as well. Vaughan
doesn't use abass player, most of the
bottom on this disc coming from his
own tasty guitar work and Bill Willis'
Hammond B-3. Yet on this disc as well,
Iwas aware of abottom-end warmth
quite different from that of the similarly
priced B&W Nautilus 801 that I
reviewed in January
Is this acharacteristic of the Circe, or
the difference between awell-designed
ported enclosure and a sealed-box
design? Ican't say for sure, but the
Circe's bass signature reminded me of
the AR-3 and the larger Advent loudspeakers — classic designs from my
youth. Not bad company to keep, but
representative of asound that won't
appeal to everyone. Ihave to admit I
find it quite attractive, but I'm not sure
I'd want to experience it every day.
The midrange and top end certainly
do not partake of any classic coloration,
however. Tune after time, Iwas drawn
into the music through the exceptional
purity of the Circe's mids and highs.
Voices and winds sounded remarkably
present. Having played (badly) in my
day afair amount of recorder and endblown flute, I'm intimately familiar with
the sounds of these instruments, and
most recordings (and hi-fis) tend to
blunt the sharp harmonics they pro91
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Writing about the Budget Component of
1996, the critics said, "The McCormack DNA-0.5
Deluxe Edition amplifier [$1795] offers
performance that rivals much more costly
competition — in fact, the McCormack came in
second to the l$35,0001 Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component 1996.
"That puts it in pretty exalted company, but
our respondents were unequivocal in their
enthusiasm, lauding the McCormack's
palpability, crisp transients, punchy
percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail.
[Sam Tel
called it 'one of the best amplifiers
period.' And that's without factoring in 'bank
for the buck.'"
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Using the same underlying technology found
in Nova's impressive Evolution and Rendition,
the Applause, Bravo and Ovation deliver
similarly engaging performance in loudspeakers
that are easy-to-place, blend comfortably into
the home, and are more accessibly priced.
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Nova Audio. Inc
Tel: 713-466-1880
Fax: 713-856-0278
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Acarian
duce. In arecorder ensemble, no matter
how mellow the primary tones, the
overtone structures are filled with clangor, aproperty the Alóns reproduced
with astonishing verisimilitude on the
Flanders Recorder Quartet's Annonia di
Flauti (CD, Opus 111 OPS 30-201). The
speakers reproduced not just the sound
of four recorders, but also that of the
space in which they were being played,
with an immediacy that bordered on
the frightening.
Here's afunny thing: My old Verve
and Milestone LPs sounded fantastic on
these speakers. Of course, many of
them are just great-sounding records,
but there seemed to be an affinity
between the Móns and my vintage jazz
discs that just worked magic. Some of
this might be attributed to that hint of
bass warmth —which certainly did suit
the bass lines of Leroy Vinnegar, Ron
Carter, Reggie Workman, et al —but
that wasn't all of it. There was arightness and balance to these '60s-era discs
that was impossible to deny. Ican't
explain it, but Icertainly did dig it.
One other minor quibble: The Circe
seems voiced for seated listening—stand
up and there's ashift in perspective that,
while relatively minor, Ifound slightly
disconcerting. This isn't the huge tonal
change you get with some loudspeakers, but rather ashift in the soundstage.
Seated, Iwas surrounded by the stage,
looking into it in front of me. When I
stood, the soundstage shrank. It seemed
as if Iwas looking down into it from a
balcony. This may not bother everyone
as much as it did me, but some performances draw me to my feet —and such
achange in perspective takes me out of
the music for an instant. Bummer.
It would be tempting to blame this
on the top plate, which is only 4.5"
above the tweeter and just has to affect

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2/DAC3, Linn Sondek CD 12,
Sonic Frontiers Transport 3/Processor 3.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplification: Audio Research
Reference One, Conrad-Johnson
ART, Mark Levinson No380S; Linn
Linto phono section.
Power amplifiers: Accuphase
M2000, Audio Research VT200,
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densely packed with information, but
felt more constrained.
The B&W, to my ears, has atauter,
The philosophers have only
leaner, more muscular bottom end. The
interpreted the world in various
Circe's generous bass is extremely supways; the point is to change it.
ple and tuneful, but it is warm and, perIrecently reviewed the B&W Nautilus
haps, ashade less well defined. Again, a
matter of taste.
801 (January 1999, Vo122 No.1),
whose $11,000/pair price is quite close
To use avisual analogy, the differto the Circe's $12,000/pair. Both speakences between the two speakers struck
ers are quite sensitive to the ancillary
me as similar to the difference between
components that must be used with
videotape and film. Videotape has a
"realness" that is not to everyone's likthem. But the two speakers sound quite
different from one another, and Idon't ing. Edges are sharply defined, and colors don't have the rich saturation they
have in film, while light has astarkness
that seems harsh in comparison to film.
The Alón Circe
The B&W seems to me similar to
has amidrange and
videotape — no one can deny that it
depicts reality, but some folks might
high-frequency purity
wish the edges weren't quite so ungiving. The Alón also reflected reality, but
that is nothing
colors were subtler — richer, some
would say —and the illumination was
short of magical.
often softer.
Iwish Icould pick and choose qualities from the two, but that would create
imagine they'll appeal to the same listeners. The B&W is dynamic as all get
athird speaker, one not under review
here. Ultimately, I'd go with the Nauout, and can play loud enough to cause
structural damage. The Alón did a tilus, but Itruly do comprehend the
superb job of presenting dynamic conCirce's transformative magic.
trasts and shadings, and played plenty
loud enough for me — even in head- How strange the change from major
to minor every time we say good-bye.
banging moods — but didn't convey the
Some experts take great glee in pointsame sense of unlimited dynamic
potential as the N801. This is an area
ing out that aloudspeaker is the least
where different people will react perfect component in the audio chain,
but lately I've come to the conclusion
according to their nature. Not everyone
that what they really mean is that the
needs to peel the paint off their walls
speaker is the most personal link in that
with sheer loudness.
Allied with this sense of greater loudchain. Speakers are what we listen to
when we listen to ahi-fi; they are the
ness potential, the B&Ws also seemed
to possess greater volume in terms of component in which design perhaps
comes closest to being an art, not simsoundstage size. The N-801s just proply science.
jected more sonic real estate. The
Circes' soundstage was detailed and
The choices that went into designing
the Alón Circe have produced aspeaker that Irespect rather than love, but I
can see where that could go the other
way for another listener. It has amidrange and high-frequency purity that is
nothing short of magical, mated to
Cary CAD-805C, Mark Levinson
deep, well-tuned bass that Ifound atriNo332.
fle warm, but that someone else might
Cables: AudioQuest Lapis, Madrigal
well find enchanting. At this level,
CZ-Gel I, Siltech SQ-80B G3.
speaker choice is truly amatter of perAccessories: API Power Wedge
Ultra, Cinemedia PowerPRO 20 AC
sonal taste.
line balancer, OSAR equipment and
But if you're atube-using music lover
amplifier racks.
with ayen for '60s jazz, the Alón Circe
Room treatment: ASC Tube Traps,
just might be the closest thing to atime
Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG Abffumachine you'll ever hear. With the right
system and the right music, you can eassors; rasorial critter
—Wes Phillips
ily ask yourself, "How could it get and
better than this?"
its dispersion. But it could be acrossover
artifact instead.
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Genesis 500 loudspeaker

il

nStereophile's "Recommended Components," most full-range Class A
speakers — and even some in Class
B— are behemoths. Some are tall, some
are wide, some are deep, and some are
just plain big. Most of us would find
such no-compromise devices physically
imposing and visually distracting in our
listening rooms. Putting aside the infamous "Spousal Acceptance Factor," how
can you ignore such speakers' presence
and concentrate on the music?
Genesis makes some very large systems, with midrange and treble drivers
arranged on large panels and, usually,
separate bass cabinets. These designs
demand extremely large rooms lest they
overwhelm the space visually and sonically. Genesis' APM models, seemingly
intended for home-theater applications,
have their upper drivers on avertical column attached to abass base. These are
tall as well as deep; Ican't imagine them
being ignored in most domestic spaces.
All alone is the 500, aunique (for
Genesis) floorstanding enclosure with
the appearance of atninimonitor stacked
on asmall pedestal. At first glance, this
design looks so much like another clone
of the Wilson WATT/Puppy that I
originally mistook its predecessor, the
Genesis 5, for aWilson at aWCES
demo. (The Genesis 500 looks just like
the Genesis 5, but the earlier model had
amidrange dome and four woofers
compared to the 500's titanium cone
and three woofers.) The high-ceilinged
room was about 25' by 60', and, aided by
the host's Audio Research electronics,
these two diminutive obelisks were filling it with glorious sound. But all confusion with the Wilson WATT/Puppy
vanished once I'd heard the Genesis'
profoundly powerful bass shaking that
larger-than-living-room space. This was
something beyond my expectations.
Like that of the Artemis EOS system I
reviewed in the October 1997 Stereophile,
the Genesis 500's midrange/treble
enclosure is atruncated, tapered, foursided prism with radiused edges, and the
drivers contained therein are nearly fullrange. This means that the important
frequencies for delineation of musical
detail and spatial cues interact minimally
Stereophile, May 1999

with the cabinet because of its narrow
width and lack of sharp borders. The
box appears to simply sit on asupporting
woofer enclosure that provides bass
extension and, lest we forget, asuitable
pedestal for the upper enclosure. In
actuality, the Genesis 500's two apparent
enclosures are actually of apiece. Unlike
the EOS's Falstaffian bass module, the
Genesis 500's lower portion is svelte,
particularly when measured against the
bass wavelengths involved.
Description and setup
The Genesis 500 is acomplex system of
seven drivers covering four frequency
bands. The lowest frequencies are served
by three metal-coned 8" drivers, servocontrolled and powered by an in-built
500W switching power amp. Above
95Hz or so, the woofers cross over to a
6.5" aluminum-cone "midbass coupler,"
which in turn crosses over at 300Hz to a
5.5" titanium-cone midrange mounted
in an open-back enclosure. The very top
end, from 3.6kHz up, is supplied by a
pair of 1"-diameter circular planar ribbons aimed fore and aft. Consequently,
from 300Hz up, the Genesis 500 should
behave like adipole radiator: its titanium
cone and one ribbon are aimed forward,
while the back of that cone and the
other ribbon provide arear radiation in
inverted polarity. Since sidewall reflections are reduced by the side cancellations of adipole source, room placement
is easier and more forgiving.
The built-in bass amplification helps
minimize the power needed to drive the
Genesis 500, as was demonstrated by my

Description: four-way loudspeakers
with powered, servo-controlled
woofer. Drive-units: two 1" round
ribbon tweeters, one 5.5" titaniumcone midrange driver, one 6" aluminum-cone midbass coupler, three
8" metal-cone woofers. 500W G-SAT
switching amplifier for the bass drivers. Crossover frequencies: 95Hz
(adjustable), 300Hz, 3.6kHz. No frequency response, impedance, or
sensitivity specified.

Genesis 500 loudspeaker

earlier experience in driving it with an
improperly biased Bow Wazoo amplifier. The overall shape, size, and finish disguise all that technology, and ensure that
the Genesis 500 will be awelcome
domestic guest. Except for the ribbons,
all drivers are protected from probing
fingers by removable grille covers.
The 500's inner complexity is, how-

Dimensions: 44" H by 11" W by 22"
D. Shipping weight: 242 lbs/pair.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
550121, 550122.
Price: $11,500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: Genesis Technologies, 936 Chambers Court, Unit B3,
P.O. Box 3789, Eagle, CO 81631. Tel:
(970) 328-9515. Fax: (970) 3289522. E-mail: LWBF26A@prodigy.
corn .Web: www.gen-tech.com
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Perfect tone controls do exist!

The rdp-1 reference digital preamplifier: Stereophilds 1998 Editor's Choice and Joint Digital Source of the Year

"I used it to apply some mild EQ to tonally distressed recordings. Iused it to equalize out of existence some
room anomalies that Ihadn't been able to eliminate despite hours, even days, of moving speakers around.
Iused it to provide some tonal shaping on my live recordings. And no matter the circumstance, other than
the desired change in sound, the musical magic remained intact... So the Z-Systems rdp-1 is my 1998
Editor's Choice. With its transparent control of tone, it points to afuture in which audiophiles can eat
their cake and have it too."
John Atkinson, Stereophile (Vol. 21 No. 12)

z-systems audio laboratories

352.371.0990 (tel) /352.371.0093 (fax)/ z-sys@z-sys.com /www.z-sys.com
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Genesis
ever, apparent on the rear panel. Here
one finds an IEC power-cord receptacle, apair of binding posts for audio
input to the system, an RCA jack for
direct line-level input to the woofer
amplifier, a switch for selecting the
woofer's inptit source, an on/off switch,
and a power-indicator LED. After
power-up, the woofer amp remains on
as long as there is an audio signal, and
shuts down after approximately 10 minutes without signal. When asignal again
appears at the inputs, the amp is automatically switched on. Genesis recommends not using the line-level input for
the woofer, as that will likely create a
significant gain mismatch between the
woofer and the rest of the system. Itried
it, and sure enough, none of my power

amps matched the gain of the built-in
G-SAT amp. Sure, one can adjust the
gain of the built-in amp, but who needs
greater setup complexity?

The Genesis 500
is one of the most
adjustable, tuneable
speakers on the market.
The rear panel also bears four adjustable controls: Tweeter, Midrange,
Gain, and Low Pass. The first two allow
the user to trim the relative levels of the
tweeters and midrange. The Gain control sets the gain for the woofer amp,
and Low Pass varies the upper limit of

500

the woofer from approximately 71 to
130Hz, with arecommended setting of
95Hz. Note that, because it is the only
driver that is completely unaffected by
any control, the 95-300Hz "midbass
coupler" is the reference to which the
levels of the drivers are tailored. The
Genesis 500 is one of the most
adjustable, tuneable speakers on the
market. While this may permit its placement in widely differing environments,
it also presents asignificant potential for
misadjustment. Take Genesis' advice:
Start with the suggested settings, and
tweak them subtly and carefully.
Given all this flexibility, it's apleasure
to report that the accompanying manual
is extremely helpful as aguide to placement and control settings. The tone of

Measurements

The

well-finished Genesis is quite
sensitive, at an estimated 892dB(B)/
2.83V/m. To judge from its plot of
impedance magnitude and phase against
frequency (fig.1), however, it needs to be
driven by an amplifier capable of
healthy current delivery. With an average impedance of around 3ohms and a
minimum of 1.73 ohms between 400
and 500Hz, where much of music's

Fig.1 Genesis 500, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with controls at
recommended positions. (2 ohms/vertical disc)

COOttlative

20.0
Spectral

Decay

power is concentrated, the 500 makes
extreme current demands on amplifiers.
There was something odd about the
electrical phase angle of the impedance
in that it appeared rotated through 180°.
If this is not aplotting aberration, Ihave
not seen this before. While it does not
in itself add to the difficulty of the electrical load, the 500's phase angle does
approach the worst case of 90° in the
midbass and at ultrasonic frequencies.
The rising magnitude trace in the bass is
due to the crossover to the active
woofer section. But at 100Hz, where
the magnitude has risen to 4ohms, the
phase angle is almost 90°, meaning that
the speaker will draw the maximum
current when the voltage across its terminals approaches OV. This is very hard
for amplifiers with inadequate output
stages and power supplies to cope with.
Although KR found the enclosure
quite inert, Idid uncover acouple of

100.0
log Freepgeocy

1000.0
- H.

-0.39 dB, 399 Hz (79), 0.000 ,,sec (1)

Fig.2 Genesis 500, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to midrangecabinet side wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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panel resonant modes on both the bass
and midrange enclosures. Fig2 shows a
cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of asimple plastictape accelerometer fastened to the center of the midrange side panel. A strong
mode can be seen at 309Hz, with some
lower-level modes lower in frequency.
These could also be detected on the
woofer-enclosure side panels, with the
lower-frequency modes higher in level.
Fig.3 shows, from left to right, the
nearfield responses of the woofers (set
to "95"), the midbass coupler, and the
midrange unit, spliced to the farfield
response of the midrange unit and
tweeter on the lattees axis. The woofers
cover abroad bandpass (from below
20Hz to around 120Hz), with the midbass coupler filling in for an octave
beneath the trae midrange unit, as well
as overlapping it for about another couple of octaves. The Genesis' upperrange output is basically flat, though
marred by anarrow suckout between
700Hz and 1kHz.

Fig.3 Genesis 500, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield woofer, midbass
coupler, and midrange responses plotted
below 600Hz and 355Hz, respectively.
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Genesis
the discussion and the level of detail are
well chosen and conduct the user
through what might have been an
intimidating process. The manual even
discusses room treatment and the types
of recordings to use for evaluation.
Setup is fairly easy, despite afew surprisingly bone-headed design choices that
do not affect performance. For example,
Genesis has chosen to print the label
below each back-panel control. Each knob
thus blocks the view of its label; you have
to bend all the way over or crouch to the
floor to see what you're doing. Each knob
has only asmall, uncolored notch as an
indicator, this, too, is impossible to see
unless brightly lit and closely viewed.
Finally, there are no detents on all but one
of the controls, and no fine-scale mark-

ings to permit repeatable settings. Fortunately, many of the controls have only a
small range of adjustment, once you've
set them, it's unlikely you'll need to see
these controls again.
Following the instructions in the manual, and with some words of encouragement from the designer, Arnie Nuclei', it
took me afew weeks to really dial in the
Genesis 500s. They stood where most
speakers end up in my room: about 3'
from the side walls and about 4' from the
wall behind them. Toc-in was greater than
usual, the speakers' axes crossing at the listening position. Control settings were
close to recommended: Tweeter was left
at about 2o'clock, while Midrange began
at the suggested 1o'clock setting and
stayed that way for along time. Ieventu-

500

ally eased it up to about 2o'clock and
kept it there. Gain for the woofer amp
remained at 1o'clock, but the Low Pass
setting for the woofer cutoff was turned
down to about 85Hz from the recommended 95Hz. This adjustment made a
huge difference in the bass balance and
eliminated all vestiges of boom.
Listening

Although it took weeks to titratc the
position and controls just right, there
was no doubt about these speakers right
out of the box and arbitrarily plunked
down. As with the EOS, the Genesis
500 sounded musical at first turn-on,
with an honest midrange and awide frequency response. For awhile, it seemed
as though the 500 was abit laid-back in

M ea sur ementS

This suckout can also be seen in the
speaker's response averaged across a30°
window on the tweeter axis (fig.4),
which is areasonably high 42" from the
floor. It looks suspiciously like an
acoustic cancellation problem, perhaps
from the dipole loading of the midrange
unit. Inote that KR did find the speaker's balance laid-back; this behavior
might well be the cause.
Higher in frequency, note that the top

Fig.4 Genesis 500, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of the
nearfield woofer, midbass coupler, and
midrange responses plotted below 300Hz.

octave appears rolled-off compared with
fig3.1his is because the
Genesis
ribbon tweeter's output starts to fall off
at high frequencies at even moderate offaxis angles. Lower in frequency in this
graph, the measured nearfield integration of the woofers and the midbass coupler is not perfect, but this could be a
measurement artifact. In any case, the
flexibility of the 500's woofer crossover
and level should allow the speaker's
owner to optimally tune it for the most
seamless crossover:Ile woofer frequency control basically tilts the woofers' output above 50Hz, providing amaximum
change of around ±6dB in the octave
between 100Hz and 200Hz. And again,
note the superb low-bass extension.
Despite its small footprint, this Genesis
offers true 20Hz performance.
Fig.5 shows the effect of the
midrange and treble balance controls
when set to their maximum and mini-

mum positions, with the on-axis
response subtracted. Mild shelvings of
the midrange unit's and tweeter's sensitivities by ±1dB are possible. This is a
sensible design decision, in my view.
The Genesis 500's lateral dispersion
(fig.6, actual responses; fig.Z normalized
responses) is quite complicated, presumably due to its use of an omnidirectional woofer section, amidbass coupler
with amore restricted dispersion, and
dipole midrange and HF units. Above
1
kHz, the speaker's behavior is indeed
dipolar to some extent, though with the
sharp notch in the dispersion pattern at
90° off-axis. As mentioned earlier, the
tweeter rolls off quite rapidly to the
speaker's sides, particularly when compared to the midrange unit. In welldamped or very large rooms, this will
make the speaker sound mellow, even
taking the contribution of the rear-facing tweeter into account.
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Fig.5 Genesis 500, effect of the midrange and
treble controls when set to their maximum
and minimum positions, with the on-axis
response subtracted (5dB/vertical div.).
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its presentation, but that was due to a
number of external factors. First, most of
the initial listening was done with the
Sim Moon W-5 amp, which also has a
laid-back character. Second, even after
switching to the Bryston 7B-ST, and
finally to the Sonic Frontiers Power-2, I
found the tiny increase in midrange gain
useful. Finally, my ears and brain were
still adapting from their long experience
with the Apogee Duettas, which throw
the soundstage, especially with distant listening positions.
The bottom line, though, was that
the more Ilistened, the more right the
500 sounded. Ihave no idea how loud
it will play, since adesire to preserve my
hearing prevented me from approaching the speaker's limits. Audacious level

auditions were devoid of highlighting
or imbalance. From the very opening of
Matthus' Holofernes (Berlin Classics BC
2072-2), Iwas transported to the Leip-

The bottom line was that
the more Ilistened, the
more right the 500 sounded.
zig Gewandhaus, complete with its distinct ambience and responsive audience,
for agripping dramatic experience. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau declaimed from
the podium, Kurt Masur's orchestra
fired away, and, despite the generous
reverberation, vocal and instrumental

attacks were conveyed clearly and palpably. At low levels, as with Cerha's eerie
Baal Cesiinge on the same disc, the Genesis 500s communicated with their characteristic equanimity.
Bass response was full and extended
with any power amp because the builtin G-SAT amp tightly controls bass performance. The 500 reproduced everything with great definition, right down
to the very bottom. Iwas impressed
with the drums in the Glory soundtrack
(Classic DAD1008); they had weight,
impact, and aspecific location in space,
and provided pedal points for the harmony. Idragged out all the bass torture
discs, including Béla Fleck's Cosmic
Hippo (Warner Bros. 26562-2), and was
so impressed with the integration and

Measurements
Below lkHz, the on-axis notch actually increases in frequency well to the
speaker's sides, but is joined by another
notch an octave lower. Again, this offaxis behavior will tend to make the
speaker sound laid-back, or even col-

ored in very reverberant rooms. In the
vertical plane (fig.8) the 800Hz notch is
ubiquitous, other than at angles lower
than 10° below the tweeter axis. But
other than that and the tweeter's limited
top-octave dispersion, the balance does-
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n't change very much with listener
height. Only when the listener is standing does aclassic crossover notch develop, revealed by the cursor in this graph
to lie at 331cHz.
The Genesis's impulse response (fig.9)
appears conventional, though some midfrequency ringing can be seen after the
main impulse. (The small blip just after
the 75ms mark in this graph is the first
room reflection.) The step response
(fig.10) indicates that the tweeter and
midrange units are both connected with
the same positive acoustic polarity, but
that the former leads the latter by an
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Genesis 500, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to front
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Fig.9 Genesis 500, impulse response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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resolution of the music that Ipaid less
attention to the sound.
On these and other recordings, the
Genesis 500 was as uncolored and satisfying abass reproducer as Ihave yet
experienced at home. Just listen to the
plucked bass on Holly Cole's demo disc
for Canadian loudspeaker manufacturer
Energy (DPRO-313). Other speakers
may have had more impact or vibrated
the furniture, but none was more revealing of bottom-end detail. Moreover,
there was no bass when there should not
have been, and this attests to the lack of
excess resonance in the 500's design and
construction. Icould, when Ireally tried,
overdrive the 500's woofers into making
ugly sounds by turning up the preamp
volume and the Gain control abit too

inconsequential 100ps or so. Again, the
ringing can be seen; its period is around
125ms, corresponding exactly to the
800Hz frequency of the on-axis notch.
The step response on the axis of the
rear-facing tweeter (fig.11) shows that
the rearward radiation is indeed 180°
out of phase with the Genesis' forward
radiation — in other words, dipole
behavior. But note that, because the
rear radiation in the midrange comes
from the front-mounted drive-unit
III

1

4

%min»

Fig.11 Genesis 500, step response on rear tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

far. With a responsible adjustment,
though, even the huge Telarc bass drums
were fine at any bearable listening level.
Midrange accuracy was surprisingly
good. Isay "surprisingly" because Genesis uses acomplex of drivers and networks to span this critical range, and I
associate such accuracy and integration
with single wide-range drivers like the
Quad ESL-63. No details of the crossover arrangements were provided, but
the low (85Hz) and mid (300Hz)
crossovers were completely inaudible
when trimmed. In addition, the midrange was singularly pure and grainless.
Male and female voices sounded arrestingly natural, as was piano. On Grand
Duos (Clavier KCD 11094), a new
release of Schubert and Loewe works

cone and not from aseparate unit, as
with the tweeters, this follows the HF
output by about amillisecond. This is
not relevant to the speaker's perceived
sound quality, however, these outputs
will be well integrated by the room
acoustic by the time they reach the listener's ears. Note that the rear-facing
single woofer is connected in the same
acoustic polarity as the two front-firing
woofers; the speaker is omnidirectional
below 300Hz or so.
Finally, the Genesis 500's waterfall
plot (fig.12) is commendably clean
throughout the treble and midrange,
other than at the frequency of the onaxis notch at 800Hz.
A somewhat enigmatic set of measurements — probably mostly due to
the midrange unit's mounting — but
nothing to seriously contraindicate
Kies positive impression of the Genesis 500. And that bass extension is truly
superb!
—John Atkinson
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While some speakers
attempt to get low bass out of
small enclosures by using ports,
vents, or the like, which can
result in aboomy, muddy bottom end, Dunlavy Audio Labs
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accurate, aproperly sized and
damped sealed enclosure is
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big.
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hear how tight and deep bass
can go and how clean it can
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March '99
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Associated Equipment
Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, Rega RB300 tonearm,
Koetsu Black/Gold phono cartridge.
Digital sources: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro/DTI•Pro 32/DDE V3
with Audio Magic I
2Scables, CAL
Audio CAL-20 DVD/CD player,
Burmester 970/969 transport/
DAC.
Preamplifiers: Klyne 6L3.3P,
Sim Moon P-5, Sonic Frontiers
Line-2, Line-3.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7BST monoblocks, McCormack
DNA-1, Sim Moon W-5, Sonic
Frontiers Power-2.
Cables: Interconnects: Cardas
Cross and Golden Cross, Straight
Wire Virtuoso, JPS Superconductor Super-2 Balanced. Speaker
cable: Straight Wire Maestro.
—Kalman Rubinson

for piano four-hands, the instrument
was cleanly and resonantly presented,
with no discontinuities across the spectrum. Without doubt, HF was extended, and at least as detailed and low in
distortion as the midrange. Almost all
the time, these elements were well integrated, helping to create awide, seamless spectral response. Remarkably, the
500 seemed to be one of the few speakers that could do this at very low listening levels. One does not buy speakers
like these just for background music,
but they require no assistance from
loudness contouring to do it well.
Spatial representation was superb,
with the added frisson that the 500s
could create rather startling vertical
effects on some choral recordings. This
was amply demonstrated by the Glory
soundtrack, the wordless lamentations
of the Harlem Boys Choir floating
above the orchestra. Instruments and
voices were positioned between and
slightly beyond the enclosures in the
frontal plane, and layered back from that
plane into the simulated recording
space. Interestingly, all the sounds had
rather more height than Ihave previously experienced, and nothing seemed
to emanate from lower than the level of
the midrange driver. The effect was of
sitting in orchestra seats rather than up
in the mezzanine, and large ensembles
were definitely tiered in depth and in
height. When listening to the second of
David Chesky's Three Psalms for String
Stereophile, May 1999

Orchestra (Chesky CHDVD181), Icould
see the passionately Blochian solo cello,
rosin and all, right between the speakers, while the string orchestra was
arrayed in exquisite detail beyond and
above. Technology brings rapture!
Occasionally, however, something
would upset the precious illusion and
the 500s would call attention to themselves. I'll take arisk here and suggest
that the culprit is the midrange baffle
arrangement. Genesis touts the 500 as a
dipole from the midrange up. Technically this may be so, but the midrange
driver is mounted at the front of ashort
tunnel. Thus, it radiates freely to the
front while its rear radiation passes
through the chamber. Close listening
reveals that the rear sound is decidedly
lacking in the upper midrange as compared with the front. Isuspect that, at
the listening position, signals in that particular range have aspatial signature different from those in the rest of the spectrum. The effect was to fool my ears
into sensing that the innocent tweeters
were too assertive, but careful tweaking
of the level controls revealed this not to
be so. Consequently, the trick Iso highly value —that of the speaker disappearing into the music — was not always
achieved by the 500. Like Ivory soap, the
Genesis 500 was only 99 44/ioo % pure.
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Condusions
The Genesis 500 loudspeaker is graceful and physically unobtrusive but performs superbly with all music, from
the simple to the large and complex. In
fact, its conservative physical form permits the listener to more easily forget
its presence and become absorbed in
the musical experience. Its bass reproduction was the most consistently
musical and integrated of any speaker I
have used to date. And the 500 was
sufficiently twealcable to adapt to shifting room arrangements and subtly differing source components while remaining devastatingly revealing of
these components. The only blemish is
an infrequent quirk in treble imaging.
Since the sale of my long-term references, the Genesis 500 is the first
speaker I've auditioned that Iwould
dearly love to keep. Unfortunately, the
admitted general utility of the selfpowered woofers makes them inappropriate for my use in evaluating
amplifiers. So, sadly, Imust pass the
Genesis 500s on to Santa Fe for testing, never to darken my doorstep
again. You, fortunate reader, should
feel no such constraint. Just remember
to invite me over.
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Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Nairn CDX CD player with XPS power supply

T

o compartmentalize or not to
compartmentalize, that is the
question. Does one review an
expensive CD player at the dawn of the
24-bit/96kHz digital age by pulling a
"Clinton," standing defiantly before a
jury of audio peers to deliver aspeech
on the state of the CD art, boxing in,
roping off, and all but ignoring the new,
supposedly unimpeachable medium?
Igot to thinking about this while
watching the Prez speak before half a
Houseful of enemies the other night
(not that you are my enemy). Is my job
to review Naim's CDX player "as is,"
ignoring the high-resolution rumblings
all around? If it is, Ican't do my job. I
don't want to do adisservice to this outstanding piece of machinery, or to the
industry. Still, my job is not to review
equipment in avacuum, but to put the
product in its market context.
So: context first. Should you buy your
last CD player now? Or should the CD
player (or processor/transport) you
already own be your last—your next
being aDVD-based 24-bit/96IcHz system? Iasked those questions only afew
months ago in the context of my Bow
Tech ZZ-8 review last August (VoI21
No.8). Since then, the situation has
become abit less complex.
Sales of CD players and separates are
quite sluggish right now; apparently,
most consumers have decided to wait
for the new format to mature. But is
that the best thing to do? I'm not sure.
Very little 24/96 software is available, a
situation likely to continue for the foreseeable future. Icount 31 titles on my
shelf from Classic and Chesky. While a
few more will trickle out from those
two labels, Rykodisc, and afew other
innovators, Iexpect atotal of no more
than 50 or 60 before the big two-triplezero. And how many artists in the
bunch are you not interested in? If you
don't dig Sam Phillips or John Lee
Hooker, scratch four discs right there.
Yes, the majors have signed on to
24/96, including Warner-ElektraAtlantic and the formidable Universal
Music Group (which now includes
PolyGram and MCA). But don't expect
titles to be released any time soon, and do
Stereophile, May 1999

Naim CDX CD player with XPS power supply

expect them to be multichannel remixes
when they are. Will the "classic" twochannel mixes be included at 24/96?
Your guess is as good as mine.
Then there's the compatibility issue.
You can buy aDVD transport that outputs 24/96 and aDAC that will convert
it to analog, but when the major labels
get involved, don't count on getting the
full resolution out of your transport.
There will be some sort of encryption or
bit-reduction scheme to prevent the
making of "perfect" copies. As has been

Description: Single-box CD player
with HDCD decoding. Frequency
response:
10Hz-20kHz, +0.1dB/
-0.5dB. Output level: 2.1V RMS
kHz. Maximum output impedance: 10
ohms. Phase response: linear phase,
absolute phase correct De-emphasis:
±0.1dB referred to main response.
Distortion
and
noise:
<0.1%,
10Hz-18kHz at full level.
Dimensions: 16.75" (430mm) W by
3" (76mm) H by 11.75" (300mm)
D. Weight: 25 lbs.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
141615.

Price: S4250.

reported in these pages —see Shannon
Dickson's interview with Muse's Kevin
Halverson in the April issue — there is
movement toward an I
2Sstandard for
connecting transport to DAC that will
pass the signal while preventing copying,
but nothing has been finalized.
Still, there will be pricey, all-in-one
DVD/CD audio players from some
audiophile companies by the time you
read this, so why not get one of those?
Well, reaction to the prototypes has
been mixed. Some listeners claim the

Optional outboard power supply
Dimensions: same as CDX. Weight:
29 lbs.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
145053.

Price: $4000.
Approximate number of dealers:
30.

Manufacturer: Naim Audio Ltd.,
Southampton Road, Salisbury SPI
2LN, England, UK. Tel: (44) 1722332266. Importer: Naim Audio
North America, Inc., 2702 West
Touhy Avenue, Chicago, IL 60645.
Tel: (773) 338-6262. Fax: (773)
338-6202.
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Naim
players sound great on DVDs, not so
great on CDs. Some claim otherwise.
One speaker manufacturer claims that a
very inexpensive "commercial" DVD
player sounds better than almost any
CD player he's ever heard, at any price.
It's very confusing out there.
If you want to hear 24/96 audio now,
my (and John Atkinson's) advice is get
an inexpensive 24/96 DVD player —
one that outputs adigital 24/96 datastream, like the Pioneer DV-414 or DV606 —and use that, or add an inexpensive DAC like the Musical Fidelity X24K or MSB Link to enjoy the few
DVD titles available. But if you're sitting

CDX/XPS

CDX CD player
Meanwhile, back in the real world, you
can still find "moderately priced" assaults
on the state of the art of CD playback —
like Naim's $4250 CDX HDCD player.
There's no magic or mumbo-jumbo here,
just the solid engineering and reliable

music-making for which Naim is famous.
Based on Philips CI)7 parts and components, the CI3X features aPhilips VAM
1205 transport An SAA 7376 servo-controller chip controls the transport, converts what the laser "secs" into digital
data, and performs error correction.
The data arc then fed to the Pacific
Microsonics PM D-100 HDCD decoder/digital filter. This sends 8x-oversampled data to apair of Burr-Brown
PCM 1702-K 20-bit 1)/A chips, which
arc controlled by alow-jitter masterclock circuit. A seven-pole analog filter
follows the DACs.
Naim has always paid particular

-0.7dB at 20kHz. When the CDX/XPS
played pre-emphasized discs (fig.1, bottom traces), the high-frequency output
held up alittle more, but the overall deemphasis was still very small. The channel balance was excellent at better than
0.05dB, while separation was also superb,
at better than 110dB below lkHz (L-R)
and 100dB (R-L). Above 1kHz, the
crosstalk started to rise due to capacitive
coupling between the channels, but was
still below -80dB at 20kHz.
Fig2 shows aspectral analysis of the
Naim's output while it decoded data
representing adithered 1kHz tone at
-90dBFS. The noise floor is at the 16bit level, sul4Iesting superb linearity and
noise performance. This is also seen in

fig3, the spectral analysis of the Naim's
output while it decoded aspecial signal
consisting of aDC offset of 1LSB. A
very slight peak can be seen at the AC
mains frequency of 60Hz —this is still
at -124dBFS —perhaps due to the fact
that the XPS power supply was placed
under the CDX chassis for these measurements.
Linearity error (fig.4) was very low,
down to below -110dBFS, while the
Naim's reproduction of an undithered
tone at -9031dBFS, which should consist of three discrete voltage levels, was
essentially perfect (fig.5).
Into 100k ohms, the Naim offered
very low distortion. (Fig.6 shows the
spectrum of the player's output repro-

on afew hundred or afew thousand
CDs and your player is tired, and/or it's
abudget model in need of an upgrade,
you won't be getting much of an
upgrade for CD playback with such a
setup. And how the pricey new DVDbased audiophile players will sound
decoding CDs remains to be heard.

Measurements

Imeasured the CDX with the XPS, as

that was how Michael preferred to
use it. The maximum output level at
lkHz was 2.11V, just under 0.5dB above
the CD standard of 2V. The analog output polarity was absolute-phase correct;
ie, noninverting. The source impedance
was extremely low: 3ohms at lkHz, 2
ohms at 20kHz. At 20Hz, however, it
had risen to 680 ohms. The matching
preamplifier input impedance had best
have an input impedance of 10k ohms if
the player's low bass is not to sound alittle leaned-out.
The Naim's frequency response into
100k ohms (fig.1, top traces) was flat
throughout most of the audio band,
drooping alittle in the top octave to
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Fig.4 Naim CDX, lek -channel departure from
linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Naim CDX, spectrum, DC-1 kHz, 50Hz at
OdBFS, 100k ohm load (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

"LOW POWER, MEET HIGH EFFICIENCY.
HIGH EFFICIENCY, MEET LOW POWER."

Introducing a single-ended triode amplifier and a high efficiency loudspeaker designed together
to defy the limits of music reproduction. Available at these High-End Audio Dealers:
Primus Audio Pleasure
Kansas City. MO
816.421.3655

Audio Connection
Seattle, WA
206.524.7251

Moon Audio Design
Oren', UT
801.226.1018

Elite Music Systems
Maitland, FL
40Z539.0576

Audio Connection
Verona, NJ
973.239.1799

MYRYA
Available at these fine dealers:

Distributed in North America by:

21 Lawrence Paquette Drive, Champlain, NY 12919
Tel. (514) 631-6448 •Fax (514) 631-1212
www.artech-electronics.com
Email: info@artech-electronies.com

In USA:
ASL Systems
San Jose, CA
(408) 281-1007

Goodvi in's Audio
Boston, MA
(617) 734-8800

In Canada:
Executive Stereo
Toronto, ON
(416) 927-1400

Audio Consultants
Chicago, IL
(312) 642-5950

Goodwin's Audio
Shrewsbury, MA
(508) 791-8200

K&W Audio
Calgary, AB
(403) 244-8111

Audio Consultants
Evanston. IL
(847) 864-9565

Hoffman's
Cle% eland, OH
(440) 461-3707

National Audio Video
Edmonton, AB
(780) 454-4288

Audio Consultants
Hinsdale, IL
(630) 789-1990

Northampton Audio
Northampton. MA
(413) 584-9547

Sound Advice (Isl. Hwy.)
Victoria, BC
(250) 474-2228

Audio Consultants
Libertyville, IL
(847) 362-5594

Soundings
Denver. CO
(303) 759-5505

Sound Advice (Yates St.)
Victoria, BC
(250) 388-5779

Catania Sound
Santa Rosa, CA
(707) 526-7555

Triangle TV & Audio
Pittsburg, PA
(412)561-1115

Trutone Electronics
Mississauga, ON
(905) 270-3440
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Naim
attention to the power supply. The

CDX's is double-regulated, with 20
low-noise regulators on the main board,
plus separate supplies for the servo control and display board. A multipin connection for the optional $4000 outboard
XPS power supply is included on the
rear panel.
Control functions are microprocessor-directed via Naim-written software
designed for simplicity and functionality. In fact, the governing design principle behind this and other Naim CD
players is to get the bells and whistles off
the operating menu, keeping only
what's truly necessary.

Like the CD2 Ireviewed in the
February 1997 Stereophile, the CDX
uses Naim's unique ABS, ultrarigid,
single-hinged drawer mechanism in
place of the usual motorized plastic
one. According to Naim, this mechanism's mass has been carefully calculated to optimize rigidity and isolation.
The design allows the player to be a
"top-loader" that doesn't require topshelf placement.
The transport mechanism is elastomer-suspended in the drawer, the surfaces of which absorb light to optimize
the optical system's performance. A
magnetized puck of low mass and inertia

CDX/XPS

clamps the disc to the transport spindle.
It's easy to misplace, but don't lose it —
you won't be playing CDs until you find
it! Icomplained in the CD2 review that
Nairn should supply an extra puck, just
in case. The CDX came with two. They
listen! They really listen!
Iopened the chassis for alook inside
and found the same high-quality parts
and construction Ifound in the CD2.
Like the CD2's, the CDX's chassis rings
like abell. If this CDX were mine, I'd
apply some strips of constrained-layer
damping material — like Cromolin
Vibration Control, available from Media
access (www.mediaacc.com). Inter-

Measurements

ducing a full-scale 50Hz tone.) But
when the load was dropped to apunishing 600 ohms — remember, the CDX's
source impedance rises toward 600
ohms in the bass — aregular series of
harmonics was produced (fig.7). But the
fact that these are still relatively low in
order and decrease with increasing harmonic order mitigates against their
being audible. The demanding high-frequency twin-tone interrnodulation test
(fig.8) revealed very low levels of spurious products.
Iused the Miller Audio Research
analyzer (which, Ibelieve, Naim also
uses) to examine the CDX's jitter. Fig.9
shows ahigh-resolution spectral analysis
Mr*.
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00

of the Naim's analog output while it
played aspecial test signal consisting of a
high-level 11kHz tone overlaid by the
LSB toggling at 229Hz. The measured
jitter level was avery low 155 picoseconds peak-peak, this increasing very
slightly when the CDX was used without the XPS. The sidebands indicated
with red numeric markers in fig.9 are
spaced at 229Hz intervals, revealing
them to be related to the signal data. All
are below -120dBFS except for the
lower fundamental sideband, which
contributes 63.5ps to the total. The peak
marked with ablue "4" is aspurious
tone with an absolute frequency of
10,715Hz. Ihave no idea what it is due
to. Just visible at the base of the central
peak are two low-level, low-frequency
sidebands at ±15.6Hz, each marked

FN'3ED TO STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE

with apurple "1." These seem ubiquitous in players that use the HDCD chip.
Like those of other Nairn CD players
we've measured, the CDX's word dock
runs slightly fast, at ameasured 227ppm.
While this is still very low in absolute
terms, Ican't help but wonder if it contributes to the CDX's well-developed
sense of pace.
When Naim's Julian Vereker drove
racing cars, his philosophy was, "You
can't win if you don't finish the race."
Similarly, he appears to feel that aCD
player can't make music if it can't
retrieve the data from the disc. The
Naim coped extremely well with disc
errors, tracking up through the Pierre
Verany test CD's track 33 (which has
1.5mm gaps in its data) without
dropouts or muting.
-John Atkinson
e MILLER AUDIO
RESEARCH
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Fig.7 Naim CDX, spectrum, DC-1 kHz, 50Hz at
OdBFS, 600 ohm load (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Naim CDX, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS, 100k
ohm load (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.9 Naim CDX, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at -6dBFS with LSB
toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Award-Winning
Five Gold Star CD Player:
Musical Fidelity X-Ray
Experience your CDs in awhole new light. Don't just
play them, X-Ray them with Musical Fidelity's new 24bit X-Ray CD player. This aptly named innovation is
incredibly transparent. revealing every last angstrom
of musical detail.

What Hi-Fi?'s "Supertest" Verdict
Once each year editors of England's What Hi-Fi? magazine put their brains (and ears) together to decide which
CD player is the overall best value. This year's winner?
Musical Fidelity's exceptional X-Ray.

Outstanding X-RAY
The X-Ray stood out—both visually and sonically—from
the rest. "There's no restraint or softness in the way the
X-Ray plays music—instead you get the kind of insight
that ensures the machine lives up to its name—but at
the same time there's never that apprehension that it's
all about to go horribly wrong. The music pours forth
in ahighly addictive manner," reported What Hi-Fi?'s
editors in February 1999.
"What the X-Ray has, in keeping with its oh-so-apt
name, are fabulously naked, Zeiss-inspired transparency,
the sort of detail retrieval which would make aHornsby
collector swoon, and top-to-bottom consistency which
means I'm making the X-Ray my sub-$1,700 reference,"
adds the bowled-over Ken Kessler in Hi-Pi News &
Record Review, October 1998.

Inside the gracefully styled cylindrical metal chassis,
the X-Ray boasts an advanced Sony laser transport and a
state-of-the-art Burr-Brown PCM1716 24-bit processor.
The internal circuit offers remarkable 0.0025% total harmonic distortion and unbelievable 140 dB dynamic range.
Both coaxial and Toslink digital outputs are included
along with afull-featured remote.

Summary: Don't Let The Money Burn
"This is aplayer that does music—it's as simple as
that —and does it across ahuge range ofgenres and
in awide variety of systems," raves What Hi-Fi? "It's
also superbly built and we love the looks: if we had
($1,300) burning awhole in the corporate pocket,
this is the player with which we'd be going home."

Order X-Ray With No Risk!
You won't find the X-Ray in any store in the US, but
it's very easy to get one. Call toll-free (800) 942-0220 and
tell us you want to "x-ray" your CDs. We'll send you the
amazing X-Ray for only $1,295 plus $19.95 shipping in
the US.
If you're not thrilled by the ultra-revealing sound of the
X-Ray, let us know within 30 days and you can return the
X-Ray for afull refund of the purchase price.
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Audio Advisor, Inc. 4717A Broadmoor SE Kentwood,M1 49512
Phone (616) 975-6100 •(800) 942-0220 •FAX (616) 975-6111 •www.audioadvisor.com
® AA, AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered trademarks of Audio Advisor. Inc.

Audio Advisor
is the exclusive US
distributor for
Musical Fidelity
products.

Naim
vincing. Weekly, Ireceive dozens of
discs for review in The Tracking Angle,
and sometimes I'll spend afew days
doing nothing but auditioning new
CDs. So pitifully few sound any good
that it is easy to lose sight of that and
blame the player. CD after CD sounded
dynamically compressed, spatially
squeezed, rhythmically confused, bassshy, and edgy on top — as if the highs
had been shelved. Ikept great-sounding
discs, like Patricia Barber's Modern Cool,
close by to remind me how dynamic,
transparent, and richly three-dimensional the CDX could sound.
Still, compared to the sound of the
Operation
CD2 (as my sonic memory recalls it),
Via its remote keypad or the four chassis-mounted controls, the CDX is fast the CDX without external power supand easy to use. Pop in the disc, add the
ply but with the Chord interconnect
struck me as somewhat too literal on
puck, close the drawer; it loads almost
top. By showing no mercy to less-thaninstantly. Fast Forward and Fast Rewind
exemplary recordings, the CDX made
are available only on the keypad remote.
listening to many heavily processed CDs
You can turn the display off, which
Naim claims improves the sound. I somewhat medicinal — sort of like listening through studio monitors. And the
couldn't hear it. 'While the track order
can be programmed, I've never used the
great recordings were balanced up-front,
though free of sandy or grainy overlays.
function in over adecade of CD playback. Want to change discs in ahurry?
Pop open the door.
The HDCD factor
The operating system is an ergonomThe addition of HDCD is awelcome
upgrade. There are now thousands of
ic pleasure. When you play an HDCDHDCDs from major and minor labels,
encoded disc, the letters "hdcd" light up
on the green LED display for afew secand while there remains some controonds, then disappear.
versy as to exactly what the encoding/
decoding accomplishes, the Pacific
Microsonics HDCD encoder's detailed,
Sound
Like Naim's CD2, their CDX possesses
transparent A/D converter is becoming
increasingly popular with mastering
the usual Naim sonic attributes: On
engineers around the world.
good recordings the sound was fast,
tight, rhythmically certain, and spectacNaim's temporary HDCD light
ularly open and transparent, with an
inadvertently helped convince me of
ease of presentation bordering on swagHDCD's efficacy. When I received
Velvel's outstanding-sounding Kinks
ger. Most important, the sonic picture
hung together seamlessly, resulting in
reissues late last summer (supervised by
convincing-sounding music.
Ray Davies), I popped in Muswell
With the Chord cable and without
Hillbillies, hit Play on the remote, and
the XPS outboard power supply, the
began listening. Ididn't look for the
overall sonic picture was up-front and
HDCD light, because the disc said
immediate —almost relentlessly analytnothing about HDCD. Before long I
ical and ruthlessly revealing, but mesfound myself scribbling: "The delicacy,
merizingly detailed and flat-out excitdetail, and low-level resolution on this
ing. Electric bass sounded both muscudisc are amazing." Curious, Istopped
lar and well controlled, and acoustic bass
the disc and reloaded it. On came the
was delicate and refined. The CDX
HDCD light. Whaddayaknow.
expressed large- and small-scale dynamBut HDCD alone isn't the main
ics with unrestrained power and authordeterminer of sound. Icompared Steve
ity. Even at low volume, the player porHoffman's non-HDCD gold CD
trayed bass dynamics with satisfying
remastering of Joni Mitchell's Court and
thrust. No one will ever accuse the
Spark on DCC with the tracks from that
CDX of sounding "mushy" anywhere
album that appear on Joe Gastwirt's
in the audible bandwidth at any volume.
HDCD mastering of Mitchell's Hits CD
Of all the CD players I've heard at
(Reprise 46326-2). The gold CD was
home, the CDX was the most mercurwarmer and more to my liking, though
ial. It made bad-sounding discs sound
the HDCD offered faster transients and
awful and great ones incredibly conabetter delineation of inner detail. Good

estingly, while the CD2's main board
was spring-suspended, the CDX's is not.
As in other Naim products, the
CDX's analog output uses Naim's proprietary 5-pin DIN plug and jack. Iwas
supplied with a Chord interconnect
($125) that converts the Naim output to
conventional L/R RCA plugs, and later
aset of Nordost Blue Angel flat cables
($145). There is no digital output for
connection to an external DAC, or to a
MiniDisc or DAT digital recorder.
Naim claims such aconnection compromises sound quality.
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as both of these transfer are, Mitchell's
LPs, both vintage and reissued, sound
more convincing. Of course.
Upping the power supply,
changing the cable
When the flat Nordost Blue Angel
cable arrived, terminated with Naim's
connector, Ihooked it up and immediately — with no break-in — heard a
clear overall improvement, especially in
terms of transparency and high-frequency purity and continuity. Extension
and detail remained excellent, but there
was less of asense of "spotlighting." I
also tried various power cables, finally
settling on the Yamamura Quantum as
the complement to the Naim's sonic
performance.
Shortly thereafter arrived the $4000
XPS power supply. Housed in the same
chassis as the CDX, it couples to the
player via athick cable terminated with
11-pin, bayonet-locking connectors.
Once attached, the CDX draws its
power from, and is turned on and off
via, the XPS. (I left the combination
powered up continuously.)
The CDX alone is an exciting,
involving performer, but the addition of
Associated Equipment
Analog source: Graham 2.0,
Irnmedia RPM2, and Simon Yorke
tonearms. Crown Jewel SE and
EMT TU phono cartridges. Simon
Yorke turntable.
Preamplifier: Ayre K-1 (with
remote coned).
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson Premier 12, VTL MB 450
(both tubed).
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Virgo, Audio Physic Rhea subwoofer.
Cables: Interconnects: Chord
SEX52PML, Nordost Blue Angel,
Yamamura Millennium 6000,
Cardas Neutral Reference, Cardas
Golden Cross, Electra-Glide. Yamamura Millennium 6000 speaker
cables. Yamamura Quantum and
Electra-Glide AC cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform, Finite Elemente Pagode and
Z,oethecus equipment stands,
A.R.T. Q dampers, D.J. ICasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Walker Valid Points, Harmonix
feet, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Stones.
-Michael Fremer
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HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

MANY LIMITED
TIME OFFERS!!
ACT NOW!!

BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!
A Sampling of the Latest a Greatest

ories F

. wit
"Blacknite"

$449.99

Power Cord

Ár--ifIrWIPP0 40,02

/toe eel

Restores
Harmonics!

Improves
Dynamics!

•

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CDs sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre, texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order."
Sam Tellig, Stereophile. Aug.'98, Vol. 21 #8
"It adds alevel of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating"
Sound Stage Magazine... July '98
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new-found treasures!"
Nathaniel Rosen...world famous Cellist

ris

'The mat works in abig way.
Idid not have to strain to hear
the improvement. Improved
CD STOPLIGHTTm
IF
definition. detail, dynamics.
Macklight 2
more analog-like soundstage
"The improvement v., .i.t,,111.11111
•
To tell you the truth.
Dick Olsher. Stereophile. Mid '90, lid. 13. #3
Ti
I...begged Victor for amat on
S16.99ea /3 OR MORE $14.99ea
LIlleffied To»
the spot.' Sam Telbg.
Meat '
. • Sale Mad $34.14 Stereophile.Apr.V6Md.19#4

azi

/1
al....,
.......-
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Pens ore bock!!!

Quietline Noise Filters, Powerline Foundation 1 2it 3Power Filters:

SCALL

'Nrrry

"I'se tried better tables, arms. cartridges. preamps. cables, and isolation
schemes....nonr hair mer gi.en me the kinds id imprinements in noise
reduction. clarit, and elimination of mid-to-Walk ringing that these record.
cleaning machines hase....if ou listen to records, you need arecord-cleaneECORD CARE PRODUCTS Mg machine. Period." •Corer Greenberg. Sierro/hile, Alay
05
All models are also
MODEL 1.0 - Manual application delimit!.
he ushing & rotating while vacuuming.
MODEL
5
"
available in
Solid Oak Cabinet
Vinyl
oodgroin Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....SCALL
or 220v vefsion.
MODEL 1,1 - Auto scrubbing. &
.2re".......-..
/ilia fI,R1. ,lide-0111 »Wig .1111i11 tray.
CD MASTER
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM P-ANIT1.5....111CALL
(CD Cleaner)
$39.90
MODEL 11 -Sil - Auto fluid application. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
u
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
!MALL
MODIL MINI-PRO 1 - Wet scrubs & RaellIMIS both sides sintultaneously.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM W-ANIT1.5FI
«ALL
Record Brush,Voc or Capstan Kt
$14.99 Rueter 2 Cleaning-Mcnitoz$15.99
Dust Covers:
$19.99 $222____
99,& $38.99 1/2
I. Pure 2
536.99 /1gal.Pure 2 559.99
t

tam alum

ele... ve

THE L1FTrm

Ultra Clarifier: $941.99
Time OtterlIl

Protect your stylus! Idis
.0 (edin./
Limited
ansitoneami automat i•
Gold
slueceFel
tile
Images
wemed
noon
palpshk.
599.99
high. mitintrkfl erne, relincd X....rel. I
hr
(timer,
hay.
improsrd - ni ..s.d.,per
949.99
hghler
poth•dilTerrnualiun..."
ull, Meoroplule. l,h5,S lid 15
New! l'he 1.i ter $39.99

CD

Clarifier:

aucliotruth 61 aucJioquest cables!
Interconnects Jode, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz, Opal, Emerald, Lapis & Diamond .. SCALL
Speaker Cables:Type 2,4,6,Indigo,Crystal,Midnight,Forest,Argent,Cleor,Sterling,Dragon KALI.
Emerald X4 Toneorm Cable:
$129.99 Pro Tonearm Coble
SCALE
PT-6, PT-7 & P1-8 Toneonns
SColl Binding Post Wrench
7.99
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-slat Carbon Fiber
514.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: 531.99
Seniors: $49.99
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
$26.99
Sorbothone Little Feet: (Pock of 4)
532.99 Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
S49.99

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and OBH-9
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
NOW
The ultimate bum-in and demagnetization Disc'

II -

GrUN'-(ilide
Improves sound, removes

static,

$Ca11
ONLY

$129.99

teWetitr.R.

improves tracking, records and styli last longer

RECORD SLEEVES I_NNEB -$30/ too aimg

$20/100 JPN

$21.99
$30/100

DefZ-MICRO MC CARTRDGES
RUBY ll 0.3 or 0.6mV
WI
REFERENCE 0.4rnV
SCALL W/
MC H20; M0.9;10.4 SCALL W/
MC GOLD 0.4mV
$350 W/
MC SILVER 2.0mV
$350 W/
MC-20EII 2.0mV
$150
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE

1022 ROLLING BARREL Ro.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

THE GLIDER
Factory
Authorized

1.0 &
2.0nw
Output
Benz/Aestfielix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Available
'Everyone ha's ire,' analog IS 5,zmic
sure to want one tit ihr clue '`
The_Glider Never Sounded So Good_ Fat So_Litfiel
battery powered carirklgo
Kali
"This is akiller cartridge....more lifelike.
lemagnetizers from Amthet, • Lilt
more holographic, more involving__ more musical.
real Uu Ref& NA.
...the Glider is way recommended." Rn Au,/
& Lawn, 11 ,u.ueu
p r ice
ÑerroRàde..1...
Lonnie Brownell. Stereophile. Aug. 96. 41.19 08
SCALE

Trade-in Sale!
$750 Or
SOW
With Trade

BASIS Turntables(all models) St Accessories
Precision made in the USAI Models

GRAHAM 2.0 St REGA

Your Ultimate

1400.

2000 ttuu 2800.

Debut Fr

made

$Call
Debut \AlfMUM

RB 250, 300 and 900 Tonearms $Call

ANALOG SALE!!!

HW.19.1R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm'
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special*: SColl
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCall

SColl

HW-151,11t Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Mass Arm': $849.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special*: $1074.99
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1449.99
cartridge
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE!
installation upon
'OTHER CARTRIDGES E. TONEARMS AVAILABLE!
request

u.s.a.

Source!!
TURNTABLES:

ALL

.

HIV-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
I1W-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboord, block acrylic
10Ib planer and spring suspension

Sou:.
SCALL

I4W-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb block acrylic platter.

cCusein
SCALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only o 22« x 16' space,
Features TNT 3/4 platter, bearing & motor. Beautiful block acrylic finish! Upgradoblel .SCALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stoge is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.

eme„pme

TNT SERIES 3 á 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology. Analog product of 1997

SCALL
SCALL

TONEARMS: SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE! UP TO 30% OFF!
THE NSW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed on all-Out affordable toneorm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to extroct information from on LP's grooves. Soundstoge is wide & deep
with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version fol TNT. 5-stor rated in TAS issue 106! SCALL

CARTRIDGES: (NEW!!!)
VPI/GRADO REFERENCE SERIES - VPI has teamed up with Grado to design medium
output( I.5n1V) versions of 3models of the highly regarded Reference series cartridges. These ore
a great match for tube and other lower gain MC phono stages.
REFERENCE 1.5, MASTER 1.5 a PLATINUM
CLEANING MACHINES: emea
jMillel the HU -16.5 It, be an outstanding
performer. The record surfaces are mitutscopi(ally clean & are so pristine they look new!" Audio Magazine

HW-16.5 -SCallIll
110 or 220volf
Semi-Automatic

Ltd.

Time Offer!!!

1.5 -Regular Grodo's also available

!WALL

Features: Self-contained liquid pump; Applies
liquid and scrubs record at sanie time; Bidirectional cleaning; pushbutton controls: "The
most de/une rerun/ cleaner on the market!"

HW-17F -SCa11111
HW-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!
Cooling Ion

ACCESSORIES:

Ltd. Time Offer!!!
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPGRADE!!
$399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter
SCall
I-IW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE - 514.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) $9.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES!!

SUMIKO CARTRIDcE &

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

ORDER TOLL FREE: #1.4
1-800-782-3472 Ile
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisetool.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715

ra•e
Trade SCALL
Trade SCALL
Trade SCALL
Trade SCALL

VISA

SALE!!!

TURNTABLE
TURNTABLES:
SCALL Pro-Ject 6.1or 6.9(NEW) Turntoblp
SCALL, Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

SCALL
SCALL

150+page ls3°° U.S.A. /'5" INTLI
CATALOG .1 FREE WITH ORDER!!
1

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

00111

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 14Items: SS (adtl. items .50c ea.)
'3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (mill. Items SI ea.) /
2,,d Day Air: 1-3 Items: S8 Me. Items S1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $I ''')

Naim

the external power supply takes it to
another level. The promise of the
CDX's extended top end and brisk transient performance is fulfilled, with
greater smoothness on top (but not at
the expense of detail, which is actually
heightened), improved overall focus,
and better bass extension and authority
The whole picture jells.
Joe Boyd made his reputation during
the 1960s producing albums by Richard
Thompson, Nick Drake, the Incredible
String Band, Fairport Convention, and
on and on. Last year he produced two of
his finest ever, both on Hannibal
Records: The McGamgle Hour and Dana
and Karen Kletter's Dear Enemy. (The
Kletter sisters vocalize with alockstep
precision and sympathy reminiscent of
the Everly Brothers.)
Both discs were recorded by John
Wood, whose credits you'll find on all
the classic Boyd-produced albums, and
both are intimate, well-recorded collections of what could be described as delicate "drawing room" music. The McGarrigle disc, featuring the extended
family of Kate, Anna, and Jane McGarrigle and Loudon, Martha, and
Rufus Wainwright, with such guests as
Emmylou Harris and Linda Ronstadt,
demonstrates the true greatness of the
CDX/XPS combo.
On the opening track, Loudon
Wainwright III's "School Days," there
are multiple voices, acoustic and electric
guitars, and adrum kit at the back of the
soundstage. The vocal rniking is sometimes purposefully ultraclose, sometimes more distant, in service to the
song and to provide aspatial context for
the singers. The CDX/XPS reproduced
the tonality of each singer/mike combo,
sounding edgy or warm where appropriate, each singer's physical and sonic
envelope intensely focused in space.
The acoustic guitar was richly portrayed, with both transient detail of the
pick on the strings and the harmonic
overtones of the resonating body. The
sonic picture also included a warm,
tremolo-drenched electric guitar and
the distant drum kit.
The CDX/XPS conveyed the recording honestly and in great detail
while imparting no particular sonic
character. If the close-miked voices
sounded slightly hard, The Nairn convinced me that's what they sounded like
on the master. The more distant vocals
were warm, as was the electric guitar.
The drum kit, subtly placed in the mix
at stage rear, didn't turn to mush or get
lost in the up-front guitars—it was
detailed and focused, each snare hit and
Stereophile, May 1999

cymbal splash audible without sounding
etched or spotlit.
That performance had me pulling
out Begoña Olavide's extraordinary
Salterio, an incredibly detailed and pristine recording of avariety of plucked
string instruments, mostly psalteries,

Acomponent as ruthlessly
revealing, dynamic, and
detailed as the CDX/XPS
demands equally
accomplished associated
equipment and recordings.
taped in amonastery on a96kHz DAT
(M.A. Recordings M025A). The CDX/
XPS's rendering of this recording was
spectacularly transparent, detailed, and
nuanced, with lightning-fast transient
detail and not a hint of edginess or
unnatural hyper-detail.
It was telling that, while Iappreciated
and respected the CDX by itself it wasn't
until Iadded the XPS that Iwas engaged
enough to indulge in an orgy of disc
pulling —miraculous under any circumstances, given my anti-CD predilection.
One disc led to another that first
evening, ending with Olu Dara's delightful In the World (Atlantic HDCD 830772). That "folk-jazz" disc, which I'd already
played with the CDX alone, clearly
demonstrated the benefit of the XPS,
especially at the frequency extremes. The
bass tautness, focus, and even the extension were much improved on bottom, as
was the brassy glow of Dara's distinctive
cornet on top. The final track, "Kiane," is
alullaby featuring muted cornet, electric
guitar, electric bass, and B-3 organ. The
cornet was sweet and brassy at the same
time, the bass muscular yet impressively
detailed and fast, with no overhang whatsoever. Icould "feel" the bassises fingers
touching and releasing the guitar strings
with greater clarity than before. As with
the CD2, the CDX is notable for its
"blacker-than-black" backgrounds. And
speaking of amazingly well-recorded
trumpets and deep, taut bass, do not miss
JVCs XRCD2 of Tiger Okoshi's Color of
the Soil.
These great-sounding CDs demonstrated conclusively that the CDX/XPS
combo delivered transparency, focus,
inner detail, three-dimensionality, timbrai accuracy, rhythmic authority, and
most everything else you'd want from a
CD player — or any front-end compo-

CDX/XPS

nent, for that matter — and did so without imparting brightness, grain, or etch.
How did the CDX/XPS compare to
the Bow Tech ZZ-8, my previous point
of reference? The Naim sounded somewhat faster and perhaps slightly more
detailed. Its bass presentation was
unmatched, though the ZZ-8 is very
close. The Bow Tech is somewhat less
aggressive, and gives less-than-stellar
recordings abit more leeway. Both offer
levels of image focus, soundstage depth,
and, more important, musical involvement and listening satisfaction Iwouldn't
have thought possible from CD afew
years ago. Fm certain both approach the
limitations of the medium. If Icould
choose one, Idon't know which it would
he... but rd be happy with either.
Conclusion
A Lompoi lent as ruthlessly revealing,

dynamic, and detailed as the CDX/XPS
demands equally accomplished associated equipment and recordings. Otherwise, it might sound aggressive, edgy,
and unpleasant. Even under the best circumstances, the Naim CDX/XPS will
not suit every listening taste. Those who
prefer alaid-back, tubelike sound will be
put off by the Nairn's springy, up-front
quality and assertive bass.
But Isuggest listening to afine piano
recording before deciding. The CDX/
XPS's rendering of that instrument is as
accurate as I've heard from aCD player.
It "gets" the piano's transient attack, harmonic structure, and physical image
better than any CD player I've ever
heard. Bad recordings — unfortunately,
a majority — and inferior associated
equipment will be ruthlessly revealed
when partnered with the CDX/XPS.
The right cable is critical, which makes
the nonstandard Naim connector somewhat unfortunate.
Before packing up the CDX for shipping to Santa Fe, Iremoved the XPS
and again ran the player from its internal supply. On its own the CDX was
still afine performer, but it sounded
somehow incomplete, not as rhythmically coherent, immediate, and focused.
The bass softened, and the piano's attack
lost its astounding authority.
In short, the XPS external supply is
more than icing on the cake. To hear the
CDX's full potential, you need the XPS.
That makes it an expensive CD player,
but at least you can buy it in two steps.
Think of it this way: When Naim
comes out with its first DVD-Audio
player, chances are it will be upgradeable using the XPS. You'll already be
halfway there!
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lhe Cable Company

THE
CABLE

offers the
only "Library" of broken-in
samples of nearly every cable for

Good people. Good advice.

you to try at home. We also do

Great systems,

this for dozens of powerline filters,

one customer at atime.

and many, many components. This
service for our customers
guilt-free

is

cost-free and

(5-10% deposit required- call for details)

RACI5
Arcici
Atlantis

PglyCrysta I
RoomTune
Salamander/Synergy
SoliciSteel
Sound Anchors
Target
Townshend

RESONANCE CONTROL
AudioPoints •PH Labs. Harmonix •Marigo •PolyCrystal
Shun Mook •Signal Guard •Townshend •Vibraplane

Room Acoustics
A5C/Acoustic Sciences
Argent RoomLens
Combak Harmonix
Echolmsters
RoomTune
Shun Mook

Look for AC noise problems.
Borrow the Noise Sniffer from the Library.

POWER

LINE FILTRATION

Audio Power Wedge •Audioprism •Bybee •Chang
Lightspeed •PAC 11)05 •Quantum •
Tice

Everyday low prices and ¡real specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
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PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 15950
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Sonic Frontiers International Phono One
hybrid phono preamplifier

1

've been in love with British sports
cars ever since avisiting highway
engineer brought agreen MGB-GT
to my tiny Nebraska town 30 years ago.
Since then, there's been asteady stream
of ferocious little cars in my life. Triumphs, MGs, Healeys, you name it —
right up to my current crop, aTriumph
TR6 and (to Bonnie's dismay) roughly
two-and-a-halfJensen-Healeys.
But in the years since that first MGBGT, I've seen British sports cars evolve
from amainstream automotive option
to being marginalized — if not actually
replaced — by alternatives like the Datsun 240Z, and finally relegated to being
little more than anostalgic segment of
automotive history.
Igot my first driver's license in 1973,
about when the middle stage of this evolution began. The last of the classic sports
cars were disappearing from the showrooms, the mainstream public had
moved on, and modern alternatives like
the Mazda Miata and BMW Z-3 were
still decades away. On the other hand, the
specialty market was thriving. Shops and
products that catered to British sports
cars were springing up everywhere you
looked. Clean, low-mileage used cars
were readily available at reasonable
prices. If there was ever atime to squirrel
away anice, low-mileage Austin-Healey
3000 or Jaguar EType, it was then.
Ican't help but see parallels between
the state of the LP today and that middle stage of the British sports cars'
downhill glide. CDs have driven vinyl
from the mainstream racks, but they
can't quite duplicate its performance
and feel. A true replacement —perhaps
high-resolution digital —is still just over
the horizon. There's athriving used
trade, and in the specialty market new
products are introduced daily. This is a
great time —perhaps the last chance —
to fill out an LP collection and shop for
the analog playback equivalent to that
Healey or XKE.
SFI Phono One
Future preamps will be line-stage-only,

so your ultimate analog system had better include aphono stage.
Fortunately, there are lots of choices.
Stereophile, May 1999

Sonic Frontiers International
Phono One phono preamplifier

The Audio Research PH3 ($1495), the
Linn Linto ($1500), and the Acoustech
PH-1 ($1200) are all great choices in the
$1000-$2000 price range. Now, Sonic
Frontiers International has joined in
with their $1999 Phono One.
The Phono One is aversatile, lavishly
constructed product, and matches the
handsome cosmetics of SFI's current
line stages. Front-panel controls are limited to buttons for power and mute.
Mute comes configured as a9dB attenuator, but can be changed to turn off the
signal entirely. An LED glows steadily
when the unit is powered up, and blinks
when the signal is muted. The rear

Description: Hybrid tube/solid-state
phono preamplifier. Tube complement: four 6922/E88CC. Inputs/outputs: one pair each, unbalanced
(RCA). Input impedance: 47k ohms/
10pF standard; 10, 100, lk ohm, and
50, 100, 150pF available, plus one
custom loading. Voltage gain: 54dB
e IkHz standard; 62dB, 44dB optional (must be factory-configured).
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
±0.1dB, RIAA equalized. Signal/
noise ratio: 83dB ref. ImV @ lkHz
input. Output impedance: 175 ohms
@ 1kHz. Recommended minimum
load: 10k ohms in parallel with

panel has RCA inputs and outputs, and
DIP switches to set the cartridge loading. A wide range of loading values is
available, and posts are provided inside
the unit so the customer can install additional resistors and capacitors.
The Phono One is ahybrid design. It
uses asingle JFET per channel as an
input, followed by a6922-based tripleseries amplifier as asecond stage. The
output stage uses another 6922 as a
cathode follower to lower the unit's output impedance. The circuit is noninverting and uses frequency-dependent feedback for equalization, with a single
compensation network being "fed from

1000pF. Maximum output: 1.2V
RMS, 20Hz-20kHz.
Dimensions: 19" (480mm) VV by 4.5"
H (115mm) by 14.25" D (360mm).
Weight: 21.5 lbs (9.74 kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
105249.
Price: 81999. Approximate number
of dealers: 100. Warranty: 5 years;
tubes, 1year.
Manufacturer: Sonic Frontiers International Inc., 2790 Brighton Road,
Ontario L6H 5T4, Canada. Tel: (905)
829-3838. Fax: (905) 829-3033. Email: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com .Web:
www.sonicfrontiers.com .
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afairly low impedance, thereby avoiding slew-limiting at high frequencies."
54dB of gain is standard, but 44dB and
62dB are also available as special orders
from the factory.
Inside, things are laid out neatly and
suggest aclose attention to detail. Separate, elastomer-mounted boards are
used for the power-supply, signal-carrying, and I/O sections. The parts spec
includes Sovtek tubes, MultiCap and
Solen caps, Roederstein, Vishay, and
Mills resistors, abeefy toroidal transformer, and silver ICimber Kable for
internal wiring. The chassis and top
cover are even treated with Soundcoat
to damp vibrations.

One
SF Ipresident Chris Johnson confirms that considerable effort went into
optimization. "God is in the details...
things like the power-supply regulation,
more than the basic circuit. Our goal
was to build an ultra-high-gain, ultralow-noise tube phono stage. We spent a
tremendous amount of effort on making it quiet — things like circuit-board
layout and grounding.... Our JFETs are
Japanese —difficult to source in North
America, but very quiet. Then we
encapsulate them, because we found
out that they were sensitive to air currents within the chassis. We use shunt
regulation for the power supply ... it's
expensive and inefficient, but has less

than half the noise of the best series-regulator stages. That saved us 2-3dB. Our
toroidal transformer is completely
encased in silicon steel, which saved
another 4dB. Our previous product, the
SFP-1, had 57dB of gain and 72dB signal/noise ratio. With the Phono One
we were able to achieve 62dB of gain
and an S/N of 84dB."

Except for some small irregularities
likely due to noise in the low frequencies, the Phono One's frequency response (fig.1) was exceptionally flat.
The channel separation measurements
(fig2) were taken at an input of 5mV
(1kHz). While the two channels differ
significantly, even the poorer of the
two figures (L-R crosstalk) is low
enough to be audibly irrelevant, given
the far worse crosstalk of even the best
phono cartridges.
The THD+noise vs frequency measurement is shown in fig3. Note that this
result is shown for two input levels. The
curve at 5mV (20dB above the standard
MC output level of 500pV at 1kHz)
indicates auniformly high level of distortion across the band, but the reading is
probably dominated by noise. Increasing
the input level to 39mV at lkHz clips the
circuitry above 7IcHz, but reveals the true
THD level below that frequency.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise vs output
in volts at 1kHz. Note that the THD
plateaus above 20V output, though it
goes marginally lower at nearly 50V out
This corresponds to an input of 39mV —

which is where the figure used for one of
the curves in fig3 comes from. (This
high input level was not used for the
crosstalk measurements because it was
found to make little difference below
about 12kHz.) Below this input level,
noise causes the distortion reading to be
higher, above it, the actual distortion of
the preamp itself begins to increase.
The Phono One's overload margin
was excellent at lIcHz and 20kHz for a
low-level moving-coil preamplifier. A
THD+noise reading of 1% was reached
at inputs of 72mV at 1kHz (432dB
overload margin ref. 500p.V) and
215mV at 20kHz (32.7dB overload margin). Because of the relative levels of
noise and distortion, it was not possible
to obtain aTHD+noise level as low as
1% at 20Hz. The minimum THD+
noise at this frequency is 2.37% at an
output of 1.86V and an input of approximately 025mV — afair overload margin of 14dB.
There was nothing particularly surprising in the Phono One's measurements. This is arespectable set of results
for amoving-coil phono stage.
-Thomas J. Norton

Systems and setup
I've used the Phono One sans tweaks in
avariety of systems, mostly driving its
companion Line Three line stage and
fed by either aMicro-Benz LO4 or
Clearaudio Gamma Gold cartridge.
Synergistic Research and ICimber cables

Measurements

E

xcept as otherwise noted, the Sonic
Frontiers Phono One was measured
as received: set for a 100 ohm input
impedance.
The Phono One's output impedance
measured 185 ohms, its input impedance
95 ohms. The DC offset at the Phono
One's outputs is areasonable 12.5mV in
the left channel, 10mV in the right The
preamp is noninverting. The voltage gain
at lIcHz in the 100 ohm input impedance setting measured 59.6dB — more
than sufficient for all but the lowest-output moving-coil cartridges. S/N measured an excellent 85.5dB from 22Hz to
22kHz, 702dB from 10Hz to 500kHz,
and 90.7dB A-weighted.
STE FUMY..
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Sonic Frontiers Phono One, RIAA error
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Sonic Frontiers Phono One, crosstalk (from
top to bottom): L—R, R—L (10dB/vertical div.).

10

Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers Phono One, THD+noise
(
0/o) vs frequency (from top to bottom at
lkHz): at 5mV at IkHz; at 39mV at kHz.

Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers Phono One, distortion (%)
vs output voltage into 100k ohms.
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Edge of the Art -The Best of CES '99

The Most Exciting New
Speaker At The CES Show!
Revel's Brilliant Ultima Studio Speaker System
• • • • • • OOOOO • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • OOOOO

Without question this speaker was the big
winner at the show. Anyone auditioning
speakers under $20,000 will find the Ultima
Studio irresistible. It's an extraordinary
performer, and an unsurpassed value.
Seemingly defying the laws of physics,
the Studio sets new standards of performance in its price range. And it out guns
some very big name competitors, at a
substantial savings.
Its compact size and elegant styling make
it the perfect choice for high performance
home theater and two channel systems.
The Ultima Studio gets our vote for speaker
of the year!

11enacker
President, (herture
The complete Revel collection, including the Salon, Gem, LE11Sub15,
Voice and Embrace speakers, is on display at Overture.

‘âOVERTLIRE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478 6050 •(800) 838 1812 •www.overtureaudio.com

The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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from Audioquest, Aural Symphonics, Audient, Cardas, FMS,
Highwire, Jena, MIT, Music Metre, Nordost, Purist Audio, Sonoran,
Straightwire, Synergistic Research, Tara Labs, Wireworld, and XL0.

Sceptor 2/C and 4/C Speaker Cable...50% Off
Audio Magic Sceptor,
aready known for it's unheard of sound and construction quality at its price point, is
now an even more unbelievable
bargain. Sccptor uses Audio Magic's 50/50 Silver over Copper conductors,
with FEP Teflon dielectric and Mylar
damp i
ng filler. Terminations are high pressure controlled cycle crimped
and sealed with lead free 4% Silver solder.
Ar list price the Sceptor is an absolute steal. At these prices.., it's
spades or pins. Bananas are available at an additional cost.
just unbelievable! Standard termination is Go
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Digital Statement Generation One
0.5m BNC/BNC $99.95 (List $250)
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Digital Cable Blowout
While They Last....

Digital Standard Generation One
0.5m BNC/BNC $49.95 (List $150)
0.6m BNC/BNC $49.95 (List $160)
0.7m BNC/BNC $49.95 (List $170)
0.5m RCA/BNC $49.95 (List $150)
0.6m RCA/BNC $54.95 (I.ist $160)
0.7m RCA/BNC $59.95 (List $170)
0.5m RCA/RCA $59.95 (List $150)
0.6m RCA/RCA $69.95 (List $160)

Grado Headphones

$52.50
$62.50
$72.50

Hafler Trans•Nova Power Amps
,lékey

1Pai
The package includes the Creek 0131-1- II
headphone amp, Grado SR60 headphones, and a
high quality Mogami headphone extension cord.

Sceptor and Apprentice Interconnect Cable...50% Off
, 0.5m pr
N). 1.0m pr
1.5m pr
2.0m pr

Creek •Grado •Mogami Package

SR-60
SR-80
SR-125
SR-225
SR-325
RS-2
RS- I
The Amp

$69
$95
$150
$199
$295
$495
$695
$349

Audio Technica Phono Cartridges
.4481.5911
Nloving Maple

$199
•
ix 9511

Moving Cod

50% off on TARGET Stands
ealle
Sale Price
ER-5 30" Tall
$157.50
GR-5T 40' Till
$215.00
GR-5 32" Tall
$
TT5 Series-11 29"
$119
97
7:
5
50
0
TT3 Series-II 29" Tall $129.50
SP-40 16" speaker build $39.50
SP-50 20" speaker stand $39.50

Break Out That OU Vinyl
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Factory Refurbished Amps. Now with 3year warranty!
Hafler
Hafler
Hafler
Hafler

Transnova
Transnova
Transnova
Transnova

P7000
9303 THX
P3000
P1500

Packazr
Audi Techeica 0C-9M1
Creek 0811-9phono pre amp

$799 (List $1400)
$649 (List $1300)
$399 (List $800)
$299 (List $600)

$385.00

Get the rest of the story on the web at www.hcmaudio.com

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269

Audio

2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail address: info@hcmaudio.com

Sonic
were used around it, and it rested atop a
Merrill equipment stand. Power was
delivered through aPAC Super IDOS,
with aNirvana isolation transformer
added to further isolate digital sources,
and an AudioPrism Quiet-Line filter
sharing the outlet. The Acoustech PH-1
(reviewed by Wes Phillips in the June
1998 Stereophile) and VAC CPA-1 Mk.II
were on hand for comparisons.
Sound
Nothing. That's the first thing that struck
me about the Phono One. Until the stylus touched the vinyl, there was nothing
there ... dead silence. Sonic Frontiers'
efforts to reduce noise seemed to have
succeeded spectacularly. The Phono One
wasn't quiet "for atube unit," it was quiet

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT
turntable, JMW Memorial tonearm, Benz-Micro LO4 phono cartridge; Immedia RPM-2 turntable/tonearm, Clearauclio Gamma
Gold cartridge.
Prearnplification:
Acoustech
PH-1 phono stage, Sonic Frontiers
Line 3 line stage, VAC CPA-1
Mk.II preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Plinius SA100 Mk.III, VTL Ichiban, VAC
Renaissance 70/70.
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry
Dvorak, Magnepan 1.6 Q/R, Thiel
CS23.
Cables: Nirvana S-L, Kimber
KCTG, Bi-Focal XL, Synergistic
Research Resolution Reference
and Designer's Reference.
Accessories: VP! and Disk Doctor record-cleaning products, Sumiko Fluxbuster, Dennessen Soundtractor alignment protractor, Shure
stylus-force gauge, Inunedia Needle Nektar and LAST stylus fluids,
Decca record brush, Bright Star
and Merrill equipment stands,
Bright Star isolation systems, PAC
Super IDOS and Nirvana AC isolation and AC delivery systems,
Synergistic Research A/C Master
Couplers and Reference Master
Couplers, Tiptoes, VP! "Magic
Bricks," Dirt Devil Mini Attachments vacuum accessories.
Room treatment: Echo Busters'
Bass Busters, Echo Busters, and
Double Busters; homemade panel
resonators.
-Brian Dandiroger
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action between the instruments' sounds
and the surrounding space. If anything,
the SF! erred slightly to the side of
coherence rather than definition. Regardless, image edges were reproduced
equally well in all three dimensions,
interacting and blending very naturally
with the surrounding space.
The Phono One did avery good job
Aslight midrange
of reproducing a soundstage, and of
highlighting was apparent, locating the images in it. The stage
width stretched to slightly beyond the
speakers, which is good but not great
though it didn't stand out
compared to other preamps I've used.
or get in the way
The overall depth of the stage, however,
and the precision and consistency of the
of the music.
front-to-back layering were superb.
Ambience retrieval was excellent as
non. The music was there, sure — there
were balanced, lifelike images, and a well, my only quibble being that the
soundstage never sounded completely
large, coherent soundstage laid out
transparent. The SFI had aslight liquid
across my listening room. But there
texture that filled in the spaces between
were no obvious characteristics that provided an easy handle to grab or made a instruments and subtly thickened the
ambience. That's anit, however, in the
strong first impression.
face of the Phono One's excellence in
The Acoustech PH-1, in comparison,
was immediately striking in how it this area. If the recording was made in a
real space, its components — width,
sharply outlined images and subtly
height, depth, ambience, the sense of
highlighted deeply buried counterspace and hall boundaries — were remelodies. Similarly, the VAC's vivid
tonal colors and dimensionality always produced faithfully and woven into a
seamless sonic picture.
caught my attention and kept me glued
The Phono One was good in each of
to the listening chair. That's not to say
that the Phono One wasn't musically these areas, but its greatest strength was
engaging — it definitely was. Session
how well they all fit together. The overall picture was so coherent and well-balafter session, Iwould try to concentrate
anced that the tendency was to ignore it
on critiquing the system's performance
altogether, to briefly register, "Yeah,
but ended up focusing on the music
instead. The Sonic Frontiers just didn't that's right," and move on to the music.
The Reiner/Chicago reading of Promake its presence known as clearly as
kofiev's Lieutenant Kijé (RCA/Chesky
most components I've heard.
RC10) was agood example. Right from
Two factors that contributed to the
the distant trumpet and drum at the
Phono One's elusiveness were its tonal
opening, images were sized and located
neutrality and balance. Its overall frecorrectly with respect to the audience,
quency response sounded flat, and indisoundstage, and surrounding space. I
vidual instruments' harmonic balance
cued up this album several times, each
seemed right, free from obvious coltime vowing to carefully analyze the
orations. Dynamics, detail, and pitch
size and perspective of each image, or
definition were better in the midrange
each component of the frequency specthan at the frequency extremes, but the
trum. Each time, however, the orchesdifferences weren't huge. Double basses
tration would build and I'd find myself
didn't have quite the pitch definition of,
absorbed in the overall sonic space and
say, aclarinet, and cymbals and triangles
the performance itself.
didn't have quite as much bell-like funThe Ray Brown Trio's Soular Energy
damental ring as they should. The tran(Concord Jazz/Bellaphon LELP 111) was
sitions were gradual, however; aslight
midrange highlighting was apparent,
another good example. There's no soundstage per se on this recording, but there is
though it didn't stand out or get in the
agood sense of dimensionality and layerway of the music.
ing, and of each instrument occupying
The re-creation of images and their
relationship with the surrounding space
and interacting with aparticular volume
was an area where the Phono One
of space. The Phono One captured these
excelled. Images were dense and realischaracteristics and relationships correctly.
tically dimensional. Their edges were
In contrast, the Acoustech PH-1 proclearly defined — not by unnaturally
duced images that were more sharply
distinct outlines, but by asmooth interbounded but with less dimensionality.

period. What's more, it was as quiet after
nine months of continuous use as it had
been right out of the box.
Even after the music started, "Nothing" remained my initial impression.
Nothing, that is, in the sense that nothing jumped out to demand my atten-
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•HOME THEATER specialists
•Audio and Video: a single component
to a matched system
•Custom design & installation...
•We work with architects and designers
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•Surround Sound: Dolby Digital, DTS
•Consulting •Troubleshooting
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Sonic
There was no sense of layering or space;
the piano and tenor sax alternated at
being pasted on top of each other.
The Sonic Frontiers' resolution of
low-level detail in complex passages
wasn't as good as some I've heard. This
shortcoming wasn't obvious or jarring,
but more acase of "if you don't know
it's there, you'll never miss it." Even

familiar recordings like Lt. Kijé seemed
to have arealistic level of detail. However, switching to the Acoustech PH-1
exposed what the SFI had missed.
Quiet countermelodies, like the bouncing clarinet line at the opening of the
second movement, were obvious with
the PH-1. The line was there with the
Phono One, but you had to listen close-

Talking with Chris Johnson
products. Our entire product line
will continue. We will not abandon
any products or lines in the foreseeJanuary 1998's "Industry Update," Sonic
Frontiers was acquired by Canadian loud- able future. If the worldwide market
speaker manufacturer Paradigm on Sep- continues to support traditional twotember 1, 1998. Although Sonic Frontiers channel audio, Sonic Frontiers will
was in receivership at the time of the deal, continue to serve that market. If,
the merger appears to have stabilized SF's four or five years down the line, the
operations and permitted them to move global market for two-channel audio
forward. Irecently asked Sonic Frontiers isn't viable, we'll reassess our posico-founder Chris Johnson — now Sonic tion ... but we don't see that as
Frontiers International president — how imminent. Idon't think that anyone
things had changed since the Paradigm would deny that the size of the twotakeover, and what it meantfor thefuture channel audio market has been
of the Phono One and other Sonic Fron- reduced, particularly in North
America, and in response to the situtiers products.
ation in Asia. If it stabilizes and
Chris Johnson: We've received plateaus, we'll continue our developtremendous support from Paradigm. ment of two-channel audio prodThey have four plants, with over 250 ucts. If it continues to slip, continued
employees, near Sonic Frontiers ... a development will be limited to
considerable infrastructure that has enhancements of the current prodlent, and will continue to lend, sup- ucts, at best.
port. The changes are ones that Damkroger: What about the Phono
One in particular? Has development conalways occur in amerger, because
they improve efficiency. For example, tinued on it?
we have switched over completely to Johnson: It first shipped in August
using their Macintosh-based business '97, and there hasn't been any develsoftware. Mostly, the changes are opment since that time. If the analog
invisible to the customer... the sales market remains viable, we'll conand design staffs and functions tinue to produce it.
Dainkroger: What's coming in the
haven't changed.
next six to twelve months in terms oftwoFor one thing, their backing has
allowed us to expand our Parts Con- channel audio? Are there products under
nection division ... something we've development that are about ready to be
wanted to do for along time, but released?
didn't have the resources. They've Johnson: Within the next six
also allowed us to launch aHer- months or year, we'll almost certainculean effort to enter and expand ly release an enhancement of our
into the multichannel market. In cal- separate digital processor to accept
endar 1999, we will enter all product the next digital format. If that's twocategories in the multichannel mar- channel, it will be atwo-channel
ket — source components, proces- product. If it's multichannel, that's
what it will be. Similarly, there will
sors, and multichannel amplifiers.
Brian Danikroger: What does that be aSonic Frontiers DVD-based
mean for Sonic's existing two-channel player and/or transport. That product depends primarily on sorting out
products?
Johnson: We have design teams the copyright issues.
continuing to develop two-channel
on the Stereophile web(www.stereophile.com) and in
Asi tertported
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ly and concentrate to follow it.
In contrast with its obscuring of lowlevel details inside complex passages, the
Phono One's resolution was excellent on
simple arrangements, and within lead
instruments. On Soular Energy, Ray
Brown's bass and Gene Harris' piano
were beautifully detailed. The instruments and voices on "Under the Boardwalk," from Rickie Lee Jones' Girl At Her
Volcano EP (Warner Bros. 23805-1), were
vibrant and detailed; "Hey Nineteen,"
from Steely Dan's Gaucho (Japanese
MCA VIM-6243), was stunning. On Li
Kijé, Icould follow individual instruments
within swelling violin sections, but not
the faint, muted trumpets underneath.
A great example of the SFI's detail
resolution — both strengths and weaknesses — was the short, third-movement Impromptu in the Martinon/Paris
Conservatoire performance of Bizees
Jeux D'Enfants (London STS 15093). At
one point, asoft trumpet softly plays at
the rear of the stage beneath massed,
plucked violins at the front. With the
SFI, the violins were beautifully detailed, individual instruments distinct
and precisely located. On the other
hand, it required concentration to hear
the trumpet line, much less follow it or
get asense of the instrument's tonal
quality. Still, until Iknew to listen for
the countermelody and concentrated
on doing so, Iwas content to simply
revel in the lovely strings —and in the
music itself.
The Phono One's reproduction of
dynamic transients paralleled and contributed to its apparent detail resolution.
Large transients were produced very
well, especially in simple arrangements,
or for leads or small groups. Bizees sudden string crescendos, for example,
were startling in their impact. However,
low-level countermelodies were limited
in their dynamic range, as if the SFI's
ability to reproduce dynamics decreased
progressively as the overall level dropped from:to f, p, and ppp.
Another component of the Phono
One's sound was aslight blurring at the
leading edges of transients, particularly at
the frequency extremes. On Lt. 4'4 the
bass-drum transient had impact and
power, but the initial mallet stroke wasn't
as clear as it was with the Acoustech PH1. The SFI's initial transient also had abit
of overhang, enough to obscure the split
second of skin sound between the initial
stroke and expanding boom of the
drum's body. The leading edges of transients were blurred at the top end as well.
On "Sweet Georgia Brown" from Soular
Energy, high piano runs became more like
121
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Rachmaninot1/ Symphonic
Dances; Vocalise

LP =AAPFLE 005 $30 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPFG 005 $30 (Gold)

CD =CAPC 006 $16 (Alummum )

Rollins/Way Out West
LP =AAPJ 008 $30 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPJG 008 $30 (Gold)
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Stereophile Records 2Die 4from

19

Weavers/Reunion al Carnegie
Hall 1963

F.1

,Ánalnyile

Bill Evans Trio/Waltz for Debby

Ben Webster/At the

LP =AAPJ 009 $30 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPJG 009 $30 (Gold)

Janis Ian/Breaking Silence

Renaissance
LP =AAPJ 011 S30 (180 Gram)
CD -CAPJG 011 $30 (Gold)

LP =AAPP 027 $30 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPPG 027 530 (Gold)

Gene Ammons/Nice An Cool

Gene Ammons/The Soullul
Moods 01

HOODOO MAN BLUES
JUNIOR WELLS'
cacao° ewes ElAle

Aaron Copland Piano
Concerto/Gian Carlo Menotti
Plano Concerto

Junior Wells/Hoodoo Man
Blues
P=AAP8 034 $30 (180 Gram)

LP =AAPC 029 $30 (180 Gram)

Miles Davis Quintet/The Great
Prestige Recordings

Sonny Boy Williamson/Keep It
To Ourselves

5LPs AAPJ 035 $200 (180 Gram)
5CDs =CDCC 035 $175 (Gold)

LP =AAPE1 036 $30 (180 Gram)
CD =CAKE 036 S30 (Gold)
CO -CAPO 3036 $15 (Alummom)

LP

AAPJ 038 $30 (180 Gram)

Gene Ammons/Gentle Jug

LP =AAPJ 039 $30 (180 Gram)

(Combrnes Nne An' Cool and Soulful Moods, 2LPs on 1CD)
CO CAPJG 3839 $30 (Gold)

Premier recordings at Blue Heaven Studios
From APO !Will they become Records 2Die 4? We think so!
Jimmie Lee Robinson/Remember Me
Remember Me. Robinson's first effort for the APO label and
the first album recorded at Blue Heaven Studios, is an adventure
deep into the blues of Mr. Robinson's Maxwell Street
neighborhood, aneighborhood that has included residencies
with musicians such as Little Walter, Howlin Wolf, Freddie
King, Elmore James, Luther Tucker, Eddie Taylor. Magic Sam.
Jimmy Reed, Shakey Jake. St. Louis Jimmy, Eddy Clearwater,
Sunnyland Slim and more.
On Remember Me, Robinson accompanies himself on acoustic
guitar to create "The Lonely Traveller's" distinctive brand of
blues, which he says "represents alifetime of work, the trials
and tribulations of growing up on and experiencing Maxwell
Street."
Robinson sings in the powerful and sometimes piercing
voice that inspired the "Lonesome Lee" sobriquet when he
began recording for Bandera Records in the 1950s. Bootstomping, spur-jangling highlights include arousing
performance of "Wait For Me," Jimmy Reed-inspired "Boss
Man" and aspirited rendition of "Wagon Wheels."
LP
CD

MPO 2006 RS
CAPO 2006 316
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Little Hatch/
Coin' Back
Pull up aporch chair,
lean it back on two legs
and enjoy the music of
Kansas City blues legend Little Hatch on
Gob; Rack. They love
the little man in Kansas
City and you'll love
the sound that has been
lighting up the KC
nightclub sky and other
venues for years.
In about three hours. Little Hatch completed 15 cuts, most on
the first take. Twelve are on the CD and 9on the LP. The result
was traditional, raw blues at its finest with harmonica and slide
guitar. The acoustics of the grand old church make it sound like
Little Hatch is, indeed, playing just for you on your back porch
or in your living mom.
LP .AAPO 2007 $25
CD .CAPO 2007 $16
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Turn to page 9in Catalog Update
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,q1issandos, with the initial transients lost
inside the previous notes' resonance.
Putting it back together
All of these attributes, these strengths
and weaknesses, were components of
the Phono One's sound. Icould isolate
them and verify their existence. A more
significant truth —at least for me — was
that none of the Sonic Frontiers' individual characteristics jumped out to
interject themselves between me and
the music. For the most part, they were
consistent with the fabric of the music,
not superimposed on it.

None of the
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CD players - solid state and tube

It's also true that most of the Phono
One's shortcomings had the effect of
reducing the overall focus and impact of
the presentation by softening some of
the finest spatial and temporal details.
The effect is subtle, though. I'm particularly critical of components' performance in this area, and Inever found the
SFI's cumulative omissions sufficient to
rob the music of its vibrancy and life.
So, is the Sonic Frontiers Phono One
the analog equivalent of that Lotus Elan
or XKE? Is this one to grab while it's
still available, and park in your listening
room? It's certainly agood choice, and
one that Icould happily live with. Ipreferred the Phono One's coherent,
dimensional presentation to the Acoustech PH-1's more detailed one, but the
latter did highlight the SFI's shortcomings. Conversely, Imarginally preferred
the VAC CPA-1 Mk.II's onboard
phono stage to the SFI, but the Phono
One showed how quiet a tube unit
could be, and sounded more neutral
than the VAC.
It's aquestion of finding the one that
best matches your system and listening
tastes. Idefinitely recommend auditioning the Phono One if it's within your
price range. But one thing's for certain:
I'm not going to miss the chance to set
up akiller analog playback system. I've
got 10,000 LPs —and avivid memon
of this gorgeous blue XKE coupe ...
Stereophile, May 1999
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van den Hul Black Beauty phono cartridge

A

J. van den Hul calls the Black
Beauty a phono cartridge
11 "just for friends." In away,
this Black Beauty was made specially for
me — it's been tweaked for an undamped
linear-tracking arm. Says so right here on
the box: "FORSELL VERSION." But before
you explode, know that Mr. van den Hul
will be pleased to do the same for you.
He'll adjust the suspension of any Black
Beauty or Grasshopper series cartridge
for your arm and 'table. Or, should you
specify, for "the preamp and load impedance, aparticular brand of records to be
played, the type of music generally
played (jazz being more dynamic and
classical more spacious and detailed), and
other personal/sound preferences."
That's not to say you can't stroll into a
vdH dealer and abscond with the goods
there and then. You can send the cartridge
to the Netherlands and have its suspension tightened up at alater time, if necessary. Should you be able to forgo inunediate gratification for long-term pleastur, 1
you can order one through your dealer
made to your specifications. Production
time for aBlack Beauty, described as a
"resolution-improved" version of the
Grasshopper IV, is about two weeks.
Importer and erudite man about town
George Stanwick was quick to point out
that van den Hul is one of the few designers who constantly strives to maximize
the interface of cartridge and phono preamp. To begin with, there are two available versions of the Black Beauty. The
low-output specimen Iexamined generates 500p.V and retails for $4000. The
high-output variant boasts amighty 1
mV
output and can be had for $5000, its higher cost reflecting the greater number of
turns in its "24-karat enamel-insulated
matched crystal" gold coils.
If you're running alow-noise solidstate phono preamp with lots of gain, the
low-output version will be fine. Ahybrid
or all-tube phono preamp might be better suited to the high-output version.
'Men again, 1
mV can swamp some MC
phono inputs, so the 650pV Grasshopper
IV GLA might be more appropriate.
"The operating costs are the same in the
1Then you're not an audiophile!

Stereophite, May 1999

sense that they both run $500
for astandard repair," George
explained. "If you're straddling, the 'Hopper IV might
be asafer bet." The IV GLA
(gold, low output, alnico
magnet) runs $5000 and has
been my favored reference
cartridge since its debut.
Technical notes
The Black Beauty's
body (really, the motor
carrier assembly — there
is no body as such) is fashioned out
of black polycarbonate. The material and
shape are said to "dramatically reduce"
resonances excited by the motor. The
bodiless construction eliminates another
chatter-prone design element while
keeping the weight down. For the record,
the Black Beauty weighs a relatively
svelte 8.6gm in its stocking feet.
The armature, around which the coils
are wound, is square, which is said to
increase output by 25% over acruciform former. Therefore, phono-preamp
gain can be reduced by the same amount,
which in turn improves the signal/noise
ratio by 25%, or about 2dB in real
terms. vdH: "The more iron involved,
the higher the output per turn. The resolution of very low signal levels is improved because the higher output level
allows less masking of the groove information by preamp noise."
The square armature also results in a
better contact area with the dampers for
"a better grip of the rubber on the modulator." The inner support wire that
positions the armature in its gap is selected for low metal-fatigue characteristics.
"You will never find aloose coil 'hanging' around; even after aheavy accident,
this very rarely occurs," says vdH. The
front and rear pole pieces are afull 2nun
thick, reducing crosstalk between channels. A pair of silver eddy-current dampers around the magnet and its rear pole
piece further reduce crosstalk.
The new cartridge doesn't use the
alnico magnets found in the IV, but a
proprietary type said to deliver better
channel separation and higher resolution. (Mum's the word diez vdH; Inever

van den Hul Black Beauty phono cartridge

discovered the material's identity.) The
boron cantilever of the BB is shorter
than the IV's, so the cartridge rides quite
low. That means it's more robust, and
"resistance against accidental mechanical
overstress is increased." Compensating
for its shorter shank, the Black Beauty is
tapped with four mounting holes rather
than two, ensuring proper overhang
adjustment on awide variety of arms.
The Beauty uses the same IS variant
of van den Hul's patented miter-shaped

Description: Moving-coil phono
cartridge with boron cantilever.
Stylus shape: VDH-1S. Stylus radii:
211m x85pm. Equivalent stylus tip
mass: 0.32mg. VTA: 22°. Frequency
range: 5Hz-65kHz. Recommended
tracking force: 1.3-1.45gm; 11.2gm optional. Output voltage at
1kHz at 5.7cm/s: 500pV RMS.
Channel separation at lkHz/10kHz:
>35/>30dB. Recommended load
impedance: >200 ohms. Recommended tonearm mass: 6-10gm.
Price: 84000. Standard rebuild:
5500. Approximate number of
dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: van den Hul By, the
Netherlands. Distributor: Stanalog
Audio Imports, P.O. Box 671,
Hagaman, NY 12086. Tel./fax:
(518) 843-3070. Web: wvwv.van
denhul.com
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van
stylus as the 'Hopper IV and III. (The
Grasshopper III is still available with
copper, silver, or gold coils for between
$2700 and $5000, via special order.) The
cartridge incorporates amore or less
standard vertical tracking angle (VTA)
of 22°. Like all vdHs in my experience,
it liked to run atouch down at the rear
for best focus and tonal balance.
Interestingly, the recommended load
impedance was greater than 200 ohms,
which Ifound to be right on the money.
Over the years, A.J. van den Hul has
taken afair amount of heat for the relatively high compliance of his 'Hopper
cartridge line. Importer Stanwick
explains it thus: "Some swear by astiff
cantilever, some insist unipivot arms are
best, others air-bearing. It's all amatter
of balance. Mounting anoncompliant
cartridge to afixed-pivot arm can be a
little hard on the vinyl. A stiff cantilever
might work well, though, on amore
compliant arm. Conversely, aunipivot
arm with avery compliant cartridge can
prove to be abit loosey-goosey, if you
know what Imean, and that's not too
good for the vinyl either.

"But because van den Hul cartridges
are compliant, they're kind to the vinyl
and address a broader range of approaches to analog playback. Remem-

Over the years,
Al van den Hul has taken
afair amount of heat
for the relatively high
compliance of his
'Hopper cartridge line.
ber, Jonathan, no one person has the single right answer. Higher compliance
means our cartridges track better than
some more stiffly sprung types. But that
also means that arms with high horizontal mass need some stiffening of the suspension, as in your case."
/think my suspension needs alittle
stiffening too. Ahem. The 'Hopper III
and derivative Symphonic-Line RG-8,
two earlier, higher-mass designs that I'm
familiar with, were alittle touchy about

Associated Equipment

T

he Forsell Air Force One did
most of the work, with brief but
musical moments on Ms. Spotheim's
La Luce turntable and SpJ arm. The
Forsell and its Flywheel sit atop apair
of Signal Guard II anti-resonance
platforms, which help gready in isolating them both from the environment. Phono cable was exclusively
XL0 Signature. A good deal of time
was logged on the Nagra PL-P, using
its hot-rod tape outs and with its
internal MC transformers engaged,
volume adjusted with the input
potentiometers. Other preamps included the YBA Signature 6Chassis
with its own MC transformer modules and the Expressive Technologies
SU-1 step-up. (The dynamics were
incredible.) Ialso had good luck with
the Balanced Audio Technology VKP10 phono stage on its own internal
step-up transformers into both the
BAT VK-5i and the new Classé
Omega line-level preamp. Iused a
variety of amplifiers: VTL MB-1250
Wotans, apair of Classé Omegas,
Nagra VPA monoblocks, Pass X1000 monoblocks, and the dualmono Forsell Statement
Speakers were our JMlab Utopias.

Stereophile, May 1999

Cable systems included Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference, and
upgraded DR with the Discrete
Shielding option. Cardas Golden
Reference, XLO The Limited, and
TARA The One were also in the
system. Iwired up the RCA-to-XLR
Canorus cable when running the
Nagra PL-P into balanced amplifier
inputs. Power cords were Synergistic's Designer's Reference Squared
Master Couplers.
ASC Studio Traps and Argent
RoomLenses rounded out the
acoustic treatments, with plenty of
Black Diamond Racing, DH Labs,
and PolyCrystal cones throughout.
PolyCrystal racks and Cable Towers
have become indispensable diez 10.
Iused and highly recommend the
following analog devices and unguents: The Winds Arm Load
Meter, adecent level, LAST Stylus
Cleaner and Treatment, Record
Research LP #9 cleaning fluid, my
old ZeroStat antistatic gun, Shun
Mook and Harmonix record
weights, and a fresh dental-floss
drive belt! Oh yes, and the Cardas
Frequency Sweep and Burn-in Record.
—Jonathan Scull

den

Hul

Black

Beauty

the Forsell's undamped air-bearing, linear-tracking arm. The combined mass
of the cartridge and arm developed
some serious side-thrust as the stylus
traced the lead-in groove to the beginning of the information area, and pulled
up smartly there to begin playing. Itook
to lowering both cartridges rather gingerly into the beginning of the information-carrying part of the groove rather
than the lead-in to avoid those lateral
forces on the suspension. The sound
was good enough to make futzing
around like that worthwhile, although
admittedly the situation wasn't ideal.
The newer, polycarbonate-bodied
'Hopper IV and Black Beauty don't suffer this indignity. Their lighter mass
develops less lateral energy, and their
suspensions are fully up to the task of
taking the load, especially as tweaked
for the Forsell. The only downside, if
you can call it that, is alonger break-in
time — say, about 60 hours rather than
the 40 or so it took before. And atighter
suspension doesn't mean the Black
Beauty can't be used in adamped pivoted arm like the Spotheim SpJ/La Luce,
with which it mated beautifully. But
since the cartridge on hand was specifically adjusted for an undamped lineartracker, Iprimarily ran it on the Forsell.
The physics behind the armature is
quite interesting. (Correct: Ihave no life.)
It's made of what vdH calls "practically
Weisz-domain-free iron." He goes on to
explain: "Ferromagnetic materials don't
change their magnetic polarization per
atom, but rather in aggregates or
domains. 'When the size of these domains is decreased, each magnetic field
change is responded to by the material's
polarization in a higher number of
smaller steps. This expresses itself in a
reduced-modulation noise level. The
modulator's square armature shape is
also very helpful here. The result is asignal waveform practically free of steps.
The much-reduced noise floor results in
an enhanced sense of resolution and spaciousness. This noise floor is the sum of
modulation noise plus surface noise.
With the strongly reduced modulation
noise, only the record-surface noise is
left. The extremely-low-level groove
information, therefore, is no longer
masked, and that means the sense of spaciousness and resolution improves alot."
That's why Mr. van den Hul has long
advised against fluxbusting moving-coil
cartridges. He explains that degaussing
reduces the number of those pesky
"Weisz magnetic complexes" in the
magnets. Flwcbusting can help in realigning those complexes that have become
127

or CD), the dreamy chanteuse follows
with Modern Cool. Not only the most
anticipated iazz release of the year with the same Chicago quartet from
Café Blue (plus trumpet) -but another arresting sonic triumph as well.
"People need music now," says Barber. "They need music that speaks to
their souls, not just their heads."
Why "Modern Cool"? Barber says
she would "leave the 20th century
kicking and screaming," not giving in

PATRICIA BARBER:

to a "dominant ideology (of) empty

MODERN COOL

materialism." It's Barber's clear-head-

After the wild success of Patricia

ed reductionism at its finest. CD,

Barbers Café Blue (Record to Die For

$14.99, or 1130-gram LP now available!

twice! -- available on Music Direct LP

LP, S29.99.

Radiohead OK Computer •
RIg. Stones Bridges to Babylon/No Security
Son Volt: Straightaways (Stereophile ROTMV
Wide Swing Tremolo
Paul Weller Modern Classics'
Cassandra Wilson New Moon Daughter (ROTM)
The Yardbirds: BBC Sessions'

VINYL - NEW RELEASES
The following domestic and import(*) LPs are lust
asampling of what we carry We have one of the
largest selections of new vinyl in the country!
Tori Amos. From the Choirgirls Hotel
Beck Mutations
The Boo Radleys .Kingsize"
Johnny Cash Unchained; American Recordings
Chemical Brothers Dig Your Own Hole
Bob Dylan. Time Out of Mind

0040
0043
0044
0045
0047
0048 ..
0050
0051
0052
0054
0055.

Lost Sims .Quietly There
Steve Miller Band: The Joker
Tina Turner. Private Dancer
Ernie Watts .Long Road Home
Miles Davis Quintet: Welkin'
Kenny Dorham Quiet Kenn
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Bill Evans .Sunday at the VI
Horoko Kokube Bridge
g \far°
Ernie Watts Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays for Bud

JVC XRCD II -the next step in XRCD!
201
XRCD Il Sampler
202
John Coltrane .Settin' the Pace
203
Modern Jazz Quartet. Concorde
204
Sarah Vaughn: Crazy and Mixed Up
206
Basie/Peterson The Timekee Pers
Tiger Okoshi Color of Soil
207
***** SPECIAL *****
Bass legend Charlie Haden and pianist Charlie
Anderson team up on adisk of extraordinary
acoustic jazz. Five stars for performance and
sound from Stereophile! CD. $17.99.
none but the lonely heart

JVC XRCD
These are the best sounding COs on the market,
period! $25.99 each.
0032
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ANALOG ACCESSORIES
Music Direct carries the best in analog accessories
Call (or products not listed
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer

Enya Watermark (Japanese 180-gram)
Garbage Version 2"
Marvin Gaye: Midnight love
PJ Harvey Is This Desire'
Jimi Hendrix' Live From Fillmore East
Hole: Celebrity Skin*
The Jayhawks Tomorrow the Green Grass
Madonna Ray of Light*
Alanis Morissette .Supposed .
Junkie'
Paul McCartney Flaming Pie/Standing Stone'
Pearl Jam. Yield

0035
0036
0037
0038

.0 Hawkins Good Old Broadway
Bill
1
0
1
y
l
*
d
sM
De
a
v
n
i
nMoon
i
il
eHoley
Sarah Vaughn How Long Has This
Been Going Ore

.$17 999
S3 499
AI
l
k
isgg°rgil
Diamond Racing cones (III/IV)
B
3/55 999
Benz Glider
call
Clearaudio cartridges now available
call
Disc Doctor record brushes
..
99/pr
Disc Dr Miracle Record Clog Fluid $19. 99/pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gruv-Glide II
$21 99
HiFi News Test LP
$24 99
Hunt Brush
$19 99
KAB Speedstrobe
$84 99
KAB Record Grip
$29 99
LAST record reservati ve
$25 99
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage
$694 99
Mary Zerostat
559 99

See you at
Booth 19,
Hi Fi '99 in
Chicago May 14, 15
and 16!
NEW IN STOCK
Audio Prism Qutetline filters
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Audio Suspendors (each)
Custom Power Cord Co Model II
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
Signet Tools (pkg of 4)
SCE Harmonic Recovery System
XL0 TPC wipes (plcg of 10)

$2499
$59999
$2999
$26999
$3999
$11 99
$44999
$999

THE FINE PRINT
We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6
central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For a
catalog, leave your name and address
on our voice mail. There is aS5 charge
for catalogs mailed outside North
America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest
inventories of domestic and import
vinyl and CDs, and other products from:
Acoustic Disc, Analogue Productions,
Alto Edition, Audioquest, Chesky, Clarity, Dec ca/London, Delos, Deutsche
Gramophone, DMP, Dorian, Fantasy,
Harmonia Mundi, King Super Analogue,
Mapleshade, John Marks Records,
MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile
Fidelity, Nairn, Opus 3, OJC, Proprius, RCA
Living Stereo, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield Lab, Sony Legacy, Telarc,
Water Lily.
Music Direct also features accessories and hardware from: Apature,
Arcici, API, Audio Prism, Audioquest,
Benz Micro, Black Diamond Racing,
Bright Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble,
Grado, Lightspeed, Margo, Monster
Cable, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio,
Rega, RingMat, Roomtune, Solidsteel,
Sound Anchor, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Versalab.

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

800449_8333
Ifs the
modemtely
MSB Link ts abatga in DAC tha tblows away gear costing
tenfirst
times
its
O

pd it works wi th eventing

YD.laSetdisc .
D-1
96 idlz converter. and al
otmore. Now MSB adds the AD
Audio Directo rand Digitizer, which converts regular analog audio to 24/961Mz

price

price d24-bit,

digital )lNith nine auto-switching analog inputs and adedicated phono input, the
ADD-1 outputs 24-bit
e44.1148f86.2(961(Hz to RCA, balanced, and optical
formats. ttilSB Link Dl Aconverter,

see. ADD-1, S599.99.

Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
flinty Gritty 1.0 record cleaning mach
Record Research Labs LP-9
Ringmat 330XLR
Shure v15VxMR
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
Sumiko Blue Point Special
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine

caU

S719 99
S24 99
S79 99
call
S16 99
call
S29 99
S429 99

1327 W. Washington Blvd ,suite 102
Chicago. Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail, md@amusicdirect.com
httpl/www amusicdirect com
New secure Web ordering!

van
disorganized over time, however. On the
other hand, the cure may be worse than
the disease, as flwcbusting reduces the
number of these complexes and realigns
the atoms into larger, less refined groupings. As aresult, postulates vdH, you'll
need to 'bust your cartridge more often,
with agradual loss in resolving power. It
may sound better after each degaussing,
but the continued reorganization of the
"magnetic complexes" becomes more
coarse, as does the sound.
I'll take his word for it.

1-10's Mini R2D4
I'm putting the LPs Ispun in a
sidebar because the albums are all
my absolute favorite best-of-thebest, and heartily, hugely recommended to all music lovers.
Jazz-wise, you can't lose with
Milt Jackson and John Coltrane's
Bags & Trane (Atlantic 1368), The
Modern Jazz Quartet (Atlantic 1265),
and Bags Groove (OJC-245, with
Miles Davis, Sonny Rollins, Milt
Jackson, Thelonious Mordc, Horace
Silver, Percy Heath, and Kenny
Clarke—what alineup!). Then
there's The Timekeepers/Count Basie
Meets Oscar Peterson (Pablo 2310896), It Don't Mean aThing If You
Can't Tap Your Foot to It (Pablo 2310909, with MiltJackson, Ray Brown,
Cedar Walton, and Mickey Roker),
Ellington Jazz Arty in Stereo (six-eye
Columbia CS 8127), Ellington Indigos
(six-eye Columbia CS 8053), The
Intimate Ellington (Pablo 2310-787),
and Miles Davis' Ascenseur pour
l'échafaud (Fontana 836 305-1, with
Barney Wilen, René Urtreger,
Pierre Michelot, and Kenny
Clarke). Just incredible, all of them.
I also listened to Cassandra
Wilson on New Moon Daughter
(Blue Note 837183 1), and Dead
Can Dance's sensuous Spiritchaser
(4AD DAD 6008). For classical I
listened to Jascha Heifetz's electrifying traversal of the Sibelius
Violin Concerto (RCA LSC-2435,
with the CSO), and one of my alltime faves, the Ansermet Memorial
Album: his last recording with the
New Philharmonia Orchestra,
Stravinsky's The Firebird (London
FBD-S-1) — a two-record set
including the rehearsal!
—Jonathan Scull

Stereophile, May 1999
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The Ansermet Memorial Album was
breathtaking in this regard, the air and
sense of original acoustic highly involving and enjoyable. The "launch" of
acoustics into this superbly re-created
space seemed natural and unforced, the
decay as fully developed as I've ever
heard. It was fascinating to hear Ansermet scold and cajole the troops, and to
listen for the change in acoustic between
the rehearsal and the performance itself
Evidently vdH's "resolution-enhanced"
description of this cartridge isn't hyperbole. Signal decay seemed to retain its
integrity as part of the acoustic event, right
down into the noise floor and below.
Isuppose that that might be an element
of the extraordinary sense of air Iheard,
textured and alive with sound and tonal
color. In the past, rve described how individual boundary layers of air can surround
performers on asoundstage, and noted
how they relate to each other and the larger acoustic of the recording venue. With
the BB, there was absolutely no sense of
any grouping of individual air-layer boundaries. Rathe4 the "near-field" integration
of the performers in relation to each
other and the larger space was seamlessly
presented as asingle acoustic entity.
And it didn't take alarge concert hall
to make that apparent. Concentrating
easily on the tonal color shimmering off
Milt Jackson's mallets in The Modern Jazz
Quartet, and especially Bags' Groove, the
Black Beauty's integrity in replicating
the acoustic delivered avivid, natural,
intimate sound. Even on close-miked
female vocals, the air and space were
Black is beautiful
The sound of the Black Beauty phono remarkable. Cassandra Wilson on New
cartridge had agestalt slightly different Moon Daughter sounded exceptional —
from that of the 'Hopper IV GLA I highly palpable and involving. The BB
know so well. Where the IV is sharply climbed all over female vocals like a
focused, layered, startling, and dynamic, randy gigolo anxious to please.
the BB was more round, almost opuHarmonic development in the midlent, with huge amounts of air and avery band was also of the rich and textured
strong sense of the original recorded variety. Now, my 'Hopper dishes out
acoustic. While the Beauty's imaging about as much as Iconsider seemly, the
was abit less finely focused than the BB even abit more. Is either "wrong"?
IV's, its imaging was convincing, even Not on your life! It's amatter of taste,
astounding at times in its own right. I setup, and even associated equipment.
found this to be aparadox of sorts. One The rich harmonics were apart of the
usually associates air with transparency, heightened resolution characteristic, I'd
but every rule needs its exception.
say. Bloomy, rich, textured, nuanced —
Iwas hugely entertained by the large, you won't be able to put the thing down!
any acoustic of Duke Ellington'sfazz Patty. This was accompanied by lots of body.
The palpability was greatly enhanced by Corporeal? Don't ask and don't touch,
the sense that the recording studio had because that's what you'll feel like doing
been transposed into our listening space! to the wonderfully dimensional charac(This was especially true with the Nagra ters you'll suddenly find cavorting in
VPA monoblocks.) It was awesome — your listening room.
the believability factor, if you will, was
extremely high, and the room boundaries Against the 'Hopper
of the recording studio were perfectly Of course, life is all about compromise.
explicated, as much sensed as heard.
There's no question that the Grass-

Setup
Setting up the Black Beauty was fairly
routine. I'm used to handling van den
Huis, but just alittle care and forethought make them (relatively) easy to
mount. The cantilever, slighdy less protuberant than the 'Hopper IV's, seemed
atad less inviting of disaster in the form
of sticky fingers, pets, and cleaning
ladies with strip-mining in their hearts.
Ibegan with the headshell more or
less parallel to the platter and aVTF (vertical tracking force) of 135gm, as routinely used with the 'Hopper IV. Agood
place to baseline VTF with Grasshopperand Black Beauty series cartridges is to
apply enough weight that the stylus
emerges from the center of the hole in
the pole piece (the front face of the cartridge) when under load in amoving
groove. This may change over time as the
suspension loosens up, so check it again
after the cartridge fully breaks in. van
den Hul suggests 200 hours as about
right, but you'll be hearing most of what
the Black Beauty can do after about 60
hours of play.) After alittle experimentation, Isettled on 125gm of VTF for optimal tracking, focus, body, extension,
smoothness, and tonal balance.
Iset azimuth with the (unfortunately) now-discontinued Audio-Technica
AT6020 Cartridge Analyzer and test
LP. Best readings for lowest crosstalk
between channels was found with the
cartridge just anudge from perpendicular as seen from the front.
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Classé
SS P-25

Master Control Center
•Active Shielding Now Available

•Newest Processor from Classé
•Includes DTS, AC3
•Simple User Interface
•Silver or Black Faceplate

•Actively Reduces System Noise Floor
by 12 db for Breathtaking Inner Detail
•One Master Control Center can power
up to Six Pairs of Interconnects
•Doubles Sound Stage Size for Both
Audio and Home Theater Systems

AVALO N
A COLIS

I

Arcus
•New
Generation
Loudspeaker
from Avalon
•Breathtaking
Clarity and
Soundstaging
•Stunning
Cosmetics,
Available in
Seven Finishes

RO KSA N

XERXES.X

•Outboard DC Power Supply
•Ultra Quiet Swiss DC Motor
•Outboard Speed Selector (No Belt Changing)
•Rosewood or Black Finish

•Rave Reviews
from
Press and
Consumers
Designed by Neil Patel
for Avalon Acoustics

•New Lower Price Makes it aBargain

Convergent Audio Technology
New! SL-1
Ultimate

New! JL-1
Signature

Improves on
the SL-1 MKIII
in the
Following
Ways:

From the design
genius of Ken
Stevens comes his
latest master
stroke. CAT now
uses improved
wire, better
capacitors and
new transformers.
This is without
question the
world's finest
amplifier.

•More
Powerful
Bass with
Greater
Authority
•Reduced Grain, Less Mechanical Sound
•Liquid Free Flowing with Huge Crescendos
•Makes All Other Pre-Amps Sound Coarse and Mechanical
by Comparison

$29,995.00/pair

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
•ATIANTIS •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO MAGIC •AUDIO PHYSICS •AUDIO TECHNICA •AUDIOMECA •AUDIOQUEST •AVALON ACOUSTICS •AYRE
•BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •BASIS •BENZ-MICRO •BRIGHTS1ZLR •CHANG LIGHTSPEFD •CLASSÉ •L1FAR AUDIO PHONO PRODUCTS •CODA •CONRADJOHNSON •CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •DISCOVERY CABLE •DUNLAVY LOUDSPEAKERS AND CABLES •FAD •EAR •ESSENTIAL SOI ND PRODI. (TS
•FANFARE •GENESIS •GRAFF •GRAHAM TONE \HMS •IMMEDIA •KIMBER LURE •KUZMA •LYRA •MAGNUM DYNAIAB •MARANTZ ClAsNIC •NIEI
•MESA •MICROMEGA •MORDAUNT-SHORT •MI

•MUSIC METRE •MUSIC REFERENCE •NAGEA

•NORDOST CABLES •PIJNIUS •REFLECTION AI DIO •REGA •REI. ACOUSTICS •ROGUE AUDIO
•ROK.SAN •RPM •SILTECH •SME •SOIIDSTEEL •,.0NUS FABER •SI MIKO •SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH
•TARA LABS •TARA TABS DECADE •TICE •TO1L

sI
'END •1H 5\,1 ICI RATION •VON SCHWEIKERT

RI:SE \Ft( 11 •%PI •WADIA DIGIT1I •'TE STD\ nu II SN SR •5\ 11,() \ III NIAI! •5115 •ZOETHECUS

',()

PHONE: 716.742.2860
FAX: 716.742.2859

E-Mail: analogshop @ ancom
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van
hopper IV is faster on the leading-edge
transient, more "see-through" transparent and dynamic. The IV has more
Startle Factor, and that Ireally love. The
faster leading edge seems to pull the
music along with atouch more verve
and snap than the Black Beauty managed — the IV is abit more on the pace.
The BB wasn't slow by any standard,
however. Along with its snappier transients, the IV is also more macrodynamic than the Beauty —partly due, I'd say,
to the overall gestalt of the new cartridge, partly because of its slightly
lower output. Don't scoff; that extra
1.5mV made for aperceptible boost in
ballage, as it were, especially with the
all-tube Balanced Audio Technology
VK-P10 phono preamp.
Balancing that was the Beauty's superb
ability with microdynamics, aiding and
abetting the all-encompassing sense of air.
Listening to the awesome bass on Dead
Can Dance's SpititchanT (4AD 46230-2)
left me in no doubt that both cartridges
handled the nether regions with power
and aplomb. The BB was alittle less
quick and transparent down there, but
actually dug deeper than the IV, and with
slightly more heft and power.
In the highs, the Beauty proved allur-

ing, sweet, and attractive, if atad less
incisive than the IV. The 'Hopper
sounds more dynamic and extended,
perhaps even atouch more linear, but
the Black Beauty also embodied these
same characteristics, if not quite so well
as the IV does in some ways, and better

In the highs, the Beauty
proved alluring,
sweet, and attractive,
if atad less incisive
than the IV.
than it in others. One is not less for
being different from the other.
Then, too, I'm really splitting hairs.
Believe me, these are two great cartridges; matched with the right system,
they're both as good as it seems to get
around here.
Beauty is more than skin deep
Ithink van den Hul has this right. Lownoise, high-gain, solid-state phono stages
like the YBAs will get the best out of the

den

Hul

Black

Beauty

Black Beauty, although the Nagra PL-P
had more than enough clean tube gain.
Given that, Istill ever so slightly prefer the
Grasshopper IV for its shimmer, pace,
large-scale dynamics, and excitement.
The Black Beauty sounds slightly more
restrained, alittle more harmonically
fleshed out throughout the frequency
band, and atouch more forgiving on
top. Certainly its most endearing quality
is the wonderful, breathable sense of air
it drops over soundstage and listener
with no apparent effort at all.
The Black Beauty has alittle more
Koetsu in its soul than the 'Hopper IV,
along with an equal dollop of vdH family
values like extension, linearity, speed,
transparency, imaging prowess, and air.
The vdH is no ICoetsu, however, and that
works both ways. If anything, other than
its close relation the 'Hopper N, the Black
Beauty reminds me of the WilsonBenesch Analog, acartridge close in price
and similar in sound. Of the two, the new
van den Hul gets the nod for its refinement and top-to-bottom integration.
As they say on the TV Food Network, it's all amatter of taste. Highly
entertaining, highly musical, highly recommended. Keep those analog fires
burning.

INEXPENSIVE POWER CONDITIONING FROM AUDIOPRISM!
"Clarity, dynamics, imaging, and apparent power all improved
substantially, so much so Ideemed the Foundation III an
"essential component" and mailed AudioPrism acheck."
Barry Willis. Stereophile. Dec.98. Vo1.21 No.12

FOUNDATION III

STEREOPHILE "RECOMMENDED COMPONENT"
"This little wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise
right at the outlet, audibly lowering your
system's noise floor. One of the most dramatic
and cost-effective audio improvements
money can buy."
Barry Willis, Stereophile, Oct.98,
Vol.21 No.I0

Available From:

Stereophile, May 1999

1022 Rolling Barrel Rd
Pendleton, IN 46064
Info: 765-778-2715
Fax: 765-778-2669
Email: ElusDisc@aol.com
Web: www.elusivedisc.com

Foundation I&
also available.

ACFX TM

"Like the Noise Sniffer,
the LFI Quietline filters,
and the Foundation III
line conditioner, it's an
excellent addition to your
system." Barry Willis,
Stereophile, Dec.98,
V01.21 No.I2

ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-782-3472
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800.229.0644
http://www.needledoctor.com •e-mail info@needledoctorcom •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E, MPLS MN 5541.
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The STATEMENT
Reference
Reference Master
Reference Sonata
V15VxMR -Audiophile
$275
Reference Platinum
Since the advent of "high-fidelity", the Shure V15 Series has been
Prestige Gold
the standard by which all other cartridges are measured -Literally! Prestige Silver
Prestige Red
Stereophile Recommended Comp. Class C $$$ 10 /98 p. 83
Prestige Blue
"Cold out of the box, the V15 sounded warm." -Stereophile 7/97
Prestige Green
Prestige Black

X5-MC
$265
X3-MC
$215
$2
XI-MC/MCP
$1250000 ..."a very good performer for the
$800 money" -Stereophile Rec. Com1
$500 XI-MC Class D 4/98 p. 109 MF
$300 .—
$180
$150 1

$
$
1
8
10
0 THOR215
$60
$40

Michael Fremer Says
..."It is among the finest
cartridges I've ever
heard at any price-"
-Stereophile March 1999 p. 41
Grado Statement
M97xE -High Performance. .$94
Outstanding Cartridge For High
Performance
This cartridge is able to accurately
reproduce very difficult musical passages. Featuring the same exclusive
Dynamic Stabilizer "shock
absorber" used on the V5VxMR to
ensure uniform tracking force under
difficult playing conditions.

MP94E- Music Lover (T4P) .$65
M92E -Versatility (T4P)
..$25
Economical and versatile for the
widest range of applications.

M78S -Classic (for 78 rpm) ..$60
For wide groove /78 RPM recordings spherical 2.5 mil diamond tip.
The N78S stylus is compatible with
all current model Shure cartridges.
$65
$25

It's performance is superior to
other cartridges in its price range.

TD-295 MK 1178 RPM 20% Off
List Price
$999"
Sale Price
$799"
TD-280 MK IV 26% Off
List Price
Sale Price

$540
$399"

TD-2001
TD-325
TD-190 78 RPM

$1800
$1180
$570

audio-technica,
Mono
Cartridge

M94E -Music Lover
M7OBX -Value

Factory Sale!

SFG-2
Stylus tracking force gauge

$25

RA-1 Headphone Amplifier ..$350
Reference RS 1Headphone $695
Reference RS 2 Headphone $495
Prestige SR 325 Headphone $295
Prestige SR 225 Headphone $200
Prestige SR125 Headphone .$150
Prestige SR 80 Headphone ..$95
Prestige SR 60 Headphone ..$69

"it's rare that any audio
product can come
along and simply bowl
me over. In this case, I
yield!"
-Stereophile 6/97 Grado RS-1

0C-9
List .. .$400
Sale . .$200
440ML
List ..8219"
Sale

MC 25 FL
List . .8450
Cale ...$225

20th Anniversary Sale!
Visit www.needledoctor.corn
Over 600 Web Pages

Jerry & Brigid
Raskin

info@needledoctor.com • 800.2290644 •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414
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"The sounds from the Pro-Ject 1
had the famous engaging bloom
and warmth so characteristic of LP
-Audio Review Italy Pro-Ject 1.2

YEAR

HD-600
$34505
'P KR, and ST
e unanimous in
Ming these the
est dynamic
?adphones they've ever heard.
he only ones with which Ihave
,
er been physically or sonically
›mfortable," says KR. "
Uereophile Rec. Comp. Class A
3/98 p. 120

iudierisin

Ruby

quiet
line *II

quiet
ie

S199 8 Piece Set

KCAG -147

Silver Streak-147

.$4301m pr

$1901m pr

..."represents a major performance
breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. -Stereophile
Recommended Comp. 10 /98

HERO-144

.$120 1m pr

Newest analog interconnect, features include GyroQuadratic field
geometry & DTC conductors.

actual
size
PBJ

$781mpr

Stereophile Rec. Comp. Se 10/98
..."let's face it nothing comes close
to Kimber Kable's PBJ." -Fi Mag.
4/98 Letters p. 12
1
1111.

1 . 116111111.:

Planet $795
Astronomical Value with Rega's
Planet? -Stereophile Cover Story
2/98 p. 101 John Atkinson

Planar 25 New
$399

$125 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid FPC copper
(99.997%). RCA plugs are welded
on using 8,000 amperes of current
commingling the molecules.

Topaz

Planar 3 Class D $$$

$1275
$695

Planar 2 Class D
$499
"If you're an all-CD kind of audiophile, Here is the kicker: Ithink the
Rega 3 will blow your mind,
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class D Turquoise
$$$ 4/8 p. 105 Michael Fremer
Jade

ice subject to change without notice. Picture may be representation of product.

actual
size
— 22 awg LGC Drainwire
22 awg LGC Copper
Poypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PP Filer
PVC Jacket

•••

"

$75 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid LGC copper
(99.97%).
"...uncolored at an affordable price.
Great value." -Stereophile Rec.
Comp. 10 /98

$699

CFX

$195 1meter pair

- Silver Plated Drainwire
22 awg FPC Copper
-Polypropylene Insulation
-- Foil Shield
PP Filer
PVC Jacket

"But at a whisker under $800, it is
an astronomical highend bargain."
-Stereophile Rec.Comp.Class B
$$$ 4/98 p. 111 John Atkinson
ower Foundation Ill

Air I

3k

. 21 awg FPC-6 Copper
Air-Hyperlitz Insulation
Poypropylene Isolating
Polypropylene Jacket
FoiVMylar Foil Shield
Silver Plated Drainwire
PVC Jacket

Pro-Ject 1.2 New Price .. .5319
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Pro-Ject 6.1 New Price .. .$595
Perspective "New for 99". .$995
Clear Acrylic Base, Fully Suspended
"Natural sound with good bass,
well-made excellent value. Hard to
beat at the price." -What Hi Fi UK
Pro-Ject 1.2

KIM3ER KABLE

Unshielded but astonishingly transExtremely pure solid FPC-6 copper parent, and offering improved
(99.99997%). RCA plugs are weld- image focus and even better clarity
ed on using 8,000 amperes of cur- when compared with Kimber's
rent commingling the molecules.
PBJ. A JE and TJN favorite. Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10 /98
actual
size

$695

.need not apologize for itself in
ly way at any price-that's how
od it is"- Stereophile Rec.
,rm. Class B SSS 10/98 p. 97

hiiet Line

Opal

4.1&
fl%

BiFocal XL
BiFocal X
Monocle XL
Monocle X

$1800
$1200
$880
$660

8'
8'
8'
8'

pr
pr
pr
pr

"These cables do just about everything right and are among the very
best I've heard." -Stereophile
Recommended Comp. 10 /98

8TC SU
4TC $$$

$12 foot
$7 foot

A double run of 8 TC greatly
improves the sound, feels DO.
$45 1meter pair Excellent bass. -Stereophile Rec.
$29 1meter pair Comp. $$$ 10 /98

AUDIO OUTLET
Servin

Discriminatin

AcCirus •Altis
Audio Logic •Aragon
Audiolab •Cary
C.E.C. •Copland
Encore •Genesis
Levinson •Metronome
Monarchy •Muse
Parasound •Panasonic
Rega• Ultech •YBA

Mark Levinson No 39
On Display

ELECTRONICS
Acürus •Aragon •Aesthetix •Audiolab •Audio Matière
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And the award goes to ...
Every year, I religiously watch the
Grammy Awards telecast —but not for
the music, or in the bizarre belief that a
Grammy means anything more than a
boost in sales the day after the show and
asubtle but very real acknowledgment of
who's in and who's out in The Business.
Iwatch because, as live comedy goes, the
music biz's big night of puffery and egomania ranks right up there with The
Honeymooners. Inevitably, by the end of
each year's glamfest, my ribs ache from
laughing at any number of impromptu
incidents of buffoonery, self-important
fantasy, and lame, overproduced live
music numbers that make Vegas stage
shows look like opening night at Barge
Music. Here are my favorite snapshots
from this year's edition.
Of the musical performances, most of
which were live — the cheesy, '70s-style
lip-syncing seems to be a thing of
Grammys past — two stood out:
•Bono in his faux Stasi fatigue togs, looking lost and very uncomfortable as he
tried to sing gospel with a large
and genuinely talented all-black assemblage led by Kirk Franklin. If the
National Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences, who sponsor the Grammys, was trying to stage ametaphor for
the current, uncertain state of Bono's
career, they succeeded. For amoment, I
felt almost sorry for him —until the
return of my long-running action-adventure fantasy of Bono and that other irrelevant UK demigod, Sting, writhing in
pain. Actually, those two are almost
pitiable cases these days. Although you'd
never know it from their incessant rockstar preening and posturing, both fell off
the radar screen of what's really happening in music avery long time ago.
•The evening's worst live performance
was perpetrated by that wise hippie
princess from the great white north,
Alanis Morissette. She came out looking
like Elvira and proceeded to body-raga
her way through abridge-and-chorusless exploration from her recent, slowmoving sophomore album, Supposed
Former Infatuation Junkie. When asong's
major emotional impact comes from a
smoke machine, something is desperately (and boringly) wrong — which, in
Stereophile, May 1999
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have newfound respect both for the performers and for the Folk Alliance itself,
which has become much more organized and professional since the last
conference Iattended, five years ago. As
fate would have it — especially considering my less than serious comments
above—the two strongest acts Isaw
were from Canada, which has long been
abastion of support for the Alliance.
Barachois, aquartet from Prince Edward
Island, were whirling dervishes of fiddle
music, slapstick comedy, and snappy
tunes sung in Acadian French. Carlos Del
Junco, aToronto resident who fronts his
own electric blues band, plays a10-hole
diatonic harmonica chromatically. This
produces an odd, otherworldly tone that,
once you get used to it, adds awhole new
dimension to standard three-chord blues
tunes. Ialso caught part of ashowcase,
presented by Vermont-based Gadfly
Records, featuring English folk-rock
songwriter Julian Dawson, whose performance was filled with sturdy songs and a
very strong live presence. His upcoming
album, Spark should be worth alisten.
The only downside to the conference
was its late hours. So as not to conflict
with the 15 or so main showcase acts
chosen by the alliance itself, and which
ran from noon until lOpm, all the other
players— who made up 99% of the
musical talent present— had to wait
Folk invasion
While it doesn't require a degrading until around 10:30pm to begin. This
probing of orifices to diagnose, Critic's means that quiet, serious solo singerDisease, which can be just as virulent in songwriters were going on at 2 and
armchair practitioners, is achronic con- 3am. Now, staying up for arock band,
dition. Its major symptom: over time, whose drum kit and volume keep you
those infected develop almost instinctive
awake is one thing, but asolo artist at
suspicions about certain kinds of music that hour of the morning...? Isaw
and musicians that can then metastasize more than one attendee having atough
into mindless prejudice. Like most time concentrating, let alone staying
Critic's Disease sufferers, Ifind some- awake.
thing vaguely creepy about the clannish,
Which brings me to the fact that, after
ultra-sincere aura of this country's folk- three days, Ihave anew respect for just
music underground — those "Folk how hard it is to play the singer-songNazis" who share with their more infa- writer game. While extraordinarily giftmous namesakes the twin evils of ruth- ed performers like Greg Brown make it
less exclusivity and blind devotion, and look simple, it's easy to forget that being
can be abit too earnest for my tastes. Or asolo singer-songwriter —just aman or
at least that's what Ibelieved until woman and aguitar, all alone up there,
February 25, when the North American singing their own songs — is perhaps
Folk Alliance rolled into Albuquerque the most terrifyingly difficult piece of
for its annual conference.
turf to stake out in all of music.
Although I'm still no folk partisan, Ido Especially at three in the morning. II

this case, it was, to the nth power. Way
to use that national television exposure
and bowl 'em over, Alanis baby!
•Celine Dion supplied the biggest
laugh of the evening. Unlike the Titanic
itself, the career of this one-octave, oneemotion songster did not sink immediately but, thanks to the portentously
titled "My Heart Will Go On Forever,"
has lingered entirely too long. Just after
Aerosmith's Steven Tyler had finished
vocally strangling the Armageddon theme,
Dion was caught clapping halfheartedly,
aquizzical/horrified look on her face
that said, "Okay, that's cool... Iguess?"
As soon as she realized that the camera
had zoomed in tight, however, the clapping turned hearty, she found aquick,
warm smile, and her head began to nod
as she mouthed "Yeah! Okay!" America
can no longer count on the presence of
Neil Young to counterbalance everything that oozes south.
•But seriously, folks... kudos to Sheryl
Crow — yes, that Sheryl Crow — for
her thoughtful, well-spoken tribute to
A&M Records. Considering A&M's
proud back catalog (one title says it all:
The Flying Burrito Brothers' The Gilded
Palace ofSin), the label is one of the most
tragic victims of Seagram's purchase of
PolyGram.
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Jacqueline du Pré

F

or most Americans, the film
Hilary andJackie is their first exposure to British cellist Jacqueline
du Pré.
Though du Pré's international career
lasted only adecade, she revolutionized
the solo cello with an emotional immediacy that not only opened new expressive vistas in Elgar's Cello Concerto, but
also prompted adeeply personal rapport
with her admirers. She performed in
America only intermittently, and mostly
in her fitful final years, when she suffered from anervous breakdown and
from the bizarre symptoms of early
multiple sclerosis, which included losing all feeling in her hands. During a
shaky 1973 performance of the Brahms
Double Concerto with the New York
Philharmonic, the disease set in decisively, ending her career without so
much as aremission, and, after aheartbreaking decline, taking her life in 1987.
Now, thanks to Hilary andJackie, the late
cellist is this year's David Helfgott, a
real-life story of brilliance and fragility
that lends itself to any number of misleading movie clichés.
Loosely based on the book of

the same title (original UK title: Genius
in the Family) by du Pré's sister, Hilary, the
film (with Emily Watson in the title
role) portrays the blonde, smiling, ecstatic du Pré as arrogant, insensitive, and
spoiled rotten, demanding to have sex
with her sister's husband as acure for her
own nervous breakdown.
The British press, in retaliation for
revelations in the book that no one
wanted to hear, revealed that Hilary's
own life was hardly as wholesome as it
looked: Jackie was only one of many
intrusions into her sister's marriage.
Sadly, Hilary got additional heat for distortions in the movie that did not appear
in the book, most courtesy of director
Anand Tucker, who claims he did his
own research on du Pré, and that his
conclusions are there on the screen.
Du Pré's husband, Daniel Barenboim,
was inevitably drawn into the mess. Out
of respect for him, EMI refused to
license any of her recordings (many with
him conducting or accompanying on
piano) for the film. Hilary andJackie also
re-opened discussion on whether or not
Barenboim abandoned du Pré. He has
admitted turning down offers to
lead London orchestras (where
she lived during her years of ill-

ness) in lieu of the Orchestre de Paris,
which was nearby, but gave him enough
distance to begin afamily with another
woman. The pro-Barenboim camp says
he was with du Pré every possible weekend, and often called her twice aday.
(Remember too, that she was sick for 14
years and could easily have lingered
longer —a long time to put your life on
hold.) Even the received wisdom that
Barenboim was the cosmopolitan sophisticate of the two is challenged by those
who knew the couple when they toured
together, and saw Jackie discreetly apologize behind his back for his lack of manners, or scrunch down behind her cello
case in embarrassment over one of his
more public flourishes.
The happy outcome of all this is that
the movie has stimulated interest in the
real du Pré, who, unlike Helfgott, rewards this attention athousandfold. On
the Hilary and Jackie soundtrack, Sony
uses an ultra-passionate 1970 recording
of du Pré's signature piece, the Elgar
Cello Concerto — agood choice, but
one made out of necessity, as it's her
only recording not on EMI.
EMI nonetheless benefited simply by
never having taken du Pré's recordings
out of print. The recordings have aged
magnificently. Sonically, most sound as

Cellist Jacqueline du Pré, shown here with husband Daniel Barenboim, was one of classical music's most gifted and memorable solo instrumentalists.
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Building
though they might have been made yesterday. Artistically, du Pré is flattered by
comparisons to artistic descendants like
Yo-Yo Ma and Mischa Maisky: the more
you listen, the more her penetrating
emotional presence and interpretive precision transcends just her temperament
and enters into the realm of genius.
Unlike most high-personality musicians,
du Pré didn't transform the music in her
own image. She intensified, magnified,
electrified, and focused whatever happened to be in the music—not just
moment by moment, but down to the
deepest tectonic plates of its
construction. In addition to
illuminating what the music
was saying, she painted an
emotional and psychological
portrait of who was saying
it. As modern and emotional as her Elgar seems, it also
maintains an Edwardian dignity that other cellists miss.
She not only tells you what
the composer wrote, but
who the composer was. It's
the kind of playing that
haunts you in your dreams.
Her cello sound is utterly
distinctive and all the more
fascinating for its imperfections. Not as
rich in tone or genteel in manner as the
famous French cellists, such as Pierre
Fournier, du Pré's lower range could
occasionally get muddy and her upper
range could stray into being pinched or
thin. Certain intervallic leaps in her
playing were achieved with audible
effort. Stylistically, she had one foot in
the 19th century — cellists of her generation roundly eschewed her swooning finger slides.
Yet she maintained some semblance of
the metrical rigor embraced by her contemporaries. In that context, her pairing
with Barenboim is curious: As achildprodigy pianist, he met and played for
dinosaurs of the romantic era (Wilhelm
Furtwângler and Edwin Fischer), and frequently discusses the need to recapture
their grand manner. He has rarely come
close. Du Pré did it regularly, and on pure
instinct. She was what he still —at least as
apianist — wants to be.
In their best moments, Barenboim
provided acool Apollonian frame for du
Pré's Dionysian fire. The contrast was
telling in other ways as well. As aconductor and pianist, Barenboim, in my
opinion, has few readily identifiable
characteristics; his intelligence, musicality, and energy fuse into acompelling
musical moment that lacks distinctive
touches one is able to recall after the fact.
Stereophile, May 1999

Du Pré's hallmarks were feats of
phrasing that immediately are branded
onto your soul, identifying the expression
latent in any given bar of music with
something she had personally and vividly
experienced, while highlighting the music's natural contours in ways that convince you that her way is the only way.
Only from Maria Callas have Iheard
such insightful phrasing so consistently.
Indeed, du Pré could give the most abstract music asense of dramatic narrative.
She was operatic: Her playing conveyed
matters of life and death. That approach

introuva hies

can be exhausting for the listener, with
du Pré, it's addicting.
The recordings
Like Maria Callas, Jacqueline du Pré
was incapable of making an uninteresting recording. That doesn't necessarily
mean you must have every single one,
but tracking down the essential du Pré
isn't as easy as it would seem, particularly considering that her recording career
spanned only 12 years.
The most complete collection is Les
Introuvables de Jacqueline du Pré (EMI
Classics CDZF 68132), a6-CD set put
out by French EMI that's agreat buy
(I've seen it for as low as $36). However,
it's an import, and not widely distributed.
Inevitably, the du Pré discography
begins with the Elgar Cello Concerto,
her signature piece. It is currently available both as part of Les Introuvables and
in asingle-disc format (EMI Classics

a Library

CDC 56219) In contrast to the grander,
bolder, more daring live recording she
made five years later (the one that's now
available on the Hilary and Jackie soundtrack), the 1965 studio recording wears
better on repeated listenings, with its
greater sense of interpretive precision,
and du Pré's resourceful containment of
her vision within asmaller, more intimate frame. There's also awonderful
sense of discovery about the 1965 performance: She was in the process of
overhauling the way people think about
the piece, and her collaborator, the seasoned Elgarian Sir John Barbirolli, seems
utterly carried away in rediscovering the
piece himself. It is aperformance that
remains the pinnacle of her recording
catalog as well as one of the most influential cello recordings of all time.
Although the later recording, made
with the Philadelphia Orchestra under
Barenboim, lacks the sense of discovery
that's so palpably present in her landmark
1965 recording, it is more mature and
considered and has an emotional extravagance that
some may love and others
may find beyond the realm
of good taste. It's her most
controversial recording.
In more widely recorded
repertoire, du Pré stands
easily with the giants.
Dvorák's Cello Concerto,
which can seem even more
overfamiliar than it is
thanks to its lack of mystery,
emerges fresh and new
with du Pré, Barenboim,
and the Chicago Symphony
(EMI Classics CDC 47614;
also on Les Introuvable* She plays the
first theme group with the fierceness oía
Czech freedom fighter. The second
theme group is one of those moments in
which she whispers her deepest secrets
without ever sounding precious, affected, or losing the confrontational spirit of
the first theme group. Following her
interpretation, artistic choice by choice,
is a constant source of surprise and
delight; in any number of moments
when the music's emotional color seems
amatter of interpretation, du Pré invariably goes for the ecstatic, rendering perhaps the most exalted reading of the
slow movement ever recorded.
No less miraculous is her recording of
the Schumann Cello Concerto, with
Barenboim and the New Philharmonia
(EMI Classics CDM 64626, and on Les
introuvables). The work needs strong personalities —like much of late Schumann,
it seems adraft away from being fin139
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theme juxtaposes hope and
ished, its broad, lyrical strokes
despair with profound exisawaiting more detail. With her
tential depth.
sense of personal confession
Another BBC set, Jacqueline
and urgency to communicate
du Pré: Her Early BBC Reit, du Pré simply picks up
cordings, VoLl (EMI CDM
where the composer left off.
63165), includes the two Bach
She works asimilar but less
suites found in the Introuvables
dramatic feat with the even
box, but also contains one of
more amorphous Delius Cello
du Pré's few recorded forays
Concerto (at the moment
into lighter music: the cello
only available as part of Les
transcription of Falla's Suite
Introuvables), arecording Iparpopulaire espagnole and an even
ticularly treasure; this lovely,
more fascinating step into
pastoral piece is seldom taken
modernism: Britten's severe
up by major cellists.
Cello Sonata in C (final two
One of the discs in the Les
movements), in abeady-eyed
Introuvables set is devoted to
collaboration with Bishopclassical concertos in perforKovacevich.
mances that clearly predate the
Du Pré's chamber-music
authentic-performance moverecordings with Barenboim are
ment. Tempos are slow, orchesthe most dispensable. He's in
tral textures are thick, and
glittering pianistic form in their
there's no attempt to meet the
1970 live recording of the Beetcomposers on what we now
hoven cello sonatas from the
recognize as their own turf:
Edinburgh Festival (EMI CMS
Purely from the standpoint
63015), but his (or perhaps
of musical content, Ican live
more accurately his labels')
without her earnest, wellpenchant for complete cycles
meant resurrection of Matt(whether Beethoven sonatas,
Argentinian ice meets English fire: For abrief period, Barenboim and
hias Georg Monn's Concerto
symphonies, etc.) drags du Pré
in g. Haydn's Concerto in D du Pré formed apotent personal and professional alchemy.
through music that hasn't a
succeeds on its own anachrothough she's making it up on the spot.
lot to offer her. One still might want to
nistic terms by dint of the sheer convicbuy this set because it includes her renThere's also aparticularly heartfelt retion of du Pré's collaboration with
dition of Op.102 No.1, which isn't availcording of Bruch's Kol Nidrei, recorded
Barbirolli. But the same composer's
in 1962 but seeming eerily prophetic,
able elsewhere.
Concerto in C with Barenboim has the
These problems are particularly glarEnglish Chamber Orchestra sounding considering that du Pré would convert
to Judaism upon marrying Barenboim.
ing in the Beethoven piano trios (EMI
more stylistically unsound for its surface
For all its riches, the Introuvables set has ZDMC 63124) with Pinchas Zukerman.
slickness.
its omissions. If there's one classical con- Even in Beethoven's later piano trios —
The three other Introuvables discs are
certo du Pré was born to play, it's the
0p.70 and Op.97 ("Archduke") — it's
devoted to chamber-music recordings,
very much Barenboim's show. He plays
and some are curious choices. Wisely, Boccherini in B-flat, with its melancholy, meltingly lyrical slow movement.
too loud, as though trying to match du
this trio of discs includes her recordings
Pré's emotional grandeur. However, he
of Beethoven's Cello Sonatas 3and 5 It's available on an individual CD paired
lacks her infallible instinct for rubato.
with her performance of the Haydn
with Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich; unConcerto in D, Barenboim conducting
(She never let it interrupt the flow; he
like Barenboim, he was more like her
(EMI CDC 47840), or in the three-CD
did.) A number of other live recordings
partner in crime, with results that are
of works later recorded in the studio
wildly intense without being neurotic.
Favorite Cello Concertos (EMI CMS
In her last studio sessions — the 1971
63283), which contains most of the conhave also turned up on the hard-to-find
Franck and Chopin sonatas — du Pré
certos on the Introuvables set, with the
Arkadia label; I've neither seen nor
doesn't always sound physically up to
Delius conspicuously absent.
heard these releases.
coping with the balance problems, parGlaringly omitted from any compilaOne of EMI's more idiosyncratic
tion are her Brahms sonatas. She
ticularly in the Chopin, but the Franck
compilations, the two-CD Impressions
recorded the second one, Op.99, twice,
is full of memorable moments. (Both
(CMS 69707), features Beethoven's
are also available on aseparate single
the better being the earlier, 1962,
Op.70 No.1 trio, the "Ghost," along
recording with Ernest Lush on Jac- with the Elgar Concerto, one of the
disc, EMI CDM 63184.)
queline du Pré: Her Early BBC Recordings,
There are also two unaccompanied
Haydn concertos, and the Beethoven
Bach sonatas (1 and 2) from 1962, not
VoL2 (EMI CDM 63166). Its youthful,
Op.69 sonata in the Barenboim performance. The couple's best chambermade as commercial recordings but muscular energy realizes the music's
salvaged from the BBC archives. The
latent symphonic grandness. The later,
music collaboration is the one du Pré
1968, recording of both Brahms sonatas
first — heard in airless studio sound —
disc that appears not to be available: a
copies the famous Pablo Casals recordwith Barenboim (EMI CMD 63298)
rambunctious, live 1972 Tchaikovsky
ing, sometimes phrase for phrase. The
has less energy, though Iwould never
Piano Trio, Op.50.
second is du Pré at her most personal,
want to be without this performance of
There are two postscripts to the du
blazing best, playing the music as
Op.38: her reading of the opening
Pré discography.
Stereophile, May 1999
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ENGLAND

One is the 1995 release (on EMI
CDC 55528) of two significant but not
crucial discoveries: Strauss's Don
Quixote with Sir Adrian Boult and the
New Philharmonia Orchestra (1968),
and the Lalo Cello Concerto with
Barenboim and the Cleveland Orchestra (1973). The Strauss is aconcert
rehearsal inadvertently taped on the
heels of an aborted recording session
with Otto Klemperer. Though it's great
to hear du Pré enshrined in such lush
orchestration (and she plays with her
customary commitment), her colleagues lack the concentration of alive
concert or recording session.
The Lab is aminor piece, much of it
beneath du Pré, but there's some lovely,
playful music in the middle movement
to which she lends her characteristic
magic, and the final movement is full of
charm and dash made all the more
poignant by knowing she would have
only afew more playing months left.
(Even those last months were frustratingly uneven, though eyewitnesses at
her infamous Brahms Double Concerto
in New York say she was passable by
most standards, disappointing mostly by
her own.)
The other postscript: To see du Pré is
to better understand her. Much was
made (both in life and in the new film)
of her animated body movements while
she played — they were partly what
turned off Klemperer in the Don
Quixote sessions —though in this era of
the increasingly mannered Yo-Yo Ma,
du Pré seems pretty tame. Still, the vitality she exuded was as physical as it was
emotional. Her most famous video is
the 1969 Christopher Nupen film, The
Trout (Teldec Video VHS 2292-462393), which documents aperformance of
Schubert's beloved quintet with an allstar lineup including du Pré, Itzhak
Perlman, Pinchas Zukerman (viola),
Zubin Mehta (double bass), and Barenboim — all young turks with bushy
heads of hair, extravagant sideburns, and
exuding abrash energy.
In hindsight, we know what's become of these artists: With the intermittent exception of Barenboim, their
middle years have been artistically disappointing. Some haven't been taken
seriously in years. Among them, du
Pré clearly vibrates on a different
wavelength: She has an overall concept of the piece, while the others
have only method — ingratiating
method, to be sure, but they're still
interpreting the music from the outside in. Du Pré approached it from the
inside out.
Stereophile, May 1999
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BEST MUSIC BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!
GROOVE NOTE RECORDS

JVC

PRESENTS:

0201
0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

xrcd&xrcd2

XRCD2: Sampler
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basie & Peterson: The Time Keepers
Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
Miles Davis: Bogs Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village..
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

0045 Ernie Watts: The Long Road Home
0036 The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
0047 Miles Davis Allstors: Wolkin'
0048 Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
0049 Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
0031 Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
0050 Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
0044 Tino Turner: Private Dancer
0052 Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
0054 Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
0055 Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays For Bird

Over 70 titles now availablç includin2 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label
and more on the way! Contact us for ocomplete list.
LP
/Red CD
1800 LP's & Geld CD's New Only $22.99'
2059
2067
2056
2058
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
2063

"Best Album of HIFI 98 'GRV-1001
'A Blues classic is born!' GRV-1002
These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for .$24.99
NEXT RELEASE JAN 99: Illinois Jacquet /Birthday Party GRV 1003
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivante Productions 180g LP's

GZS.1031
GZS•1056
GZS-1070

VPLP001 AI DiMeola.

features 3

LP ever! Take your system and ears for the ride of their life -

VPI.P0021.1. Cale /Naturally
The "Blues-Master' singer/songwriter at his hest!
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Fe'

SONYMASTERSOUND GOLD CDS

1

23.99

All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT! — Order Before The 're Gone!!
64413 Janis Joplin: Pearl
64212 Santona: Santana
CALL FOR
66226 Carole King: Tapestry
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
64368 Frank Sinatra: The Voice
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
\ LIST
64408 Dove Brubeck: Time Out
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Solio
64426 Roger Waters: Amused To Death
64411 Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
64274 Duke Ellington: Black, Brown d Beige
64405 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
64425 Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We.. 52944 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues..

$30.0,9

PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LPI

Patricia Barber: Modern Cool CD & 180
LP NEW!!!
LP's ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY! ORDER Now!!!

audioquest
N./1 Li 9 I

LP's: $17.99
CD's: $12.99
LP's only available
up to 1043
165/175
166/176
164/174
NA /171
155/177

1044
1045
1046
1051
1048
1049
1050

River

Ter

Gold CD's:$22.99*

MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Sale!!! $29.99
Moody Blues: Days Of Future Past
Steve Winwood: Arc Of A Diver
Elton John: Tumbleweed Connection
Steely Don: Gaucho
Aretho Franklin: INever Loved A ....
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story
Tom Petty: Damn The Torpedoes
Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Eric Clapton: Slowhand

536
564
552
577
565
548
557
562
572

Elton John: Honky Chateau
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader
Santana: Abrazos
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Tom Petty: Hord Promises
B.B. King: Live At The Regal
Keith Richards: Talk Is Cheap
Cream: Disraeli Gears
Traffic: Mr. Fantasy

MFSL Out-Of-Print 2000 LP Sale!!! $34.99

202
205
206
210
211
214
215
217

Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
MK): Modern Jazz Quartet
MX): Blues At Carnegie Hall
John Hiatt: Bring The Family
Queen: The Game
Duke Ellington: Anotomy Of A Murder
Moody Blues: Threshold Of A Dream
Albert Collins, R.Croy
Showdown

220
218
257
218
221
249
256
253

Eric Clapton: Eric Clopton
Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Sonic Youth: Goo
Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Bob Marley: Exodus
Boston: Boston
Queen: A Day At The Races
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens....

Art Davis: A Time Remembered
DAD1011
New Music Consort: Pulse
DAD1012
Red Rodney: 1957
DAD1013
Rochmoninoff: Symphonic Dances
DAD1014
J.Rushing: Gee Baby Ain't IGood EnoughDAD1016
Zoot Sims & Al Cohn: Either Way
DAD1017
John Lee Hooker: Mr. Lucky
DAD1018
Glory: Original Soundtrack
DAD1019
Som Phillips: Indescribable Wow
DAD1020
Chris Whitle •Dirt Ft, ,
DAD1022

Only

$29.99

John Lee Hooker: Boom Boom
Earl Hines: Blues 6 Things
Som Phillips: Cruel Inventions
Terry Evans: Blues For Thought
Hank Mobley: Roll Call
Dr. John: Brightest Smile in Town
Gershwin Collection: 2 Disc Set
Freddie Hubbard: Open Sesame
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
C. Added :Somethin' Else

ecorth Gold CD & 180LP SALE! $12.99

CSCD6001 Mendelsshon: A Midsummer Nights...
CSCD6006 Argenta: Espana
Call for
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
I CSCD6049 Greig: Peer Gynt
complete
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
list!
LSPCD1773 Bob & Ray: Throw A Stereo Spectacular
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
LSPCD2533 Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Mnods

Ki 4
•

WORDS

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

512
579
543
545
574
532
551
570
553

ClasNic

Livingston Taylor: Ink
24/96 DVD's: $26.99 (1_1[SIN
Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Mary's
CD's: $12.99
John Faddis: Remembrances
Dave's True Story: Sex Without Bodies
Super Audio Collection & Pro Test Disc
Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile: The Desmond Projet

Blondie: Parallel Lines
CCR: Green River
Frank Sinatra •Duets

SEW
736 Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs & Englishman 722 The 8yrds: Untitled
Jethro Tull: Songs From The Woods
727 Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
CAT STEVENS
737 Moody Blues: Question Of Balence
731 John Coltrane: Ballads
lc,scr .1.d Tim firtca
735 Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever
720 Jethro Tull: A Passion Play
732 Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends
718 Moody Blues: 7th Sojourn
729 IOCC: The Original Soundtrack
714 Steppenwolf: Steppenwolf
726 James Taylor: Dad Loves His Work
728 Don McLean: American Pie
721 Don Henley: End Of The Innocence
733 Loggins & Messina: Full Soil
723 Stevie Ray Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying 730Tears For Fears: Songs From The Big Chair
724 The Velvet Underground: White Light/White Heat

DAD1001
DAD1002
DAD1003
DAD1004
DAD1005
DAD1006
DAD1007
DAD1008
DAD1009
DAD1010
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Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Come to
Robert Lucas: Completely Blue
Doug McLeod: Unmarked Rood
Bennie Wallace: Bennie Wallace
Mighty Som McClain: Journey
Joe Beard: For Real
Sherman Robertson: Gaina Bock

GZS-1062
GZS-1064
GZS.1053

(lassie ReconiN Audio DVD's

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 / LP's: $Call
PREM-1919
Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM
PREM- 741

COI s ir, oddfionol

734

LP SALE :S29-99
WAS $34:99

25th Anniverso Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180les
-Hit I
Jt//lr R
TBM-6
• Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
TBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
TBM-63
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
TBM•25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, argon, boss, drums.
TBm-39
Green Caterpillar: Masaru Imado Trio + 2 (guitar & congas).
TBM-35
You Are MySunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standards.
IBM-24
Blue City: Isao Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitar).
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
TBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
IBM-15
Blow Upl: Imo Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
TBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamomoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
TBM-1005 Scandanavian Suite: Big band jazz like you have never heard before!

CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pot Benator: In The Heat Of The...
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

MOBILE FIDELITY

legends, all on acoustic guitars taking you to new sonic and musical heights! Finest Guitar

three blind mice

Jethro Tull: Original Mosters•
Judy Collins: Best Of....
The Cars: Greatest Hits
Al Green: Greatest Hits
Van Halen: Von Halen
Not King Cole: Greatest Hits' Ce4n1
irfZei
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Linda Ronstadt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin Simon
Paul Simon: Still Crazy After All These Years
•Dn.bh•

The following DCC Gold CD titles are now OUT-OF-PRINTIII
This is your last chance to order these great titles at alow price! Order now!!!

$29.99

John McLaughin & PacoDel.ucia /
Friday Night In San Francisco Live!
This audiophile classic

/1126
/ 1130
/ 1123
/ 1125
/ 1129
/ 1127
/N.A.
/1128
/N.A.
/N.A.

Inv.. , ••Cane

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
VISA
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

LSC2288
LSC2323
LSC2336
LSC2364
LSC2398
LSC2405
LSC2419
LSC2423

Prokofieff: Sym.# 7/Russian
Tchoikovsky: Capriccio Italien...
Sibelius: Finlandia
Mohler: Symphony #4 in G
Kabolevsky: The Comedians...
Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
Festival Reiner

150+ page 153°° U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
CATALOG I FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/PrIouty M0,1.

1.4 Items:

$5 Coe. items 50c ea.)

/3-Doy Select: 1.3 Items $7 (odtl. Items $1 ea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: S8 ladtl. Items 51.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: lst Item Si 7.00 )adtl. items $1
)
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Recording of the Month
BILL LLOYD:

Standing on the Shoulders
of Giants
Koch LOC-CD-8035 (CD) 1999 MI Lloyd, Scott
Baggett, prods, engs, Brad Jones, prod,
Robin Eaton, Marshall Crenshaw, engs MD?
TT: 56:46
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

B

ill Lloyd's hooked on hooks. In
three albums —the second of
which, 1994's Set to Pop (ESD
80892), is still my album of the millennium —he's become amaster of
power pop. Power pop is distinguished from its stickier, sweeter
cousins —play-it-to-death Top 40 and
the really nauseating, Flintstones
chewable variety pandered by N'Synch, Spice Girls, and
Brittany Spears —by amusing love'n'lost lyrics, an abundance
of crisply realized major-chord melodies, intricately layered
voice and guitar mixes that often take on arock-guitar edge,
and ahealthy dose of surprising lyrical and musical quirks.
In the most recent monthly installment of the ongoing
friendly summit between Stereophile editor John Atkinson
and me over "Recording of the Month," JA said of Standing on the Shoulders of Giants, "I've already heard the Beatles,
but don't listen to me; I'm out of touch."
For the record, he isn't out of touch, and in this case he
hit the nail on the head. Mentioning the Beatles and Bill
Lloyd in the same breath is anatural occurrence that the
Nashville-based Anglophile power-pop singer-songwriterguitarist doesn't seem to mind.
In fact, in the song-by-song descriptions that accompany
the promotional copies of this, his third solo album, Lloyd
mentions the Beatles and John Lennon twice each, speaks
of setting out to write "a new 'Glass Onion,' "and throws
in references to the Zombies, the Kinks, the Rolling Stones,
and the Who. The only American references that apply in
his descriptions are the Byrds (thanks to Lloyd's love for
big, chirney, 12-string Ridcenbadcers) and those randy,
early-'80s founders of alt-rock, Memphis' Big Star. On
Standing..., Lloyd rolls all those influences into (damn, here
comes the inevitable onslaught of confectionery powerpop metaphors) abig jelly donut of arecord.
While no album is Set to Pop's equal in terms of impossibly
infectious songs, Standing on the Shoulders ofGiants has its share
of moments —including the title cut, which opens the
album with adisplay of Lloyd's verbal and musical gifts. Over
abed of crisp snare shots and ringing guitars, he sings, "We
all long to make our mark /leave acrease in the line of time
/I'll sing this song until Ican honestly call it mine /Who
deserves more than atip of ahat? /Well, Igot no problem
with that ... /Here's to all who came first and begat /die rules
we're breaking." Fairly expansive thoughts for apop tune.
Next is the softer "Cool and Gone," which, like several songs
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here, is the result of along-distance
collaboration, in this case with David
Surface. The Rickenbacker sound
makes its first appearance on cut three,
"Sweet Virginia," which is not the
Rolling Stones tune of the same name.
The sinuous-sounding, Beatles/
Victorian-titled "
DLRobert's Second
Opinion," somehow uses its mouthful tide as the key line of its chorus.
This disc's most fully blossomed pop
tune is the lush Lloyd-Crenshaw collaboration "Holding Back the Waterfall." Another highlight is "Years
Away from Here," which Lloyd describes in his notes as "dreamy," and which reminds me of a
cross between one of the Beatles' eastern-flavored experiments and a70s love ballad from lOcc. And, like Lloyd's
other albums, this one contains the obligatory "rawk" tune —
the chunky, crunchy "Complaints."
As for Beatles-esque quirks, there's the stop/start, thirdtime's-the-charm opening of "Holding Back the Waterfall," the burbling moments of feedback at the end of
"(Who You Gonna) Run to Now," the one-last-blast ending of "Complaints," and the abrupt ending (as Lloyd
describes it, "as if we used garden shears on the tape") of
"Turn Me On Dead Man" (yes, that's ahumorous title).
And there are two hidden tracks at the end, one of which
reminds me of the scene in the film Animal House in which
the character D-Day performs the William Tell Overture by
drumming his fingers on his throat.
One of the keys to Lloyd's art lies in how long it takes
him to put arecord together While he's closing the distance
between albums —only four years separated the releases of
Standing... and Set to Pop, as opposed to the eight between
Set to Pop and his solo debut, Feeling the Elephant (now out of
print) — the craft and care remain. His plaintive, often
yearningly earnest singing is fine, and he's an increasingly
accomplished instrumentalist, playing guitars, bass, keyboards, and, like any power-popper worth his weight in
Swan and Vee Jay Beatles singles, amean tambourine. But
Lloyd's songs are the big attraction here. Iassume they're
one big reason why the supporting cast on this disc includes
old pal Kim Richey, Big Al Anderson (NRBQ), Marshall
Crenshaw, Al Kooper, Rusty Young (Poco), Amy Rigby,
Greg Trooper, Tom Petersson (Cheap Trick), and Dennis
Diken (Smithereens), among others.
Adefinite throwback to the classic pop of the past, Standing
on the Shoulders ofGiants exceeds the goals Lloyd sings of in the
tide cut to make its own timeless mark. If ageless pop music is
the "science" — also mentioned in the lyrics of the tide tune—
that Lloyd seeks to master, then this popster is making more
than just "a crease in the line of time."
—Robert Baird
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Record

classical
GOTHIC VOICES
Jerusalem: Vision of Peace
Gothic Voices; Christopher Page, dir.
Hyperion CDA67039 (CD). 1999. Martin Compton,
prod.; Philip Hobbs, eng. ODD. TT: 72:53
Performance ****
Sonia ****

M

edieval maps of the world
invariably showed Jerusalem
at the center, and for the
inhabitants of aunited Christendom,
thoughts of the Holy City were equally
central. As the supposed new millennium approaches, many dwellers in our
modern, fragmented world have also
turned their thoughts to Jerusalem.
Throughout history, in fact, there have
been two Jerusalems: the actual city,
goal of Crusades and pilgrimages; and
the City of God, the heavenly exemplar of all true cities. And, of course,
thousands of musical compositions —
religious and secular — have been
dedicated to this most holy of places.
For his selection of works, Christopher Page has turned to the age of crusading and chosen agood representative
sample, from the Te Deum to troubadour-style laments for departed soldiers.
To his credit, he does not shy away from
illustrating the anti-Semitic feeling that
permeated popular culture during the
Crusades, and that inevitably worked its
way into the lyrics of religious song.
What is not mentioned, and perhaps
does not belong in CD notes, is the fact
that this anti-Semitism was economic in
nature. Because of the Roman Church's
ban on usury, Jews were needed to
finance the expeditions to Palestine;
blaming them for Christ's death was
thus useful in giving the Popes cause to
forgive the Crusaders' debts, and incidentally ruin Jewish banking houses.
Politics aside, this is awell-wrought
disc. The Gothic Voices are perhaps the
principal exponents of the English
School of early-music performance,
which consists of unaccompanied singing, very precise attention to pitch and
unison, and great care in the attempt to
re-create period practice. Christopher
Page and his ensemble make agood case
for their style, although more than an
hour of it on asingle CD can be tiring.
Fortunately for Page, he has avery fine
alto in Catherine King, whose solo performances help to leaven the effect of a
cappella male voices. She is particularly
effective in "Chanterai pour mon
coraige," a lament that is remarkably
Stereophite, May 1999

realistic in its presentation of a
woman's view (although its author
was almost certainly male), and in
Hildegard von Bingen's gorgeous
"0 Jerusalem," which concludes
the disc.
Also noteworthy is Page's setting of "Jerusalem! grant damage
me fais," another work that views
the Crusades from the perspective
of awoman who has been left
behind. It is always good to have
such viewpoints —often ignored

Reviews

erusalern:
Vision of
Peace
GOTHIC
VOICES
directed by

CHRISTOPHER
PAGE

Mstislav Rostropovich, naturally
emphasized the history behind
the music: He lived through the
painful post-World War II events
that inspired it, which gives special
authority to his 1986 Orchestre
National de France recording on
Erato (ECD 75382).
But in its way, Slatkin's reading is just as valid. Approaching
the symphony more as pure
music, Slatkin finds agrace and
elegance in the wind writing that
he treats almost like chamber
in conventional histories — but it is espe- music. The painful dissonances of the
cially valuable when the poetry in which second movement are heard more for
they are expressed is as fine as this.
their musical sense than for their draHyperion has always been known matic impact. Amid the militaristic
for sonic excellence; this disc is another stomping of the final movement,
in that tradition. The sonic perspective Slatkin seems most interested in mainis abit close, placing emphasis on indi- taining the tricky orchestral balances.
vidual lines rather than on the blend of There's maturity and restraint here,
voices, but it is effective and easy to and the symphony takes well to it. The
hear.
-Les Berkley NSO also plays with world-class confidence. The more youthful Suite from
PROKOFIEV
The Love for Three Oranges has all the
orchestral garishness the score reSymphony 6
quires, but also has careful, finely
With: Overture on Hebrew Themes,
etched details of phrasing.
Suite from The Love for Three
Typical of Slatkin, the disc is filled
Oranges
out with something obscure: the OverLeonard Slatkin, National Symphony Orchestra
ture on Hebrew Themes. At first, this 1920
RCA 68801-2 (CD). 1998. Joanna Nickrenz, prod.;
piece seems to use Jewish thematic eleLawrence Rock, eng. DDD. TT: 66:07
Performance *****
ments somewhat superficially. But as
Sonics ****
the work develops, it seems like adisrokofiev's deep, multilayered tant forerunner to the not-quite-major,
Symphony 6has long defied any- not-quite-minor melodies that give
thing resembling a definitive Symphony 6its special double edge.
interpretation, and will no doubt conThe recording is so clear, detailed,
tinue to do so. Prokofiev replaced his and flattering to the orchestra that I
usual outgoing, unambiguous manner assumed it had been recorded in the
with a Shostakovichian irony that renovated Kennedy Center concert hall.
walked afine line between the patriotic As it turns out, this disc was taped in the
and the subversive, and maintained a hall before its acoustic renovation, which
remarkable level of inspiration while spells abright future, at least sounddoing so. Leonard Slaticin's predecessor wise, for this orchestra.
at the National Symphony Orchestra,
—David Patrick Stearns
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WAGNER
Operas &Oddities
Der Fliegende Hollander
Bernd Weikl, Hollânder; Cheryl Studer, Senta; Plácido
Domingo, Erik; Hans Sotin, Daland; Peter Seiffert,
Steuermann; Uta Priew, Mary; Chorus 8, Orchestra
of the Berlin German Opera, Giuseppe Sinopoli
Deutsche Grammophon 437 778-2 (2 CDs). 1998.
Klaus Hiemann, prod.; Jürgen Bulgrin, Rainer
Maillard, Hans-Rudolf Müller, engs. DOD. Tr: 2:15:28
Performance *****
Sonics ***1/2
Die Walkiire, Act 1
plácido Domingo, Siegmund; Deborah Polaski,
Sieglinde; John Tomlinson, Hunding; Staatskapelle
Berlin, Daniel Barenboim
Teldec 3984-23294-2 (CD). 1998. Martin Sauer,
prod.; Jean Chatauret, Christian Feldgen, engs.
DOD. TT: 61:41
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
Lohengrin
Peter Seiffert, Lohengrin; Emily Magee, Elsa; Falk
Struckmann, Telramund; Deborah Polaski, Ortrud;
René Pape, Henry the Fowler; Roman Trekel,
Herald; Chor der Deutschen Staatsoper Berlin,
Staatskapelle Berlin; Daniel Barenboim
Teldec 3984-21484-2 (3 CDs). 1998. Martin Fouqué,
prod.; Michael Brammann, Eberhard Sengpiel,
Tobias Lehmann, Peter Weinsheimer, engs. DOD.
Tr: 3:31:55
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

A

decade ago, when Giuseppe
Sinopoli's opera recordings consisted of Tannhauser and Madama
Butterfly, one could say he conducted
Puccini like Wagner, Wagner like
Puccini. For this recently released Der
Fliegende Hollander, recorded in 1991,
Sinopoli turned himself into aDresden
Kapellmeister —as Wagner himself had
in the 1840s, when this opera was premiered. It's brisk, driven, and intense,
reminiscent in its bracing clarity of
Dorati's lively version, from the early
'60s, and of Solti's Rheingold, from 1958.
It's also one of the briefest Dutchmen on
record; the pace never slackens, the listener's ear is not reverently held to the
aural microscope àla Levine, and dramatic thrust is not sacrificed to sumptuous legato àla Dohnányi.
Nor has a single "special effect"
been employed to heighten the sense
of sonic mise en scène — no bosun's
whistle, no thrum of spinning wheel or
rattle of anchor chain, no slammed
doors, no Steersman's audible yawns.
Sinopoli proves that this leanest of
Wagner's operas can stand on its own;
he makes each dramatic point tautly,
and purely musically.
The singing is less divine than terrifically human: Hans Sotin's Daland is more
doughty than devious, more the pragmatic materialist than a fawning, Oozing
down. Sotin's big, forty voice could warm
your feet on acold winter's night; Idoubt
there's amore satisfyingly hearty bass
singing Wagner today. Peter Seiffert's
Steuermann is clear, ringing, accurate, sinStereophile, May 1999

cere, without ahint
of sentimentality or
Italianate
sob.
Though Cheryl
Studer often precedes her entrances
with an alarming
gasp, her Senta is
more emotionally
present than Deborah Voigt's and more
tractable (because
less massive) than
tir
Hildegard Behrens',
in their recent recordings of the role.
Plácido Domingo,
like Sinopoli, shows
barely ahint of his
Latin origins and
training, his Erik has nothing to do with
Grand(standing) Opera and everything
to do with serving the drama. His long
Act II interview with Studer is the most
gripping performance on record of this
often awkwardly handled scene.
Bernd Weild infuses the Dutchman's
every word with meaning, emotion, importance. By the end of his first nine
lines the listener has been painted a
detailed portrait of acomplex, conflicted soul. But when Daland enters immediately after that harrowing soliloquy,
Weild's Dutchman morphs into the
smooth salesman of his own marriageability — something he has clearly done
ahundred times before. A remarkable
performance, and the only one I've
heard that actually betters Hans Hotter's
towering despair in a 1944 Munich
recording under Clemens Krauss.
The two choruses are of equal and
considerable strength and vitality, while
the sound is more precise and accurate
than sumptuously sensuous; the hall
sounds large but dry. The Doluiányi and
Nelsson recordings may sound better than
any others, but Sinopoli's is the paradigmatic recording of Der Fliegende Hollander,
there's nothing here but the essential.
Daniel Barenboim's recent recordings have revealed him to be our finest
living Wagner conductor. Of the 10
mature Wagner operas, he has recorded
seven in as many years, each ranked by
most critics as one of the best ever
made. Barenboim's astonishing control
of the orchestra, his attention to the
finest nuances of rhythm and orchestral
voicing, and the overwhelming power
and dramatic thrust of his interpretations consistently make Wagner's massive, oft-recorded, oft-performed works
sound brand-new.
But not this new Lohengrin. By no
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means inferior or even mediocre —
Barenboim is simply too fine amusician
for that — this reading's textural thinness ends up making it sound ordinary,
unsurprising. Perhaps less time was
taken (there seem to be more edits than
Barenboim's norm), or Barenboim has
not yet developed sufficient familiarity
with or love of Lohengrin to have anything worthwhile to say about it. This is
one more merely fine performance of
an opera that already enjoys too many
excellent recordings.
Still, there are treasures here, and best
is Seiffert's Lohengrin. The voice is simply gorgeous — full, rich, clear, powerful, to die for. 'Mere is lift, light (not
lightness), and emotional immediacy in
Seiffert's singing that Ihear in no other
tenor in the 13 other recordings on my
Lohengrin shelf. Falk Struckmann is perhaps the finest singer since Neidlinger
to have recorded Telramund. Here is a
foe worthy of Lohengrin; Struckmann
fills him more with honor and substance, less with Alberich's stridency
and Ortrud's venom.
Ortrud herself is usually sung as a
scheming, bloodthirsty harpy, a Wagnerian Lady Macbeth. Deborah Polaski
sees her as aseductress confident of her
womanly powers—this Ortrud is quietly hypnotic, more insinuating than incendiary. But such achoice allows little contrast between Ortrud and Elsa, especially
as Emily Magee's voice is more deep and
dark than is usual for this role. Magee's
Elsa has none of the requisite radiance
and transcendence; there's nothing
wrong with her voice, but she sounds
small, uninterested, uninteresting. Elsa,
Wagner, and we deserve more.
In the thankless roles of Henry the
Fowler and his Herald, René Pape and
Roman Trekel are straight out of cen149

Wagner on Accordion
It's unlike anything rve ever heard,
but evidently Wagner himself was
familiar with the experience. Writing
of avisit to Venice more than acentury before this recording was made,
he described it to an eerie T: "Several
times Iwas surprised at the end of a
„toad
meal by suddenly hearing my overtures; then at the restaurant window,
URI CAINE ENSEMBLE
indulging in this feeling, Idid not
know what was having amore intoxicating effect on me: the incomparable, magnificently illuminated square
filled with countless strolling people,
URI CAINE ENSEMBLE: WAGNER E VENE7JA
or the music bearing all of this into
Prelude 8, Liebes-tod from Tristan und !wide;
the air as if in roaring transfiguration."
Overtures to Tannhauser, Die Meistersinger
Pianist Uri Caine's arrangements
von Nümberg, and Lohengrin (Acts I& III);
"The Ride of the Valkyries"
are brilliant, witty, and moving, all at
Mark Feldman, Joyce Hammann, violins; Erik
once. I'm not sure what I'm more
Friedlander, cello; Drew Gress, double bass;
Uri Caine, piano; Dominic Cortese, accordion
impressed by: just how much of the
Winter &Winter New Edition/Edel 910 013-2 (CD).
essence of Wagner's music this un1997. Stefan Winter, prod.; Carlos Albrecht.
likely combo has retained, or how
Adrian von Ripka, engs. DOD. TT: 5527
Performanc
many new facets of works I've known
Sonics ****
all my life are revealed by being
owever imperfect aWagnerite, played by such skeletal, almost ghostI'm still one of the faithful. I ly forces. In the hopeless exercise of
have sat in the Bayreuth Fes- reducing Wagner's 100+-piece ortspielhaus, second-row center, every chestra to apiano sextet, Caine has
night for two weeks in Franconia's made of his ridiculous necessity some
hot, muggy August, barely daring to startling virtues; his choices of which
breathe for fear of offending more orchestral voices to retain, which to
than athousand other devotees even omit, are always surprising. "The
more insufferably fanatical and Ride of the Valkyries," for instance, is
yearningly reverent than I. So when played —mostly piano—with pizzimusic editor Robert Baird handed cato strings and atiptoeing accordion.
me this disc of arrangements (!) of It works—I dare you to hear it withexcerpts (10 from Wagner operas out smiling, or even laughing aloud.
scored for four strings, piano, and The accordion is also perfect as the
accordion (!!!, recorded al fresco in Pilgrims' Chorus of the Tannhiiuser
Venetian cafés (!!H) —I couldn't have overture — the café clientele even
imagined aless sympathetic audience croons along, sotto voce, on the final
than my own stuffy self Imean, real- chorus. Sends achill up my spine
every time. Perhaps the most remarkly. What could be worse?
As it turns out, almost anything. able moment is just before the end of
This amazing and beautifully pack- the Meistersinger overture, when sudaged disc is sheer delight from start denly the great bell of anearby catheto finish, and an audiophile bonbon dral peals out, and continues through
to boot. It begins with along, slow the final chords, the applause, and
fade-in of what sounds like an end- long after. The sense of sonic place is
less ambience — avast café stretch- overwhelming — engineers agonize
ing out to infinity, diners and waiters for weeks trying to construct such
drifting among the tables, talking effects in the studio. Producer Stefan
and laughing softly (and not so soft- Wmter seems to have captured it
ly — this is Italy), kids yelling in the effortlessly, and by accident
Recommended for everyone,
background, afew instruments tuning up in the middle foreground, Wagnerite or no, and especially
and then... the Liebestod, wafting in those who, like me, just know they'll
like alate-afternoon fever dream of hate it. You'll be surprised.
—Richard Lehnert
Thomas Mann.
xr,
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ti-al casting: clear, staunch, stout-voiced
singing as impeccable as it is unremarkable. The chorus is fervent, even
fierce, and the Staatskapelle Berlin
sounds disciplined but thin — not as
sumptuously rich as the Berlin Philharmonic or Bayreuth Festival Orchestras, which Barenboim has led in
other Wagner recordings.
The sound is wonderfully spacious,
with aconvincing sense of singers and
players in areverberant hall, though brasses lack the bite heard on the 1965
Leinsdorf recording. With that set recently reissued on RCA, the Barenboim is
now one of two that include the second
half of Lohengrin's "In fernem Land"
narration in Act III. (See my correspondence with Mr. }Casimir in the April 1999
issue, p. 21.) 'This recording makes it to
the top of the B list. The A list is still
Kempe, Solti, Leinsdorf, and ICcilberth.
The live recording of Die 14471kiire,
Act Iis an inexpensive introduction to
Barenboim's Wagner at its best. This
benefit concert performance is full of
heroic, world-class singing and playing,
with that precision of rhythm and articulation of which orchestras seem capable only under Barenboim — and of
which Barenboim himself seems capable only in Wagner.
Though Polaski is here the least interesting singer, her voice is still wonderfully
full and rich, with just the right floating
liquidness that Sieglinde elicits from so
many sopranos. But she's not quite the
vocal actress that, say, Crespin or Rysanek
were in their primes, or that John
Tomlinson and Domingo are here.
Tomlinson, so impressive as Wotan in
Barenboim's Bayreuth Ring, is the most
lively, alert, intelligent Hunding I've
heard, and sounds as if he could best
Siegmund even without Wotan's help.
And talk about singing off the text —
Tomlinson does not believe in vocal
beauty for its own sake, and leaves no
word or syllable unwnmg of meaning.
Domingo is simply overwhelming — his
voice towers powerfully here, terrifically
exciting, fully in service to text and
drama. Even his longfermatas on "Wàlser
arc less tenorish ego than entirely believable outbursts of Siegmund's anguish,
rage, and frustration.
The sound is of demonstration quality:
spacious, of almost x-ray clarity and great
presence. The singers arc thtre—at Hunding's entrance, Tomlinson seemed to
have stepped into my listening room
through a hitherto unsuspected door.
This sort of vividness only adds to this
recording's already considerable sense of
occasion: Iforgot Iwas listening to three
Stereoptuie, May 1999

Record
singers, 100 players, and some guy in a
tux waving his arms up and down —
instead, Iwas "in the room," overhearing
conversations and silences almost unbearable in their intensity and intimacy. A
breathtaking must-buy. -Richard Lelmert

First of all, while Gospel Morning may
have had humble, budget-conscious
beginnings, it shows no seams; it sounds
terrific, Junior clearly having learned his
way around mike placement and all the
tricks of the studio trade, mixing to
achieve maximum depth and instrument separation. (Plus, when was the
last time you heard agrand piano or
sleighbells on an indie rock record?)
Even better, Junior's sense of drama —
THE CHAMBER STRINGS
often the dividing line between askillfully sequenced record and one that's
Gospel Morning
just acollection of tunes — is profound.
Bobsled BOB-4 (CD) 1999. Ellis Clark, prod., eng.;
It's not until the fourth track that the
Kevin Junior, prod., John Lamer, eng. AAD? Ti: 69:41
band's rock instincts begin to kick in.
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
First comes "Flashing Star," a stately,
nyone who's followed Chicago John Lennon-inspired piano/guitar balrocker Kevin Junior's career
lad; then the folky/twangy "Telegram,"
won't be surprised at how good
in which the aforementioned Muswell
his latest project is, but it's worth briefly Hillbillies influence resurfaces; then a
updating the file just the same. He
gentle seasonal ode, "Every Day is
formed the somewhat unfortunately
Christmas." Finally, "Dead Man's Poise"
named Mystery Girls in 1987, and their
rolls up, a swaggering slice of Mickfine self-tided 1991 album wasn't as
'n'Keef that's as memorable as it comes,
New York Dolls-ish as one might have
right down to the maracas, slide guitar,
expected from its moniker; punkand Sticky Fingers horn charts.
inspired glamfale.ery was part of the
But Junior's atease, as good dramamodus operandi, yes, but liberal doses of tists are wont to be; the next couple of
Let It Bleed, Muswell Hillbillies, and even
tunes revert to ballad mode. The real
vintage Sun records were heard as well. payoff comes with one of those you've(A cover of John Prine's "Angel from
been-waiting-for-it powerpop classics to
Montgomery" provided further insight die for: "The Race is On" burns with
into what made Junior & Co. tick.)
the same urgency as the Plimsouls' "A
Then came aname change, to the
Million Miles Away" — amood masterRosehips, and 1994's critically ac- piece with growling/chiming guitars,
claimed Soul Veronique in Parchment.
insistent percussive drive, and Junior's
Junior had matured significantly as a desperate vocal.
singer and songwriter, bringing to
After that, the Chamber Strings can
mind a young cross between Dave
Davies, Alex Chilton, and the
Jacobites' Nikki Sudden. The band
itself confidently kicked out the jams
with style, leading yours truly to proclaim in another publication that consumers would be well advised to pass
on then-current Give Out But Don't
Give Up by Primal Scream (at the time
in the throes of an ill-advised
American phase) and check out the
Rosehips instead.
Cut to 1997. By then Junior had split
the Rosehips and logged rime in
England, having struck up friendships
with both Sudden (aha!) and Sudden's
brother, Epic Soundtracks. He toured in
the forrner's band, and recorded with
the latter. He formed anew combo, the
Chamber Strings, and recorded an
album in London and Chicago. Gospel
Morning initially came out on the Idiot
Savant label in late '97, and has now
been reissued with three bonus tracks.
To snatch a cliché from our British
journalism peers, the album's acorker.
Is T-Model Ford the blues as it began, an unlikely bit

rock

do no wrong, offering varied and delectable slices of folk (the minimalist title
cut), baroque pop ("No More Songs"),
and upbeat, melodic Anglo rock
("Thank My Lucky Stars" features none
other than Mr. Sudden guesting on
vibes). The triad of bonus tracks serves
to ensure that folks who purchased
Gospel Morning's original issue won't feel
cheated: aradically different version of
"Telegram," an orchestral (timpani, keyboards, cellos) cover of the Dan Penn/
Spooner Oldham chestnut "I Pray for
Rain," and awonderfully reverent update of "Baby It's You" that pairs Junior
and an unnamed honey-voiced femme
on guest vocals. Sha-la-la indeed; welcome the Chamber Strings, who put the
"classics" back into rock.
—Fred Mills
T-MODEL FORD
You Better Keep Still
Fat Possum 80318-2 (CD). Bruce Watson, prod.,
eng.; Matthew Johnson, eng. AAD? Tr: 38:36
Performance ***
Sonia *1/2

J

ust when you thought the primitivist blues movement engendered
by the independent Fat Possum
label (Junior Kimbrough, R.L. Burnside, etc.) couldn't go any further, along
comes singer-guitarist T-Model Ford
with You Better Keep Still, the follow-up
to his 1997 ragged-but-right debut,
Pee-Wee Get My Gun. Stripping the
music back to its elemental core —
Ford's gnarled guitar figures, barked
vocals, and the chaotic drumming of a
man known only as Spam — the album

FAT POSSUM RECORDS
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of alternative hipoisie, or acanny mixture of both?
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careens down Highway 61
with enough reckless abandon to set many a late
Mississippi bluesman spinning in his grave.
The danger of Ford's fastand-loose interpretation of the
blues, of course, is that he may
wind up being remembered
more as acaricature of abluesman than the real thing. That's
nowhere more apparent than
on "Pop Pop Pop," a tune
remixed by producer Jim
Waters (Jon Spencer Blue
Explosion, Sonic Youth) and
Scott Benzel. By attempting
to turn Ford's raw music into
a postmodern artifact, they
run the risk of making him
appear ridiculous or, worse,
merely irrelevant —it could
just as well be anybody asking
the musical question "What
kind of five cents you got?" in
the mix, and then unselfconsciously blowing his nose (literally!). It's quite possible that
Ford acceded to this rough
handling of his work — or to
anything, so long as the check
cleared — but the last thing Guitars of the undead: The latest unreleased Hendrix live
by no means his best.
this 77-year-old bluesman
needs is to be made atemporary icon of the indic-rock hipoisie.
11M1 HENDRIX
After all, Ford's original deconstrucLive at the Fillmore East
tions of the blues are postmodern
enough. Check out the opening track,
"If IHad Wings," in which Ford relates
in singsong style an episodic tale of multiple frustrations while Spam taps out an
arrhythmic clatter on awooden box.
The supercharged "To the Left, To the
Right," and his spare take on the traditional "The Old Number" are more like
it — raw and primal, but not dependent
on production-derived irony as aprimary source of pleasure. It's not surprising
considering the current effort to make
he and his music hip in an alternative
sort of way, the sound on this disc is
deliberately loose and lo-fi.
As wild and crazy as Ford may be —
he's done time for murder and has a
rap sheet long enough to make 01'
Dirty Bastard's gold caps fall out in
admiration — he's also paid his dues as
a juke-joint warrior, and by now
should be allowed to keep his own
counsel. The powers that be at Fat
Possum would do well to keep in mind
something their mamas should have
told them: respect your elders.
—Daniel Durchholz
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session

limi Hendrix, electric guitar, vocals; Billy Co; bass
guitar, vocals; Buddy Miles, drums, vocals
Experience Hendrix/MCA 11975 (2 CDs). 1999.
prods.; engs. MD? TT: 115:14
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

L

ive at the Fillmore East has been
growing on me over time, but for
all of the fresh Hendrix revelations, this is still basically amarginal set
of performances, asnapshot of aband
that, on the basis of the cumulative evidence here, never quite had the time to
jell on asong-by-song basis — though
when they did, look out! But clearly the
best bits did indeed end up on Band of
Gypsies, still among my all-time faves.
Not that this two-CD set is without
merit. But let's put it this way: Ilove
Jirni Hendrix. Ithink he was one of the
most important musicians of the entire
20th century. But every time Iread that
he was "the greatest guitarist of all
time," or something equally over the
top, Iget skittish. Hendrix himself was
too modest, self-effacing, and self-critical to buy into the cult of his own personality or make such grandiose claims.
And while he surely knew how good he
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was, it's clear he also knew
how far he had to go.
Live at the Fillmore documents songs that eventually
came together in the studio
("Earth Blues," "Izabella"),
and others that reached
fruition sometime during the
Fillmore engagement and
made it onto the original
Band of Gypsies album (which
fulfilled Hendrix's legal obligations to ausurious contract). Other tunes, such as
the previously unknown
"Burning Desire," were
works in progress that never
quite reached full bloom,
though the performance
here contains awealth of fascinating instrumental possibilities — an accelerando section leading to some jazzy
octave passages, funky rhythm changes, and coy R&B
harmonies — mitigated by
stillborn lyrics. Of two other
surviving versions of "Machine Gun," the version on
disc two here is slightly diffuse, while that on disc one is
is
more bluesy and ruminative.
(Each contains a"Taps" paraphrase — missing from the
Band of Gypsies version — that became a
set motif in all future performances.)
Elsewhere, it's interesting to consider, on the evidence of this tentative
first-night performance, how much
"Power of Soul" came together in
Hendrix's imagination over the course
of that night — and how such rocky
performances as "Stepping Stone"
would ultimately gestate into coherent
arrangements. ("A lot of these songs
aren't completed yet," Hendrix explains. "We're messing around to see
what happens.") The second night's
version of "Who Knows" is athrowaway that lacks the drama of the opening-night performance, and "We Gotta
Live Together" offers evidence of cunning edits to achieve the final version
familiar to Hendrixphiles.
Sadly, most of the Buddy Miles
everybody-put-your-hands-together
showcase features are not happening.
The drummer plays with rock-solid
conviction, but, following adisastrous
Madison Square Garden show, Hendrix
returned to the comfort zone of Mitch
Mitchell's splashy, interactive jazz
stylings. In retaining Billy Cox, the guitarist opted for a more earthbound,
groove-oriented notion of the bass, as
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Record
opposed to Noel Redding's edgy, guitarlike forward thrust.
I'd buy this set in aheartbeat, but
unless you're an old-guard Hendrix cornpietist, you might take another glance at
the core collection before tarrying here.
While Live at the Fillmore East contains
convincing moments of power on "Stone
Free" and "Voodoo Child (Slight Return)," there isn't much glory —which
proves, to no one's surprise, that
Hendrix was human and had his off
moments, and that his music benefited
as much from polished, fleshed-out
arrangements and rigorous rehearsals as
anyone else's. Go back to Band ofGypsies
and check out what happened when it
all carne together. Then go panning for
gold herein.
—Chip Stern
LYNN MILES
Night in aStrange Town
Philo 11671-1215-2 (CD). 1998. Lany Klein, John
Cody, prods.; Dan Mamien, Larry Hirsch, Julie Last
engs. MD? Tr: 43:23
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

don't know whether it's her soothing
Mary-Chapin-Carpenter-meetsJoni-Mitchell voice, her disarmingly
subtle melodies, or just something in the
air, but Lynn Miles put me to sleep the
first two times Ilistened to this album.
But wait aminute! Subsequent listenings revealed the Canadian singer,
weaned on Carole King's Tapestry, to be
high on the list of smart, lyrical contemporary country/folksters attempting to
craft the first Court and Spark of the new
millennium. And there are a lot of
wannabes on that stage.
Despite her wide-eyed, infectious
optimism, Miles is wise beyond her
years, and fills her songs with mystery
and minute details. The rollicking, mandolin-driven "Middle of the Night" is
kind of aPG version of Lucinda Williams' "Right in Tune," asensual song of
yearning if ever there was one. But
Miles leaves you wondering if she's
actually alone during the wee small
hours. "Sacre Coeur" has the tunefulness of Mitchell's "Free Man in Paris,"
only here the City of Light is areal
downer —"a lonely town, especially
when the sun goes down," with its
"bridges, lovers, bread, and whores."
The singer admits that the 4000 miles
between her and the one who broke
her heart is "not far enough, but I'm
okay." There's more heartache in "Yeah
Yeah," asweet ballad about letting go
that would sound great on country radio
in the hands of asoulful singer like Patty
Loveless or Pam Tillis.
Stereophile, May 1999
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REICH REMIXED
Various Artists
Arthrob/Nonesuch 79552-2 (CD). 1999. D Note,
Howie B., Andrea Parker, others, remit prods.,
engs. MD? Tr: 61:42
Performance ****
Sonics ***

5

ince the dawn of the early-'90s
electronica revolution, jungle
jockeys and trip-hop DJs have
sampled everything from James Brown
drumbeats to Rickie Lee Jones vocals to
create their otherworldly dance epics.
Judging by the rolling rhythms and harmonious breakbeats of Reich Remixed,
the jungle generation has, until now,
But it's not all about ache and vulner- missed this equally unusual source for
ability. Miles punctuates the jangly audio theft.
"Perfect Romance" with a string of
Reich's grand, organic music, with its
clichés ("I've been looking so long for the circular melodies, hypnotic rhythms,
perfect romance /but Icould not see the and systematic arrangements, often
forest for the trees; /I've been hurting so recalls a calm variation on jungle
long for the perfect romance / music's bulwark of turbospeed rhythms
but Icould not taste the honey for the and eerie atmospheres. Of course,
bees") and succeeds in illustrating, with Reich's cerebral compositions are sung
atwinkle in her eye, how lovers try, and played by real musicians, not prodhowever clumsily, to be poetic. "Sunset ucts of UK digital dementia. But the
Blvd.," the album's most obvious radio twain mesh surprisingly well here, their
hit, is atart look at L.A.'s dog-eat-dog spiraling paths separating only briefly to
pace: "There's lithium in the sunsets, reveal acrunchy hip-hop beat or distortthere's rats in the trees /The tempera- ed, Aphex Twin computer scrawl.
ture is always 76 degrees." It has the
D Note's "Piano Phase" is beautiful
sparkle of "All IWanna Do," only this and surreal, riding rhythmic permutatime the vantage point is alooming tions as the melody soars over waves of
downtown billboard, not Sheryl Crow's shimmering piano and sequencer. Like a
bar stool on aTuesday afternoon. And lesson in beat juggling, the 3/4 groove
in the album-closer, "Rust," Miles, flows from lurching hip-hop to willowy
alone at her piano, reflects on the things Jack DeJohnette-ish swing to sprightly
she loves most about an old friend: jazz-rock. On "Eight Lines," Bjórk/U2
"every line in your face /the scars on producer Howie B. adds typewriter
your hands /the rust in your voice." techno beats and synthetic snare drum to
Carole King should be proud.
the cast of tooting horns and disembodLarry Klein, who co-produced Joni ied voices for afractured calliope effect.
Mitchell's Grammy-winning Turbulent
Some remixes, such as Andrea ParkIndigo, produced the overdubs on Night er's "The Four Sections" and Manin aStrange Town after John Cody laid tronik's "Drumming," maul the origidown the bed tracks. (Klein and Cody nals with afull techno Monty of dark
co-wrote "The Fundamental Things," beats, subterranean sequencer bass lines,
the lead track on Bonnie Raitt's latest and alien sound effects. And while some
album.) They're joined by acrack team treatments are stock techno, others,
of West Coast players, including ubiqui- such as Tranquility Bass's "Megamix"
tous steel guitarist Greg Leisz and k.d. and D Note's "Piano Phase," recall such
lang bassist David Piltch. It's atreat to ambient gurus as The Orb and
hear such urban sophistication from a Mixmaster Morris, and further erase the
small indie label like Philo.
lines between techno, minimal, and
So if you're lulled off to dreamland contemporary classical.
while listening to Night in aStrange
Then again, some of these remixes
Town, there's a good chance you'll are simply annoying: Japan's DJ Takecome to with one of its tunes mischie- mura and Ken Ishi cut the vocals on
vously dancing around in your head — "Proverb" and "Come Out" into sputand refusing to let go. It's even more ters and spits, sounding like abug burnlikely that this record, Miles' third, will er frying flies.
wake you up to one of the most likWith most techno records, oceanic
able singer-songwriters to emerge in bass and alien zooms and swooshes can
years.
-David Sokol aggravate even the most powerful sys155
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tern. As pure studio wizardry, techno
typically sounds airless even while ooz- §
ing with drum and bass-quakes. Reich
Remixed finds a comfortable balance
between lush organic instruments and
the alien synth assault of the jungle
night. A rernix record for both Reich
fans and neophytes.
-Ken Micallef
PAUL WESTERBERG
Suicaine Gratifaction
Capitol CDP 859004 2(CD). 1999. Paul Westerberg,
prod.; No eng listed.. MD Tr: 52:11
Performance **1/2
Sonics ***1/2

Reviews

jazz
JIM HALL/PAT METHENY
Jim Hall and Pat Metheny
Jim Hall, electric guitar; Pat Metheny, electric &
acoustic guitars, fretless classical guitar, 42-string
guitar
Telarc Jazz CD-83442 (CD). 1999. Gil Goldstein,
Steve Rodby, Pat Metheny, prods and engs. DOD.
Tr: 74:09
Performance *****
Sonics

...*.
F

or several generations of aspiring
string-slingers, Jim Hall has been
the middleweight champion of
hat was it Neal Sedaka used
the arch-top acoustic-electric guitar. Like
to say: Growing up is hard
Miles or Basie, he derives the maximum
to do? Or was it breaking
amount of tension from the least numup? In Paul Westerberg's case, it's defber of notes, and has aremarkably rich,
initely the former. One of those
complex harmonic palette, asly, elliptical
chiefly responsible for putting the Standing on his laurels? Not Paul Westerberg.
He's turned down, tuned out, and gotten in
style of phrasing, and arich, amber hue
enfant in "rock'n'roll enfant terrible,"
touch with ... ?
to his amplified sound — as if he were
Westerberg has now officially and forsongwriters would be thrilled to assem- playing through asingle-ended class-A
ever become an adult.
Iknow because here, on the tortured- ble tunes like the first three cuts: the triode amp that was barely on.
Hall is the most modern ofjazz guily titled Suicaine Gratz:A:lion, his third solo reflective opener, "It's a Wonderful
Lie," and the defeated "Self-Defense," tarists because he's the least guitaristic.
record since his former band the
Replacements went ungendy into that both of them quiet, drumless guitar- He doesn't succumb to pattern playing,
good night in 1991, this former all-out and-voice excursions; and "Best Thing but crafts phrases with the bel canto elehellion has turned into asensitive singer That Never Happened," which may be gance of agreat singer, the rhydunic
of sensible songs that he himself wrote the most appealing melody, not to flotation and harmonic freedom of a
about home, hearth — and, oh yeah, mention fully-worked-out arrange- great horn player, the complex, openregret about being (as he says in the ment, on the record.
ended voice-leading of a great keyopener) "past his prime." This album
Unfortunately, the old 'Mats vigoc and boardist — which is why he's appeared
offers cellos sawing away tastefully in the Westerberg's once-magical songwriting on hallmark recordings with such postbackground, terms like "daddy's little gifts, return only in two short bursts: modernists as Chico Hamilton, Bill
sparrow" (from "Bookmark"), and a 'Loolcin' Out Forever" which has the kind Evans, Paul Desmond, Sonny Rollins,
general loss of artistic and (I suspect)
of andiemic, repetitive chorus that the even Omette Coleman.
personal direction and purpose. In short, Replacements would have turned into a
Pat Metheny has crafted the ultimate
Paul is no longer in Kansas (or, more jackhammer, and the strike-when-he- Jim Hall tribute/collaboration by prolikely, a grimy, puke-stained Min- threw-it "Whatever Makes You Happy." ducing and co-starring in the endeavor.
neapolis basement) anymore.
For all the 'Mats blunder and bluster, what Much as trumpeter Nicholas Payton
Far be it from me to condemn getting made them —I'll gladly say it again—one approached his collaboration with tribal
old and, gee whiz, thoughtful. Con- of the best rock'n'roll bands of all time was elder Doc Cheatham, Metheny doesn't
sidering the fate — death from drug, alco- Westerberg's songs. That, and the fact that play down to or showboat the older
hol, and life-in-general poisoning—that he was once the genuine article: singer, musician, but complements him to the
befell one of the band's former members, songwriter, guitarist, all-world pretty-boy point where, on the first few passes, it's
guitarist Bob Stinson, in 1995, it was brat On Suicaine Gratfiaction, only shad- difficult to discern which twin has the
undoubtedly time for the Replacements ows of those traits remain. Sonically, this Toni. Metheny prods Hall along with a
(known in this and many other contexts is your basic singer/songwriter record- dark electric ardor on the elder guias just the "Mats") to clean up.
close-rniked with the guitar and voice tarist's "Lookin' Up" and the harmonic
But, as so often happens in rock'n'roll, directly in front of you, and asoundstage steeplechase "All the Things You Are."
cleaning up has equaled drying up. Most the size of arecording booth.
On the latter, Metheny follows Hall's
critics (me included), enamored to the
To be fair, Westerberg is cursed by supple harmonic intro with focused
bones with the 'Mats, went along with history. Without "I Will Dare" and a contrapuntal invention and expansive
the individual bandmembers' subsequent dozen or so other minor 'Mats classics improvisation, while on Hall's "Cold
solo careers, including Westerberg's two hovering in the background, he'd have Spring" they engage in asprightly folkprevious albums: 1993's 14 Songs and a chance as an introverted, ballad- ish dance based on an old English round
1996's Eventually. But, as an old friend in heavy, not-too-loud alternative singer- ("Hi, ho, nobody home, meat nor drink
this business so succinctly put it after songwriter. But it's hard to reconcile nor money have Inone ... ").
hearing this disc, "it may finally be time to the memory of the fiery innovator he
It's always been curious to me how
climb down from the 'Mats bandwagon." once was with aWesterberg who has incredibly rolled-off Metheny's top end
It's not that this 12-song collection, become — to use aterm he often spat is on his acoustic-electric, but his use of
the first of anew deal with Capitol, has out with the greatest disgust — weak.
various acoustic guitars offers a crysany readily discernible bad smells. Most
—Robert Baird
talline contrast to Hall's lush, subter-
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approach wear thin. Pianist Geri Allen is
afine storyteller, dropping in deft, small
statements that grow into longer ones,
and employing an appealing touch.
McBride, the magician, solos like ahorn
player, and Foster is afirecracker.
Vibes can be difficult to capture on
tape, but engineer James Nichols lets
Hutcherson's sound rise abit above the
band, where it floats, beaming and
unencumbered.
-za. Stewart
CHARLIE PARKER
The Complete Live

Fortunately, Jim Hall (left) and Pat Metheny didn't wait for Hall to die to record atribute to his status
as amodern jazz guitar master.

ranean textures, inspiring a stinging,
funky solo from Hall on Attila Zolle?s
"The Birds and the Bees," and deeply
romantic ruminations on Metheny's
own "Farmer's Trust" Hall turns up the
treble and adds alightly echoed sheen to
give his lines a spatial misterioso on
Metheny's "Into the Dream" (where the
composer employs his chiming, neareastern-sounding 42-string Pikkaso guitar), and plays with taut, bluesy abstraction on the fourth of their five purely
improvisational outings.
Listening to these master players on
apair of Grado RS-1 Reference Series
headphones was a sensual, involving
experience. There's a dry, intimate
sense of venue, with discrete stereo separation between channels, and an
absence of cross-channel panning over
the locus of the vivid, well-defined
soundstage.
-Chip Stern
BOBBY HUTCHERSON
Skyline
Bobby Hutcherson, vibes, marimba; Kenny Garrett,
alto sax; Geri Allen, piano; Christian McBride, bass;
Al Foster, drums
Verve 314 559 6162(CD). 1998. Bobby Hutcherson,
Richard Seidel, prods.; James Nichols, eng. ODD.
TT: 58:04
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

M

it Jackson was the original
vibes modernist, but Bobby
Hutcherson established himself in the 1960s as the primary post-bop
voice on the instrument, and it's arguable
that he's kept that position to this day.
Still, Skyline is Hutcherson's first
album as aleader since 1993. The delay
indicates anomadic, erratic career that's
Stereophile, May 1999

currently much more on —signing with
Verve was abig move—than of. And
while it's not aclassic like the legendary
Stick-Up! (Blue Note, 1966), Skyline is a
rewarding, contemporary-minded album that clearly demonstrates Hutcherson's manner of combining a pronounced lyricism with spitfire technique. The result is flavorful solos that
dazzle the ear.
This program of covers and Hutcherson originals includes "Who's Got You,"
with its stair-step line going up, then
down, damn fast and hard. Hutcherson
sings on the vibes, using bits of scale fragments, chordal figures, ideas that have
that alluring twist-turn jazz shape, and
hip rhythmic thoughts to concoct serpentine lines that stop when, like ahorn
player, he seems to take abreath. He
employs the same appealing format on
Grachan Moncur Ill's "Coaster;" which
the vibist originally recorded on
Moncur's 1963 date, Evolution.
The much slower "Delilah" and
"Tres Palabras" are played on marimba,
on which Hutcherson gets adelicate,
open tone, his lines rich with melody;
ditto "Chan's Song" (on vibes). "Delilah" is especially evocative, as Al
Foster's flowing beat and Christian
McBride's seductive bass patterns recall
Ahmad Jamal's timeless version of
"Poinciana," with its enthralling bass
and drum parts played by Vernell
Fournier and Israel Crosby.
On the latin-flavored "Tres Palabras,"
Kenny Garrett sounds warm and sweet,
but on "Who's Got You?" and "Pomponio" his somewhat edgy tone and
adventuresome outside-the-harmony

Performances

Charlie Parker, alto sax; Flip Phillips, Charlie Ventura,
Lucky Thompson, Claude Main, tenor sax; Miles
Davis, Kenny Dorham, Dizzy Gillespie, trumpet;
Bennie Green, trombone; George Freeman, guitar;
Mit Jackson, vibes; Tadd Dameron, Al Haig, John
Lewis, piano; Curley Russell, Tommy Potter, Leroy
Jackson, Al McKibbon, bass; Max Roach, Joe Harris,
Brui Freeman, drums; others
Savoy Jazz/Denon SVY-17021-24 (4 CDs). 1948-50/
1998. Orrin Keepnews, reissue prod.; Jack Tower,
Phil Schaap, orig. engs.; Paul Reid III, reissue eng.
MD. TT: 4:40:34

Performance
Sonics **1/2

swe all know, live recordings
have both serious rewards and
pitfalls. As genres of music go,
jazz, because of it's improvisational
nature and direct relationship to an audience sitting near the stage, often shows
best when recorded live.
A prime example of this is the
immensely appealing four-CD boxed
set, Charlie Parker: The Complete Live
Performances, which surveys Bird in full
wing on several occasions: from September 1948 to March 1949 at the Royal
Roost on Broadway and 47th in Manhattan, as well as at Carnegie Hall in
1947, and in aChicago club in 1950.
While bebop was, even then, no longer
fresh out of the oven, co-creator Parker
was still in peak form as its master baker.
These discs, reissued by Denon (current
owner of the Savoy catalog), spotlight
Bird firing his fluid and buoyant lines
with rapt delight. He's featured performing with an array of players, ranging from his quintet —with Miles Davis
on trumpet, Tadd Dameron on piano,
and Max Roach on drums — to a
makeshift Chicago band including guitarist George Freeman (brother of Von
Freeman). While the performances are
superb throughout, the sonics, given the
circumstances under which the recordings were made, are sub-par overall; the
mikes often pick up audience chatter
better than they do the rhythm section.
At times, the piano is almost inaudible.
The bulk of the box is devoted to the
Royal Roost gigs, originally recorded for
live radio broadcasts on WMJ and later
released on Savoy LPs. What's remark159
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Record
able about Parker's playing
throughout is that he doesn't repeat himself, opting
to go the fast-and-faster
route without relying on
tired licks. As aresult, the
sets are fresh, bright, immediate, and exciting.
"The man ofjazz" and "his
wonderful organization,"
as MC "Symphony Sid"
Toi-in calls Bird and company in his frequent introductions, launch into
euphoric takes on several
Parker gems, including
"Koko," "Ornithology,"
"Scrapple from the Apple,"
"Cheryl," "Chasin' the
Bird," and "Barbados."
Other highlights include blazing takes on the Dizzy
Gillespie barnburner "Be-Bop," quicksilver jaunts through Tadd Dameron's
"Hot House," and vocal hijinks on the
Gillespie-Kenny Clarke hoot, "Salt
Peanuts." Special treats include abopping version of "White Christmas" performed on the Christmas 1948 Royal
Roost broadcast, Bird's alto-sax dash
with trumpeter Kenny Dorham on the
Miles Davis tune "Little Willie Leaps,"
and the seductive spin through Diz's
"Night in Tunisia," featuring Milt
Jackson on vibes. Some low points are
worth only one-time visits: the vocal
contributions of Dave Lambert and
Buddy Stewart on such tunes as the slow
"Hurry Home" and the scat-bop
"Deedle" in the second half of disc 3.
Thankfully, reissue producer Orrin
ICeepnews edited much of Symphony
Sid's running commentary from the original sessions. However, Keepnews had
his hands tied when it came to the 1948
New Year's Eve all-star jam on "How
High the Moon." Torin mars the rousing
number by introducing each soloist, providing ablow-by-blow account of the
action. Also worthy of note is how noisy
the audience sometimes gets when the
playing is hot. With Bird blowing with
such explosive power, it's hard to imagine
how anyone in the house could have carried on aconversation.
Disc 4opens with six tunes (including
acouple not taken at breakneck speeds)
recorded in Chicago in 1950. Parker's
band gets to stretch on most of the
tracks, including a relaxed 10-minute
version of Rodgers and Hart's "There's a
Small Hotel," and aromp through "Hot
House" that's nearly as long. Again,
while the recording quality is poor
(sometimes atrocious) and the crowd
Stereophile, May 1999
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mered dulcimer and the
Gaeltacht, roughly simultaneously. In order to get her
sort of music on record, she
started arecord label that
quickly amassed asolid following. Then she got into
Gurdjieff and the Sufis.
Pretty normal so far, right?
Well, this CD is along
way from normal. First of
all, Miss Maggie can play
the hell out of atune. The
sheer combination of speed
and taste works every time.
This wouldn't be enough to
succeed in the overpopulated area of Celtic/World
fusion, however, were it not
for her unerring choice of
musicians and material. All
of the tunes on A Traveler's Dream are real
chatty, the rewards win out. Besides
Bird's impeccable performance, the star Scots and Irish melodies, or Sansone's
of these tracks is guitarist George
originals in Celtic style (with one excepFreeman, who contributes adistinctivetion, to be covered later). To veterans of
Irish festivals it looks like standard fare,
ly soft-toned, almost whimsical voice.
but the playing is anything but standard.
The best sonics (if only slightly better
for the rhythm section) and perforIt's getting fairly common to have African
or Middle Eastern instrumentation on
mances are left for last: the 1947
Carnegie Hall concert, originally rethis sort of recording, but Sansone and the
gang get it just right
leased as an LP on the Natural Organic
Iremember years ago going to a
label. Bird shares the stage with
Celtic gig where lots of hotshot fiddlers
Gillespie, pianist John Lewis, bassist Al
McKibbon, and drummer Joe Harris for
fired off jigs and reels like amphetafleet jaunts through such crowd-pleasers
mine-crazed leprechauns. The audience
as "Dizzy Atmosphere," "Groovin'
was into it, hopping and dancing in time
High," and "Koko."
(more or less) to the beat, when up
The first in yet another series focusstepped Eugene O'Donnell, with his
ing on the Savoy Catalog, the Savoy Jazz
unkempt white hair and battered fiddle.
Originals (subsequent releases include
He played asingle slow air, with no flash
classic recordings by Dexter Gordon,
or ornament. To this day, it is the only
Kenny Dorham, and Errol Gardner),
thing Iremember of that concert. Ihadthe live Charlie Parker box is avaluable
n't felt quite that way again until Iheard
historic prize exhibiting Bird in prime- Bonnie Rideout play "Johnny Armtime form. Don't fret over the sonics; as
strong" on this disc.
the man himself always said, it's what
Speaking of the hammered dulcimer
comes out of the horn that's ultimately
(I was, wasn't I?), it developed from an
the most important.
-Dan Ouellette
instrument called the santoor, which came
to Europe —probably originally from
India—by way of Persia. Maggie
Sansone has decided to get back to her
roots by studying with aPersian master.
The result is the only non-Celtic tune on
MAGGIE SANSONE
the disc, a killer five-minute improv
called (appropriately) "Dervish." Even if
A Traveler's Dream
you don't buy the CD, get afolkie friend
Maggie's Music MMCD 110 (HDCD). 1999. Bobby
to spin this for you. It'll wake you up,
Read, prod., eng. MD? Ti-: 63:00
guaranteed.
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
This CD is recorded with the HDCD
process. Unfortunately, Idon't have a
aggie Sansone is your typical
Celtic musician. The child of compatible player on which to hear the
an Italian immigrant, she was
effects of the encoding, but things sound
born in Miami and grew up listening to
well enough without it — especially
classical and jazz. She did the folkie thing
Rideoues fiddle, which has lovely string
in the '60s until she discovered the hamtone and real bite.
-Les Berkley
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Of course we sell the best in solid state and home theater. But in Tubeland

K AV-300i

we do what no other dealer in North America does. We don't do tube gear as an

150 wpc. Balanced
Remote Integrated
Ampl>if"eeT , ,

Dig Tubes? Read this...
afterthought in the corner. We sell the finest brands and through great relationships
with manufacturers we seek out special buys and pass these savings on to you.
Can changing tubes to a premium NOS (New Old Stock) make an
improvement equal to a component change? Yes. We have the largest inven-

Both KAV and Full
Power Balanced
product on display

Your Big $$$
Trade-in Center
1

•Audio Research •Bills Bags •CAL
•Chiro hs Kinergetics •Definithe Technologs
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•Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Trade-ins & Specials at
http://www.audio-logic.com

Audio-Video
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tory in the U.S. of premium tubes from lost inventories made long ago by companies
like Telefunken, Mullard, and Amperex to name a few. Test gear including a $21,000
Spectral Dynamics FFT Analyzer, Tek 570 curve tracer, and our custom built TM-100
Lab Precision Tube Matcher. Done one at atime with headphones. Time consuming?
Yes. Obsessive? Maybe. Worth it? Absolutely.
We re-tube more BAT's, CAT's, ARC's, SF's, & C-J's than anybody. That's why new
and seasoned audiophiles as well as the best recording engineers and world-famous
musicians come to Upscale Audio.
Authorized Dealer: Audible Illusions, Balanced Audio Technology, B&K, Rega,
Sonic Frontiers, Manley, Sunfire, Anthem, Golden Tube, Golden Theater,
Von Schweikert, Tannoy, Meadowlark, Nordost Flatline, Kimber, Presence,
PSB, Speakercraft, and others by order. We stock and show most every model!
"My other tube discovery showed, yet again, how much
those of us in Tubeland rely on good, no make that great
dealers. I've mentioned Kevin Deal of Upscale Audio
before in this column, and here he's come through again.*
—Tom Davis, Positive Feedback Magazine

2504 Spring Terrace • Upland, CA 91784 • Voice (909) 931-9686

515-255-2134

Fax (909) 985-6968 • www.upscaleaudio.com

-Harmonic
Recovery System

SODOM
Fine Audio •Home Theatre

indispensable component for your
d
iaudio system. "It adds alevel of vibrancy
•el and substance to the music that is intoxe, icating." Sound Stage 06/98. Experience
the HRS for yourself with a30 day
• money-back guarantee. More info,
." including Sam Tellig's comments in
t:'
e4 Stereophile? Call or write.
teed.% What else?
11X.. •AMAZON turntables
•MORCH tonearms
e •ALLAETRS cartridges
•VERDIER turntable
•CORONA preamplifier
•EARNIAX/PRO headphone amps
•RG's POWER CO. line enhancer
•BRENDA, MONOPOLE connectors
•D'FEET equipment dampers
•TOP HAT tube damper
•LPs & CDs from Europe
tita, •MONTHLY SPECIALS & SALES

'

AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS LLC
PO Box 2090 •Branchville NJ 07826
973 875 8705 •Fax 973 875 8735
Email audadv@earthlink.net
wvvw.audioadvancements.com
Orders toll free 1-888-59-Musik
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The Midwest ix Ultimate Stereo Store
5702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA 7.0:sio

"Audio & Video is largely a
language of emotion. When it
is portrayed properly, it reaches
you on an emotional level."
Since 1986 this philosophy has guided us in
the design &installation of the finest music &
home theatres in the Rocky Mountain region.

THE FINEST AUDIO
& VIDEO COMPONENTS
IN THE WORLD BY:
Krell •Theil •Marantz •Theta
Cardas •Hales •Audio Refinement
EAD •Energy •Genesis •Castle
Eggleston •Meadowlark
Balanced Audio Technology
and much more.
90 day exchange
•Free shipping
•No tax (out of state only)

303 759-5505
4697 E. Evans •Denver, CO 80222
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Creek OBH-14
,1
Isee that Sam's at it again, praising and
deriding my products at the same time.
Well, maybe it's time to expose him for
the charlatan that he is. Let me recount a
recent conversation with him.
The scene: Uncle Sam's house in
Minsk. Sam is on the telephone to Roy
Hall. A partially set-up Music Hall
MMF-2 turntable is in front of him. An
excellent MM F-2 instruction manual is in
his other hand.
"Roy, Ineed your help," Sam says.
"How can Ihelp you?" Isay, that familiar feeling of dread in my gut.
"What's that black thing with the fishing line on it?"
"It's the antiskating counterweight."
"The what?"
"You know, the thing that stops the arm
from scratching the record as it turns."
"Oh yeah. How do you attach it?"
(Folks, this is the true Sam: totally
clueless.)
Itell him how to attach the string to the
arm. This takes awhile, as his clumsy, fat
fingers keep getting in the way. He finally
finishes and puts on arecord.
"How does it sound?" Iask.
"Marvelous. Uncle Sam will love it. He
has thousands of old Melodiya LPs from
Russia. By the way, Roy, what's this black
thing with the hole in it?"
He is referring to the 45rpm adapter
that comes standard with the MMF-2.
"Weren't you aDJ in college? Didn't
you play lots of 45s?"
"You know Iwas, and of course I
played 45s. But what's this black thing?"
Itell you, folks, it's pathetic. This
incompetent reviews my products and
then decides whether or not they have
merit.
But the real reason I'm writing this is
because I've been asked to respond to his
jabber — sorry, review — of the Creek
OBH-14 DAC/preamp.
Okay, here goes:
The Creek OBH-14 DAC/preamplifier sounds much better than the Rega
DAC.
Roy Hall
Music Hall
Wilson Audio MAXX
Editor:
Thank you for your very thorough review
of the MAXX loudspeaker. In the world's
first English-language review of the
MAXX, Martin Colloms uses his typical
Stereophiie, May 1999
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professional approach to carefully and fairly weigh the product's design, performance, and ability to satisfy in establishing
his strong recommendation. As the manufacturer and head of ateam of very caring
and creative people here at Wilson Audio,
Ideeply appreciate Mr. Colloms' expertise, objectivity, and balanced judgment.
At atime when the credibility of many
audio reviewers is in question,' it is good
to see the few like Martin Colloms setting
ahigh standard.
Thank you!
David A. Wilson
President, ['Olson Audio Specialties, Inc.
Alón Circe
Editor:
Many thanks to Wes Phillips, John
Atkinson, and Stereophile for the great
review of the Alón Circe loudspeaker.
While the review is very positive and reasonably comprehensive, we feel additional light could be shed on design choices
and the issue of sound quality as it relates
to loudspeakers.
The Circe was designed for maximum
sound quality in afull-range, three-way,
one-piece format. The design maximizes
low-level resolution and microdynamics
for the most lifelike reproduction. The allalnico magnet drivers, in conjunction with
our unique open-baffle technology, operating both the mid- and high-frequency
transducers as dipoles and without enclosures, ensures a verisimilitude to live
sound that is uncanny, and unlike ordinary
dynamic loudspeakers. Indeed, Wes
reports, "The speakers reproduced not just
the sound of four recorders, but also that
of the space in which they were being
played, with an immediacy that bordered
on the frightening."
The all-important crossover employs
mild slopes to maximize transient response while maintaining excellent dispersion. Indeed, it was reported by many
who auditioned these speakers at HI-FI
'98 that one could sit far off-axis and still
perceive a wall-to-wall soundstage. We
definitely eschew the use of sharp 24dB/
octave networks because of the increased
transient distortion and energy-storage
losses incurred, despite their measured
reduced vertical driver interaction. We
prefer to sit down for serious listening.
Regarding the low-frequency design,
we have elected to stay with an infinite-

1Sterrophile, January 1999, p.45

baffle design for maximum musical accuracy and resolution. This sealed design
bears little relation to the compact air-suspension designs of the past. In the past,
woofers were made very heavy and
mounted in small, air-tight enclosures
completely filled with absorbent. The
heavy absorbent added additional moving
mass to the system. The problem with this
design is a"slow, rather lethargic bass,"
coupled with very low efficiency. Circe
instead employs a much larger, steelbraced enclosure with a very small
amount of absorbent.
As has been noted internationally at
various hi-fi shows, the Circe's bass is fast
and decodes low-frequency nuances in
recordings, which is quite unusual. As
Wes says, "I really enjoyed listening to
recordings with extreme low-frequency
information, such as Robert Rich's Seven
Veils." We chose to use a10" diaphragm of
long-throw design to provide 20Hz room
response and enough level for domestic
applications. While we concede that larger woofers may play louder, the significant increase in mass (four times, in the
case of a15" woofer) invariably causes a
loss of low-level resolution and transparency and would require much more
amplifier power to control. This would
be unacceptable to us. Consider afourtimes mass difference analogous to the
difference in finesse between a3000-lb
sports car and a12,000-lb truck! Ported
systems likewise suffer from increased
transient distortion and group delay. We
feel the bass of the Circe comes closer to
that of live acoustic instruments.
Considering the concepts of "warmth"
and "edge definition" as applied to reproduced sound, live acoustic instruments,
when heard in agood hall, do have asense
of natural warmth. What is unusual is that
we find that the Circe can reproduce
warmth. Many loudspeakers cannot.
However, reproduction of warmth is system-dependent. Regarding amplifiers for
the moment, the degree of warmth will
generally be maximum with SE triodes,
less with push-pull tubes, and least with
solid-sute. This must be balanced with the
rest of one's system. The Circe has provided agreat match to excellent solid-state
amplifiers. In our experience, live sound
images do not have the super-sharp outlines that many audiophiles pursue.
Instead, we find that real instruments produce asofter demarcation between the
instrument and its surrounding space. We
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find the Circe's reproduction of space
more natural.
We think Wes summed it up best when
he said, "With the right system and the
right music, you can easily ask yourself,
'How could it get any better than this?'"
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Naim CDX & XPS
Editor:
Our thanks to Michael Fremer for his
well-considered review of our CDX CD
player and its accompanying power supply, the XPS. Since Mike is aself-proclaimed advocate of analog equipment,
we are extra pleased with his reaction.
There are afew points raised in the
review that we would like to address. First,
Julian's feeling is that 96kHz/24-bit is
hugely (about 200 times) more difficult to
do than 16-bit, which itself took about 10
years to get working in an acceptable (to
analog enthusiasts) way.
Second, because the chipset in the
CDX is far less microphonic than that
used in the CD2-era players, asuspension
is not essential.
The issue of connectors is asomewhat
thorny one, but here's our point of view...
it is pretty well documented at this point
why Nairn uses DIN plugs for system
connections. From an engineering point
of view, it makes alot of sense. The benefits translate into amore musically meaningful performance to our ears. The addition of RCA sockets (for convenience
sake) would lower the performance bar to
apoint where even thousands of dollars of
interconnect cable might not rescue the
musical performance in any way. The
conundrum of system matching beyond
the DIN plug is purely at the discretion of
the owner. Different systems and tastes
will lead to differing choices of (DIN at
source) interconnect, be it Chord, Nordost, or whatever. While it may appear
more difficult to get DIN-terminated
interconnects these days, most respectable
wire makers will make to order acable
with aDIN plug supplied by Naim Audio
North America (NANA). Owners can
have it "their way" if they like, given that
NANA in Chicago can professionally reterminate most "favorite cables" with a
Naim DIN connector.
Finally, concerning the measurements:
one advantage of separating the power
supply from the CDX is that the CDX has
a considerably lower noise environment,
in asimilar fashion to separating apreamp
from apower amp. It is advised in the
owners manual that the power supply be
kept at least 12" from the player, and certainly not be stacked.
We do concur with the low jitter measurement though, which was achieved
through the concerted efforts of Naim's
continued on page 173
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interested
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call (800) 446-3563.

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Huntsville
Accurate Audio Video
(256) 533-1711
ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(510) 486-1044
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486 1044
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
A/V Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Glendale
The Newstand Company
(818) 247-4905
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
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Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Rand RNews Services
(310) 312-0405
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000
Modesto
Replay Multimedia
(209) 522-3472
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan Ltd.
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Orcutt
Entertainment Lifestyles
(805) 934-4894
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FT
(916) 929-2100

to

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-7400
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser DEntertainment
(714) 693-2882
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 4444479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780

Audio Gallery
(916) 837-2100

MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernardino
VideoMart
(909) 885-3191

Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555

Buy
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Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Margate
(954) 969-2550
Melbourne
Associated Telecom
(407) 724-4000
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pensacola
Audio Advice of Northwest
Florida
(850) 477-6821
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD &DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
St. Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martine:
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Atlanta Home Theater,l1C
(770) 642-5557

Westminster
Westminster Neveland
(303) 428-0823

AV1 Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

CONNECTICUT

Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112

FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202

South San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408

HAWAII

Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakenvorks
(312) 769-0773

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen &Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras, Inc. Stereo &Video
(781) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Nonmood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8. Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
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Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787

Buy
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Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Westfield
SoundStage
(908) 233-6196

Portage
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185

West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio &Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Gladstone
Buzu's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems &Design
(402) 423-0363
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
16031 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
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Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
1.5.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Mt. Holly
Television Video Sales 8Service
(704) 827-0301
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 441-3707
New Philadelphia
Hard Audio Security
(330) 343-1353
Toledo
¡amenons
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8. Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600

Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8. Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Addison
Top Communications Services
(972) 267-0000
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112

Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Charlottesville
Audio Vision
(804) 975-4434
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094

Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Audio Home
(972) 429-1541

WYOMING

Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177

ONTARIO

Quebec

Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

VERMONT

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St.
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W.Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St.,4th Floor

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
11505 Tecumseh Rd. East

Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway *MI63

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8, Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397

Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave.

Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
68W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave. SW
Edmonton
Audio 51
10326-63 Ave.

Concord
Audio One
32W Steeles Ave. W
Kingston
2ju3st Hi-Fi
9Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave.

QUEBEC

(.0
1311R8
ARue E.
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
RJ Martinez
Tel/Fax (54) 1585 1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813
BENEWX
National Distributor
Dumb Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel. 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hifnvinkel
Tel 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345
De Hifroinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRAZIL
Blumenau, S.C.
Sound Image
Tel (55) 47 326 0676
Fan (55) 47 322 0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Tel (673) 244 8840
Fan (673) 244 8841
BULGARIA
Sofia
Audio Consult
Tel
(359) 255 4069
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
Tel./Fax (506) 225 8231
CROATIA
Notional Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (388) 21 343 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376
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CZECH REPUBLIC

Too Kg
TeL (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324

DENMARK

National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel./Fax (65) 33 66 790

Prague
Audio Studio EGO
Tel, 4202 272 451

Norager
Hill Klubben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385

FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Dy
Tel (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808
FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
Tel./Fax (331) 6004 6066

GERMANY

National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067

HONG KONG

National Distributor
Central
YK Audio Ltd.
TeL (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328

HUNGARY
Budapest
P&P Audio
Tel. (361) 325 8772
Fax (361) 167 3236

ISRAEL
Hertselya-Pitvach
HRS Home Entertainment
TeL (972) 50588 028
Fax (972) 39088 808

ITALY

National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
Tel. (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790

INDIA
Mumbai

Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel. (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465

MARTINIQUE
St Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel. (596) 42 71 00
Fax (596) 57 96 39

NBA/ ZEALAND

National Distributor
Wellington
DR Britton Ltd.
Tel (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065

NORWAY

National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel./Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

PHILIPPINES

National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
TeL (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 28 93

PORTUGAL

National Distributor

Amadora

Ajasom
Tel (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel. (353) I288 8477
Fax (353) 1283 4887

REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje
TP Kodi
Tel/Fax (389) 91 11 83 66

RUSSIA
Moscow

RG Sound, Inc.
Tel. (095) 256 5091
Fax (095) 259 2742
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SINGAPORE

SOUTH AFRICA
Notional Distributor
Alberton
Hifi Excellence
Tel (27) 11 907 9092
Fax (27) 11 907 8399

NAMELY NAIM
THREE

0 F

A

KIND

NAIM'S NEW GENERATION OF CD

SPAIN

PLAYERS ARE HERE.

National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel. (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254

atwo box design. As in all Naim products,

SWEDEN

there's avery sophisticated power supply,

The top of range Naim CDS ($11,500) is

National Distributor
Stockholm
Hifi Art
Tel. (46) 86616 300
Fax (46) 86602 207

the XPS, at the heart of the design. The CDS
also incorporates a number of internal
suspension systems. The one used for the
transport is precisely matched to the

SWITZERLAND

G
Hifi Portier
Tel. (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904

electronic control servos while the main
board has its own system to isolate it from
high frequency vibrations.

THAILAND

The key advantages of the CDS are

National Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd.
Tel. (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456

embodied in the integrated CDX ($4250)
and the CD 3.5 ($2150) players. Front loading is featured on the CDX and CD3.5,

TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205

TURKEY

utilizing a custom-made glass reinforced
drawer mechanism, the mass of which has
been carefully calculated to optimize rigidity

CDS with XPS

and isolation. Both the CDX and the CD3.5

Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel. (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673

may be upgraded with an external power
supply for improved sound quality.

UNITED KINGDOM

Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
TeL 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel. 01473 286 977

London

Kamla Hifi
Tel. 0171 323 2747

REGARDING THE ELECTRIFYING
NAIM CDX CD PLAYER:
"The NAIM CDX would
certainly have my vote as
digital product of the year."
—Art Dudley, Listener Magazine,
Autumn 1598
CDX CD Mayer

Musical Images
Tel 0171 497 1346
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel. 01908 604 949

Nottingham

THE NEW

NAIM FLAGSHIP NBL LOUDSPEAKER COMING IN JUNE

1999

Castle Sound and Vision
Tel. 0115 958 4404

Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel. 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
TeL 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
Tel. 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hifi
Tel. 01708 680 551

Arcam, Balanced Audio, B&W", MW Nautilus 800', Black Diamond, Creek, Denon,
Direct TV Satellite, Faroudja, Grado, Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn Products, Loewe Digital TV,
Meadowlark, McIntosh', MIT Reference, Nakamichi, NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega,
REL, Rotel', Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, SONY Video, SONY Multiscan Projectors, Spectral,
Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen, Thiel, VAC, Wadia, Wilson Audio, Zoethecus and more.
•%wile* in %in,

INNOVATIVE

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade

Radix Audio
Tel. (381) 36 11 111
Fax (381) 36 10 333

lark onh

Manhattan

212-634-4444 150

Brooklyn Heights

718-596-0888

www.innovaudio.com

East 58 Street, New York 10155
77 Clinton

Street, Brooklyn 11201
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Audio

Mart

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVoic,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAL, Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rega,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Manin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hut Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/An:Ex/Discover.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Acunas, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276.
ATTENTION QUAD, KORA, ROMAN, SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient.
New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 3723713. E-mail: qsandd@aolcom. Web: www.qsandd.com
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA Call Superer Products, Inc.,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at unentsfinfirrecom .See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. l)ownload our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, also (716)683-5451, orfax to (716)683-5421. E-mail
so info@faufarecom ,
or write to Fanfare FM, Box 455, Buffalo,
NY 14225-0455.
•
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT Now you can afford incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance
than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos available at
extra savings. Call or write for information and reviews.
30-day money-back guarantee. Tice Audio Products, set
(561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302, www.ticeaudiecons.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna... and install an APS-14 immediately" —
www.wb2vvv.com .APS-14, APS-9, and the elegant
indoor FM InTenna: the finest FM-reception products
on the planet. See Srenvphde "Recommended Components," October '98. APS, (860) 643-2733. E-mail:
antpeentpbc.net. Web: www.antertnaperfinnancecom
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 before lOpm EST
AIR TIGHT ATM2 amplifier, $3000; Aerial 10Ts
with stands, 53000. (207) 781-2037
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WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on REP Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shalcti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step
matrix-type line-level volume controls and preamps arc
the most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium transistors in all signal paths. Transforms CD sound. $1000. Also, 3-input
remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208) 342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placetteaudiocom
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandcrsteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.
WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! ilibe
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, QuickSilver, Ultcch, Wilson-Benesch,
Wireworld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Arizona Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961, www.tubeaudio.com
HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices — Aerial, B&O, B&W, Bryston, Cinepro, Classé,
Dynaudio, MD, EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon,
Martin-Logan, Meridian, Revel, Thiel, Totem, Krell,
and other exclusive audio products. Helm Music
Company, (888) 519-9800.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthedx, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Fanfare, German Physics,
Graaf, Graham, Joseph Audio, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi
Acoustics, Spendor, Tammy, Totem, Transfiguration,
Wheaton Triplanar, XL0, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522.
2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial.
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: dassifieds@stereoplrile.com
DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the July 1999
Stereophile, you must submit it by May 3, 1999.
Please Note: Phone-in ads arc not accepted.
Please plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on
the form provided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

McCOM1ACK EQUIPMENT: Steve McConnack
has developed upgrades for McCormack equipment
that will blow your socks oft? We are pleased to offer
special sock attachments for use with these incredible
components (available in avariety of colors). For full
information, contact SMeAudio, (760) 732-0352,
SMcAudio@aolcom
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elisa, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
ICiwame, etc, capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TICD, Heicfred
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets, isolators, Deflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Perry, Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415)669-7181, (415)669-7558
fax, mperty@svnitet
EL34s — VINTAGE, THE ABSOLUTE. Philips
EL34 (1970±, branded Mullard) —unique construction, NOS, all specs available, limited quantities. Pairs,
quads possible. Rare opportunity. Also: ICT88, GEC,
Genelex, Mullard, new and used. McIntosh 275, original with tube cage (rare), perfect condition, $3995. Yves
(Canada), (819) 686-9698, fax (819) 425-2193,
YlaFontaine@cilqua
McINTOSH MC1000 MONO amplifiers, two,
1000W each. Two XRT-24 loudspeakers with cables,
LD-7020 Liserdisc. Sacrifice price: a$40,500 Canadian
value for only $18,800 US. R, jean, (450) 434-0562, fax
(450) 434-1639, e-mail refroy@hormailcom
THRESHOLD S-500 Series II amps (2), with boxes
and manuals, perfect! $750 each, original owner, firm.
(714) 897-8368, Scott in CA.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Link Nexle, NY 11363.
KR ENTERPRISE VT 18 BSI integrated vacuum
transistor amplifier, zero negative feedback, SE, stunning natural sound, as new, $2700; used Sonus Faber
Guarneri, perfect condition. Looking for high-end
newsgroup. E-mail me: marcdeni@hotmailcom
TWO GOLDEN TUBE SE40 Special Editions, used
20 hours, have boxes, papers, warranties, ($3000)
$2000. (219) 461-7508.
PS AUDIO 200C amplifier, upgraded to C.X, ($2000)
$650; Theta Data Basic Itranspon, upgraded to II,
($1700) $750; Classé DAC1, Stereophile Class A
(October 1998), ($4000) $1750; Goldmund 1.5m
Lineal digital cable, ($495) $250; Illuminati balanced
digital cable, ($300) $100. OBO on all above. (909)
793-9667
MARK LEVINSON No31.5 Reference CD transpon,
new with warranty, $6395; Levinson No.36 D/A CD
processor, 52995. (706) 638-0577
MARK LEVINSON No.36 and No3Z $3000 each;
Aragon 8008 ST 51000. All mint with boxes and manuals, shipping not included. Jeff (608) 255-8656, premierl la@aolcom
MUST SELL! As-new demo equipment. BAT VK-60
monos, S5600/pair or $2900 each; Sonic Frontiers
SFL-2, $2200; SFI)-2, $2300; Audio Research LS2B,
$1300; Counterpoint SA9 (2 chassis, all-tube phono
stage — the best), $2100; PS Audio Ultralirdc II, $700.
All items as new with manuals and boxes. Sonoran
Custom 4' biwire speaker cable, $250. Call Joe, (602)
371-4641 x206, or (602) 572-9302
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MIRAGE M3Si, $1500; Well Tempered Classic with
all mods, $1200; Meridian 563 DAC with Illuminati
cable, $550; Classé Model 10 amp and Model 4preamp with remote and phono, both $1950; Cardas
Hexlink Golden 5C, 1m. RCA, $275; two pairs
Monster M1.5 speaker cables, spades, 8', $150/pair.
(410) 751-2437
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Counterpoint's
designer Michael Elliott repairs, upgrades Counterpoint components. Add tube balanced outs to SA5.V5000. Hot new SA-11 upgrades. Convert your SA20/220/12/100 amplifier to beyond Natural Progression standards with balanced inputs, monoblock
conversion. Fantastic sound! Custom shop. (760) 9450356, www.naimes.rueatedio
CLASSÉ TEN AMPLIFIER, black, near mint,
($2000) $890. Stem (501) 372-3233, AR.
VTL 600W amps, Magik transformers, 12 months on
tubes, VTL custom tube cages, warranty, $8000 0I30.
(323) 460-4141.
YAMAMURA CABLE AND ACCESSORIES
SALE: Yamamura Millennium 5000 interconnect, balanced, 1.5m, mint condition, ($1200) $550; Yamamura
Monolith 5000 interconnect, balanced, 3m, mint condition, ($1500) $550; power cords, call; Goldmund
cones, new, never used, filled-type, ($350) $200; 7
Mpingo discs, never used, ($50 each) $250. Must sell,
all mint. Call (212) 721-7746.
LINN 'CAIRN PRO PREAMP (no phono) with
remote, mint, ($2395) $1150; Audio Alchemy Cl) system, ($2610) $1210 OBO plus shipping, Segue= PS.,
($400) $240; Optimus 3400 with warranty, ($192)
$102; DST cable, ($259) $104; DTI 2.0 with P.S. 4,
($600) $240; DDE 3.0 with HDCD, ($800) $320; PS.
3, ($250) $155; Lincoln Audio ItS cable, ($100) $50.
(800) 333-3610 weekdays, (212) 864-8132 week evenings,
(860) 364-1143 weekends.

KRELL KAV-300 HDCD CD player, Stereophile Class
13 (October 1998), mint, 1year old with OBM, ($4200)
$2520. (203) 855-8856.

AUDIOQUEST LAPIS IC intcrtonnect, 3', $130;
TARA Labs Quantum Reference speaker cables, two 6'
pairs, $100/pair. (248) 879-9772.

SMELL CV SPEAKERS, Parasound PLD-1500 preamp; Aragon 8002 amp, $2200 complete. (215) 5674626, PA.

CAT SIGNATURE Midi with phono, $2950; CARY
300SE with WE300B tubes, $2450; TARA Master
Gen2 speaker cable, 12', $575. (606) 581-3763.

ONKYO INTEGRA TS-90901I FM tuner. Made,
(734) 676-1680.

MAIM SYSTEM: NAC82 with phono, NAP250,
HiCap, SBLs in walnut, cables, interconnects, Atlantis
rack, all manuals and boxes. Phenomenal sound, perfect
condition (less than 200 hours of use). Sacrifice at $15,000
Canadian funds. Call (416) 218-2524, Towne°, Canada.

MERIDIAN 565 71 processor with DD, DTS, THX,
and MSR remote, ($4900) $2500; 562V controller,
($1600) $800; Carver AV806x THX 120Wpc amplifier,
($1800) $1000; B&W 803 Series 2 speakers, walnut,
($3000) $1500/pair, Matrix HTM center speaker, walnut, ($800) $400; SCM8 TFDC surround speakers,
($1600) $800/pair, Velodyne F150OR subwoofer, ($1600)
$800; Synergistic Research MILII speaker cables (3), 16',
spades, ($260) $130 each; Digital Corridor No2 interconnects, 3' and 18", RCA, ($150) $75 each; Kaleidoscope
interconnects (3), 3', RCA, ($130) $65 each; Alpha
Sterling interconnect, 3', ($150) $75/pair, Audio Power
PowerPack V line conditioner, ($530) $265; Target T50
20" speaker stands, ($130) $65; Zenith Pro851X projector with ceiling mount, ($3700) $1500; DaLite Video
Spectra 13 screen, 100", manual, ($400) $200; Dish
Network receiver with UHF remote, ($99) $50. Mik4
(919) 845-6271.
WORLD-CLASS AUDIOPRISM MANA reference
tube monoblocks, ultralinear or triode operation.
Sonically and visually stunning, like new, 4months old,
($15,000) $9800/pair. (404) 305-4961.

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

New York's Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!
Featuring...
DUNLAVY AUDIO
LABS -SC I-SCVI
Loudspeakers.
KRELL FI'B Series
Amplifiers.
Todays cutting edge
for the high end
'enthusiast.

1
,)841

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
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Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
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$550
$500
$950
$750

BICS HYBRID LOUDSPEAKERS, rock-solid quality,
outstanding value! Handmade in Denmark of selected
materials and by methods that contribute to the highquality sound. For information and reviews, visit us at
www.hehoirecom
COLUMBUS, OHIO DEALER: Von Schweikert,
Totem, Meadowlark, Reference3A, Stanley Linear,
NEAR, Mordaunt-Short, Copland, Edge, Rogue.
Eagle, Monarchy, Coda/Continuum, G8tD Transforms, MSB, Audio Refinement, Cambridge, Thorens, Harmonic Technology, Audio Magic, Music Metre,
TG Audio, LET, Black Diamond, Chang, Salamander.
Featuring the Wisdom Audio "Adrenaline." Archive
Audio, (614) 237-5699. AmEx, Visa, MC, Discom
AUDIO NOTE Ankaru Mk.I1 (latest, mint) mono
amps, ($30,000) $12,500; this PSE 845 designed by
Andy Grove (UK), rave audio-magazine reviews.
(408) 447-6168, fax (408) 447-4907 E-mail: gerry_gass
maneup.hp.com
MERIDIAN 565 DIGITAL surround processor, ($3895)
$2500; 562V controller with video, includes remote,
($1550) $850. (312) 787-2612 or ofieradgerynetcom

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Mark Levinson
Theta Digital
McCormack
Pass Labs
Proceed

Revel
Aerial
ProAc
Avalon
Paradigm
Von Schweikert

q‘e9d Petéezeueuece
Soued &qeome 7degeze
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

http://www.audiosolutions.com

Free mailorder brochure

PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

AUDIOTRUTH DIAMOND X3, 1m, ($995)
OBO: FMS Microwave, 2m, balanced, ($995)
OBO; FMS Microwave 2, 8', biwire, ($1900)
OBO; Surniko SHO phono pickup, ($1800)
OBO. (847) 949-3971.

(770)804- 8977

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACK1T - System

Mart

193 BELLEVUE AVE, UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 07043

973-744-0600

www.CSA AUDIO.com

VPI
Grado
Belles
Sumiko
Graham
Tara Labs
Zoethecus
Benz-Micro
Sennheiser
Kimber Kable
Magnum Dynalab

Pioneer Elite
Salamander
Vidikron
Marantz
Lexicon
Stewart
Aragon
Acurus
Adcom
Draper
SME
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LIKE THE VENI)ETTA of adecade ago, the CTC
Blowtorch preamplifier is an instant classic. This fivefigure unit is custom-built to order and can include virtually any option the customer requires. The balanced
Generation 2 Vendetta phono stage will be available
soon at abase price of $5000. The "T' mod for the
original Vendetta, as heard at the CES, is now available.
Contact Bob Crump, (713) 721-4756 phone/far, for
Mails/scheduling.
GENESIS 200s, perfect condition, $18,000. (302) 7920514 or Briggsl @ix.rietioni.com .
PURE SILVER, EXTRUDED OVER high-purity
copper interconnects. Warm, liquid, beautiful sound at
only $65 per meter pair! Imagine interconnects that
sound superb hut don't cost ridiculous amounts! 30-day
moncy-back guarantee if not thrilled —you have nothing to lose! Send check or money order to David Paxson,
998 N. Washington Street, Delphi, IN 46923.
ESP CONCERT GRANDS, current, rosewood,
$7500 (pickup IL); Electraglide Fatboy II power cable
and new Fatboy 3' RCA interconnect, Reference II PC,
Signature 1.5m RCA, offers. (309) 452-5487 CST
MERIDIAN 563 DAC, $500; Audio Alchemy DTI Pro,
$275; Mclos SHA-1, $675; CAL Delta transport, $475;
1Cimber 8TC, two 8' pairs, $350; Kimber KCAG, 0.5m,
$200; TARA Q111 Fins biwire speaker cable, 8', $100;
!Umber Silver Streak, lm, $100. Bik (516)981-5326
YAMAHA CX1000 preamp, MX1000 power amp,
TX1000 tuner, Onlcyo Integra M510, M588F power
amps, Sony ST-SA5ES tuner. Call Cng, leave message,
(219) 836-0424.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Add remote-control volume to any Counterpoint prcamp! Direct tube
balanced outs for SA-5.1/5000. Take SA-20/220/
12/100 beyond Natural P...jsiession stereo! Fantastic
sound! Custom shop. Counterpoint's designer Michael
Elliott repairs, upgrades Counterpoint components.
(760) 945-0356. See wwwrictimes.riet/audio fin all details!
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AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
ROGUE AUDIO*
GRAAF*
ATMA-SPIERE•
AIR TIGHT*
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT
DISC DOCTOR
ACCU PHASE'
VERITY AUDIO*
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
AUDIO LAB*
GALLO ACOUSTICS'*
NIRVANA*
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD KOETSU•
NORDOST FLATLINE**
EAR.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

MASSACHUSE
HIGH-END CHOIC
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (
ROGERS*
TOTEM
EDINI

SOUND IMAGES CABLES*
MESA ENGINEERING
MONITOR AUDIO,
ROTEC CABLE
SPECTR
••

FURNITURE BY
TARGET. CONTOURS. OSAR'. AND SALAMANDER

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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B&W SIGNATURE 30, cherry, 6months old, immaculate, ($12,000) $6995/pair, Krell FPB 600, mint,
demo, ($12,500) $9499; Wilson CUBs, rosewood,
mint, demo with warranty and Sound Anchor stands,
($9698) $5999/ser, Dunlavy SC-V, oak, mint, demo,
($15,000) $9999/pair, Dunlavy SC-IV, rosewood, mint,
demo, ($8500) $6800/pair, ProAc Response 3.8, cherry, mint, demo, ($7200) $5500/pair, Audio Research
ReFone, silver, mint, demo, ($8495) call for price;
Mark Levinson No.30.5 and No.31.5 DAC and transport, used, mint, ($25,500/pair) $14,999/pair, Aragon
8002, 1year old, mint, ($1500) $799; Wadia 15,3 years
old, mint, ($4000) $1299. All demos include manufacturer's warranty. Audio Video Logic, (515) 255-2134.
PURIST AUDIO DESIGN, (2) Colossus, lm, balanced, $500 each; (2) Proteus power cords, 15m. $300
each; Signal Guard !so platform, $275. All mint. (510)
839-2031.
TUBES: NEW OLD STOCK AND CURRENT 12step selection process gives superior performance,
longer life. Low noise, mic-rophonics, matched sets.
Enjoy your music as never before! All popular audio
types in stock. Brands you trust for quality. Expert consultation and service! 90-day warranty. Advantage Tube
Services, 5 South Pine Island Road *107 Plantation, FL
33324, (954)916-9981. Spedal offerfor Stereophile readers!
Credit cards welcomed. www.electron-tubes-audio.com
REFERENCE POWER SUPPLY umbilical for Classé
DR-6. XLR connectors. (781) 594-7968.
WILSON-BENESCH CIRCLE turntable with Act
0.5 arm, ($2995) $1998. (305) 891-9540, EST
MONSTER'S BEST —M1000 Mk.III interconnects,
lm pair, ($212) $100. (310) 277-3213.
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
under warranty, ($7895) $2995; Versalab Wood Block,
($165) $75; Versalab Red Rollers, ($115) $55; Illuminati
AES/EBU digital interconnect, ($395) $95. Call (615)
532-6732 days, (615)650-3418 evenings.

Nigh End.„.
Not Ilighfrice
Marant

Rega

Audioquest

Monitor Audio

Sonic Frontiers

Totem

Vandersteen
•California Audio Labs
Cardas
•
'Creek
Golden Tube
Krell
Velodyne

REGA PLANAR 3, ($695) $425; van den Hul The
Second, lm, ($400) $195; Krell KSA-5 headphone
amp, ($1500) $725. Bill, (254) 395-4566.
AUDIO LOGIC 2400 Reference DAC, decodes
44.1kHz, 48kHz, and %kHz CDs and DVDs. Enjoy
all current software. 3months old. Competes with the
best at any price, ($5400) 53400. (404)305-4961.
OCM-500 power amplifier, ($2695) $1200; OCM-55
preamplifier, ($1395) $400; or both for $1500. B&W
DM-302 speakers, $180. All perfect, all with OBM. (248)
637-8544 days, (810)751-4393 evenings before 10pm EST
101tM MODEL 1 speakers Black, single-wired,
upgradcable to Signature, $995. (509) 235-4645.
INFINITY EPSILONS, new, $7500; Infinity
Renaissance 90s, $1500; Velodyne ULD-15 II, $1000;
Counterpoint DA-10, $895; Audio Alchemy DDE
v2.0, $225; Audio Alchemy DTI, $125; Counterpoint
PAC-15, $125. Lany, (541)388-1852.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EM), Immedia, Audio Refinement,
Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Casde, Mesa Engineering,
VansEvers, Benz-Micro, IClyne, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshend, XL0, Gallo,
Audio-Tedmica, REL, Vibrapod, Sanus, LAsr, VPI,
Bybee Technologies, Needle Nectar, ASC, Nitty Gritty,
and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. Comer Audio, (503)643-7512. E-maitfiveber@amuraudio.com, www.corneraudio.wm.
YANKEE RIBBON SPEAKERS, latest, best offer; Air
Tight Alt-2 prcamp, mint, Vaic 30B tubes, new;
C.E.C. TLC 2 transport, Audio Logic DAC, pristine.
(973)746-2794.
MERIDIAN 56620, ($2000) $1000; Maranta SR%TI-DC, ($1600) $725; Maranta DP-870, updated with
MSB DTS, ($1500) $725; Rane ME15B, ($400) $200.
Onur, (617)424-1632 or tipitip@msn.com
GOLDMUND SRI integrated amplifier, $1800. (805)
987-5807
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MARK LEVINSON No36S DIA, $2200; Accuphase
E-205 integrated amp, $500; Sony CDP-CXI51 100disc CD changer, $300. All mint with original packing.
(860) 347-3590.

LEVINSON No.36, No38, $2100 each; No.33H
monoblocks (2), $12,800; Transparent Audio
Reference RBL-20, balanced, 20', $2600; Tice Power
Conductor 2, $150. (503) 629-8166.

MIT CVT MH-770 OPT (2) speaker cables, 12',
spades, jumpers, perfect, boxes, ($4500) $1700. Scott,
(770)792-9152.

GENESIS 300, ($30,000) $15,900. Like new, mint
condition, full factory warranty. Priced for very
quick sale. E-mail: gen300s@aolcom or phone- (630)
377-5061.

MERIDIAN 518 digital processor, mint, $1300;
Meridian 500 transport, mint, $1150; KEF Reference
Model 2 with Rosetta Burr finish, $1300. E-mail:
MSrourjr@compuseme.com or call (616) 874-6579 after
4pm EST
CALIFORNIA AUDIO ALPHA 13/A converter,
upgradeable to AM:S(3111C new 24/96 for $450. Save over
$250 on new purchase. Mint, $800. (908)709-9766.
GRAAF GM-200 On, Stereophile Class A (October
1998), (512.500) $5900; KR Enterprise 6213M,
($23,000) 589(X); Kharma Ceramique 1.0, piano black,
(S17.000) $7900; mbl 101C, ($30,000) 59900; Cello
Palette, $4300; ARC
$2500; Goldinund 14
DIA, ($2500) $1100; Transparent Reference speaker
and RCA cables; Basis Debut Gold, ($9000) $3500;
Accuphase DP8OL transport, ($4750) $1850; C.E.C. 71.
2X belt-drive transport, ($3300) $2200. (909)627-3869.

vrioo,

VACUUM TUBE PREAMPLIFIERS and SE power
amplifier kits, passive line stages, phono stages, power
conditioners, and more. DIY components from
Hovland MusiCaps, MultiCaps, Jensen oils, Kimber
Kap, Solen, Winia, Elna Cerafines, BlackGates;
Caddock, Ho!co, Mills, Resista; KR Enterprise,
Svetlana, Sovrek, Western Electric; Cardas, Neutrik,
DFI Labs, Kimber Kahle, Vampire; Alps, Noble,
Grayhill. We also have enclosures, books, and software.
Order our 200-page catalog: $12 US/Canada, $18
International. Visa/MasterCard. Call 1Velbonw Labs,
(303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. PO. Box 260198,
Littleton, CO 80126. E-mail: wlabs@ix.ttercom.cont .Web:
immewelbornelabs.com

MUSICAL REFERENCE RM9 Mk.II tube amp,
$2000 0130. (215) 258-5959.
CAT SIGNATURE preamp, black, mint condition,
best offer. (801) 224-1216.
MARK LEVINSON No334 amp, latest model,
new 11/26/98, full warranty, ($5900) $4695. Tim,
(806) 756-4425 before lOpm CST
EAGLE II MONOS, MOO; Eagle 2A amp, $475;
Klync 73 preamplifier, $2100, Kimber silver wire,
dual attenuators, hot-rod input, $950; Monarchy
22A D/A with latest Stan Warren mod and latest
Monarchy mod, piggyback Burr-Brown DACs;
newest Earthquake SuperNova Mk.II subwoofer,
$1100. (708) 267-1588.
USED: Black Diamond Racing shelves (2), 14" by
18", ($495) $295 each; Merlin TSM speakers,
($2100) $1095; Levinson No.380S, ($6500) $4865;
Totem Model One Signature speakers, mahogany,
($1995) $895; Elecrraglide 5' Fatboy power cord,
($2000) $995. Plus shipping. Offers. (734) 485-0079.
WADIA 2000, ser. *121802-104812, digital volume/remote, most recent $3690 upgrade, ($7450)
$3490; MBL-101C, ($30,0000) $13,800; Airtangent
Reference toneann, ser. #20, ($12,000) $5300; Cello
Audio Palette, ($20,000) $9200; Cello Master power
supply, ($3000) $2050; Goldmund Mimesis 3 amp,
($9500) $3300; Magnais Type Vi, XLRs, 4', ($700)
$350; Magnan Type Vi, XLRs, 8', ($1020) $510.
Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808.
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"Ultimate and High-End Hume
Entertainment Systems"
Authorized
•Audio Valve (Tubes)
•BILLY BAGS
•BLACK DIAMOND
RACING
•Brick Wall Anti Surge
•BYBEE Technologies
•Custom Faceplate
Anodizing
•OCC Compact
Classics LPs CDs
•FLECTRAGLIDE
•ESP:Essential
Sound Products
•Fini are International
•MERLIN MUSIC SYSTEMS
(Speakers)

DPclik,f

•METRONOME DIGITAL
•PANAMAX
•pARTIcular
contemporary design
(Designer Audio-Video
Furniture)
•PLINIUS
•POLYFUSION AUDIO
•SILTECH
•SYNERGISTIC
RESEARCH
•3-0 Laser Alignment
Systems (Checkpoint)
•TOTEM ACOUSTICS
(Speakers)
•Viva (Tubes)
Non Introducing
BYBEE
TECHNOLOGIES!

I'jut 100%
Tuule.-Llte Pets

UV'
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"Frequent

Buyer Program"

AudioNideo Systems
Electronics &

Surround PrOteSSOI1
Krell *Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Angstrom •Ayre •Sony ES
Pioneer Elite •Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
effillififf
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Verity Audio
Celestion •Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Turntables &Cartridges
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project
Benz •Grado •Sumiko •Shure
Subwoolers
Rel •Velodyne •Definitive Technology
Audio Physics
Video
Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS
Accessories
Transparent Audio •Synergistic Research •Tributaries
Goertz •Ocas •Audioguest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamax •Sumiko •Tice
furniture
Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design
Billy Bags •Sanas •Losan •Plateau

Digital Ear

Owned and Operated by a Medical Doctor

17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106

(5171 337-8362
Fax (517) 351-3508

Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903

East Lansing, Michigan "Home of M5U"

e-mail hifi@digitalear.com
www.digitalear.com
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P1PEDREAMS LOUDSPEAKERS in New Jersey.
Hear the incredible sound of the world's finest loudspeaker system. You've read the reviews in TAS, now
hear for yourself why it has become HP's new reference system. SoundSrage of Westfield, call (800) 539-5505,
(908) 233-6155, fax (908) 233-6154. E-mail: marie@thesouncleaecom .
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 Mk.I amp, ($4495)
$2800. upgradcable to Mk.II for $500. LSI5 preamp
with 1nfiniCaps, ($2995) $2000. Both 8 months old
with silver famplates. John, (212) 580-5210.
LAMM MI.1 monoblocks. Drive any speaker! Mint,
almost new, ($15,900) $8000. Call (831) 484-9483.
AMPS: Adcom GFA-2, $130; GFA-5400. $390;
Audiolab 8000PX, new, $725; B&K AV2500, sealed,
$450; Counterpoint Solid I
MA, $475; Hamian/Kardon
PA5800, new, $550; Linn LK280, $750; Mclos
MAT1000, upgrade, $4000; Mondial Palladium II, 6
months, $3000; PS Audio 200 Delta, $775. Preamps:
Adcom GFP-IA, $130; GFP-555 II, $275; GFP-565,
$400; ARC LS9, $1250; CAT SL) Reference. $1900;
Counterpoint SA5000, $1600; Hafler DHI01, $110; 945
timer, $315; McCormack TLC I1)elwce, $850; Spectral
DMC5A, $600. Processors: CAL Alpha, $650;
Cambridge DAC Magic 1, $175; Magic 2II, $275; 1)BX
3BX, $175; Meridian 518, $850; Theta DSPro Prime,
$450. Transports: Accuphase 113P8OL, $1300; CAL
Delta. $500; Camelot Merlin Pro, 4 months, $1350;
Theta Data Universal, $800. Theater: Meridian 562V,
$1275; 565, $2750; Pioneer VSX9500S, $300; Rotel
RSP960AX, $200; Yamaha DSPA2070, $575;
DSPA3090, $1300. Speakers: Alón 1, $750; Entec pair
LF10 subwoofers, crossover, $1600; Genesis III, $2800;
Mach 1Acoustics DMIO Signature, ($18,000) $6300;
Spendor 2040, sealed, $1000;
CS2 2, amberwcxxl,
$1600; Totem Sad, $825. Many more items plus cables.
List available. Condition guaranteed. Trevor, (302) 7372606, oalts@voicenetcom

FREE CATALOG

QUANTUM LEAP.
A UDIO

Mart

It you Ilke
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vifa, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

as
ONICS &
MORE
ELECTR

CALL TOLL

FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE : SPA,'

725 Pleasant Valley Dr..
Springboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@ parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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Mart

MUSE MODEL 2DAC, $1200; model 3ptramp with
display, f1800; model 300 mono amps, f2600. Boxes
and warranties. Call on 24/96 processor and transport.
(888) 415-3081.
MARK LEVINSON No.332 amp, 13500; No.36S
DIA, $3000; Cardas Golden Cross balanced interconnects, 10' pair, $975; and 5./10' biwircd speaker pairs.
(650) 948-0286.
ANNUAL DEMO/OVERSTOCK SALE! Billy Bags,
Black Diamond Racing, Bybee Technologies, Electraglide, ESP, Merlin Speakers, Metronome Technologic,
pARTícular Contemporary Design (A/V furniture),
Plinius, PolyFusion Audio, Siltech, Synergistic
Research, 3-Dimension Lasers (Checkpoint), Totem
Acoustics, Viva. Quantum Leap Audio Video, East Lansing
ML (517) 337-8362, EST
ELECTRAGLIDE DEALER: Power cords, interconnects, speaker cables! Discover what reviewers are raving
about (some of best products on planet!). Referenceglide=silver power cord/Farboy/jumper power cords for
line conditioners. Quantum Leap Audio Vida>, East Lansire,
ML (517) 337-836Z EST
LIKE NEW! DEMOS: PolyFusion Audio 805 20-bit
HDCD DAC; Siltech ST38B (G3) balanced interconnect, 2m; ST38B (G3) interconnect, RCA, 1m;
SPO12M power cord, 3m; Black Diamond Racing 20"
by 23" Source shelf. Totem Acoustics speakers: RoIdc,
Model 1 Signature. Merlin Music Systems speakers:
TSM (minimonitor); VSM-SE/VSM floorstanding;
Synergistic Research speaker cable, 6.5'. Plinius M16R
remote preamplifier, used, excellent. (517) 337-8362, EST
THOMAS TRANSDUCERS horn-loaded speakers.
Ideal for 7Wpc single-ended triode valves. Has new
reference Lowther DX3 drivers. Immaculate condition. Costs approximately £4290 new, a bargain at
£3250. Will arrange shipment if necessary. E-mail:
sam.vasco-javis@cambridgegov.uk
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, Cary, Conrad-Johnson, Gershrnan
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-Logan, mbl, MIT,
NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia and many
more high-end audio and video components. Call for
inventory list. Td: (7/8) 96/-8842. Rut: (718) 886-9530.
High End Audio.

PERFECT CONDITION Krell ICSA-300S, $4500;
FPB 300, $5400; FPB 600, $6500; KAS, $16,000; Krell
KPS-25S, f11,000. (718) 494-7765.
IRS Vs, mint condition with crates, $27,500. Call Greg,
(949)650-5398.
ALL-SILVER SIGNAL PATH air-dielectric interconnects, speaker cables, power cords, and accessories.
Genuinely handmade, not off aspool. Solid silver terminations: RCAs, spades, bananas, and binding posts.
Custom designs possible. True audiophile performance. affordably priced (starting at f60). Free catalog.
Stage 111 Concepts, Inc. (212) 627-5628.
SELECTED CABASSE SPEAKERS and Jadis
Orchestra series available direct with authorized US
warranty. Certain roles apply. Ask about our 7-clay trial
money-back guarantee offer. Call Northstar Direct, (970)
247-8877, fax (970) 259-6727 www.rwrilistarditra.com, email: notritstr@fiontiernet
CONTACT US LAST to get the best deal on top
brands: B&W, Dynaudio, Martin-Logan, Magnepan,
pi/labs, Bryston, YBA, Cluse, Meridian, Krell, MIT,
JPS, Nordost, ICimber, XL0, Straight Wire, Sonos
Faber, etc. Almost 200 brands, including Esoteric, from
$99 to $100k. Bestofdeal@aol.com, (888) 427-8124.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collectons of 1000+. Call Lawrence
OTook PO. Box 138, Bearivilk NY 12409. Tel./fax: (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative,
audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD).
150,000 tides in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, wwwpraccom

Wanted
TECHNICS SP-10 Mk-3 or SL-1000 Mk.3 turntable,
good to mint. Finder's fee available. (314) 233-8582 or
SLSeto@aoleom

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-rime sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Fax re' Irene to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343 x300.

Business Opportunities
IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to build
your future with ours as we diversify into new markets
and continue our advancement in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of opportunities
for "hands-on" partners to share in our tinture expansion.
If you have marketing or audio/video knowledge and the
necessary financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us
at (561) 575-7577, or visit our website, wivw.ticeaudiewm,
for more information. Serious inquines only.

FM ACOUSTICS. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805)
527-9808.

RATES: Private, SUS per word; Commercial, $4.1.5 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone
and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid
with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6322 or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds
@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first
working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the July 1999 Stereophile, you must submit it with payment by May 3, 1999.
Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have
questions, call (505) 982-14IL
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of f

for

words.

CI Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
Ul Iprefer to pay by U Visa CI MasterCard
My card *is

Exp. date

Signature
Please mn my ad in the following months:
0 General

CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Maranta, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
Website catalog: www.rito.com .
E-mail: isto@wo.com

BYBEE PRO, Art Audio Diavalo. (309) 452-548Z CST

Audio Mart Order Form

Category heading:

TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altcc, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Maranta, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldnm, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest Ci',
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405)737-3355.

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Does the
designer of this
device know
what's wrong
with your
power?
It sure looks that way. Some
audiophiles spend thousands of
dollars on power filters the size of
hope chests. And the small and
affordable A.C. Enacom beats them
all. So the answer has to be...

Yes!

Copy (Please type or print, attach separate sheet if necessary):

2151 Riesling Way, Santa Rosa, CA 95483
Tel (707) 575-8626
Name

Company

Street
State
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Outside California: (800)554-4517
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Advertiser
Advenising published in Stereophile is
accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately desaibed, and are available to
customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these
staisdanis, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knovii4, yaccepted. If
you encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write to)ohn B.
Gourley, Petersen Publidung Company, 110 Fifth Ave., New York,
NY 10011.
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AudioQuest
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Audio Solutions
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AudioWaves
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Every CD
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Soundex
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56
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68
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Wadia
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Z-Systems
96
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continued from page 164
design team in England, headed by Roy
George. Bear in mind that the CDSII,
Naim's no-holds-barred player, cuts even
that low figure to about one-tenth the
amount!
ChM West, Chris Koster
Nairn Audio North America, Inc
Sonic Frontiers Phono One
Editor:
Once again, we would like to thank
Brian Damkroger and the entire editorial staff of Stereophile for the opportunity
of submitting our Sonic Frontiers Phono
One for review.
In general, we are very pleased with the
subjective observations made by Brian
(and Tom Norton on the objective-measurements side) of our unit's sonic (and
technical) capabilities. Our goal with the
Phono One was to develop an ultra-highStereophile, May 1999

gain, ultra-low-noise phono stage that did
not impart any of its own sonic character
within the soundfield —in essence, to
provide ample gain to ensure proper
dynamic capabilities with any cartridge,
get the noise floor as far away from the
software as possible, and make it ruthlessly tonally neutral. From the comments of
Brian and Tom, Ithink we accomplished
our goal in spades!
The fact that Brian has —in certain sonic
parameters, in his room with his associated
componentry —a preference for another
phono stage (as it synergized within the
whole of his system) is perfectly acceptable
to us. In all of our SF products, we strive not
to impart an overriding character. Ultimately, we feel that [such character] leads to
acoloration of the sound that is not accurate, and has as its casualties transparency,
detail, and dynamics.

Our view, and that of Brian (we
believe), is that, taken as awhole, the integrated sonic capabilities of the Phono One
have the potential for the greatest appeal
within the analog/phono market. Certainly, agiven sonic characteristic in acertain system configuration might be more
appealing with another unit. However, as
an all-around performer, the Phono One
is, we feel, without peer, and sets anew
technical standard for atube/hybrid unit.
Again, we would like to thank Brian,
Tom, and all the participating Stereo/Vide
editorial staff members for their time and
effort in thoroughly auditioning our
Phono One. We look forward to future
reviews of many other Sonic Frontiers reference two-channel stereo tube products.
Chris Johnson
President, Sonic Frontiers International
dohnson@sonOontiers.com
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Final

Larry

Archibald

recently stepped out of my Internet-free
life to respond to some posts on
rec.audio.opinion that both attacked and
defended Stereophile's policies with respect to
accepting advertising from companies
whose products we review. The gist of the
criticisms was that we seem to give good
reviews to lots of advertisers' products, the
implication being that acompany had to
advertise in our pages in order to get agood
review from us. That implication is
and Iresponded more or less as follows:
Our basic policy was initiated by J.
Gordon Holt when he founded Stereophile
in 1962, was continued by me when I
bought Stereophile in 1982, and was fully
elaborated by John Atkinson when he
joined Stereophile as editor in 1986. The
policy hasn't changed over that period, and
Petersen's acquisition of Stereophile in June
1998 hasn't affected it one iota.
Products reviewed in Stereophile are evaluated according to their merits in the ears
and eyes of the reviewer—no exceptions.
A reviewer is asked to describe how the
product works in his or her (yes, we have a
"her") system or systems, putting him- or
herself as much as possible in the position
of areader setting up the product at home.
Reviewers are encouraged to take into
account build quality, reliability (to the
limited degree we are able to assess that
during areview period of from one to six
months), and cosmetics — but only in
addition to perceived sound quality, not in
place of it.
Stereophile reviewers need to evaluate
whether or not they would buy the product at the retail price. If the answer is
"yes," arecommendation is warranted; if
"no," arecommendation is not warranted.
Sometimes products are recommended
"only if you can afford it" — meaning the
reviewer wouldn't or couldn't buy it, but
some better-heeled people might find
purchase justifiable.
Technical evaluations (measurements)
are performed on almost all products, but
recommendations are made by the reviewers — usually not the same people as the
measurers — without respect to those
technical evaluations. Thus, aproduct can
be recommended on asubjective basis by
the reviewer but cautioned against by the
person performing the technical evaluation, and vice versa.
Products are selected for review in
Stereophile in anumber of ways, but the
basic one is that aproduct has somehow
come to the attention of the magazine or
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aproduct—even ones that prove to be
one of its reviewers by listening to the
defective — is included in the eventual
product and talking to the manufacturer at
review, though we try to orient the bulk of
ashow; by reading areview of the product
the review toward acorrectly working samin another magazine; from buzz about the
ple. Occasionally we find that only defecproduct "on the street" (or on the Intertive samples were made available to us.
net); after contact by amanufacturer who
Because Stereophile accepts and encourwants the product reviewed, particularly
when that manufacturer is one with a ages advertising, as do all of our competitors, it's natural to ask if advertising influences reviews. It doesn't. Obviously, StereoProducts reviewed
phile reviewers are prohibited from accepting gifts or bribes from manufacturers.
in Stereophile are
They also are prohibited from giving any
weight whatsoever to the advertising status
evaluated according to
of manufacturers: whether they advertise in
Stereophile, whether they advertise in other
their merits in the ears
magazines but not in Stereophile, whether
and eyes of the reviewer— they used to advertise but now, for whatever reason, do nor, or whether they owe
Stereophile money for advertising.
no exceptions.
In addition, and more to the point,
reviewers are prohibited from considering
such non—product-related issues as: the
good track record for products (for example, Krell, Mark Levinson, Audio Remanufacturer offered the product to
search, Mondial, Paradigm, PSB, Revel,
another magazine first; the manufacturer
Snell, Bryston, Thiel, Wilson, Adcom,
has written negatively about the reviewer
Rotel, Vandersteen, Meridian, B&W, and
or the magazine in "Manufacturers'
Comments" or elsewhere; the manufacmany others), and that has at least five
turer exhibits at Stereophile-sponsored
retailers in the US.
We actively try to avoid reviewing prodshows; the manufacturer is an "ally" or
ucts when we know in advance they don't
"enemy" within industry organizations; or
sound good; we have only so many pages
the manufacturer is afriend of the editor,
per issue, and do not wish to fill them with
publisher, or reviewer. In short, the reviewreviews of products people won't want to
er is prohibited from considering anything
but the product itself, as it performs in his
buy. In addition, our experience has been
that strongly negative reviews have a or her system.
Over the years—including the one just
strongly negative effect on the companies
past—our reviews have cut for and
that produce them, particularly when
against advertisers and nonadvertisers
those companies are small and just starting
alike. The burden of proof is on our
out. In such situations, we advise the comaccusers to show that we have ever, in
pany to wait awhile before having its
even asingle instance, showed favoritism
product reviewed.
to acompany based on its status as an
Still, all products that we request for
review are in fact reviewed. And, regardless
advertiser or nonadvertiser.
In addition, many former Stereophile
of whether they are negative or positive, all
reviews are published, except in very
writers now work for other magazines.
Surely, if Stereophile had pressured these
unusual circumstances: when the company
goes out of business, or the product is no
writers into favoring advertisers, or had
inhibited their careers for negatively
longer distributed in the US or is disconreviewing advertisers' products, they
tinued before the review is completed.
The reviewer's experience of all samples of would have spoken up by now. But we
don't do that, which is why they don't say
that we do.
C 1999 by Patna, Publishing C:omparry, LLC—VoL22
Ithink it's crucial that issues such as
MC, May 1999, Lore Numb., 232. Stereophilc (ISSN
these, whether concerning Stereophile or
#0585-2544) is published monthly, $29.94 per yearfor US
any other magazine on which people rely
nsidents, by Armen Publishing Grrnparty, LLC, 6420
Hilshire Bled, L.'s Angelis, CA 90048. Periodicals postage
for informed advice, be vigorously dispaid at Los ,1rtgeles, Cl and additional mailing officrs. Gatada
cussed. Iask only that questions or critiand GSTng. no. R12468-3855. POSTMASTER: Send
cisms be direct and specific, not vague or
add= change to Stercophile, PO. Box 53117 Boulths, CO
80322-3117
Printed in the U.S.A.
general.
Stereophile, May 1999

Basic.
Black.
Brilliant.

"The GCD-750's DIA converter is first-class."
Ltwrence

.
johnson, forAudioVideo Interiors (Plum' 1999)

"Vocals were simply terrific with the ADCOM."
Wayne Garcia, Fi (February 1999)

"The GCD-750 simply sounded musical"
Anthony 11. Cordesman, AUDIO (March 1999)

Simply Outstanding.
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"1 Can See Clearly Now"
"True Colors"
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